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Introduction 

 

I. A Page of Points 

 

 
There is a reason to fear that, like ellipsis, the fragment—the “I say 
practically nothing and take it back right away”—makes mastery over 
all that goes unsaid possible, arranging in advance for all the 
continuities and supplements to come. 

—Jacques Derrida 

 

 
History has left its residue in punctuation marks, and it is history, far 
more than meaning or grammatical function, that looks out at us, 
rigidified and trembling slightly, from every mark of punctuation. 

—Theodor Adorno  
 

 

Deep into Stendhal’s The Red and the Black, as Julien Sorel’s prodigious 

memory is about to be put into the service of a royalist plot, the narrator interrupts and 

opens a parenthesis to report: “(Here the author would have liked to place a page full of 

dots. That’ll be rather clumsy, says the publisher, and for a book as frivolous as this 

one, clumsiness is fatal.” The objection on the part of the scrupulous publisher is not, as 

one might imagine or as he suggests, due to aesthetic, literary, or financial concerns. 

Rather, as becomes clear, the parenthetical aside, which continues into the next two 

paragraphs, cordons off a small space in which a debate about the place of politics in 

literature ensues: 
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 —Politics, replies the author, is a millstone hung on the neck of 

literature: within six months it will drag it to the bottom. Politics in the 

midst of imaginative activity is like a pistol shot in the middle of a 

concert. The noise is shattering without being forceful. It doesn’t 

harmonize with any of the other instruments. Half of the readers will be 

mortally offended at this politics, and the other half, who have already 

found more exciting and immediate politics in their morning paper, will 

be bored… 

 —If your characters don’t talk politics, says the publisher, then they 

are no longer Frenchmen of 1830, and your book is no longer a mirror as 

you claim…) 

What is striking and often overlooked in this episode is precisely the appeal (or threat) 

of these dots [une page de points]. They evidently register the author/narrator’s desire to 

avoid recounting a political issue.1 But while the parenthetical aside is not only more 

intrusive (if also less clumsy and loud) than a page full of dots, it also still manages to 

use punctuation in a tricky and creative way to mark and erase politics in one gesture. 

The figurative association of the dot-filled page with a political conversation is 

remarkable in the way it proposes to supplant an extended discourse on politics with 

simply a bunch of points—a graphic rendering, perhaps, of the narrator’s feeling about 

the value of political discussions: all points (of view) are equivalent and uniformly able 

                                                
1 The issue pertains to a potential insurrection by royalist conspirators to regain control 
of confiscated forest lands and restore them to the clergy. Stirling Haig provides an 
astute analysis of this scene in his Stendhal: The Red and the Black (47-48). He also 
provides a very good discussion of Stendhal’s innovative use of footnotes. 
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to be written off. The editor rebuffs the narrator’s desire for this point-full, or pointless, 

page. The editor’s refusal suggests that the unconventional application of points 

(whether for visual or metaphorical purposes) is awkward, gauche, and destructive. He 

also implies that the coded, elliptical use of punctuation would be an unsatisfactory 

replacement for actual discourse: the characters must “talk politics” to conform not only 

to the expectations of readers (especially in the reflective spirit of the realist genre), but 

also to maintain the semblance of the characters’ authenticity (Frenchmen of 1830). In 

short, the page of dots is disallowed and punctuation marks are relegated to the outer 

boundaries of the debate—the parentheses serve precisely the function they are meant to 

serve: They mark an aside and even imply that the parenthetical content is inessential to 

the primary content of the text. The debate over whether politics should be woven into 

literature is, thus, contained within the well-defined arms of the parentheses. Or is it? 

The visual and allusive continuity of the political-punctual link is allowed constrained 

expression in the second and third paragraphs, which both end in ellipses. Might these 

ellipses be read as a concession, the condensation of a page of dots to three of more 

conventional proportions? Might the ellipses, which usually signal an absence, an 

omission, tacitly recoverable by the reader, a suspension, or an interruption, insert an 

uncertain drift in meaning that resists the closing, containing gesture of the parentheses? 

Finally, might this use of punctuation indicate politics in a different voice, so to speak, 

imprinting its presence even as it rubs it out?  

The question about the place of the political in literature here pivots on the 

resourceful use (or misuse) of punctuation. The debate thus reveals the intricate literary 

matrix that interweaves politics through punctuation and the political in literary 
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punctuation. This passage is distinctive in the way that politics (specifically 

contemporary political situations) explicitly punctuate the novel in the compromise of 

the parentheses, which mark out a restricted space in which to contain the potential 

explosion of political points and function as a sound barrier to attenuate the explosion of 

points by restricting it to the more palatable form of the ellipsis. This minor literary 

event thus marks the simultaneous entrance and erasure of politics into literature via 

punctuation, which is to say that an unrecoverable political utterance remains in the text 

only as a trace—in the marks of punctuation. This moment pinpoints the distinctive role 

that punctuation plays in the weaving of a literary consciousness in the modern novel.2 

It is also illustrative of the untold history of literary experiments with punctuation. The 

scene is instructive of how the literary has, at times, tried to shield itself from the 

intrusion of politics; it also shows that all literature bears birthmarks of its historical, 

and therefore political, context—even if they are ultimately enclosed in the hush of 

punctuation marks.  

In a sense, this dissertation is an explication of The Red and the Black’s page of 

dots (points) that could have been. Using writing and film by Emily Dickinson, 

Marguerite Duras, and Clarice Lispector, I explore moments similar to Julian Sorel’s 

encounter with the question of how to interject a political remainder (or reminder) while 

preventing the intrusion of engorged political semiotics. One more point from The Red 

and the Black is instructive here: although writing in the realist style, the chapter from 

                                                
2 In Mimesis, Erich Auerbach proposes that this passage of The Red and the Black is 
exemplary for the way that “contemporary political conditions are woven into the action 
in a manner more detailed and more real than had been exhibited in any earlier 
novel…” and asserts that this was the first literary form of a “modern consciousness of 
reality” (403-4). 
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which I quoted above, “The Discussion,” boldly refuses to employ expected mimetic 

devices for relaying the crucial, titular discussion. Does Julian Sorel’s stubborn refusal 

to transcribe the pressing discussion reveal an internal limit to realism? That is, in order 

to keep it real, is it necessary that a certain linguistic specificity be avoided lest the 

politics in “the morning paper” cast the shadow of the au courant over the novel’s 

inevitably already out-dated political syllables?3 Is there another form of inscription that 

more pointedly gestures to contemporaneous political milieux precisely through a non-

mimetic graphism? My project responds to these questions by examining the ways in 

which the creative or experimental use of punctuation marks, as Adorno suggests in the 

epigraph above, serve as historical-political residues that at once point to political-

historical conditions and erase them. They can therefore only be understood within a 

literary or cinematic context that turns away from grammatical and storytelling 

                                                
3 The Red and the Black itself suggests an affirmative answer to this question: the 
paragraph following the parenthetical dispute between the narrator and the editor shows 
that the narrator “wins” the argument: “Julien’s transcript ran to twenty-six pages [no 
wonder the narrator wanted only one page of dots!]; here is a pallid extract of it; for it 
was necessary, as usual, to suppress absurdities, which otherwise would be so many and 
tedious as to be quite improbable (See the Gazette des Tribunaux)” (304). Yet another 
parenthesis slips into the text, and this one directs the reader to the Parisian journal 
wherein Stendhal first encountered the story that inspired The Red and the Black. Thus, 
this parenthesis seems to have the final word on the matter. But, the word, as it were, 
equivocates: does the pointing to the journal reinforce the narrator’s argument that 
politics are best left outside of literature? Or does it show that literature is capable of 
digesting the morning news, embellishing upon it (transmuting it into a more creative 
form), and quelling specific historical or narrative “causes,” events, or experiences by 
consigning them to the metaphorical corners of the text? Rather than providing a 
definitive answer to the question of the place of politics in literature, the parenthesis 
perform precisely this equivocation, which proliferates the possibility of meanings and, 
importantly, allows for the coexistence of incompatible or contradictory possibilities. 
As I say above, the parentheses imaginatively mark the simultaneous inclusion and 
exclusion of politics through a non-representation, non-mimetic mode of writing. 
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conventions, especially those associated with traditional modes of narrative 

representation.  

The analyses I provide in the following chapters may appear to fall squarely 

within the tradition of close reading; however, the crucial intervention I make is to 

assess the creative participation of punctuation within the apparent content of the story. 

I also consider the historical, political, and technological conditions contemporaneous 

with the work under discussion not to suggest any causal relationships, but rather to 

read them alongside the textual or cinematic compositions in order to expand the 

horizon of a common literary and historical-political terrain. Reading the shards of the 

(historical or experiential) untellable embedded in punctuation opens another dimension 

of literary and imaginative space wherein it is possible to consider ways of re-

punctuating social and political life. The marks I attempt to read outline and obscure the 

residues of other stories, rendering them palpable yet ultimately irretrievable.  

 

II. Puncta Caecum (Blind Spots) 

Literature is the home of nonstandard space and time. Against the 
official borders of the nation and against the fixed intervals of the clock, 
what flourishes here is irregular duration and extension. 

—Wai Chee Dimock 
 

 
…the thought of sexual difference as the expression of the ontological 
desire of the female feminist is a project that implies the transformation 
of the very act of thinking, of its structural frame and not only of its 
images or content. 

—Rosi Braidotti 
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In its broadest scope, there are two overarching frameworks in which this 

project could be situated: comparative literary studies and feminist studies. The writers 

whose work is under discussion in this project—Emily Dickinson, Marguerite Duras, 

and Clarice Lispector—have each become emblems of their respective national literary 

traditions (American, French, and Brazilian respectively) as well as exemplary women 

(and oftentimes feminist) writers. The primary objective of my project is to take the 

insights of existing scholarship in a new direction by shifting the focus from the words 

to the smaller marks that break up the page and the screen. Beginning with the points of 

punctuation, I provide a method of reading that reevaluates the intertwinement of 

feminist angles of vision into the literary or cinematic and its historical-political 

conditions.  

One of the most abiding questions pertaining to the objects and methods of 

comparative literature has been how to create and legitimize its comparative mode of 

inquiry. Historically, the nation has functioned as a centering point or a point of 

departure for comparatists.4 Whether taking the form of comparing two (sometimes 

more) national literary traditions or using a linguistic common ground as the basis for 

comparison, comparative literature often relies implicitly or explicitly on histories of 

nations. Recent scholarship has drawn attention to the limitations of literary studies that 

confine themselves to national boundaries and seeks to elaborate other methods of 

comparison delinked from the nation, national languages, national histories, and 

                                                
4  The relationship between literature (and the literary critic) and the nation has taken 
many forms. Susan Bassnett provides a good summary of the history of the term 
“comparative literature” as well as its disciplinary parameters and its various 
methodologies, namely, the ways that various critics have articulated it in relation to the 
nation. See her book, Comparative Literature: A Critical Introduction. 
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nationalist ideologies. In her book, Through Other Continents: American Literature 

Across Deep Time, Wai Chee Dimock eloquently describes many of the perils of 

retaining the nation as a point of reference and the ways that it limits conceptions of 

history, time, politics, and space, as well as literature.5 She also clearly articulates the 

benefits of developing new frames of reference, which would expand the ways we 

conceptualize relationality beyond geo-political and epistemological boundaries 

associated with the nation. Such an expansive point of view, she argues, would allow a 

fuller appreciation of phenomena that cannot be accounted for within traditional 

methods of national literary studies, such as world religions, morphology of language, 

beauty, death, etc. (5). Importantly, projects like Dimock’s help to reevaluate how 

historical and cultural meanings are organized in various discursive structures and are 

specifically intertwined with literary texts in multifarious ways.  

My project contributes to these reformulations of comparative literary studies by 

elaborating a systematic and comparative study of experimental punctuation in 

literature. I argue that extending literary analysis to account for creative uses of 

punctuation provides a new vantage point from which to consider historical and cultural 

connections that are not fully expressed in the language of a text. Through a detailed 

analysis of written and cinematic work by Emily Dickinson, Marguerite Duras, and 

Clarice Lispector, I consider how punctuation functions as a trace, which refracts 

contemporaneous historical and political conditions that are not written in the words of 

                                                
5 Dimock’s specific concern is to challenge the notion of American literature as “a 
world apart” and resituate it within world literature through the concept of “deep time” 
(2-4). See also Ato Quayson’s discussion of the limitations of what he calls the nation-
and-narration school of criticism with regard to African literature in his book, 
Calibrations: Reading for the Social. 
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the text. I argue that approaching the work of these writers from the vantage point of 

punctuation will contribute to other theories of reading that are concerned with how 

reading shapes our perception of the text, inflects our use of language, and rejuvenates 

and reconfigures social relations. The multi-media aspect of this project provides three 

kinds of testing grounds—poetry, film, and literature—for the exploration of my thesis 

that the angle of vision provided by punctuation facilitates a review of how the creative 

use of punctuation obliquely gestures to historical or political events even as the event 

itself is not represented. Moreover, de-centering the question of the nation and using 

punctuation as an interpretive guide allows me to side-step the fraught issue regarding 

bases of equivalence, a long-standing point of contention in methodologies of 

comparative studies. In effect, I aim to explore what might be called the common 

difference among these various writers; that is, by using the concept of creative 

punctuation, I examine some of the surprising common ground among these writers (for 

example, their break from realist modes of expression); I also take into account the 

ways they use these analphabetic marks in different ways and to different effects; that 

is, while Lispector’s dash in A Paixão Segundo G. H. graphically renders splits in 

consciousness, Emily Dickinson’s dash signals in a wildly different manner, perhaps 

pointing to the on-going political and territorial divisions in the nation during her 

lifetime). My research provides both a new perspective into established scholarship on 

these writers and it shows how the meaning of punctuation changes in various historical 

and literary locales. As punctuation differentially embodies history, its mode of re-

marking the page is part of a process of critical evaluation and creation of new social, 

political, and epistemological relations.  
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Emily Dickinson, Marguerite Duras, and Clarice Lispector are notable for the 

recognition they have received as part of their respective national literary traditions, as 

well as the prominence they hold within feminist studies. For this reason, my second 

intervention concerns how feminists have discussed the politics of these writers as well 

as how the politics of these writers exceed the frameworks often employed. One could 

say that the question regarding the nation in comparative literary methods finds its 

correlative in feminist studies in the form of the question of the woman writer. But 

rather than a methodological question—is there any common measure or basis of 

equivalence that can be usefully motivated for comparative literary studies?—the 

question has been more a question of proper objects, that is, what constitutes a feminist 

text? As Rosaline Coward said forcefully several decades ago, “It is just not possible to 

say that women-centered writings have any necessary relationship to feminism” (221). 

While this is certainly true (a glance at the reactionary character of popular romance 

novels is sufficient to demonstrate this), the matter is more complicated when writers 

who aver they are not feminists or political writers are then claimed by femininsm or 

when they express a politics that is not fully captured within the terms of a specifically 

feminist politics.  

Without a doubt, Emily Dickinson, Marguerite Duras, and Clarice Lispector 

have all written about the specificity of women’s experiences, and they all have writing 

practices that are part of alternate forms of sexual-textual economies. This is, perhaps, 

sufficient ground on which to admit them into a feminist literary tradition. But there is 

also a productive tension between the assignation of an expressly political designation 
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for one who has explicitly refused it in her lifetime.6 In (re)considering the space 

between text and hermeneutical frameworks, I am less interested in challenging feminist 

interpretations than I am in examining modes of political expression that are not visible 

within the frames typically employed. Specifically, within existing scholarship, the 

primary focus has been the sexual and linguistic politics of the work and the writer. I 

aim to expand this focus so that it is able to accommodate a more variegated and 

dynamic notion of the political beyond representing women’s experiences. Indeed, if 

the little points are, as the fictitious editor in The Red and the Black suggests, 

decorative, minor, and extraneous—the detail the text could do without—they may 

indeed be the most feminine aspect of the text.7  

 

III. Puncturing the Frame of Reading  

 
To write, “to form,” where no forms hold sway, an absent meaning. 
Absent meaning (and not the absence of meaning or a potential or latent 
but lacking sense). To write is perhaps to bring to the surface something 
like absent meaning, to welcome the passive pressure, which is not yet 
what we call thought, for it is already the disastrous ruin of thought…. 
Whence the difficulty of a commentary on writing: for commentary 
signifies and produces signification, unable as it is to sustain an absent 
meaning. 

—Maurice Blanchot 
 

                                                
6 Here I am concerned less with establishing or refuting anyone’s place within a 
feminist tradition. Frameworks are inherently and necessarily exclusionary (or limiting) 
and yet imperative for any scholarly enterprise. With this in mind, I realize that this 
project, too, will have its blind spots; I simply hope that they are blind spots that inspire 
further investigation.  
7 This idea might be productively expanded along the lines that Naomi Schor draws to 
examine the detail as the feminine in aesthetics, especially if one considers the 
relationship between the detail and the punctuation mark (via the punctum, which I 
discuss below). See Schor’s book, Reading in Detail: Aesthetics and the Feminine. 
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There are several existent theories of reading that have informed the theory I 

develop here and yet differ from it in important respects. Least discussed in the ensuing 

chapters and yet infused throughout them is a modification of Fredric Jameson’s 

concept of the political unconscious. Jameson’s concept is an expansion of the theory of 

symptomatic reading developed by Louis Althusser in Reading Capital, which proposes 

that the latent meaning of a text is home to ideology. Under Jameson’s hands, this idea 

is elaborated into a theory of narrative as a “socially symbolic act,” by which he means 

that narrative undertakes to resolve symbolically class and social contradictions that 

cannot be resolved by other means. His method of reading analyzes the symptom, 

which is an expression of these repressed contradictions. Jameson’s theoretical 

elaboration is important for its insistence on recognizing the entwinement of narrative 

within historical and social contexts and its imbrication in various technologies (he 

would say ideologies) of capitalist modes of production. Moreover, he argues that the 

content of a story does not exhaust what the narrative means or what it does in terms of 

political or ideological work. He also meticulously lays out the reasons why it is equally 

important to analyze literary form (or structure) in order to ascertain how it also 

symbolically articulates contradictions.  

I concur with Jameson’s notion of the multi-layered nature of the text. I am 

especially interested in how he incorporates structural interpretations into his 

“symptomal” analysis. He differentiates his method of structural analysis from what he 

refers to as “canonical post-structuralism, whose emblematic gesture is that by which 

Barthes, in S/Z, shatters a Balzac novella into a random operation of multiple codes…” 

(56). In contrast, he argues that “the Althusserian/Marxist conception of culture requires 
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this multiplicity to be reunified, if not at the level of the work itself, then at the level of 

its process of production, which is not random but can be described as a coherent 

functional operation in its own right” (56). Setting aside for the moment his description 

of Barthes’s “gesture” as “random,” which he then implies is Barthes’s shortcoming, 

Jameson’s concern is to ensure that all of the discontinuities and ruptures in the work be 

reintegrated into the (Marxian) textual totality:  

The current post-structural celebration of discontinuity and heterogeneity 

is therefore only an initial moment in Althusserian exegesis, which then 

requires the fragments, the incommensurable levels, the heterogeneous 

impulses, of the text to be once again related, but in the mode of 

structural difference and determinate contradiction…. I have found it 

possible without any great inconsistency to respect both the 

methodological imperative implicit in the concept of totality or 

totalization, and the quite different attention of a ‘symptomal’ analysis to 

discontinuities, rifts, actions at distance, within a merely apparently 

unified cultural text (56-57).  

In contrast to Jameson, who treats the text and approaches its interpretation as 

all a part of one symbolic system, I am more interested in the ways that the (dominant) 

symbolic system cannot fully recapture, recuperate, or rehabilitate the fissures, gaps, 

and punctures in or of a text. In this sense, my approach is akin to post-structuralists 

who might refer to what I am talking about as breaking the (Symbolic) code. In short, I 

argue that the creative use of punctuation is part of the process of scrambling (or 

breaking) the (Symbolic) code. I thus reject the language of the symptom as it seems to 
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me that in addition to expressing contradictions, the creative use of punctuation is part 

of a process of altering sense and logic—as punctuation defects from its position within 

the ordering impetus of grammar it reorders and remakes social and textual meaning. 

By re-marking the space on the page, unconventional punctuation shifts the balance of 

the words toward other meanings. In fact, it is not at all clear how Jameson’s theory 

would account for the irregular or creative use of punctuation, which is, in a sense, 

between content and form and does not properly belong to either. It manifests as a mark 

but also points to the unrecoverable or untellable of history and or politics, a meaning 

that is not merely latent. Thus, rather than a sign of disease, creative punctuation 

generates an altered perspective to existent meanings and new modes of sense or 

meaning making activity.  

The way I am describing punctuation as generating a break with and through the 

Symbolic code finds some affinity with écriture feminine, a concept developed by the 

French writer Hélène Cixous. Cixous’s attentiveness to strategies of writing that have 

the capacity to disrupt and reconfigure the Symbolic through a revaluation of the 

relationship between language and experience provides a useful counterpart (or 

rejoinder) to Jameson’s theory of narrative as a socially symbolic act. Whereas Jameson 

insists on reading everything as ultimately related to the same mode of production, 

Cixous offers a way to buttress forms of textual, libidinal, and symbolic exchange that 

are in excess of, or exist as nonproductive forms of, expenditure and exchange. As such, 

Cixous’s method of reading dovetails with my interest in the ways that the creative uses 

of punctuation defects from this expected role in reproducing the symbolic and social 

order.  
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While commonly understood (and often misunderstood) as “women’s writing” 

or “feminine writing” that is equated with female bodies, écriture feminine is more 

accurately described as an analysis of textual economies. Cixous’s construction of this 

concept is inflected with Lacanian psychoanalysis and German Romanticism. She is 

interested in the way the philosophical and poetic use of the “feminine”—far from 

being an absolute or ahistorical figure—can be involved in textual economies engaged 

in processes of rewriting and rearranging language. In her introduction to Reading with 

Clarice Lispector, Verena Conley explains Cixous’s concept of textual ways of 

spending as a kind of writing “based on an encounter with another—be it a body, a 

piece of writing, a social dilemma, a moment of passion—that leads to an undoing of 

the hierarchies and oppositions that determine the limits of most conscious life…. 

écriture feminine disrupts social practices in the ways it both discerns and literally 

rewrites them” (vii-viii). But Cixous’s most important intervention into theories of 

reading is her innovative use of George Bataille’s notion of value and symbolic 

expenditure (drawn from Marcel Mauss’s theory of the gift). The modes of spending 

associated with écriture feminine are characterized by their nonmarketability: “the 

withdrawal of the exchange value, of the use value…” (Cixous 156). Cixous’s method 

introduces a distinct way of reading that is politically engaged and generates new 

perspectives from which to consider the value of writing and its textual and linguistic 

economies. The concepts of écriture feminine and textual economies are interested in 

experiments with form, genre, medium, and punctuation and strive to understand how 

different forms of expression give rise to other forms of perception of the world and 

social, linguistic, and symbolic relations.  
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IV. Punctuation Marks: Untellable Stories 

 
La ponctuation fait peur parce qu’elle est à la fois partout et 
apparemment insignifiante. Comme tout ce qui sature notre regard, tout 
ce qui semble rappeler imperturbablement des lois qui aux yeux de 
beaucoup restent mystérieuses… 

—Jacques Dürrenmatt 
 

Who polices questions of grammar, parts of speech, connection, and 
connotation? Whose order is shut inside the structure of a sentence?   

—Susan Howe 
 

 

Punctuation marks, at first glance, seem neutral. They do not demand to be read 

like the letter combinations that surround them. They seem to sit passively, acting only 

unconsciously to direct an inflection, breath, or pause. And most writing manuals would 

concur with this assessment: punctuation marks, they would say, contrary to Adorno’s 

postulate above, should be guided by syntactical units and an abiding investment in 

lucidity; they should merely support or clarify the order and meaning imparted by the 

robust words within which they are interspersed. The MLA Style Book exemplifies this 

way of thinking about punctuation marks: “The primary purpose of punctuation is to 

ensure the clarity and readability of writing.… It adds meaning to written words and 

guides the understanding of readers as they move through sentences” (80). In contrast to 

these prescriptions, what I have been calling the creative use of punctuation rebels 

against this subservience to words and the unrelenting and constricting sense of 

grammar. Instead, creative uses of punctuation engender a multivalent engagement with 

textual space that contest notions of linguistic or narrative fullness. In generating a 
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theory of reading to guide my analysis of experiments with punctuation, I hope to 

demonstrate how creative punctuation is part of a literary, poetic, and cinematic style 

that challenges reader (or viewer) expectations, revitalizes unwritten historical 

inflections, re-configures the spatial and imagistic composition of the page or screen, 

and reworks the relationship between image and sound. 

Because the current logical-imperative view of punctuation did not always reign 

supreme, it is first important to recognize the extensive and complex history of 

punctuation before outlining a theory of reading. Indeed, the consigning of punctuation 

to syntactical deference is an effect of social and historical changes shaped by 

pedagogical concerns, religious instruction, technological developments, demographic 

shifts, the emerging dominance of reason and logic in the modern period, and the needs 

of emerging nations. As Malcolm Parkes observes in his seminal book on the history of 

punctuation, Pause and Effect: An Introduction to the History of Punctuation in the 

West, “Throughout the history of punctuation attitudes to the use of the symbols have 

been bound up with developments in traditional attitudes to discourse” (3). In his 

delineation of how punctuation in the West develops it also becomes clear that the 

attitudes toward discourse intertwined with punctuation emerge in tandem with major 

conceptual and practical changes that emerge during times of intense social and political 

instability.  

Punctuation marks are written, yet punctuation as a system has its roots in 

rhetorical and oral traditions. Written texts in the ancient world were literally 

understood to be reflections or records of speech. Ancient texts did not utilize consistent 

spacing, capital letters (all letters were the same size), or any marks between words, 
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letters, or paragraphs. Should a written text need to be read aloud, the reader, unguided 

by punctuation, would be expected to study the text to know (in advance of reading it) 

where to pause or where to place emphasis. Prior to the sixth century there is little 

evidence to suggest that “phrasing—punctuation—originated with the author” (Parkes 

9). Rather, when marks were used, they were usually points that readers inserted to 

remind themselves where to pause or place emphasis. Introducing the marks radically 

modified the scriptio continua of ancient texts because it shifted more emphasis onto 

reading as an act of interpretation (rather than mere recitation). But the merit of 

punctuation was far from universally accepted. Cicero, for example, is reported to have 

been “scornful about readers who relied on punctuation, asserting that the end of a 

sentence ‘ought to be determined not by the speaker’s pausing for breath, or by a stroke 

interposed by a copyist, but by the constraint of the rhythm’” (quoted in Parkes 12). 

Nevertheless, punctuation continued to gain in popularity as written modes of 

communication expanded. The form and use of punctuation marks varied among 

scholars and religious orders, but the vicissitudes of its emergence are also shaped by 

technology and politics. For example, early attempts to impose order on how 

punctuation was used followed the military revolution under Diocletian in the third 

century as “parvenus and nouveaux riches throughout the territories of the Empire 

sought to assimilate the intellectual traditions which were the pride of their 

predecessors, and to absorb a culture which increasingly identified itself with classical 

literary traditions” (13). Similarly, the declining importance of oratory near the end of 

the sixth century corresponds with an increasing importance on the written word and the 

rise of the reader, but the shifts of this period are also contoured by political instability: 
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“During the sixth century the depredations of successive barbarian occupations, and 

economic upheavals throughout the Empire, produced both a situation hostile to 

grammatical culture, and a more strenuous determination to preserve it” (16).  

A definitive shift in understanding punctuation as primarily elocutionary (or 

rhetorical) to an understanding based on syntax was instituted by the Young Aldo 

Manutius with the publication of his Orthographiae ratio (1566). From the end of the 

sixteenth century and the beginning of the seventeenth century one starts to see how the 

contest between rhetorical and logical theories of punctuation are worked out in efforts 

to standardize the form and use of punctuation with new print technologies. As Parkes 

notes, “the expansion of printing coincided with the spread of humanist ideas and 

practices [so] the principles and conventions regarding the use of punctuation, which 

were disseminated and perpetuated as a result of the new process, were derived from the 

practices of the humanists” (88). At the same time, the political tumult of the period 

heightened the desire to eliminate uncertainty, which motivated the search by 

grammarians for fixed principles. One outcome is evident in the Port-Royal circle in 

France in the early 1660s, which was interested in “the balance between logical and 

rhetorical analyses of discourse by the use of punctuation…” and found this balance in 

“various syntactical features of different languages [which] could be regarded as 

independent manifestations of an underlying structure common to all languages, which 

mirror the structure of thought” (89). Julia Kristeva also discusses, such “discoveries” 

of universal grammatical laws during this period, noting that their impact was “felt on 

the political as well as the rhetorical level” (158). In her little-discussed book, 

Language, the Unknown: An Initiation into Linguistics, she comes to the conclusion that 
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“The tone of that century’s debates can be expressed in this way: regularization, 

systematization, and the discovery of laws” (158-9). Kristeva’s comprehensive 

historical study excludes any mention of punctuation, which is indicative of the ways 

that punctuation’s history cannot be subsumed into that of grammar. But, between the 

studies undertaken by Kristeva and Parkes, it is clear that grammar was a key player, 

though not the only one, in the battle over the proper place of punctuation. Thus, it is 

possible to glimpse how both grammar and punctuation are impacted by the politically 

motivated drive toward more rigid rules in the face of social and political flux. From 

these few examples, it is clear that grammar and punctuation have had a constitutive 

role in linking language with (historical and subjective) experience, and that attempts to 

tighten the grip on language during periods of instability demonstrate a desire for a 

steadier hold on reality. 

In addition to the history of punctuation that can be told with reference to 

scribes, monks, grammarians, and printers, several philosophers have also offered 

theoretical reflections on punctuation. Giorgio Agamben, for example, calls for a 

philosophy of punctuation in his book, Potentialities. The call appears in his discussion 

of Gilles Deleuze’s last book, Immanence: A Life…. Although it remains embryonic as 

a full theory of punctuation, Agamben does offer some provocative remarks on how 

Deleuze uses punctuation philosophically and biographically. Agamben argues, “The 

fact that an asyntactical and, more generally, asemantic element is present in 

punctuation is implicit in the constant relation between punctuation and breathing that 

appears from the very first treatise on punctuation and that takes the form of a necessary 

interruption of meaning” (223). By focusing on the rhetorical history of punctuation and 
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disregarding its contemporary basis in logic and grammar, Agamben attempts to 

sidestep the theoretical bases of a logical use of punctuation (and its philosophical, 

namely Hegelian and Cartesian, supports). In doing so he implicitly links punctuation to 

poetry via rhetoric. Agamben argues that punctuation transcends (grammatical, 

syntactic and rhetorical) logic with the result that it functions as a modifying appendage 

to words, a view with which I concur and attempt to expand. Theodor Adorno provides 

a longer and more expansive, but not necessarily more developed, discussion of 

punctuation in his essay. But in spite of his insightful comments, his remarks take the 

form of aphorisms, which make them provocative but equivocal. In addition to these 

brief thoughts, Roland Barthes’s discussion of the punctum in Camera Lucida also 

provides a fruitful point of departure for extending these nascent theories into a more 

comprehensive theory of punctuation. Although not about punctuation specifically, 

Barthes explicitly theorizes the ways that its root (punctum) operates as a disruptive 

force and a condensed if ambiguous historical point.  

As with much of his writing, Camera Lucida is an intensely personal text, one 

that is shot through with the memory of his mother and her recent death. Barthes’s 

objective in Camera Lucida is, in fact, rather narrowly pointed. He is driven to identify 

the essence of photography, what it is “in itself.” Confessing that he takes a detour away 

from a formal ontology “of a Logic,” he says, “I was interested in Photography only for 

‘sentimental’ reasons; I waned to explore it not as a question (a theme) but as a wound: 

I see, I feel, hence I notice, I observe, and I think” (21). As might be immediately 

discernable, Barthes’s ambition attempts to close the door on analytics. But, it is 

possible to redirect Barthes’s insights on how the wound-marking of photography 
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translates into seeing, feeling, observing, and thinking in the photograph as well as other 

media. That is, Barthes’s thoughts on photography can be conveyed into a more general 

theory that is amenable to a larger scope of considerations.  

To insist upon the expansion of Barthes’s theory beyond the boundaries of the 

personal is also to maintain a kind of vigilance against a retreat from these more public 

or political considerations. It is also to appreciate the ways that even the personal has 

cultural, historical, and political components. Finally, it is also to historicize Barthes’s 

theory itself. Although Barthes wants to treat the specificity of the photograph, there is 

no reason why his terminology should be confined to his objects or to his project. As 

the very title of his book suggests, photography itself benefits from terms and 

techniques associated with older art forms, namely sketching. It is thus not only 

impossible to cordon photography off from all other technologies, but it is also 

imperative to recognize to the vitality of technological and historical antecedents and 

actively generate their future inscriptions.  

Photography, for Barthes, has two distinguishing elements: the studium and the 

punctum. The studium embodies a certain general interest; it is the realm of cultural or 

political knowledge, but it also maintains a measured distance from these references; 

interpretation is associated with the studium. In attempting to explain how the placidity 

of the studium is disrupted, Barthes comes upon the notion of the punctum, which is the 

force that pricks (disrupts and disorders) him as he views certain photographs. The 

punctum stimulates a bodily and affective reaction more than a mental or intellectual 

response. The punctum exposes a certain kind of affective lawlessness in contrast to the 

coded and familiar repertoire that structures the studium. As Barthes notes, “The second 
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element will break (or punctuate) the studium. This time it is not I who seek it out (as I 

invest the field of the studium with my sovereign conscious), it is this element which 

rises from the scene, shoots out of it like an arrow, and pierces me. A Latin word exists 

to designate this wound, this prick, this mark made by a pointed instrument…. A 

photograph’s punctum is that accident which pricks me but also bruises me, is poignant 

to me)” (26-27). Thus, the studium constitutes a tranquil background and the punctum 

jumps across the border of the photo to accost the viewer; the studium is rational 

whereas the punctum is subjective, emotional, and violent. 

Barthes then largely leaves the studium aside in order to expound upon the 

features of the punctum. First, he observes that the punctum emanates from a detail in 

the photograph, but then he realizes the insufficiency of this explanation. In an awkward 

passage where Barthes tries to exempt the photograph from the same kind of cultural 

over-coding that typically lies like a grid over images, he notes that “the important thing 

is that the photograph possesses an evidential force, and that its testimony bears not on 

the object but on time” (88). This force of time causes Barthes to reassess his initial 

theory of the punctum as accidental detail:  

…I thought I could distinguish a field of cultural interest (the studium) 

from that unexpected flash which sometimes crosses this field which I 

called the punctum. I now know that there exists another punctum 

(another “stigmatum”) than the “detail.” This new punctum, which is no 

longer of form but of intensity, is Time, the lacerating emphasis of the 

noeme (“that-has-been”), its pure representation.” (96, emphasis in 

original) 
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So, the first punctum relates to the detail; it is like the touché of the Lacanian Real. It 

has a discernable presence in the photograph even if its affective impact cannot be fully 

explained through it. The second punctum relates to Time. Thus, the first is the material 

remnant of an accident (it is not something put into the photograph intentionally); the 

other is an accident of history so to speak. The punctum is special in that it names the 

instrument (that which does the pricking, inscribing, or designating), the thing itself (the 

hole, the mark, or the wound), and the duration of its impact (the sting, the bruise, the 

poignancy). But what is the relation between these puncta? What is the relationship of 

the accidental detail to time? One way this relationship might be articulated is through 

the plurality of its grammatical temporality. According to Barthes, there is a 

coincidence of the “this-has-been,” the “this-will-be,” and the “there-she-is!” which 

together articulate the temporal excess that the photograph bears. Barthes says, “[i]n the 

Photograph, Time’s immobilization assumes only an excessive, monstrous mode: Time 

is engorged…” (91). This temporal fullness registers multiple tenses (the present 

perfect, the future, and the present). The detail, by contrast, bears a different kind of 

excess: It bears a “power of expansion,” is “often metonymic.”  

These two features of the punctum collaborate in a third: Seemingly influenced 

by both the detail and Time, yet separate from both, Barthes discovers that the punctum 

isn’t always on time: “sometimes, despite its clarity, the punctum should be revealed 

only after the fact, when the photograph is no longer in front of me and I think back on 

it” (53). In this instance, the punctum continues to “work” beyond the presence of the 

photograph. This belatedness expresses a delayed memorial response—the affect only 
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comes about at a physical and temporal distance from the photograph.8 This deferred 

link to memory, what Barthes refers to as a period of latency, recalls Proust’s 

involuntary memory, which reaches through time collapsing the present perfect into the 

present tense of lived time. But this relationship between latency and memory needs to 

be examined more carefully because, importantly, the photograph breaks away from 

memory. As Barthes says, “Not only is the Photograph never, in essence, a memory 

(whose grammatical expression would be the perfect tense, whereas the tense of the 

Photograph is the aorist), but also it actually blocks memory, quickly becomes a 

counter-memory” (91). The photograph forcefully steps in as a substitute for memory, 

even as it also seems to contain it in the form of a continuous and unbounded (aorist) 

form. Thus, it cannot be said that a photograph captures the time or experience of an 

event. Nor is the time of the photo coextensive with the time of viewing. The memorial 

experience engendered by a photograph stretches before, after, and beyond it. The 

latency crystallizes the fact that the punctum is not exactly in the photograph; it is a part 

                                                
8 This could also be related to what Blanchot calls “forgetful memory.” Taking many 
shortcuts through the Greek poems that engender the gods, Blanchot arrives at the 
conclusion that “Forgetting is the primordial divinity, the venerable ancestor and first 
presence of what, in a later generation, will give rise to Mnemosyne, mother of the 
Muses. The essence of memory is therefore forgetting…. Forgetting is the very 
vigilance of memory, the guardian force thanks to which the hidden of things is 
preserved….” (315). While I concur with Blanchot’s line of thinking, and his 
meditations on memory and forgetting have been significantly influential for my own, 
in the course of working through the relationship of punctuation to the unspoken I have 
realized that what I am trying to palpate is something in between memory and forgetting 
that neither term (even the conjunction Forgetful Memory) quite captures. Rather, I am 
trying to describe how a mark points to something that has happened yet is 
unrecoverable or untellable. The mark is not mimetic in any form; at the most, it points 
to the impossibility of remembering anything other than the fact that there is something 
that has been forgotten, excluded, or left out. This theory finds some affinity with 
Derrida’s trace, which I will discuss below.   
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of a memory experience. The punctum is constitutive of a process that is stimulated by 

something in the image yet occurs in the viewer, possibly independent of the image. In 

this sense it is possible to see how the photograph, in effect, forges its own memory: 

The photograph destroys one experience of time (thought to be enclosed within 

memory) and remakes it in the image of the photograph. A mean twist on Plato’s fear of 

writing, the photograph displaces an “authentic” (subjective) memory and inscribes a 

counter-memory in its place. In Barthes’s terms, a counter-memory is simultaneously a 

substituting and a forgetting of the “real” memory. In fact, despite his avowed faith in 

the authenticity of the photograph (its testamentary quality), here the duplicity of the 

photograph is laid bare: the photograph’s “fugitive testimony,” presumably anchored in 

the accidental detail and its engorged Time, does not capture a moment. Memory as 

counter-memory is fabricated through the multiple affects of the punctum—the pricks 

take a stab at memory. 

A brief review of the etymology of the word punctum reveals a chain of 

associations that Barthes neglects. The Oxford English Dictionary notes that from the 

Latin root the word punctum expands into geometry (to designate a point in space); to 

zoology, botany, medicine, anatomy (“the tiny circular orifice of each of the lacrimal 

ducts); to time (“a very small division, an instant”); discourse (“the essence of a 

matter…”); or to denote “a speck, a dot…” as well as “a small elevation or depression 

on a surface.” It also, of course, relates to punctuation and musical notation. Expanding 

Barthes’s conceptual base makes it possible to discern the ways that the points, marks, 

and pricks of the punctum “look out” from the marks of punctuation in a historical 

mode (as Adorno suggests); moreover, these shoots are not limited to the photograph. 
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Indeed, Barthes’s assertion regarding the photograph—“whatever it grants to vision and 

whatever its manner, a photograph is always invisible: it is not it that I see”—is 

analogous to my approach to reading the creative use of punctuation as a kind of textual 

“birthmark” that gestures to something not immediately available to visual 

apprehension (6).  

As Barthes moves through his discussion of the punctum, he gives in to the 

realization that neither the punctum nor the photograph can retain their privileged status 

and that they do, in fact, extend their force into other realms:  

A Latin word exists to designate this wound, this prick, this mark made 

by a pointed instrument: the word suits me all the better in that it also 

refers to the notion of punctuation, and because the photographs I am 

speaking of are in effect punctuated, sometimes even speckled with these 

sensitive points; precisely, these marks, these wounds are so many 

points. (26, emphasis in original) 

Here the punctum and punctuation converge in a point. Barthes tries to confine this to 

the photograph, but in fact, he shows that the pricking of the punctum “refers to” the 

notion of punctuation. In the same way that the prick of the punctum is implicated in the 

vagaries of memory, so too are the points of punctuation. What is revealed is that this 

pointing relies on the capacity for memory as much as it composes—recomposes and 

decomposes—the time-image assemblages that come to form “memory.” Memory thus 

names one expression of past time, but this expression is thoroughly interwoven with 

expressions of past time that collect in the forms and images of history. The memory-

making function of the image is thus one operation whereby the past is created (or 
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recreated); but as a process that works in (or through) time to link present consciousness 

to the past, the pointing also recollects history, which inevitably saturates the image (or 

text) in which it is situated.  

Above and beyond a personal memorial experience tethered to a textual or 

imagistic space, the point of the punctum and of punctuation also has a historical 

protraction: the word punctum has a history, the use and meaning of punctuation marks 

have a history, and the processes and effects of these points are also situated 

historically. This might seem to be an obvious point given their relationship to time, but 

this can also be clarified and elaborated through Walter Benjamin’s description of the 

past as an “unexpected flash.” In “Theses on the Philosophy of History,” Benjamin 

begins Thesis V by saying, “The true picture of the past flits by. The past can be seized 

only as an image which flashes up at the instant when it can be recognized and is never 

seen again.” The striking similarity between Barthes’s description of how the punctum 

of the photograph reaches out to prick him and Benjamin’s description of how the 

image flashes up to reveal history is made more emphatic in the next thesis: “To 

articulate the past historically does not mean to recognize it ‘the way it really was’ 

(Ranke). It means to seize hold of a memory as it flashes up at a moment of danger” 

(255). Interestingly, whereas in Thesis V it is the past that flashes up as an image, in 

Thesis VI it is memory that flashes up, which implies a convergence among the points 

of memory, history, and the image. From this point, it is only a short step to 

appreciating Adorno’s remark that “History has left its residue in punctuation marks, 

and it is history, far more than meaning or grammatical function, that looks out at us, 
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rigidified and trembling slightly, from every mark of punctuation” (92). In other words, 

in the point of punctuation is the evocation of history. 

 Although Benjamin (to my knowledge) never wrote about punctuation, it seems 

likely that he would agree with Adorno’s sentiments about history and punctuation. 

Furthermore, despite their differences, it seems plausible that Adorno would concur 

with Benjamin’s concern about how history is communicated as he describes it in 

Thesis VI: “The danger affects both the content of the tradition and its receivers. The 

same threat hangs over both: that of becoming a tool of the ruling classes. In every era 

the attempt must be made anew to wrest tradition away from a conformism that is about 

to overpower it.” Tradition, as a stale or outmoded articulation of the past, is thus what 

must be routinely punctuated by flashes, which interrupt and redirect its monotonous 

transmission. As I will elaborate in chapter three, one way this can be accomplished is 

through critical quotation—a technique that Benjamin himself uses throughout his work 

and whose critical activity he theorizes explicitly: “Quotations in my works are like 

robbers by the roadside who make an armed attack and relieve an idler of his 

convictions.” Quotations here find some sympathy with Nietzsche’s argument that 

history (through critical forgetting) must be made relevant for life.9 For Benjamin, these 

thieving quotation marks make a critical punctuating practice (as quotation marks point 

to the seams where past and present are stitched together) and show how the critical use 

of the past can be mobilized against the stagnation of tradition. It is thus possible to see 

how punctuation function as interference, cutting through the sedimentation of 

historicism.  

                                                
9 See Nietzsche’s “On the Uses and Disadvantages of History for Life.” 
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But despite this apparent constellation of common points between the punctum 

and punctuation, there are important differences that should be considered when moving 

from the photograph as a point of reference to textual or cinematic contexts. For one, 

when reading, punctuation does not appear by chance in the same way that Barthes 

describes the accidental quality of the punctum in the photograph. As I detailed above, 

grammar has made a claim on punctuation and has put it to work on behalf of its 

ordering and clarifying tendencies. But these are the precise strictures that punctuation 

challenges when it is used creatively. When engaged with processes of meaning-altering 

practices, the point, or prick, of punctuation disrupts the placid surface of the text, 

upsets the facile transmission of meaning, and calls on the reader to fill out the sense of 

the image or text. Secondly, at first glance, it may appear that the punctum has a lively 

temporal quality while punctuation sits there as an inert mark. However, punctuation 

also has a quality of temporal extension. Punctuation is intimately tied to moderating 

the tempo of reading; it may also defer the arrival of understanding. Poetry often takes 

advantage of this kind of deferral. The uncommon use of punctuation heightens the 

control over the temporal unfolding of understanding. e. e. cummings demonstrates this 

through the use of parenthesis as well as by using space as punctuation as in the 

following poem: 

1(a 
 
le 
af 
fa 
ll 
 
s) 
one 
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l 
 
iness 

 

In addition to cummings’s strategies, which often seek to exert a maximum amount of 

control over how a poem will be read, it is also the case that the unconventional use of 

punctuation can heighten a text’s ambiguity or, put differently, grant wider interpretive 

girth to the reader. In addition, punctuation has an element of duration or temporal 

expansion that should be considered in relation to its historical dimensions. In this 

sense, the pricking effects of punctuation might be understood as temporal darts. They 

strike by missing their target (order and clarity) when they fly out beyond the 

boundaries set by established rules. With this in mind, it is curious that even though the 

experimental compositional practices of Emily Dickinson, Marguerite Duras, and 

Clarice Lispector coincide with various forms of political and social instability—

respectively: the Civil War, but also all of the conflicts over nineteenth century US 

territorial expansion; corrupt colonial officials in French Indochina, German occupation 

of France during WWII, and the events of May ’68; military dictatorships and pervasive 

volatility of governance in Brazil—these historical incidents are rarely considered 

integral to their work. Importantly, these factors are not represented in what would be 

considered the “content” of their compositions. But punctuation cannot entirely be 

consigned to formal or structural components of the text (otherwise they could be fully 

accounted for within the terms of grammar or grammatology). For these reasons, I read 

these marks as gestures to things the text has metabolized in the process of its 

constitution. Rather than attempting to attribute historical necessity to the appearance of 
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the marks or (worse) suggest any direct correspondence, I instead suggest that 

something of the untellable history is refracted through the points of punctuation. 

Punctuation marks embody history in complicated and uncertain ways, and through 

these points history punctuates these texts in ways that ultimately call for deliberation 

on what is obliquely evoked yet alphabetically elided. In other words, when punctuation 

varies from its prescriptions, it affects the story being told, whether by fragmenting it, 

interrupting it, or pointing to something not fully expressed within it; it upsets the 

passive ingestion of literary material by calling attention to the dynamic process of 

generating textual, contextual, and historical meaning in, through, and beyond the text. 

In generating a theory of reading to guide my engagement of literary and cinematic 

practices, I hope to demonstrate how creative punctuation is part of a literary, poetic, 

and cinematic style that challenges reader (or viewer) expectations, revitalizes unwritten 

historical inflections, re-configures the spatial and imagistic quality of the page or 

screen, and reworks the space between image and sound. Finally, when considered 

alongside contemporaneous historical situations, the literal use of punctuation crosses 

over into figurative and symbolic realms. In some ways, this study takes seriously the 

figurative uses of the word “punctuate” (e.g., Barthes’s punctuated photographs; the 

way sound punctuates a cinematic scene) in order to assess the meanings embedded in 

this much-overlooked detail: What happens when this figurative use is pushed toward a 

more concrete ground?  

In expounding upon the literal and figurative uses of punctuation, this study 

seeks, above all, to emphasize a hermeneutics of punctuation. In attending to the 

hermeneutics of punctuation, I aim to look beyond the grammatical-rhetorical tug-of-
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war in which punctuation has historically found itself. This idea is, admittedly, not new. 

When the Humanist theory of punctuation (which makes reference to the gestural 

components of language and treats a text as a corpus) supplanted the Scholastic practice 

of punctuation (which is guided by logic), beginning with Petrarch in the fourteenth 

century and extending through the fifteenth century, hermeneutical analysis began to 

inform the use and reading of punctuation. The Humanists recognized that punctuation 

not only corresponds to logical structures (the primary focus of the Scholastics), but 

also guides interpretation. While not denying its contemporary grammatical 

correspondences or ignoring its rhetorical ancestry, the hermeneutics of punctuation I 

generate can guide an exploration of how meaning is interrupted, deferred, disjointed, 

or hollowed out when punctuation marks are used imaginatively.  

 This hermeneutics of punctuation finds some commonality with Derrida’s 

notion of the trace. A crucial term in Derrida’s undoing of a western metaphysics of 

presence, the trace is important because it attempts to ascertain how any word also 

contains its absence, understood as its opposite as well as its (non-present) past. It is 

difficult to say directly what the trace is, since Derrida insists that it is not a concept and 

resists giving it a stable and unambiguous signified. But, he gives some indication of its 

operations when he says, “If the trace, arche-phenomenon of ‘memory’… belongs to the 

very movement of signification, then signification is a priori written, whether inscribed 

or not, in one form or another, in a ‘sensible’ and ‘spatial’ element that is called 

‘exterior’” (70). Here Derrida identifies explicitly how a certain sense of memory is 

intrinsic to the trace. He then continues to describe the trace as “the opening of the first 

exteriority in general, the enigmatic relationship of the living to its other and of an 
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inside to an outside: spacing” (ibid.). The spacing that Derrida invokes here articulates 

spatiality and temporality, or, as he says, “the becoming-space of time and the 

becoming-time of space.” It not only uses punctuation (the colon) to deliver this 

definition, it also implies the presence of punctuation in its absence, that is, in the 

spacing (which must also be understood as a kind of punctuation), which is intrinsic to 

the operations of the trace. Taken together, the time and space (as well as the 

punctuation marks) that the trace implies bear on how memory is conceptualized within 

theories of writing (68). As he says,  

…if the trace refers to an absolute past, it is because it obliges us to think 

a past that can no longer be understood in the form of a modified 

presence, as a present-past. Since past has always signified present-past, 

the absolute past that is retained in the trace no longer rigorously merits 

the name “past.” Another name to erase, especially since the strange 

movement of the trace proclaims as much as it recalls: difference defers-

differs [diffère]. With the same precaution and under the same erasure, it 

may be said that its passivity is also its relationship with the “future.” 

The concepts of present, past, and future, everything in the concepts of 

time and history which implies evidence of them—the metaphysical 

concept of time in general—cannot adequately describe the structure of 

the trace. […] It is the problem of the deferred effect (Nachträglichkeit) 

of which Freud speaks. (66-67, emphasis in original)  

Linking Nachträglichkeit to the trace emphasizes its complex temporality. It heightens 

the memorial dimension of the trace but in an ambiguous way. There is a delay, or 
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latency, involved in understanding the deferred effect, but, even more, there are two 

vectors at work—a force from the past and the reverberations that continue to pulse, 

irregularly, from the past experience and the enduring experience of pastness. At this 

point the effects of the trace resound with the points endemic to the punctum and 

punctuation. The fundamental difference between the points of punctuation and the 

trace, as they are developed by Barthes and Derrida, is the medium through which they 

elaborate their thought: photography for Barthes and writing for Derrida. However, as I 

have argued, the reasons Barthes advances to justify his enclosure of the punctum in the 

photograph do not hold under closer scrutiny—the punctum gives birth to punctuation 

and to a wide spectrum of affects and effects that pertain to objects other than the 

photograph. In contrast, Derrida’s discussion of the trace in Of Grammatology 

continually undoes its own bounds such that everything can be thought through the 

notion (or movement) or writing (or inscription more generally).  

Although what I have said thus far suggests that punctuation is intuitively linked 

to the trace, in fact, it is not entirely clear how punctuation is accounted for in Derrida’s 

grammatology given punctuation’s lack of “sign function.” Derrida almost seems to 

recognize this as well when he notes Saussure’s limited conceptualization of phonic and 

graphic elements, which also leads him to agree with Hjelmslev who “recognizes that 

an ‘analysis of writing without regard to sound has not yet been undertaken’” (59). 

Similarly, Derrida quotes H. J. Uldall who comments, “in pronunciation, no phoneme 

corresponds to the spacing between written words” (59). Some might argue that the 

trace strives to remedy (or actually does remedy) this lack in Saussure. But, while 

Derrida’s trace is better equipped to deal with punctuation and other analphabetic 
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dimensions of language than Saussure’s theory, Derrida does not explicitly link the 

trace to punctuation. The closest he comes to considering their relationship is when he 

recognizes that punctuation occupies an important place in modes of spacing. A crucial 

component of Derrida’s critique of Saussure’s theory of language is that “[t]he 

relationship between passivity and difference [in Saussure’s thought] cannot be 

distinguished from the relationship between the fundamental unconsciousness of 

language (as rootedness within language) and the spacing (pause, blank, punctuation, 

interval in general, etc.) which constitutes the origin of signification” (68, emphasis in 

original). This correspondence between the unconscious and punctuation (as one 

element of spacing) is reiterated when Derrida says, “[w]ithin the horizontality of 

spacing…it is not even necessary to say that spacing cuts, drops, and causes to drop 

within the unconscious: the unconscious is nothing without this cadence and before this 

caesura” (69). While the relationship between punctuation and the unconscious awaits 

further explication (which is beyond the scope of this present study), it is important to 

observe here that this relationship has everything to do with memory and experiences of 

temporality more generally. Incidentally, it should be noted that while Derrida makes it 

clear that “experience” must be put under erasure (much like “memory”) because of its 

custody within the history of metaphysics, he also explicates his use of this term under 

erasure, which is aided by the figurative use of punctuation:  

The parenthesizing of regions of experience or of the totality of natural 

experience must discover a field of transcendental experience…. It is to 

escape falling back into this naïve objectivism that I refer here to a 

transcendentality that I elsewhere put into question…. To see to it that 
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the beyond does not return to the within is to recognize in the contortion 

the necessity of a pathway [parcours]. That pathway must leave a track 

in the text…. What I call the erasure of concepts ought to mark the 

places of that future meditation. For example, the value of the 

transcendental arche [archie] must make its necessity felt before letting 

itself be erased. The concept of arche-trace must comply with both that 

necessity and that erasure… (61) 

Through the literal, figurative, and hermeneutical aspects of punctuation I examine what 

Derrida refers to as the tracks left by the pathway. Thinking of punctuation as 

commensurate with the trace describes something that oscillates between presence and 

absence, memory and forgetting, even text and context. In this sense, punctuation has an 

analytical advantage over the concept of the political unconscious because analyzing 

possible historical resonances as marked absences in a text does presume to fill in 

something it imagines is missing or repressed. Rather, as a mark that points to an 

irretrievable past, it inscribes a space of absence, a moment of creation. The goal is not 

to fill or supplement marks of absence with details of repressed historical, political, or 

experiential conflict; rather, it is to break the stagnant habitudes of reading and literary 

consumption in order to reconnect and extend the creative impulses engendered by 

punctuation that is, in effect, out of order. The writing and filmmaking practices that 

utilize punctuation as a differential marker of meaning are part of dynamic aesthetic 

practices that strive to reconfigure dominant orders of meaning and create a new sense 

of the world, a new world-forming sense.  
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V. Ellipses in Tradition: Chapter Summaries 

 
The unorthodox use of punctuation to increase the expressive complexity 
of literary texts still awaits its historian.  

—Gerald Janecek 
 

Xavière Gauthier: I was wondering whether this blank [that appears as a  
result of a violent rejection of syntax] itself wouldn’t be 

something  
of woman, truly of woman. If there is, for example, a 

grammatical  
chain, where there’s a space in it, wouldn’t that space be where  
woman would be? 

 
Marguerite Duras: Who knows? 

—Les Parleuses 
 

 
In sum, this study is situated amid traditional modes of comparative literary 

studies and feminist scholarship as well as theories of reading that consider the 

circulation of unconscious and alternative textual economies as part of the materiality of 

lived experience. I have suggested that attending to the creative use of punctuation 

draws attention to some of the blind spots in these frameworks. Even as I do not aspire 

to fully illuminate these spots, they provide a dynamic constellation through which 

another hermeneutics can be formed. Beginning with punctuation permits a new view of 

the imbrication of texts within their political-historical contexts. From here it is possible 

to see how the daring use of punctuation demonstrated by these writers participates in 

the process of forging new relations between readers or viewers and the sound-image-

text constellations with which they engage as well as their social and political milieux.  
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While my reasons for using punctuation as a starting point should now be clear, 

the reason why these are the best writers to elucidate my theory deserves elaboration. 

The underlying principle for this grouping can be expressed through three points of 

consideration, three points that amount to an ellipsis in existing bodies of scholarship. 

First: Marguerite Duras was hesitant to call herself a feminist, which was ostensibly 

motivated by the concern that the assignation would overshadow her self-identification 

as a communist (I discuss this in more detail in chapter two). This is partially a problem 

endemic to identity politics. Second: Clarice Lispector once wrote that she forgave 

herself for not contributing anything “human or social” through her writing.10 Her 

articulation of the problem of literature and justice reveals the expectation that politics 

in literature takes a certain form, that is, it should comprise the (realist) content. Finally, 

the commonly held view of Emily Dickinson as an intensely apolitical creature likely 

descends Thomas Johnson’s portrayal of her, a view that he supports by selectively 

quoting from her letters. For example, he quotes from a letter to Mrs. Holland where 

Dickinson writes, “Before I write to you again, we shall have had a new Czar. Is the 

Sister a Patriot? ‘George Washington was the Father of his Country’ – ‘George Who?’ 

That sums all Politics to me.”11 Politics, here, is the rule of government; and it is not 

only true that Dickinson spent much of her life within the boundaries of her father’s 

estate, but also that organized politics were not considered the proper dominion for 

women.   

                                                
10 See Lispector’s crônica, “Literature and Justice” in The Foreign Legion. 
11 See Johnson’s Introduction to The Letters of Emily Dickinson. I discuss Johnson’s 
comments in Chapter One.  
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Each of these points corresponds to tendencies in scholarship about these 

writers. First, to evaluate the political strength of a writer’s literary consciousness, 

scholars have too often resorted to biographical criticism: the writer’s own words as 

presented in interviews, reports, and letters. As a result, the question of the political for 

these writers usually revolves around the axis of identity—in the case of Dickinson, 

Duras, and Lispector this examination has often pivoted on how they express a 

specifically feminist or humanist view. It is not that these studies are necessarily 

incorrect but that they limit what is permitted in the frame of the political to what is 

represented linguistically and sexually in the content of their work. Second, and related 

to this first point, the expectation that politics expressed in literature is located explicitly 

in its content is an expectation that descends from literary realism in which social 

conflict attains concrete representation within a narrative trajectory that seeks to resolve 

it in one way or another. The writers I consider, however, in different ways actively turn 

away from realist modes of representation. It follows that, and this is my third point, 

when analyzing their work, to look for evidence of political consciousness in the 

explicit words of the work is to miss other (non-mimetic) modes of expression and a 

more expansive view of what constitutes the political. This last point pertains directly to 

my objective here to expand the scope of what constitutes the political. I thus propose to 

define “the political” as nothing more specific than modes of organizing social, 

temporal, and epistemological relations of being. In this way I hope to leave open the 

space between the historical and the textual as the space of interaction and interference, 

that is, a dynamic and generative space out of which new political relations might 

emerge. 
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I perform the method of reading I develop from these starting points throughout 

the following chapters, but it can be briefly elucidated here with the following 

examples. Duras’s novel Barrage contre le pacifique (The Sea Wall) draws on her own 

experiences growing up poor in French Indochina. The title, which ostensibly refers to 

the dam her mother tries repeatedly to build to keep the high tide of the Pacific Ocean 

from flooding her rice fields, serves as a motif for the many futile battles she wages 

against local government officials. The motif also more obliquely points to the 

ambivalences—Duras’s family’s and her own—about the financial and economic 

implications that flow from the relationship she starts with a wealthy Chinese man. 

When Duras published this text in 1950, many commented on her atypical grammar and 

punctuation; one critic simply dismissed her because she did not use what he considered 

proper French grammar. But what I would suggest is that it is through her unique use of 

grammar and, later, punctuation that she tells a different story of the economic, sexual, 

familial, and racial structures and qualities of French colonialism.  

Lispector’s work also treats social disparities in unconventional ways. Most of 

her short stories in Laços de família (Family Ties), published in 1960, for example, 

contain themes of poverty, hunger, and colonialism, and examine the complex 

emotional matrix of middle class women and their maids.12 Lispector had, by this time, 

published several books (the first, Perto do coração selvagem, in 1944, a year after 

Duras’s first book, Les Impudents). But while critics immediately noted the 

                                                
12 She also deals with these themes in The Passion According to G. H. (A Paixão 
Segundo G. H.) and A Hora da Estrela (The Hour of the Star). 
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“arbitrariness”13 with which she treated syntax and punctuation, almost all chose to 

elaborate analyses of existentialist themes, emphasizing a universalist and humanist 

strain in her writing. Case in point is Giovanni Pontiero’s introduction to the English 

translation of Family Ties, which focuses exclusively on the influences of Sartre and 

Camus and mentions her “unorthodox syntactical structures, staccato rhythms, and the 

obsessive repetition of certain key words and symbols” only in passing as part of his 

concluding remarks (21). He cites the Brazilian critic, Benedito Nunes, who suggests 

that what Pontiero calls the “obsessive” representation of certain words in fact, “mostra 

o aquilo, o inexpressado.” In describing Lispector’s style of writing as one that “shows 

the that,” which is tied to “the unexpressed,” Nunes’s description aptly describes the 

gesture of pointing implicit in her structuring and punctuating practices. Picking up 

where Nunes (and others) leave off, I elaborate an account of the that, which remains 

unexpressed. 

The literary style and range of Duras’s and Lispector’s work point to the fact 

that (similar to what Lispector suggests in “Literature and Justice”) life itself is 

saturated by the political, which is thoroughly intertwined with decisions about how one 

lives her life. It is significant that between the two works just mentioned, Barrage 

contre le pacifique (1950)14 and Laços de família (1960),15 another important literary 

                                                
13 This is Giovanni Pontiero’s word (The Foreign Legion 219).  
14 1950 is also the year the Marguerite Duras was expelled (or left) the French 
Communist Party. See Dorothy Zimmerman’s French Women Writers for a more 
extensive discussion of Duras’s political involvements.   
15 1960 was also the year after Lispector separated from her husband and returned to 
Brazil. In addition to column, “Correio feminino” (see chapter three), which she began 
writing in 1959 under the pseudonym Helen Palmer, in 1960 she began writing the 
column “Só para mulheres” (“For Women Only”) as a ghost writer for the actress Ilka 
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event occurred: Thomas Johnson published his 1955 edition of Emily Dickinson’s 

poetry, which restored (most of) her dashes. Within this temporal constellation, Emily 

Dickinson becomes something of an untimely contemporary of Duras and Lispector.16 

A partial explanation for the coincidence of these quite varied literary events likely has 

to do with the dramatically changed literary atmosphere of the mid-twentieth century. 

Of course Emily Dickinson is not writing in the twentieth century, and I am not 

suggesting that her writing practices are commensurate with those of Duras or 

Lispector, nor do I mean to suggest that Dickinson is the originary “source” for 

unorthodox use of punctuation. Rather, considering the release of Dickinson’s unedited 

(or at least under-edited) poems in conjunction with other literary and cinematic 

practices during the same period that also experiment with punctuation, permit a 

reevaluation of the author-function as well as a reconsideration of the disciplinary tools 

used to account for their work. Thus, the emergence of Dickinson’s dashes in 1955 

inspire a review of how they relate to her specific historical context, and this literary 

event prompts a reappraisal of the work that was being produced in the mid twentieth 

century. In short, I am proposing that just because these writers have been studied does 

not mean that their most radical and innovative practices have yet been read. 

                                                                                                                                          
Soares. The year was also momentous for Brazilian literary history on account of the 
publication Quarto de despejo: Diário de uma favelada (Junk Room: Diary of a Woman 
who lives in the favelas, published in English under the title Child Of The Dark: The 
Diary Of Carolina Maria De Jesus) by Carolina Maria de Jesus, which saw 
unprecedented sales throughout Brazil. The book undoubtedly influenced Lispector’s A 
Paixão Segundo G. H., which takes place in the maid’s room, which had doubled as a 
junk room. 
16 By untimely contemporary I mean to invoke Nietzsche’s concept of the untimely to 
describe how we might read against the grain of standard literary chronologies. My 
thanks go to Paula Rabinowitz for drawing my attention to the untimely coordination 
among these writers.  
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There are also significant common points among these writers. One that interests 

me is that their writing was initially received as though it came out of nowhere: critics, 

readers, and friends all remarked on the strange use of language, the unfamiliar syntax, 

and the unorthodox punctuation. It is indeed striking that none of these writers were part 

of literary movements and that their writing tends to evade generic classifications. This 

is true, perhaps, especially for Emily Dickinson; not even Thomas Higginson thought of 

her writing as properly poetic, and while some scholars are now examining her 

connection to Emerson’s concept of the “Poetry of the Portfolio,”17 the debate about 

whether she should even be considered a lyric poet continues today.18 When Clarice 

Lispector began writing, critics tried on various labels—a lyric novel? um espaço 

literário agônico? a nonsymbolic fiction? Today she is often associated with écriture 

feminine, though this is far from uncontroversial.19 Finally, while Marguerite Duras is 

often affiliated (or noted as a precursor to) the nouveau roman, she is both prior to and 

aesthetically distinct from this tradition, which is more properly associated with 

depersonalization and an emphasis on objects over subjects as evidenced in writing by 

Nathalie Sarraute and Alain Robbe-Grillet. Although there have been arguments 

advanced for the proto-modernism of Dickinson or the proto-post-modernism of Duras 

                                                
17 See Gabrielle Dean’s “Emily Dickinson’s ‘Poetry of the Portfolio.’” 
18 See Virginia Jackson’s Dickinson’s Misery: A Theory of Lyric Reading. 
19 Earl Fitz toys with the description “lyrical novel.” Benedito Nunes uses the phrase um 
espaço agônico, which prefaces a longer meditation on what to name her work. 
“Nonsymbolic fiction” is one way Debra Castillo characterizes the “valiant effort” to 
describe Lispector’s work. The back cover of most of the Rocco editions of Lispector’s 
texts include the same description: A escrita de Clarice Lispector situa-se numa 
confluência de paradigmas… do Realismo-Naturalismo e a do Romantismo-
Simbolismo—a description that seems to cover most of the generic bases up to the time 
Lispector was writing. 
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and Lispector, their work does not fit comfortably within these designations because, 

while they might each display a certain self-consciousness in their compositions, their 

work diverges from the so-called closure of the modern (especially American) poetry 

and the meta-narratives of post-modern fiction. At the same time, the fractured quality 

of their writing could be associated with both modernism and post-modernism. While it 

remains true that they defy generic classifications or easy periodizing, part of my 

objective here is to examine the points of historical and literary genealogies that score 

their writing. Thus, the uncommon juxtaposition of these writers accomplishes three 

things: it examines how creative punctuation is lodged in literary and cinematic work 

across a range of times and places; it demonstrates how political-historical coordinates 

expand and contract the potential expressivity of punctuation; it shows how punctuation 

can inspire a re-visioning of historical-political relations.  

In the first chapter, “Emily Dickinson: Of Don’ts and Dashes,” I bring together 

two of the liveliest areas of Dickinson scholarship—the study of her dashes and the 

question of her relationship to the Civil War—and argue that there is an immanent 

relationship between these two aspects of her work. While isolated studies have 

attempted to analyze her dashes (or compositional practices more generally) in relation 

to the Civil War, I provide a more systematic consideration of the confluence of these 

two facets of her work than has been previously undertaken. In addition, I flesh out the 

historical-technological moment with regard to print technology and the concurrent 

efforts to standardize the use of punctuation in order to reassess her resistance to print. I 

also argue against the view that Dickinson used marital imagery merely to work through 

her own psychical distress; rather, I turn this around and, focusing specifically on her 
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marking practices, ask how her work might be read as the national unconscious of this 

historical time. By reconsidering the relationship between Dickinson’s dash and fears of 

a nation internally divided politically, racially and geographically, I propose that her 

work provides a new lens through which we can view this tense historical period.20 

It is tempting to believe that it goes without saying that Emily Dickinson did not 

support feminist movements of her time. But to assume that this confirms her ignorance 

or dismissal of politics would be amiss. In fact, her ongoing correspondence with 

Thomas Higginson alone suffices to support the contention that she was well informed 

about the politics of her day. Dickinson would have been conversant, even before 

beginning her correspondence, with Higginson’s radical views on women’s rights and 

abolition, as they were widely published in periodicals she regularly read. In addition, 

there are several letters in which she refers to political events and to the Civil War 

specifically.21 Thus, while not a self-described feminist or political writer, Emily 

Dickinson was thoroughly politically informed; this chapter thus contributes to the 

emerging scholarship on the cross-sections between politics and her work. 

Before turning to the second chapter I include a short Interlude titled “Emily 

elle: Between Emily D and Emily L.” Here I conduct a close reading of Marguerite 

Duras’s novel Emily L, which tells the story of a woman would-be poet and the fate of 

her poems. The allusions to Emily Dickinson are made explicit with the inclusion of 

                                                
20 Susan Howe also mentions how the “Civil War had split American [sic] in two. […] 
Sexual, racial, and geographical separation are at the heart of Definition” (My Emily 
Dickinson 21). While here Howe is discussing hesitation and separation and does not 
explicitly link the dashes to these ideas, it would not be amiss to link Howe’s thoughts 
to this specific mark.  
21 For a further discussion see Leigh-Anne Urbanowicz Marcellin’s essay, “Emily 
Dickinson's Civil War Poetry.” 
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fragments from Dickinson’s poem, “There’s a Certain Slant of Light.” I argue that 

Emily L stages the vanishing point of the woman writer through the mechanism of 

quotation (of the Dickinson poem) and that the story serves as an allegory of how 

women poets are barred from the Symbolic economy when they refuse to abide by 

conventional linguistic ordering principles. Emily L dramatizes the mechanisms by 

which so-called irregular writing practices and so-called improper women are 

discursively or institutionally erased or re-formed into figures more palatable to social, 

typographic, and moral norms.  

The second chapter, “Cinematic Punctuation Tilt Toward Destruction: 

Marguerite Duras’s Détruire dit-elle” turns to film to elaborate a theory of cinematic 

punctuation, which expands the conceptual terrain of how figurative uses of punctuation 

are employed. Using Détruire dit-elle as a point of departure, this chapter elaborates a 

concept of cinematic punctuation by building on passing references to punctuation in 

film theory by Christian Metz and Gilles Deleuze’s notion of the sound-image. I then 

examine several instances of how Duras uses disjunctures between sounds and images 

to point to historical and political currents, often including situations in which she took 

part, such as the events of May ’68 or growing up under French colonial rule. I also 

examine instances of sonic punctuation wherein sound either punctures or is radically 

severed from the image. I argue that by penetrating the (visual) image, sound disrupts 

the seamless meaning making function that sound-image continuity in film relies on. 

Thus, as an inversion of writing—where punctuation is seen but not heard—in film, 

punctuation is often heard but not always seen. As a result, classical modes of cinematic 
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storytelling are disrupted and a different (counter) memory of historical events are 

generated, engendering new experiences of (past or experiential) time.  

In a broader context, I am also interested in reevaluating Marguerite Duras’s 

relationship to politics and feminism. Duras did once say that she was not a feminist, 

but she did support feminist causes (such as the push to legalize abortion). In addition, 

she proves to be quite conscious of how she writes about women and is self-reflective 

about women’s relationships to men, to other women, and to the world more 

generally.22 Moreover, although she may have eschewed the term “feminist” in favor of 

emphasizing her communism, her communist affinities are far from unambiguous and 

her work is not considered within a tradition of communist literature.23 Therefore, my 

analysis of her writing and films contributes to Durasian scholarship by generating a 

way to read her unique mode of political engagement. 

Finally, chapter three, “Unquote: Re-Beginning from In-Between,” undertakes a 

close reading of Clarice Lispector’s A Paixão Segundo G. H. (The Passion According to 

G. H.). The six dashes that Lispector uses to begin this story, not unlike Dickinson’s 

dashes or the interstice between sound and image in Duras’s work, also mark 

disruption, division, and disjuncture. In this case, the literal dashes at the beginning of 

G. H. enact the problem of storytelling; they are also a figurative expression of the 

“cuts” that G. H. must make to metaphorically cut her experience down to a palatable 

size. Although this text is one of Lispector’s most hermetic, her bold use of punctuation 

                                                
22 See, for example, her conversation with Xavière Gauthier in Les Parleuses (translated 
as Woman to Woman). 
23 This point could be productively expanded by turning to Maurice Blanchot’s précis 
on La Maladie de la Mort in his The Unavowable Community.  
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refracts the many images of historical and political situations throughout the novel. I 

edge this reading by reviewing how Lispector’s experience as a journalist during the 

Cardoso regime honed her ability to write, as she says, entrelinha, between the lines. I 

also look at her children’s story, O mistério do coelho pensante (The Mystery of the 

Thinking Rabbit), which allegorizes a military dictatorship, to demonstrate another way 

that she practices writing entrelinha. With specific reference to G. H., I analyze the 

ways that punctuation is emphatically involved in her reconfiguring of how she sees, 

understands, and relates to the world.  

As for Lispector’s political alliances, there is no evidence to suggest that she 

was affiliated with any form of Brazilian feminism. Lispector’s political consciousness 

could be traced through her participation in demonstrations against the dictatorship, 

including one in Rio after police murdered a student in a restaurant on March 28, 1968, 

and another a few days later as part of the “Passeata dos Cem Mil.”24 But like my 

reading of Dickinson and Duras, I am not interested in hunting down political 

anecdotes; rather, I propose to shift attention away from the exclusive focus on the 

content of their work and the overreliance on biographical support in order to 

emphasize how their (un)consciousness of historical and political events inflect their 

writing in unconventional and even surreptitious ways. Rather than simply argue for 

recognition of these writers as politically engaged, the objective of this project is to 

develop a theory of reading that can account for meaningful markings that are 

unintelligible to more established methods of literary analysis. 

                                                
24 See Cadernos de Literatura Brasileira (31). 
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Returning to the lesson of Julian Sorel, what comes into view is a rough 

genealogy of literary punctuation as an equivocal political trace. Politics is erased as it 

is worked into the composition via punctuation. Punctuation is thoroughly historical, yet 

scholarship has usually treated these marks as unremarkable. But, as I show, their shape 

and use at any moment is saturated with the historical, political, technological, and 

experiential marks of time. Following the departure of punctuation from convention 

points the way toward a reconfigured social and political grammar to generate more 

creatively punctuated times. Thus, this method examines what experimental punctuation 

might suggest about the conditions out of which it emerges and affirms the way that it is 

part of the process of reimagining how social conditions might be punctuated 

differently. 
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Chapter One 
 

Emily Dickinson: Of Don’ts and Dashes 
 

 
No manufactured print. No outside editor/”robber.” Conventional 
punctuation was abolished not to add “soigné stitchery” but to subtract 
arbitrary authority. Dashes drew liberty of interruption inside the 
structure of each poem. Hush of hesitation for breath and for breathing. 
Empirical domain of revolution and revaluation where words are in 
danger, dissolving… only Mutability certain. 

—Susan Howe 
 

 
It would seem that at first I tried a little—a very little—to lead her in the 
direction of rules and traditions; but I fear it was only perfunctory, and 
that she interested me more in her—so to speak—unregenerate 
condition. 

—Thomas Higginson [writing about Emily Dickinson]  
 

In 1941, Mary Elizabeth Barbot published an essay in The New England 

Quarterly titled, “Emily Dickinson Parallels” in which she set out to extend the thesis 

George Frisbie Whicher advanced in his recent biography, This Was a Poet (1938), 

wherein he claims that the sermons of Reverend Charles Wadsworth strongly 

influenced Dickinson’s writing. Barbot presents her comparative analysis in two 

columns. In the column on the left she shows excerpts from Wadsworth’s sermons, and 

in the column on the right she shows the Dickinson poem in which she hears echoes of 

the sermons. Her third example appears as follows: 

There were buds, and green 
leaves, and early blossoms, amid 
the mighty branches; but, alas, 
the unripened fruit was shaken 
by convulsions, and fell as the 
fig tree casteth her untimely 
figs! But at last, in this western 
world, the fruits of true Lib- 
erty seem ripening in the sun-shine. 

Revolution is the pod 
Systems rattle from; 
When the winds of Will 
     are stirred, 
So of Liberty. 
 
Left inactive on the stalk, 
All its purple fled, 
Revolution shakes it 
For test if it be dead. 
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Like Barbot’s other examples, her measure of comparison is the imagery and word 

choice that Reverend Wadsworth and Emily Dickinson share. However, this narrow 

focus also produces certain blind spots with respect to what counts as “influence.” 

Moreover, although the two-column format that she uses to make her point is visually 

compelling, it also has the effect of presenting the sermon in poetic form (especially 

because of its lineation); it also suggests a one-to-one correspondence between Emily 

Dickinson’s poetic inspiration and religious perspectives of the world. While the stanza-

like presentation of the sermon excerpt emphasizes its musicality and rhetorical force, it 

misleadingly presents nature as the theme, suggesting a peaceful, organic source for the 

poem. In privileging the nature imagery and specific words, Barbot’s comparative study 

overlooks more provocative links between the two writers. As such, Barbot’s method of 

analysis exemplifies many of the shortcomings of early Dickinson scholarship.  

Perhaps one of the most contentious topics in Dickinson scholarship is the 

matter of its form. Since Barbot was writing in 1941, the published poems available to 

her were those that were almost always edited to regularize punctuation, capitalization, 

and stanza breaks. Although Dickinson’s irregular punctuation would not be restored 

until Thomas Johnson’s 1955 edition of her poems, Barbot’s editorial pen excises far 

more than Martha Dickinson Bianchi’s edition of The Collected Poems of Emily 

Dickinson (1937), the edition to which she refers. In fact, Barbot’s presentation of the 

poem deviates so substantially from the poem as it appears in the Bianchi edition that it 

nearly becomes a new poem. The complete poem appears in Ralph Franklin’s 1998 

Variorum Edition as poem 1044: 
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Revolution is the Pod 
Systems rattle from 
When the Winds of Will are stirred 
Excellent is Bloom 
 
But except its Russet Base 
Every Summer be 
The Entomber of itself, 
So of Liberty –  
 
Left inactive on the Stalk 
All its Purple fled 
Revolution shakes it for 
Test if it be dead. 

 
Although Barbot’s is an extreme example of irresponsible editing—as Franklin’s 

rendition shows, she cut an entire stanza and substituted the last line of the excised 

second stanza for the last line in stanza one—Franklin also slips in subtle editorial 

decisions. While he (more or less) restores the punctuation as it appears in Dickinson’s 

manuscript, Franklin regularizes line breaks to form stanzas in places that he believes 

conform to the expectations of the reader.1 When confronted with such examples, one 

becomes sympathetic to scholars who believe that to read Dickinson in print is 

essentially to read her in translation.2 Reviewing her manuscript bolsters this argument 

(see Figure 1). 

                                                
1 Franklin develops a system in this edition for indicating his own editorial decisions 
and modifications to the poems. In this poem, for example, he regularizes the stanza 
breaks, but in his notes under the poem he indicates with a vertical bar the word after 
which the original line break occurs: Division   3 of |   5 Russet |   9 the   11 it | 
Throughout the rest of the chapter, I will include Franklin’s editorial notes beneath the 
poem as they appear in his edition. 
2 Franklin himself makes this assertion in the introduction to The Manuscript Books: “A 
facsimile edition is of particular importance to Dickinson studies, for the manuscripts of 
this poet resist translation into the conventions of print” (ix). But, as several scholars 
have pointed out, this view contradicts the argument he makes in the Variorum Edition. 
Domnhnall Mitchell examines some of these debates in Measures of Possibility: Emily 
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Figure 1: Revolution is the Pod 

                                                                                                                                          
Dickinson’s Manuscripts. See also Sharon Cameron’s Choosing Not Choosing: 
Dickinson's Fascicles where she argues on behalf of analyzing the poems according to 
their placement in the fascicles.  
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Barbot’s approach also reveals another tendency recurrent in Dickinson scholarship, 

namely, the excision of historical context. The excerpt of the sermon that Barbot pairs 

with “Revolution is the Pod” matches its imagery of fruits and flowers and emphasizes 

those qualities in the poem. As a result, the interpretation of the poem is slanted toward 

one about seasons and nature. It is therefore surprising to learn that the sermon from 

which the excerpt comes was delivered on Thursday, November 18, 1858, as a 

Thanksgiving sermon. Published in 1869 with the title “The Feasts of Harvest,” the 

sermon elaborates moral, philosophical, political, intellectual, and spiritual justifications 

for why Thanksgiving should be an important religious and national holiday. The 

context for the passage from which Barbot draws her excerpt falls under Wadsworth’s 

political justification (which has a philosophical basis in “human freedom”) wherein he 

uses agricultural metaphors as analogues for political development. He refers to the 

“harvest of the Earth’s long political husbandry” as a kind of natural history that has led 

to “the great American development,” which is the first “true Democracy” the world has 

known (17). Arguing that America has lessons to learn from the religious history of the 

Israelites, Reverend Wadsworth conveys the religious and national significance through 

the symbol of the fig when he says, “our American Nationality is the ‘first fruits’ of true 

liberty,” but, he continues, they are “ripe fruits” in contrast to the “unripened fruit [that] 

was shaken by convulsions, and fell as the fig tree casteth her untimely figs!” In other 

words, far from a mere adoration of nature, the sermon actually expresses a celebratory 

enthusiasm, even nationalism, and praise for the democratic republicanism of the young 

country. If, as Barbot argues, the nature imagery in the sermon inspired Dickinson’s 
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poem, then could not, by extension, its politically and nationally charged themes also 

find their way into Dickinson’s writing? 

Barbot’s selective reading and contextual pairing characterized the general tenor 

of Dickinson scholarship until quite recently.3 Two of the areas of scholarship that have 

been most substantially reappraised include Dickinson’s relationship to the Civil War 

and her irregular pointing (punctuating) practices.4 One consequence of this scholarly 

re-visioning is the disruption of the image of Dickinson as a demure shrinking flower, a 

spurned and withdrawn woman who enclosed her emotional sensitivities in tightly 

controlled verses. However, despite the shift in understanding that results from these 

new scholarly inroads, an analysis into how these facets intersect continues to be 

neglected. Although there is new appreciation for how the Civil War infiltrates 

Dickinson’s poetry, as evidenced by close readings of several poems,5 as well as 

                                                
3 There is some debate about whether Emily Dickinson actually wrote poems or 
whether her writing was made to conform to generic expectations of lyric poetry. See 
Virginia Jackson’s Dickinson’s Misery: A Theory of Lyric Reading. 
4 There is an emerging body of meta-criticism that attempts to analyze the various 
epistemological and ideological assumptions that underpin the ways that Dickinson’s 
work has historically been edited and the effect this has on the kinds of interpretive 
frameworks devised to read her and her work. See Lena Christensen’s recent book, 
Editing Emily Dickinson: The Production of an Author, for example, which attempts to 
account for the ways that “Emily Dickinson and her work are produced through our 
readings of her through the archive of editorial representations and critical 
interpretations of her” (3). Drawing on Foucault’s concept of the author function, 
Christensen examines the authoring, editing, and archiving practices that contribute to 
the production of “Emily Dickinson.” See also Betsy Erkkila, “The Emily Dickinson 
Wars.” 
5 There are several articles that examine the relationship between a specific poem (or, 
more rarely, several poems) and the Civil War. See, for example, Lawrence Berkove’s 
“‘A Slash of Blue!’: An Unrecognized Emily Dickinson War Poem,” David Cody’s 
“Blood in the Basin: The Civil War in Emily Dickinson’s ‘the Name – of It – Is 
‘Autumn,’” Karen Dandurand’s “New Dickinson Civil War Publications,” Tyler 
Hoffman’s “Emily Dickinson and the Limit of War,” Cynthia Hogue’s “‘lives − like 
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numerous studies on her punctuation, form, and variant word choices,6 there has yet to 

be a systematic study of the connection between these areas even though many scholars 

have observed that her most prolific period more or less corresponds with the time of 

the Civil War.7 In this chapter, I would like to examine the links between this intense 

historical period and Dickinson’s remarkable punctuating practices and consider how a 

revised understanding of this relationship might challenge the view of her as a reclusive 

poet who writes almost exclusively of interior, psychical, emotional, or highly personal 

topics. I contend that Emily Dickinson’s unconventional marking practices are inflected 

with contemporaneous historical, political, and literary fluctuations. Thus, rather than 

taking the more trodden track that imagines Emily Dickinson’s psyche through her 

poems,8 I explore the idea that the poems reveal some of the workings of the national 

unconscious.9 Through a reading of nature imagery in various poems, specifically 

                                                                                                                                          
Dollars’: Dickinson and the Poetics of Witness,” Cristanne Miller’s “‘Pondering 
Liberty’: Emily Dickinson and the Civil War,” and Leigh-Anne Urbanowicz’s 
“‘Singing off the Charnel Steps’: Soldiers and Mourners in Emily Dickinson's War 
Poetry.”  
6 For studies on these formal aspects of Dickinson’s poetry see Sharon Cameron’s 
Choosing Not Choosing, Paul Crumbley’s Inflections of the Pen: Dash and Voice in 
Emily Dickinson, Ralph Franklin’s The Editing of Emily Dickinson: A Reconsideration, 
Brita Lindbert-Seyersted’s Emily Dickinson’s Punctuation, Domhnall Mitchell’s 
Measures of Possibility: Emily Dickinson’s Manuscripts, and Edith Wylder’s The Last 
Face: Emily Dickinson's Manuscripts.  
7 There have been passing comments about possible connections between Dickinson’s 
punctuation and the Civil War, often with regard to a specific poem, but there is no 
study to date that attempts a broader or more systematic analysis. 
8 This view is most commonly associated with the argument that Shira Wolosky 
advances in her groundbreaking book on Emily Dickinson and the Civil War, A Voice 
of War. 
9 Daneen Wardrop proposes a similar argument in her essay, “The Poetics of Political 
Involvement and Non-Involvement.” Through the concept of “intussusception” she 
examines “the process by which Dickinson draws into herself the cultural and historical 
field of events, later to emerge in refracted and apolitical syntax and language, subject 
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themes and images of volcanoes and earthquakes, I hope to shift attention away from 

the reading of these poems as mirroring her inner emotional world and consider the 

possibility that they are punctuated by the shards of her intensely unstable historical 

moment. In addition, I examine the interplay between punctuation and specific word 

choice as a way to enrich an understanding of both—that is, the way that punctuation 

opens words to surprising new meanings and the way that this relationship might bring 

a fresh perspective to the operations of punctuation.  

* 

Until Shira Wolosky published Emily Dickinson: A Voice of War in 1984, the 

consensus on Emily Dickinson’s image as a private poet whose writing 

circumnavigated inner, emotional spheres was, for the most part, accepted without 

challenge.10 Her interiority, often presented in contrast to Walt Whitman’s outgoing 

style and direct involvement in the Civil War, referred to her proclivity for remaining 

inside the house (often inside her bedroom), as well as her poetic exploration of the 

interior realms of the human psyche.11 Often cited is Thomas Johnson’s preface to 

Selected Letters where he says, 

                                                                                                                                          
to the rules of fortuitous accident that guide the lyric impulse” (54). While I agree that 
Dickinson’s historical and cultural milieu flowed through her and is refracted in her 
writing, my argument diverges from Wardrop’s at the point that she designates 
Dickinson’s language and syntax as “apolitical,” which suggests that in the “digesting” 
of her cultural and historical field of events politics drops out.  
10 For a summary of about twenty years of scholarship that examines Emily Dickinson 
and the Civil War see Faith Barrett’s essay “Public Selves and Private Spheres: Studies 
of Emily Dickinson and the Civil War, 1984-2007.” 
11 Benjamin Friedlander’s recent essay, “Emily Dickinson and the Battle of Ball’s 
Bluff” narrates this shift in scholarly attention to the Civil War slightly differently, 
pointing first to Daniel Aaron’s 1973 The Unwritten War: American Writers and the 
Civil War and then giving brief mention to Thomas W. Ford’s 1965 essay, “Emily 
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Since Emily Dickinson’s full maturity as a dedicated artist occurred 

during the span of the Civil War, the most convulsive era of the nation’s 

history, one of course turns to the letters of 1861-1865, and the years that 

follow, for her interpretation of events. But the fact is that she did not 

live in history and held no view of it, past or current. Walt Whitman 

projected himself into the world about him so intensely that not only the 

war but the nation itself is continuously the substance of his thought in 

prose and verse. The reverse was true for Dickinson, to whom the war 

was an annoyance, a reality only when it was mirrored to her in casualty 

lists. (xx) 

Wolosky begins her study by directly challenging these conceptions of 

Dickinson. She argues that Dickinson’s poems directly and indirectly engage the Civil 

War. However, her thesis that the war became a mirror for Dickinson’s personal 

psychical life and is consigned to metaphors of martial imagery reflecting her own 

emotional world, ultimately re-inscribes the poet into familiar private circuits.12 Leigh-

                                                                                                                                          
Dickinson and the Civil War.” But Wolosky is the first to devote a book-length study to 
the topic and is widely credited with shifting the critical terrain. 
12 In addition to my critique of Wolosky’s work as flawed by her use of a mirror 
metaphor to describe the relationship between the Civil War and Dickinson’s psyche, 
her argument that Dickinson is a proto-modernist is also analytically unsound. From 
Wolosky’s perspective, Dickinson and her innovations are only understandable via later 
literary movements such as symbolism, imagism, surrealism, dadism, futurism, and 
concrete poetry (the literary movements Wolosky names). This view finds company 
with Amy Lowell’s argument that Emily Dickinson was the first Imagist. However, 
these arguments fail to consider that the innovations of these later movements might 
have been inspired by Dickinson’s unconventional verses. They also fail to consider 
how Dickinson’s writing is a product of her specific historical time. A more precise 
analysis might consider how literary modernism provides a context in which 
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Anne Urbanowicz Marcellin supplements Wolosky’s study by extending its scope 

beyond this limited frame. She argues that the war is not merely a trope in Emily 

Dickinson’s writing, but rather “it [the war] touched her directly, and she treated it 

directly” (107).13 She also posits that since the Dickinson family occupied such a 

prominent political place in Amherst and subscribed to the major periodicals of the 

time, Dickinson would have been well apprised of major events and local impacts of the 

war. Although her correspondence is often used to support the opposite conclusion, it is 

also true, as Marcellin discusses, that the war was a topic that was frequently treated in 

her letters. My argument draws on Wolosky’s assertion that “[i]n Dickinson’s work… 

metaphysical conflict is accompanied by historical trauma, and the two spheres further 

conjoin in a poetic remarkable for disjunctions and discontinuities” (xvii) but seeks to 

follow the path laid out by Marcellin in order to elaborate how Dickinson’s writing and 

punctuating practices are inflected with historical circumstances.  

The insights and limitations of Wolosky’s thesis are illustrated succinctly in her 

analysis of poem 502 (Fr 377): 

At least – to pray – is left – is left – 
Oh Jesus – in the Air – 
I know not which thy chamber is – 
I'm knocking – everywhere – 

                                                                                                                                          
Dickinson’s formal digressions could be better understood as evidenced by the timing 
of Franklin’s edition of her poems with their original punctuation (mostly) restored.  
13 See her essay, “Emily Dickinson’s Civil War Poetry.” To support her claim, she 
examines letters that Dickinson wrote during the civil war and several poems that 
explicitly reference the war. She also reminds the reader that Dickinson’s brother, 
Austin, purchased a substitute (for $500) to take his place in the Union army—a 
reminder that might recast the significance of several poems. For a more extended 
discussion of the Dickinson family’s relationship to politics see Betsy Erkkila, “Emily 
Dickinson and Class” and Coleman Hutchinson, “‘Eastern Exiles’: Dickinson, 
Whiggery and War.” 
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Thou settest Earthquake in the South – 
And Maelstrom, in the Sea – 
Say, Jesus Christ of Nazareth – 
Hast thou no Arm for Me? 
 
3 chamber is – ] palaces –      5 settest] stirrest –  
 
Division     1 pray – is left – | 
 

Wolosky comments that “[n]othing in this poem explicitly distinguishes it as concerned 

with the Civil War” and that Dickinson instead “concerns herself not with an overtly 

named occasion but rather with metaphysical issues she feels to have been raised by 

them.” Here she reiterates her view that “to Dickinson the political causes [of the war] 

are secondary to the metaphysical constructions they imply” (60). Significantly, 

however, she revises this position in the piece she writes for A Historical Guide to 

Emily Dickinson where she argues much more forcefully with regard to this same poem 

that “‘South’ here is surely a political-geographical marker, no less than ‘south’ is in 

Whitman’s ‘Out of the Cradle Endlessly Rocking’” (108). In her revised discussion of 

this poem, Wolosky concurs with the assessment that Richard Sewall offers in his 

biography of Dickinson in which he proposes that the inspiration for the poem is the 

1862 commencement ceremonies at Amherst. He cites Henry Ward Beecher’s speech in 

which he refers directly to the war and urges the nation to treat “the questions of the 

hour which are passing through a storm and an earthquake: the storm in the North, and 

the earthquake in the South.” The twenty years that separate Wolosky’s two articles 

reenact the dramatic about-face in scholarship on Dickinson’s relationship to the Civil 

War. Whereas Wolosky’s initial analysis of the poem illustrates the logical 

consequences of her interpretive model, which privileges metaphysical concerns over 
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political ones, her subsequent essay, “Public and Private in Dickinson’s War Poetry,” 

refocuses her analytic lens and leads her to conclude that the “question of war 

penetrates Dickinson’s work both through specific historical events and, more 

hauntingly, as a general, framing context (which of course it unquestionably was)” 

(109). She buttresses this overcorrection with the suggestion made by Henry Ward 

Beecher (whom she quotes) that one should “put aside all literary discussion in 

deference to ‘public questions’ which ‘must take precedence’…” (60). However, while 

her reconsideration is commendable and boldly resituates Dickinson within her 

historical context, this revised conclusion, with its facile collapsing of Dickinson’s 

poem into Beecher’s speech, reenacts the logical flaw in Barbot’s essay. It also 

effectively elides any other influences, namely literary ones. While Henry Ward 

Beecher’s speech may well have served as an inspiration, it is also true that the 

earthquake is a well-established symbol in literature and is commonly used as a 

metaphor for social and political upheaval. The earthquake, in fact, occupies a 

prominent place in literature as a metaphor for revolution, especially the French 

Revolution. Among the many writers Dickinson would have read who utilize such 

metaphors is Charles Dickens who refers to an earthquake and stormy sea in A Tale of 

Two Cities to describe the revolution and the storming of the Bastille.14 And while 

Dickinson doubtless did not read Heinrich von Kleist’s novella, “Earthquake in Chile” 

(Das Erdbeben in Chili, 1807), the historical 1755 earthquake in Lisbon that inspired it 

                                                
14 Susan Howe also notes that “Dickinson’s love for the writing of Charles Dickens has 
been documented, but not well enough” and observes that many of Dickinson’s “letters 
to Samuel Bowles… are studded with quotations and direct references to characters and 
passages from Dickens” (25-26). 
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reverberates in many literary and philosophical texts and came to figure as the 

immanent necessity for a fundamental rethinking of divine pronouncement on human 

conditions.15 Although some writing on the Lisbon earthquake also mentions the 

tsunami that followed, which may have served as a source for the Maelstrom that 

appears in Dickinson’s poem, it is also notable that the word “maelstrom” first appeared 

in the English language in 1841 via Edgar Allan Poe’s “A Descent Into the Maelstrom.” 

The image of the maelstrom is especially striking in a political sense when one 

considers the symbolism of its vortex as a force that pulls everything toward its 

continuously emptying drain. Moreover, as with Poe’s story, the figure of the witness 

comes into the foreground and dramatizes the disequilibrium between the act of 

witnessing and the search for meaning in the face of such awe-inspiring events. This 

reading of the poem reveals how literary symbols are used conjointly to convey 

historical events and political turmoil.  

The poem’s beginning also emphasizes this search for meaning in its seeking of 

spiritual guidance. The search for Jesus “in the Air” suggests the spiritual (non-

corporeal) aspect of the son of God. And the sense of abandonment, which becomes 

more pronounced in the second stanza, is already evident in the first words “At least,” 

which imply that praying is all that remains. Yet for the one who is searching, prayer is 

futile because he or she cannot find or gain entry into the spiritual sanctuary. The 

second stanza shifts the search to the earthly world where the search is for the embodied 

                                                
15 The Lisbon earthquake is referenced in Voltaire’s Candide and his “Poème sur le 
désastre de Lisbonne.” It influenced Kant’s thoughts on the sublime and Rousseau’s 
philosophy, and it had a profound effect on Portuguese politics, Catholic theology (the 
earthquake occurred on All Saints Day), and scientific theories (including the beginning 
of seismology).  
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Figure 2: At least - to pray - is left - is left (the poem begins on the second half of the page but the variants 
continue up along the right side. 
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God, “Jesus Christ of Nazareth,” the one who walked the earth. But the anchor of 

meaning, the spiritual arm of support promised through Jesus, is not found here, either. 

The crucial link between the heavenly realm (portrayed in the first stanza) and the 

earthly realm (depicted in the second stanza) is missing. The meaning that should be 

commuted from the one to the other, from on high to the world below, falls irretrievably 

into the gap between the two stanzas. But even more striking is the tumult that 

intercedes. Responsibility for the “Earthquake in the South – ” and the “Maelstrom, in 

the Sea – ” is jointly attributed to the “Thou,” which is comprised of both the divine and 

embodied figures of God. The Divine does not answer the door and does not proffer the 

promised support; instead, it unleashes storms and quakes. It is well known that many at 

the time interpreted the Civil War as God’s vengeance for slavery. Frederick Douglass, 

among others, saw the war as an apocalyptic moment that, in its overturning of the 

social order, would eventually result in attainment of liberty over slavery. Recalling this 

popular sentiment alongside its literary allusions may go some way toward explaining 

the relationship of the “I” and the “me” in the poem to the violence unleashed in the 

world. But the question of how to read the proliferation of dashes and the singular 

question mark remains provocatively open. At a minimum it seems that the poem stages 

an interrogation into the relationship between the war and the individual person and 

inquires how these experiences may or may not be reconciled with divine responsibility. 

Because even as the dashes provoke a kind of gasping for breath, they also break the 

poem into numerous fractures and unstable bits. The dashes that cut through every line, 
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often more than once, enact the same kind of ungrounding commuted through the 

images of the earthquake and maelstrom. 

The dashes are, of course, the punctuation mark for which Dickinson is best 

known, and various scholars have attempted to develop a taxonomy of her marks in 

order to stabilize, explain, or pardon their obligation toward meaning.16 In truth, the 

marks do not all approximate the typographical form of the en or em dash that they 

assume in print.17 But in the pursuit of the ontological status of Dickinson’s mark there 

has been little effort to consider the status of the dash as a punctuation mark itself.18 

Within most systems of punctuation, pointing marks (often called points or stops) imply 

pauses of various weights.19 Dashes occupy a strange and indeterminate place in this 

system. The MLA Style Manual offers the following diagnosis but no guidelines: 

                                                
16 In Inflections of the Pen, for example, Paul Crumbley proposes fifteen different 
marks. See also Sharon Cameron’s Choosing Not Choosing, Martha Nell Smith’s 
Rowing in Eden (who offers some remarks in passing as her interest lies more with 
reconsidering the notion of publication), Cristanne Miller’s A Poet’s Grammar (which 
does not include a sustained analysis of punctuation within her grammatical 
framework), Edith Wylder’s The Last Face: Emily Dickinson's Manuscripts (which 
proposes that the dashes were inspired by elocutionary exercises), and Susan Howe 
(who argues that the editorial treatment of her work tames her wilderness). 
17 I have used the en-dash throughout in my typographical renditions of the poems as 
this has become the most accepted (though hardly unanimously) in Dickinson 
scholarship.  
18 Crumbley is an exception here. He provides the definition of “dash” from the 1828 
edition of Webster’s An American Dictionary of the English Language, a text Dickinson 
would have been on intimate terms with: “A mark or line in writing or printing, noting a 
break or stop in the sentence; as in Virgil, quos ego—: or a pause; or the division of the 
sentence” (15). His focus, however, is not ultimately the dash but rather stressing the 
correspondence between Virgil’s “quos ego” (“what I am” or “that which I am”) and 
Dickinson’s use of the dash to establish “an assertion of identity, but a markedly 
inconclusive one.”  
19 Pointing marks include periods, commas, semi-colons, colons, and ellipses. Question 
marks and exclamation points are generally considered to be tonal indicators though 
they may also involve a kind of pause. Other marks, such as quotation marks and 
parentheses, do not usually involve pauses, but they may be inflected when spoken. 
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“Dashes make a sharper break in the continuity of the sentence than commas do, and 

parentheses make a still sharper one” (71). The Chicago Manual of Style offers a 

slightly more expansive definition in which they are related to sudden breaks and abrupt 

changes, amplification, explanation, and digression. They may also take the place of a 

comma or mark dialogue (as found in French, Russian, Portuguese, Italian, and 

sometimes Spanish). As prescriptive definitions, these are of limited value and do not 

help unravel the process of meaning making with which they are involved, especially 

when their use does not conform to expectations. 

In the Glossary of Pause and Effect M. B. Parkes provides short descriptions of 

most of the marks he discusses throughout his study. Although his discussion of the 

dash is limited to its use in dialogue, one can find a few hints about its history. There is, 

for example, a mark called virgula plana, which looks like an em-dash (—) and was 

“[u]sed by some scribes to indicate a final pause” (307). Supporting this definition, 

Parkes also comments that this mark is used “where the sense [of what is written] is 

complete”; he opposes it to the suspensivus or virgula sursum erecta (a virgula standing 

upright [/]) (45). The dash also seems to bear some affinity to the Obelus (†), which was 

“[o]riginally a critical sign placed in the margin to indicate corruption in the adjacent 

text. Subsequently it came to be used as a signe de renvoi (q.v.) or to draw attention to 

information in the text” (305).20 What is remarkable about these definitions is that they 

also mean their opposite. That is, they may indicate full sense or nonsense (in that they 

may point to a corruption in the text due to incompletion) or draw attention to an 

                                                
20 There seems to be some debate on this point, and the Obelus sometimes also appears 
as a division sign [÷]. 
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emphasis or an elision. They thus invite the reader to take a closer look. By drawing 

attention to information in the text, they are not only unparalleled with regard to any 

other single mark of punctuation, they actually step into the foreground of a text in a 

way that other punctuation marks do not. Like a finger pointing to the reader, the dash 

beckons to him or her to come closer and determine for him or herself whether the 

meaning in its fullness is present or whether it breaks off thought leaving it 

indeterminate. 

As Kamilla Denman notes, the dash is also related to the verb “to dash”:  

to strike with violence so as to break into fragments; to drive 

impetuously forth or out, cause to rush together; to affect or qualify with 

an element of a different strain thrown into it; to destroy, ruin, confound, 

bring to nothing, frustrate, spoil; to put down on paper, throw off, or 

sketch, with hasty and unpremeditated vigour; to draw a pen vigorously 

through writing so as to erase it; [is] used as a euphemism for ‘damn,’ or 

as a kind of verbal imprecation; [or is] one of the two signals (the other 

being the dot) which in various combinations make up the letters of the 

Morse alphabet. 

Denman argues persuasively that Dickinson “uses the dash to fragment language and to 

cause unrelated words to rush together; she qualifies conventional language with her 

own different strains; and she confounds editorial attempts to reduce her ‘dashed off’ 

jottings to a ‘final’ version…” and suggests that even “the allusion to the Morse 

alphabet is not entirely irrelevant: through her unconventional use of punctuation, 

particularly the dash, Dickinson creates a poetry whose interpretation becomes a 
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process of decoding the way each fragment signals meaning” (32-33). In “At least – to 

pray” the dashes around “is left – is left” draw attention to the repetition and visually 

show how the ability to pray is severed from finding (or reaching) Jesus. The forlorn 

aspect conveyed in the repetition is re-inscribed in the dashes that poke out on either 

side of “Everywhere” such that this seeming everyplace becomes a non-place is both 

connected and separated from the search, the prayer, and any form of explanation.  

But the dashing marks are not the only ones that are unsystematic; Dickinson’s 

use of other punctuation marks is equally erratic. In several poems she uses quotation 

marks as a way to draw attention to certain words in much the same way that dashes 

function to point to specific words. While many scholars and editors have glossed over 

quotation marks, their presence is often crucial for unearthing subterranean meanings. 

In “The name – of it – is ‘Autumn’ –” for example, attention to the quotation marks 

reveals a bounty of meaning that is otherwise invisible.  

Early editorial treatment of “The name – of it – is ‘Autumn’ –” discounted the 

quotation marks and placed the poem squarely within the tradition of nature poetry as 

indicated by the title assigned to it when it was published in 1892 in Youth’s 

Companion. But the title “Autumn” only succeeds in aligning the poem with that 

tradition by either ignoring the quotation marks around the word “Autumn” or assuming 

that they do not impact the environment that the poem is assumed to depict. If the 

quotation marks are taken into account, the semantic ambiguity of the poem 

complicates this easy placement. Mabel Loomis Todd committed a similar offense 

when she edited the poem for publication. She removed the quotation marks as well as 

the dashes and then titled the poem “The Round Year,” which, as one scholar says, 
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“effectively seals its status as a nature poem” (Hoffman 3). Todd’s title sets the scene 

that would be reconstructed by Barbot and many others when she situates the poem in a 

natural system of events that is orderly, predictable, and unchanging: the year is round, 

it ends where it begins; nature confirms a comforting natural course.  

The poem regains the brutal violence and wild uncertainty that were pruned 

back by Todd’s editorial scalpel when it was republished with its original untamed 

syntax and punctuation. In its restored form, the poem exemplifies how Dickinson’s 

compositions resist clear referential points, emphasizing the ambiguity of punctuation 

and indulges in irresolute variants. The poem appears in Franklin’s edition as number 

465 [in Fascicle 22 (H105)] in the following form:  

The name – of it – is “Autumn” – 
The hue – of it – is Blood – 
An Artery opon the Hill – 
A Vein – along the Road – 
 
Great Globules – in the Alleys – 
And Oh, the Shower of Stain – 
When Winds – upset the Basin – 
And spill the Scarlet Rain – 
 
It sprinkles Bonnets – far below – 
It gathers ruddy Pools – 
Then – eddies like a Rose – away – 
Opon Vermilion Wheels – 
 
8 spill] tip –      10 gathers] stands in –      10 gathers ruddy] makes Vermillion –       
12] And leaves me with the Hills. 

 

Most scholarship concurs that this is a nature poem. David Cody, for example, falls into 

Todd’s conforming line when he argues that the main reference in the poem (its “it”) is 

a river in New Hampshire. He cites several literary sources that Dickinson could have 

drawn from to depict this region (which she had never seen) with such accuracy, but he 
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fails to justify the overwhelming impression of blood conveyed through red-tinted 

imagery that saturates nearly every line. Instead he attributes the violence to natural 

circuits: “The references to ‘Scarlet,’ ‘ruddy,’ and ‘Vermillion’ leaves make it clear… 

that the river’s autumnal flow is being compared to the flow of blood in a human 

body…” Cody concludes that “the terminology employed… is so precise that we can 

only assume that the poet was recalling lessons learned years earlier, at the Mount 

Holyoke Female Seminary, from Calvin Cutter’s Treatise on Anatomy, Physiology, and 

Hygiene, in which both text and accompanying illustrations emphasized the difference 

between venous and arterial circulation” (30). After naturalizing the blood imagery as a 

mere exercise in anatomical knowledge, he then compares the poem to those by the 

Azarian poets who use “sanguinary imagery” to describe “American descriptions of the 

autumnal landscape” (31), which is an expression of the traditional problem of how to 

convey in words “something of the stunning visual impact… that one encountered in 

the autumnal landscape in the northeastern United States” (32). This retreat into another 

school of thought, however, fails to take into account the possibility that the violent, 

bloody imagery in Azarian poets could share a historical impetus with Emily Dickinson. 

Moreover, his statement that “the language that we encounter in her [Dickinson’s] 

description of an autumn landscape differs [from the Azarian’s] more in degree than in 

kind” actually seems to indicate that the eruption of violence in her poem was 

significantly stronger than most of the poetry of her time. Despite his references to 

“internal evidence” and suggestive wording,21 his argument actually ends up providing  

                                                
21 Throughout his essay he shows a particular penchant for the conditional “would 
have.” For example: “The poet herself, of course, never visited the Notch in person, but 
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Figure 3: “The name - of it - is ‘Autumn’ – ” 
                                                                                                                                          
in 1862 she would have been able to draw upon accounts and depictions of the area 
made over the course of more than forty years by a veritable horde of travelers and 
tourists…” (26, emphasis added). And later: “Dickinson would have had ample 
opportunity to encounter a number of detailed descriptions of the Basin” (29, emphasis 
added). 
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more evidential weight to his analytic opponent, Tyler Hoffman, who definitively links 

the poem to the Civil War (30).  

Although Cody does not entirely disagree with the idea that the poem contains 

allusions to the Civil War, he believes that any historical or political elements are 

merely supplementary to the primarily literary sources.22 In addition to recuperating 

battles into (presumably) innocuous natural imagery, his reductive reading also neglects 

to mention the poem’s formal qualities, its dashes or its quotation marks. Specifically, 

the autumnal scene is central to his analysis yet he never considers why the word 

“Autumn” appears in quotation marks. Given the anomalous nature of Dickinson’s 

syntax and punctuation, particularly in her own time, this is a striking omission. 

Moreover, he does not consider that theological sources he sites could be used critically 

to describe something other than nature or divine sentiment. In short, although his 

analysis of landscape and biblical symbolism in New English literature emphasizes 

important links between Dickinson and other writers, he neglects to consider the ways 

that Dickinson diverges from them.  

In contrast to theories that situate the poem within the tradition of nature poetry, 

Tyler Hoffman is one of the few who not only considers historical parallels but also 

takes into account how historical splinters might find expression in punctuation.23 In his 

                                                
22 He says, for example, “In the larger context, too, the falling leaves are inevitably 
associated with the men who were falling in battle, betraying the fear that the Battle-
Autumn, however terrible, might be only a prelude to even greater trials to be 
undergone before the nation could hope to atone for its sins” (30-31).  
23 Barton Levi St. Armand, a scholar who is also credited with reexamining Emily 
Dickinson as a Civil War poet, seems to vacillate on how this poem relates to the Battle 
of Antietam. His brief discussion of the poem is situated within his discussion of the 
violent use of color in nature imagery in Dickinson and other writers. He says that “The 
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analysis of “The name – of it – is ‘Autumn’ –” Hoffman proposes that the quotation 

marks around “Autumn” frame the word, inaugurating a certain distance from it and 

making it into a figure for something other than a season. By denaturalizing nature, the 

blood imagery also takes on a symbolic value that exceeds the literary antecedents that 

Cody cites. 

The thrust of Hoffman’s argument comes from the strong correspondence he 

finds between the words “Autumn” and “Antietam,” as well as the correspondence 

between when The Battle of Antietam occurred and the date attributed to the poem 

(both of which occurred in the fall of 1862). The Battle of Antietam has been referred to 

as the bloodiest single-day battle in American history, and it is estimated that as many 

as 82% of the soldiers died. It was also the first major battle of the Civil War to take 

place in the North and occurred at a moment where a Southern victory seemed 

eminently plausible. In Hoffman’s view, “Dickinson’s quotation of the word ‘autumn’ 

in her poem, a product of this same season and year, represents her attempt to trope the 

linguistic contours of the name ‘Antietam,’ a name that stood for ‘the most bitter and 

savage’ struggle of the Civil War (Sears xi)” (4). But Hoffman’s astute analysis does 

not merely hinge on the phonetic correspondence between “Autumn” and “Antietam.” 

                                                                                                                                          
name – of it – is ‘Autumn’ –” depicts “the gory brilliance of a New England fall.” But 
he then seems to link the poem to the Civil War by association saying in a passive 
voice, “It was also natural to see in the slaughter of the sun a landscape of ‘solemn 
War,’ a ‘Battle of Burgoyne.’” The attribution of war and battle is unclear but 
Higginson appears to be the source as St. Armand then gives a long quote from his short 
story “The Haunted Window,” which explicitly connects a violent-hued sunset to a 
“noiseless Antietam” which he seems to imply is similar to Dickinson’s penchant for 
“magentas of martyrdom” (267). Though I am sympathetic to St. Armand’s reluctance 
to posit a direct referential relationship between a historical event and an elliptical 
poem, his rhetorical twists and his style of argument-by-association renders his own 
position unclear.  
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“Autumn” may be a metonymic displacement for Antietam, but it is also a euphemism 

for dying, and in this way can be tied to the blood imagery in the poem in elegiac 

fashion. 

It would be difficult to ignore how bloody the poem is not only with explicit 

blood-related words (blood, artery, vein, globule) but also with its colorful metaphorical 

cues (scarlet rain, ruddy pools, shower of stain). Hoffman also provides multiple 

examples of how the blood-tinged notes in the poem resonate with the news reports that 

describe the battlefield. Not least of all, one of the primary sites of the battle, known as 

Sunken Road, was renamed “Bloody Lane” after the battle on account of the amount of 

blood that, as many sources confirm, was flowing like a river. Moreover, the imagery of 

the blood that, as one report describes, filled the lane like rainwater is mimicked in the 

poem in the many S’s and “s” sounds (Great Globules – in the Alleys – / And Oh, the 

Shower of Stain – / When Winds – upset the Basin – / and spill the Scarlet Rain – ).  

But the quotation marks around Autumn deserve more scrutiny than Hoffman 

offers. The Adamic gesture that opens the poem calls attention to the power of the word 

that designates the thing. The name of the thing is not the thing itself, but it is what 

stands in its place. Thus, the distancing that occurs with the first use of the pronoun “it” 

set between two dashes (The name – of it –) is duplicated with the nominalization 

“Autumn” positioned as it is between quotation marks. If it were not for the quotation 

marks, it would be easier to believe that “it” was the pronoun belonging to “Autumn.” 

But the quotation marks draw attention to the distance that inheres between the name 
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and the thing.24 Despite what initially appears to be a parallel construction in the second 

line, the first and second lines actually stand in marked contrast to one another. Whereas 

the reader is led to question the status of “Autumn” as a proper or euphemistic name, 

the following line dramatically constrains such figuration: “The hue – of it – is blood.” 

As the Oxford English Dictionary makes clear, although the word “hue” had a range of 

connotations in the past, its modern usage refers to color: “In modern use it is either a 

poetic and rhetorical synonym of ‘colour’, or a vaguer term, including quality, shade or 

tinge of colour, tint, and applicable to any mixture of colours as well as to a primary or 

simple colour.” The word “blood,” however, is not a color and is forcefully used in the 

poem in a dramatically literal fashion. Although “blood” may be used to refer to a color, 

such uses are always accompanied by another word that would make this clear (e.g., 

“blood red”). Similarly, a poetic or figurative use would transfer the properties of the 

word being modified, not the other way around (the blood is red, not the red is blood). 

The Oxford English Dictionary also notes this. After the list of literal definitions it says, 

“fig. and transf. Applied, always with conscious reference to prec., to liquids or juices 

in some way resembling or suggesting it, as   a. to a blood-like juice;   b. poet. to the 

water of a river personified;   c. by partially scientific analogy, to the sap of plants.” In 

short, “blood” is not a color. Blood is also not adjectival as would be expected 
                                                
24 There are several poems in which the theme of naming is prominent. There are also 
several poems in which naming and death figure together. In “For Death − or rather” 
(145/382) the second stanza reads “The Things that Death will buy / Are Room − / 
Escape from Circumstance − / And a Name −” Likewise, in “I am alive − I Guess −” 
(186/470) stanzas five and six make similar connections: “I am alive − because / I do 
not own a House − / Entitled to myself − precise − / And fitting no one else − // And 
marked my Girlhood’s name − / So Visitors may know / Which Door is mine − and not 
mistake − And try another Key −”  
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following the cue from “hue.” And if the hue is not blood, perhaps the name is not 

Autumn.  

There is another possible reading here. An alternate definition of “hue” reads, 

“Outcry, shouting, clamour, esp. that raised by a multitude in war or the chase.” If an 

outcry of blood comprises something of a backdrop to this poem, an outcry that poured 

forth in accounts of the unprecedented bloodshed on the battlefield, there is then even 

more support for the reading of “Autumn” as poetic displacement of “Antietam.” 

Moreover, the word blood is not in quotation marks, which is the only marked 

difference in form from the first line, and therefore is suggestive of a divergence in 

interpretation: it is to be literally, not figuratively, understood. The next two lines 

further reinforce this reading, which combines the naturalistic connotations of an 

autumn landscape with conduits of blood, an artery and a vein. Cody suggests that this 

imagery is a metaphoric rendering of a river. But even he cannot help but notice the 

reference to the human body. After suggesting that Dickinson’s precision is due to her 

textbook knowledge of anatomy he says, “When the river flows down a ‘Hill,’ for 

example, it becomes an ‘Artery’ because arterial blood, pumped from the heart to the 

extremities, gushes with considerable force. ‘It’ becomes a ‘Vein,’ on the other hand, 

when it runs ‘along the Road,’ reflecting the fact that venous blood, returning from the 

extremities to the heart, flows much more slowly and placidly than does arterial blood” 

(30). The poetic rendering of blood—that is, to read it metaphorically—would see it as 

metonymic for the troops that would forcefully charge down a hill and anemically 

retreat after most have died in battle. The blue of the vein stands out like the blue hue of 

the uniforms. As the only color other than red in the poem, the blue is noteworthy, 
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especially considering that 1862 was the year in which blue, as the color of uniforms in 

the North, was standardized.  

Although Cody and Hoffman both comment on the variant ending of the poem, 

“And leaves me with the Hills,” neither of them mentions its most outstanding features 

nor do they refer to the other variants. In what is clearly a case of how the reader 

participates in the construction of meaning (though he articulates his opinion as though 

such aesthetic criteria are universally accepted), Hoffman asserts that despite its “barren 

and desolate” quality, the variant final line was likely rejected because it was 

“insufficiently subtle” (30). (Of course this view ignores the fact that the variant line is 

“rejected” by editors, not Dickinson.) He argues that in the poem “Her use of trope 

reflects rhetorically the estrangement [from war] she experiences” (14). However, it is 

unclear where he sees this distance. He claims to find it in the variant ending, but his 

support for this analysis is surprisingly insufficient. He reads the line as suggesting 

Dickinson’s sense of being “shut out, abandoned, left behind as the fighting carries on” 

(14). But in contrast to the rest of his analysis, his treatment of this line is notably brief 

even though it bears most of the weight of his conclusion that the poem is one that is 

“specifically about the inability of the civilian to identify fully with the experience of 

war, to be wholly integrated into its frame of violence” (2).25  

The variant ending is noteworthy for several reasons, which become even more 

provocative when the other variants are also considered. For one, it is the only line with 

no dashes—or any other form of punctuation. Secondly, it introduces a new figure: me. 

                                                
25 It is also this feature of the poem—a subtle distinction between direct and indirect 
experiences of the war—that, Tyler Hoffman argues, prevents its inclusion as a Civil 
War poem according to the framework established by Shira Wolosky in A Voice of War. 
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The voice of the poem suddenly enters into the mouth of a specific person/a. The 

pronominal “me” disrupts the disembodied poetic voice that had thus far constructed the 

scene. The intrusion of the corporeal figure onto what initially appeared to be a desolate 

landscape also introduces a new source of vision. There is now a witness to the 

depopulated terrain who feels abandoned and is kept company only by the inert hills. 

The unexpected arrival of the indirect object pronoun “me” thus signals the appearance 

of an unusual figure. It is not the subject of the poem, nor is it central to the scene that 

the poem depicts. If the line were to have a period at the end, it would be a complete 

sentence—a rarity in Dickinson’s poetry. But as it is, stripped of punctuation and 

distinguished from the other lines on account of the appearance of a corporeal figure, it 

comes alone almost like a whisper, or like a dying breath. Moreover, the “biological 

diction” (to borrow Hoffman’s phrase) and sanguinity of the poem spills over onto this 

line as well, which is evidenced by the alternate wording of line 10 where “makes 

Vermillion – ” would substitute for “It gathers ruddy.” The likeness that this variant line 

to dead bodies or new graves is all the more striking when viewed alongside one of the 

reports from the battlefield: “As the Republican reported, ‘The enemy’s dead, which 

nearly all fell into our hands, were thickly strewn over the fields, in many places lying 

in heaps.’” Another report describes “…the dead laying so close as to be nearly within 

reach of one another’s hands along the entire distance, while in many places they lay 

upon one another (cited in Hoffman 8).” The dashlessness of the variant line redirects 

and concentrates focus on the dashes strewn throughout the rest of the poem, which 

seems almost as chaotic as the carnage in the scene. The multiple dashes convey a 

breathlessness that is set in opposition to the rushing sigh of the variant line, which 
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distinctively lacks breathing points. With no dashes interrupting it there is no pause, no 

resting place; it thus suggests the leaving of the “me” with the hills; in other words, he 

or she is left behind to remain alone with the hills. Its breathlessness is the 

breathlessness of death. 

Tyler Hoffman offers a compelling reading of the poem as one within the 

tradition of Civil War poetry.26 However, despite his observation that “[t]he disjointed 

syntax of her lines—a syntax severed by dashes—grammatically represents the 

mutilation of battle as well as this ‘broken’ landscape,” he completely neglects the 

dashes in his analysis (11). I suggested above that one image that the poem evokes is 

that of a dying man, specifically one wounded in battle. I would only add that the 

“mutilation of battle” is specifically the mutilation of battle on bodies, and what might 

otherwise be a tempestuous fall landscape is “broken” by the carnage left by battle. In 

addition, Hoffman notes the way that dashes sever the syntax but says nothing of the 

effect of such severing (his focus is on the syntactical dimension of her grammar). He 

seems to imply that the dashes ally themselves with the disjointed syntax to indicate the 

brokenness of the landscape, which would be the closest connection any Dickinson 

scholar has made between her dashes and the Civil War. A stronger reading not only 

recognizes the dashes as the active force—to rephrase Hoffman, the dashes sever the 

syntax—but also lays bare the intimate connection between the dashes and the national 

                                                
26 To support the contention that Emily Dickinson wrote about this Battle, one might 
also review “When I was small, a Woman died – ,” in which the poet describes the 
haunting vision before her brain, of a soldier who died fighting at Potomac who rejoins 
his mother who had died years earlier. Friedlander discusses the historical context of 
this poem at length and cited Thomas Johnson’s identification of the soldier mentioned 
in the poem as Francis Howard Dickinson, a distant cousin of the poet.  
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divisions, which threatened to sever one part of the country from the other. In other 

words, the organization of words and punctuation marks in this poem play off one 

another in unharmonious and reactive ways that challenge and intensify the properties 

of both. The slapdash schisms throughout the national body find slanted expression in 

poetic scores.  

To imagine that the poem harbors within it the secret of its battle-marked source 

assumes that “Autumn” figuratively covers over the erasure of a previous inscription: 

“Antietam.” One might thus approach the poem as a trace left by the historical-political 

unconscious circa 1862. Given the correspondence between the writing of the poem and 

the ongoing Civil War, and of the recent Battle of Antietam specifically, the war does 

not need to be identified explicitly; in fact, it is likely that the sublimity of war exceeds 

explicit representation as its violence exceeds comprehension, which explains why it is 

only partially refracted through the imagery in the poem. In this reading, even as the 

quotation marks around “Autumn” stitch it over “Antietam,” historical events are 

preserved in the form of a subterranean report. 

The poem thus uses nature imagery to weave a shroud for recent devastating 

events. Although Dickinson was not literally on the front lines, there was no escaping 

ripple effects of that magnitude—she could see the coming and going of troops along 

the road from the window of her room; she often read the evening news to her sister as 

she sewed; and even her reported refusal to engage (as Higginson notes citing her letter) 

affirms that she was keenly alert to the ruins of war. Her poetry often uses punctuation 

to interrupt the smooth progression of elegiac language, which demonstrates the 

struggle of her disjointed verses as they work through a shock that cannot entirely be 
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named. The blood that ran along Antietam Creek literally feeding the unstable national 

ground flows also into the vibrant hues and violent tremors in other poetic images. 

There are, in fact, a series of poems with volcanoes, storms, earthquakes and other 

natural disasters that cue the reader to the ways that distressing political events saturated 

her contemporary moment and daily writing practices.  

Dominant scholarly opinion still often holds that the dramatic events obliquely 

exposed in her poems allude to her personal life, and that warlike images are merely 

tropes for her bottled emotions. It is true that Dickinson recycles metaphors of natural 

disaster and assembles them into various poetic compositions, and not all of them point 

toward political conflict.27 But there is also a cluster of volcano poems that crystallize 

around a strange trinity of nature, man, and explosive devices, which are far more 

ambiguous than usually recognized. Her poem “I have never seen ‘Volcanoes’ – ” (J 

175, Fr 165), for example, seems to be about the volcano that destroyed Pompeii, which 

is referenced in the final stanza, but its juxtaposition of volcanoes, men, and guns is also 

telling with regards to this conjugation of nature, violence, and man: 

 
I have never seen “Volcanoes” –  
But, when Travellers tell 
How those old – phlegmatic mountains 
Usually so still – 
 
Bear within – appalling Ordnance,   
Fire, and smoke, and gun, 
Taking Villages for breakfast, 

                                                
27 One playful example: “When Etna basks and purrs, / Naples is more afraid / Than 
when she shows her Garnet Tooth; / Security is loud.” Similarly, see “The reticent 
volcano keeps” and “On my volcano grows the grass, – ” 
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And appalling Men – 
 
If the stillness is Volcanic 
In the human face 
When upon a pain Titanic 
Features keep their place – 
 
If at length the smouldering anguish 
Will not overcome – 
And the palpitating Vineyard 
In the dust, be thrown? 
 
If some loving Antiquary,    
On Resumption Morn, 
Will not cry with joy “Pompeii”! 
To the Hills return! 
 
Division     16 thrown? || 

 
Dickinson again denaturalizes nature—as well as the usual stability of nouns—by 

placing quotation marks around “volcano” in the first stanza and “Pompeii” in the last. 

Framing these words and drawing them into the forefront provokes a pause and 

reconsideration of their apparent meaning since only the second set of quotation marks 

approximate a quotation of speech. The reference to Pompeii, the city famously buried 

under the volcanic eruption of Mount Vesuvius in AD 79 and rediscovered during an 

archeological dig in 1748, signals the desire to discover something valuable beneath the 

ruins of disaster. The conditional “if” that leads the final three stanzas points toward this 

proper noun which orients the desire for a discovery akin to Pompeii. But the final three 

stanzas seem also to encapsulate three discreet moments that do not necessarily follow 

sequentially or even belong in the same temporality. In fact, they could represent three 

different possibilities.  

The first, “If the stillness is Volcanic” is often understood as an image of barely 

contained rage, but it also recalls the human remains found during the rediscovery of 
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Figure 4:  “I have never seen ‘Volcanoes’ – ” 
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Pompeii where the corpses were fixed in the position in which they met death.28 In the 

second to last stanza, the question mark seems to be lacking both an object (what is 

being thrown? The Vineyard? The Smouldering Anguish?) and another verb (such as 

“will” or “might” either as a replacement for “And” or as an addition to the last line of 

the stanza: to the Hills [it/missing subject] will return).29 The imagery seems to suggest 

the sure death (dust) that life (the vineyard’s heart-like palpitations) will meet if it 

cannot overcome the fiery lava (smoldering anguish). The final stanza reintroduces life 

in the figure of a  “Loving Antiquary,” most likely a reference to Pliny the Younger 

who recorded what he saw of this eruption, who appears “On Resumption Morn” to 

assess the scene. The Antiquary reinstalls a human element, which invokes the 

“appalling Men” from stanza two. Keeping this in mind, the victory call of the 

Antiquary might be understood as the cry of a witness assessing the “eruption.” 

Recalling the guns and ordnance from stanza two, such a cry could thus be read as 

contemplating the threat of war as much as it evokes volcanic activity. The dating of the 

poem places it before the start of the Civil War, but the debate over slavery had been 

intensifying at least since the Mexican-American War (1846 – 1848); and while the 

Compromise of 1850 quelled threats of secession and war until they forcefully erupted 

again with the Kansas-Nebraska Act (1854), the southern states began announcing their 

secession within a month of the 1860 elections. In other words, the years leading up to 

the Civil War provided plenty of tumult and uncertainty, which unquestionably 

                                                
28 Descriptions of these figures claim that their features were frozen in expressions of 
terror and anguish. 
29 Many scholars note Dickinson’s tendency to use intransitive verbs, or to convert 
transitive verbs to intransitive. Cristanne Miller offers an extended treatment of this 
subject in Emily Dickinson: A Poet’s Grammar. 
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registered in the national and domestic psyche. In fact, this reading would clarify the 

seemingly confused temporality of the last three stanzas as different moments or even 

historical situations. The linking of guns and ordnances with volcanoes, or perhaps the 

metaphor of the volcano applied to guns, is also suggested in “My Life had stood – a 

Loaded Gun – ” in the third stanza: 

And do I smile, such cordial light 
Upon the Valley glow –  
It is as a Vesuvian face 
Had let its pleasure through –  
 

Here the gun erupts in speech to the mountains, in its hunt for the doe, through Mount 

Vesuvius, and through a face. (The “Yellow Eye”— the bullet—of a later stanza 

buttresses this reading as well.) In the stanza above, the juxtaposition among volcano, 

man, and gun is seamless. 

Eleanor Elson Heginbotham discusses the conventional reading of this poem as 

one that reflects human emotions. In this reading, the volcano is the image of a strong 

emotion (anger, passion, etc.) barely contained and threatening to explode: “Manner and 

matter merge in this compressed poem about the compressed, barely suppressed 

potential violence of volcanoes and, by implication, of human emotions” (62). 

However, this reading overlooks the fire and smoke that burst forth destroying cities 

and men in its “rage.” (Alternate interpretations of this poem read this imagery as a 

sexual release.) Heginbotham concludes that the poem “actually has no syntactical 

resolution and very little in ‘sense’—unless one reads it in its fascicle placement” (63). 

Although her point regarding a certain intertextuality among Dickinson’s poems 

(perhaps especially the fascicles) has merit, she neglects the intertextuality they also 
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have with literary, historical, and cultural codes. When one considers the recurrent 

trinity of natural catastrophe, men, and man-made violence in the volcano poems, their 

gestures point to circumstances that exceed the personal. In fact, the personal is denied 

in the first line (“I have never seen ‘Volcanoes’ – ”) and authority is directed to what 

Travellers [sic] tell. The witness-like quality of the travelers resonates with the 

receptive listening of the poem’s persona/voice. This is also evoked in the final line, 

which resounds in the variant line from “The name – of it – is ‘Autumn’ – ” (“And 

leaves me with the Hills”), which again conjures graves, but also the possibility of a 

discovery beneath them. That is to say, the last stanza of “I have never seen ‘Volcanoes’ 

– ” could be seen as an “ironic homologue” to Christian resurrection, which again toys 

with the hopeful search or return of the “arm” of Jesus in “At least – to pray – is left – is 

left – .”30 This reading would also have to take note of the way the dash is abandoned in 

the fourth stanza and the final lines proliferate with commas, question marks, quotation 

marks, and exclamation points, which speed up the tempo of the poem and increase its 

intensity. As a result, the fact that the place and place name (“Volcano” and “Pompeii”) 

are quoted suggests that there might be other scenes that lay beneath them. 

I would suggest that there is no stable literal ground beneath these nouns, but 

they do condense a reservoir of possibilities. In “A still – Volcano  – Life” [Fr 517 

about spring 1863, in Fascicle 24 (H156)] the figure of the volcano is conveyed through 

a specific reference to Naples, which is surprisingly stripped of quotation marks. Here 

we “see” the volcano, whereas in the last poem she had never seen volcanoes. (It is 

                                                
30 This reading benefits from astute comments by Shaden Tageldin; the phrase “ironic 
homologue” is hers.  
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provocative to think about this shift in vision in the context of the years that had passed 

since the other poem.) Once again disjunctive couples echo throughout the poem 

emphasizing the unstable oppositions: themes of life and death, north and south, inner 

and outer, active and passive, even (as some suggest) masculine and feminine resonate 

throughout the poem. The poem may well suggest pent-up emotion or sexual energy 

that threatens to explode in a destructive impulse, but when one considers how nature 

might be used to stand for political instability and, specifically, the earthquake’s 

symbolic association with social upheaval, another perspective is opened.  

A still – Volcano – Life – 
That flickered in the night – 
When it was dark enough to do 
Without erasing sight – 
 
A quiet – Earthquake Style – 
Too subtle to suspect 
By natures this side Naples – 
The North cannot detect 
 
The Solemn – Torrid – Symbol – 
The lips that never lie – 
Whose hissing Corals part – and shut – 
And Cities – ooze away – 

 
1 Volcano] the alternative at end of the poem for <Volcanic> in the line     3 do] show     
4 erasing] endangering     6 subtle] smouldering     12 ooze] slip – • slide – • melt –  
 
Division     3 enough |     alt 6 smouldering | smoulder – | ing 

 
Here the volcano and the earthquake assume near symmetrical forms in the first 

lines of stanzas one and two—there is one less dash in the line in stanza two, but the 

rhythm seems to hold despite the alteration of the position of the syllables in the words. 

The form of “A still – Volcano – Life – ” frames the volcano by positioning it between 

two dashes. The dashing frame is reinforced by the words bookending the dashes: still 
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life. Set between the two dashes the still life image of the volcano draws attention to the 

paradoxical quality of the phrase “still life.” Since it is the eruption that distinguishes 

the volcano from other mountains or hills, the “still life” of the volcano conjures the life 

that is stilled by the volcano but also that the volcano is still life (still alive) when it 

appears to be but a flickering light. The idea of stillness is then contradicted by the 

hissing and oozing of the final stanza. The strange light that permits sight is emitted 

from the eerie molten glow, and from stillness and seeming inactivity the volcano erupts 

into life. Thus, the volcano earns its name by virtue of its destructive power. The still 

life of the volcano brings the stillness of death. Its life means death for others.  

There is something surreptitiously present in the first two stanzas yet broken by 

the lineation, which then returns and forcefully explodes in the third and final stanza. 

The tumult caused by these monstrous natural forces is reminiscent of the earthquake 

and maelstrom in “At least – to pray – is left – is left –” and the fiery volcano recalls the 

gun metaphorically rendered in the “Vesuvian Face” that takes aim in “My Life had 

stood – a Loaded Gun – .” The symbolic lips that hiss corals and spew lava wipe out 

cities causing them to ooze away. The anthropomorphic qualities of this volcano recall 

the stillness of the volcanic human face in “I have never seen ‘Volcanoes’ – ” where the 

disjunction between the “still” volcano and the imputation of action displays the secret 

duplicity of an otherwise innocuous mountain. Although there does not seem to be any 

evidence to suggest that this poem is inspired by a specific event, the “Vesuvian Face” 

of the flickering volcano conjures sparks of gunpowder emitted from ordinary guns. 

The blood-like ooze from the volcano takes life as rapidly as the earthquake that rents 

violent terrestrial divisions. Here Naples and the Volcano are aligned with the North, 
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and the Earthquake, once again, is set on the “other side,” that is, in the South. The 

dashes evoke the same sense of volatility, but what is surprising is that although the 

Earthquake is located so centrally in the poem, it plays no role in the final stanza unless 

one detects its mutation into the singular figure indicated by the switch to a definite 

article in the final stanza (which contrast with the two indefinite articles that preceded). 

“The Solemn – Torrid – Symbol –” of the final line exemplifies the tightly controlled 

use of language and meter executed here in three O’s of different sounds interwoven 

among the S’s. Even the lips, which part and shut, seem controlled in the face of such 

volatile circumstance. These lips have often been read as symbols of a specifically 

gendered verbal and sexual power that express the threat of the unbounded feminine 

perceived as unsafe for self and society. The socially destructive aspect comes through 

most forcefully in the cities that ooze away. Some read this as suggesting the 

annihilation of the social order that results from what issues forth from feminine lips. 

But the image of oozing lava also resonates with the imagery of rivers of blood that 

flowed through “The name – of it – is    ‘Autumn’ – ” and recalls “eating villages for 

breakfast.” It, therefore, also suggests that social or political violence spills onto and 

destroys the old personal “phlegmatic mountains / Usually so still – .” In other words, 

the eruptive force is not only from the inner realms onto the (external) social or political 

ones, but also advances from the outside in. 

* 

Where Shira Wolosky imagines that the Civil War mirrors Emily Dickinson’s 

metaphysical preoccupations and psychical turmoil, and Tyler Hoffman shows how a 

specific battle in the Civil War might have inspired the construction of a poem’s word 
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Figure 5: “A still – Volcano – Life – ” 
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choice, punctuation, and syntax, volcano imagery has also been used to secure the idea 

of barely contained (feminine) emotions (as evidenced by Heginbotham’s reading above 

and Adrienne Rich’s well-known interpretation). Kamilla Denman also asserts that the 

construction and form of Dickinson’s writing, not least of all her unconventional 

pointing practices, calls on the reader to participate in the production of meaning.31 

Denman usefully cautions the reader not to overlook the relationship that punctuation 

has to musical systems, to hymns and nursery rhymes, because “to look at Dickinson’s 

punctuation purely as a disruption of language, is to miss this musical dimension, where 

the semantic and rhythmic are smoothed through an implied melody” (35). She is also 

one of the few to detect a change in Dickinson’s work over time that, she argues, can be 

traced through her punctuation. But while Denman’s study offers important, textured 

thoughts on the question of punctuation, by neglecting the correlation between the 

increased use of the dash in the early 1860s (which she notes in passing) and the 

historical events of the period implies that the change was motivated by internal 

(private) forces and tacitly removes Dickinson from her historical context. Paul 

Crumbley’s study also lacks a significant historical dimension of Dickinson’s 

punctuating practices in relation to her personal self and poetic voices.32 The full 

                                                
31 Kamilla Denman’s essay, “Emily Dickinson's Volcanic Punctuation,” is probably the 
“purest” study of Emily Dickinson’s punctuation marks in that it comprises her sole 
focus. She provides a detailed and persuasive analysis of what might be called poetic 
punctuation, considering both how various readings are influenced by contemporary 
theories of elocutionary and syntactical punctuation, as well as how this shifts in later 
poems that lack any punctuation. She does not, however, consider other historical or 
technological conditions.  
32 Crumbley’s study is useful for countering the understanding of Dickinson’s dashes as 
an indicator of personal trauma, a theory advocated by Sandra Gilbert and Susan 
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expression of his insights is also stymied by his circumscribing of the multitude of 

poetic voices and confining them to the figures of the child, the bride, and the Queen. 

Rather than support his polysemantic view of Dickinson’s poetry (as he believes), the 

value-laden cultural codes associated with these stale feminine archetypes inevitably 

reign in the relentless surge of signifying potential.  

To his credit, Crumbley does offer an expansive assessment of the variance of 

Dickinson’s marks—their irregular sizes, diverse angles, divergent positions on the 

line—and considers how these various marks, lumped under the term “dash,” are crucial 

in the production of multiple and disjunctive readings of the poems.33 In his book-length 

study, Crumbley proposes that there are internal linkages among Dickinson’s 

punctuation, aesthetics, and metaphysics.34 However, because Crumbley is more 

                                                                                                                                          
Gubar’s description of the dashes as “rending pauses, silences like wounds in the midst 
of speech” (626).  
33 Although Sharon Cameron begins her study with intriguing comments on Emily 
Dickinson’s punctuation, her focus ultimately stays within the purview of Dickinson’s 
variants to the exclusion of punctuation. It would be interesting to consider Dickinson’s 
use of plus signs to denote variant word choices as a form of punctuation. As such they 
would have the unique attribute of inserting dense nodes of signifying possibility. In 
contrast to most forms of punctuation, which imply a break, pause, or inflection of some 
kind, the plus signs are like folds within the poem that suspend any determinate 
meaning.  
34 There are two other book-length studies worth mentioning. Brita Lindberg-
Seyersted’s slight volume (33 pages), Emily Dickinson’s Punctuation, offers a scholarly 
examination and includes some astute insights, but it pivots on questions of personality 
and style. It offers only a short response to existing reviews of Dickinson’s work and 
does not develop its own theory or analysis. In The Last Face, Edith Wylder puts forth 
the thesis that Dickinson created her own system of punctuation inspired by Ebenezer 
Porter’s The Rhetorical Reader, which was in use at Amherst Academy during the time 
she studied there. Wylder’s theory has found some acceptance among scholars. 
However, while the use of this reader is evidence of the fact during the time in which 
Dickinson was writing punctuation as a component of the art of rhetoric had not yet 
ceded entirely to the unrelenting logic and order of grammar, Wylder’s argument 
overstates the effect that the rhetorical markings used in this reader have on Dickinson’s 
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interested in exploring the metaphysical implications of Dickinson’s innovations and 

shies away from the political undercurrents, I find his remarks on historical conditions 

and developing printing technologies most useful when conjoined with the analyses I 

have elaborated above. By supplementing Crumbley’s study in this way it is possible to 

consider the reciprocal influences and conjunctions between how Emily Dickinson 

breaks punctuation rules and a nation internally divided by the Civil War.  

In his cursory comments on the historicity of Dickinson’s work, Crumbley 

reminds the reader that 1862, moving into the second year of the Civil War, was the 

year that Amherst received its first coffin; it was also the year in which Emily 

Dickinson wrote approximately 366 poems and began her correspondence with Thomas 

Higginson (41). The political prominence of the Dickinson family meant that 

“Dickinson in her room was better informed and closer to political circles than are most 

people under less-constrained circumstances” (Wolosky 35). Dickinson’s 

correspondence with Higginson also reveals her awareness of current events as his 

radical credentials, along with his political and literary distinction, were by this time 

firmly established. Higginson was a colonel in the Union Army and an officer of its first 

black regiment. He ran guns to anti-slavery settlers in Kansas, and he financed John 

Brown’s raid. Likewise, he was well known for his essays on women’s suffrage and 

right to education, he helped found the American Woman Suffrage Association (with 

                                                                                                                                          
poetry. Her theory that Dickinson developed a punctuation system based on rhetorical 
values and marks exposes its limit when it comes to analyzing the poems themselves. 
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Lucy Stone), and he was co-editor of the organization’s Woman’s Journal.35 Although 

Dickinson’s correspondence with Higginson usually revolves around literary concerns, 

she undoubtedly was aware of his revolutionary sensibilities. Crumbley, however, only 

imagines that Dickinson’s correspondence with Higginson is an indication of her 

knowledge about the shifting of literary publishing standards; he thus overlooks the 

significance of their historical context. He says,  

Writers like Dickinson wanted to push the limits of craft and promote 

experimentation because they perceived changes in the publishing 

industry that contributed to the social and economic standing of 

writers…. This professional concern, coupled with the general instability 

provoked by civil discord on a national scale, may account for 

Dickinson’s extraordinary creative outpouring during the war years. 

Partly because of her knowledge of print conventions, Dickinson was 

unusually sensitive to the physical mutations coincident with standard 

editorial practice. As a result, one direction of her experimentation 

involved pushing the limits of coherence associated with reader 

expectations regarding content and visual form. (50) 

Although Crumbley asserts a possible correlation between what he calls Dickinson’s 

“professional concern” and the Civil War, he does not examine how this relates to her 

extraordinarily prolific poetic production and relegates the Civil War to a kind of 

backdrop (a “general instability” and “civil discord”).  

                                                
35 Though primarily known today as the editor of Emily Dickinson’s poems, Higginson 
was well known for his political work in his own day. See The Magnificent Activist: The 
Writing of Thomas Wentworth Higginson (1823-1911). 
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As I have tried to demonstrate, the Civil War had a much more pronounced, if 

also ambiguous and refractory, influence on Dickinson’s writing, and it is instructive to 

consider the relationship between the profound political instability of the moment and 

the intensification of the drive toward standardizing typographical and grammatical 

norms in the print industry.36 This is especially noteworthy in view of the fact that the 

primary debate among grammarians throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth century 

was whether punctuation was inherently rhetorical or syntactical. As print technology 

was intensifying the pace of literary output, and as the written medium expanded its 

influence on civil society, grammarians took on the task of delineating the precise use 

of each punctuation mark. Grammar manuals from this period attest to the fact that 

there was a high level of anxiety about correct usage, emphasizing the importance of 

diction, penmanship, and precision in order to delineate class lines and social standing. 

In other words, during Emily Dickinson’s lifetime (1830 – 1886), punctuation was still 

tarrying through its erratic transition from a rhetorical tradition to a grammatical-logical 

one; however, its definitive placement within grammar had not yet occurred.37 Since 

punctuation was often still considered an extension of rhetoric, its variance was 

legitimately attributed to a writer’s (or printer’s) personal style. It was with the 

                                                
36 As I elaborated in the introduction, in Language, The Unknown: An Initiation Into 
Linguistics Julia Kristeva discusses how major shifts in prescriptive grammar use often 
correspond to turbulent social or political conditions. She also describes the determined 
search for a fixed principle, which was “discovered” in the eighteenth century to be 
grammar. She does not discuss punctuation, but from the history suggested by Malcolm 
Parkes in Pause and Effect, it can be deduced that fixed rules for punctuation lagged 
behind those of grammar and were far more influenced by the push toward 
standardization that accelerated as print became a technology of mass reproduction.  
37 Paul Honan provides a good overview of this rhetorical versus syntactical debate in 
his essay “Eighteenth and Nineteenth Century Punctuation Theory.” 
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exigencies of print technologies that punctuation came to be absorbed into an inflexible 

system of rules and envisioned as mere support for the transmission of meaning 

comported by the proper arrangement of letters. Soon punctuation would no longer be 

considered an expression of style or an aid to elocution; it was to be used, rather, only to 

promote clarity of meaning and to enhance style by fading into the textual background 

as much as possible.  

But even with the flexibility that still existed in the use of punctuation, which 

enabled considerable stylistic variation, Emily Dickinson’s punctuation was deemed as 

aberrant in her time as it is considered a curiosity in ours—she continues to thwart the 

reader’s expectations. Stitched, bundled, and hand-bound, Dickinson produced her own 

book-like objects, some of which were given to friends but most of which remained 

unknown until after her death.38 Many scholars understand the creation of these little 

books as evidence for her desire to remain faithful to her own sense of rhythm, pausing, 

and interruption. Harder to explain with this theory are the materials on which she 

penned her verses: she wrote on nearly any available scrap of paper, including the backs 

of grocery lists, envelopes, advertisements for insurance, and on the flip side of recipes 

to name only a few.39 In view of the wide range of materials she used, some scholars 

                                                
38 For a detailed discussion of Dickinson’s fascicles see Eleanor Heginbotham’s 
Reading the Fascicles of Emily Dickinson: Dwelling in Possibilities and Alexandra 
Socarides’s “Rethinking the Fascicles: Dickinson’s Writing, Copying, and Binding 
Practices.” 
39 See Melanie Hubbard, “Dickinson’s Advertising Flyers: Theorizing Materiality and 
the Work of Reading.”  
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argue that it is more appropriate to speak of Dickinson’s avoidance of print (defined by 

technologies of reproduction) rather than her refusal to publish.40  

Reasons why Dickinson declined to print her poems have been the object of 

much conjecture, but there is some evidence that her decision was motivated by the 

incongruity between print conventions and her writing style.41 Often cited to support 

this view is her letter to Thomas Higginson in which she enclosed a copy of “The 

Snake” (“A narrow Fellow in / the Grass”), which had been published in the Springfield 

Weekly Republican but cautions, “Lest you meet my Snake and suppose I deceive it was 

robbed of me—defeated too of the third line by the punctuation. The third and fourth 

were one—I had told you I did not print—I feared you might think me ostensible…” 

What she refers to is how the ambiguity that she had so subtly woven into the poem was 

altered when it was printed with the effect that the reader is guided toward a more 

stable, unequivocal meaning. She had written 

You may have met Him – did you not 
His notice instant is 
 

But it was printed 

You may have met him – did you not? 
His notice instant is, 
 

One of Dickinson’s early letters to Higginson (7 June 1862) sheds additional 

light on the question of publication, even as it may not answer it definitively. The 

                                                
40 Martha Nell Smith develops this point at some length in Rowing in Eden: Rereading 
Emily Dickinson. Sharon Cameron and Marta Werner have also argued that Dickinson’s 
relationship to the notion of publication should be reevaluated. 
41 The thesis that Dickinson’s fascicles were produced in the spirit of what Emerson 
called “The Poetry of the Portfolio” was first suggested by Higginson in his preface to 
the first edited collection of poems and is reemerging as a way to think about 
Dickinson’s self-produced books.  
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correspondence suggests that Dickinson was not so invested in publication that she 

would cede editorial authority over her poems. She first tells Higginson, “I smile when 

you suggest that I delay ‘to publish’ – that being foreign to my thought, as Firmament to 

Fin – ” and then proceeds with what appears to be a subtle mocking of his criticism:  

You think my gait “spasmodic” – I am in danger – Sir –  
You think me “uncontrolled” – I have No Tribunal. 
 

Thus, while Higginson clearly embodies the ideology of grammatical correctness and 

poetic propriety, Dickinson turned away from entering the system of regulation, and 

regularization, to which this track leads.  

Dickinson’s depiction of the difference between her motives and Higginson’s 

are vividly portrayed in the image, “Firmament to Fin.” Although the initial image 

generated might approximate the opposition of sky to water, upon closer examination 

this divisive view is far from decisive. That is, one might read that “Firmament to Fin” 

is as foreign to her thought as an indication that she rejects the idea of them as 

oppositional, but it is just as likely that the visuality of the impression has predominance 

over the construction of an inflexible analogy. But also, without speculating on 

Dickinson’s intention, it is striking to observe that what Firmament and Fin have in 

common is the absence of a ground.42 The associative qualities that this ungroundedness 

shares with her “spasmodic” and “uncontrolled” gait suggests that the constant 

movement of the fin is preferred to the finality of firmament; because, whereas the fin is 

likened to the ongoing movement of the revising pen (and the ongoing reading inspired 

                                                
42 I am indebted to Sonia Werner for pointing this out to me. 
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by the variants), firmament institutes a division by, for example, separating the fixed 

form of print from the otherwise unending, uncertain process of writing.  

A gendered difference is also clearly implied in Dickinson’s characterization of 

herself. The quotation marks around “spasmodic” and “uncontrolled” frame these words 

and insert a critical distance between designation and self-description. As a framing 

device that uproots the words from a common poetical or textual ground (as in “The 

name – of it – is ‘Autumn’ – ” and “I have never seen ‘Volcanoes’ – ”), they resist 

uncritical acceptance. Moreover, they challenge the adjectival forms and fears of 

femininity as hysterical and unrestrained. She responds to these specifically gendered 

words with something of a smirk. They are someone else’s words that describe a 

perceived unruliness or hysterical tendency according to supposed virtues of feminine 

comportment. Her spasmodic gait, an irregular approach, makes her syllables 

unpredictable and her meanings unstable. And as Susan Howe has persuasively argued, 

the untamed and wild connotations embedded in the trope of the “uncontrolled” 

resounds with the early American impulse towards taming the wilderness. As part of the 

near-lawless wilderness, no existent standard of measure can adequately survey her: she 

has no tribunal. 

Although it is also in this letter that Emily Dickinson asks, “But, will you be my 

Preceptor, Mr Higginson?” it is evident from her subsequent creative production that 

she did not allow his counsel to reign in her unruly inclinations. (Two months later she 

remarked on his characterization of her as “wayward.”) Although she continued to ask 

for his guidance throughout her correspondence with him, she did not follow his advice. 

The ungrounded foundation is thus a productive metaphor when approaching 
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Dickinson’s work, as the reader is often abandoned to a textual terrain devoid of 

expected versified signposting. What Dickinson shows is that the designation of 

unconventional marks as aberrant naturalizes the law that governs appropriate 

expression and renders it invisible; breaking the rules brings the unruly marks into our 

line of sight, which makes visible the law that seeks to banish them and renders it 

available to critique.  

* 

It is only because we have become so habituated to the conventions of 

punctuation—the printers have had their way with us—that we understand every mark 

as delineating logical syntactical units, muted rhetorical flourish, or subtle tonal 

indicators. And this, I would venture, is the paradoxical mistake made with regard to 

Emily Dickinson’s dashes, which is to say, that it is in error that these are all called 

punctuation marks. Dickinson did use many punctuation marks—commas, exclamation 

points, quotation marks, question marks—and she regularly used them in 

unconventional ways. She also used dashes. And plus signs (sometimes called asterisks 

by scholars) to denote alternate words. But she marked the space around words in an 

unsystematic way, and the imposition of an orderly and predictable system is precisely 

the role expected of punctuation. To call all of Dickinson’s marks dashes gives in to the 

desire for order and regulation by assigning them a fixed place within an established 

system. One essay on punctuation published in 1785 asserts that “the dash is frequently 

used by hasty and incoherent writers, in a very capricious and arbitrary manner, instead 

of a regular point. The proper use of it is, where the sentence breaks off abruptly; where 

a significant pause is required; or where there is an unexpected turn in the sentiment” 
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(Robertson 129).43 It is easy to see from this prescription hiding behind description how 

Dickinson’s dashes were dismissed as mere errors. At the same time, one could argue 

that she uses them precisely in accordance with this definition: they convey abruption, 

strong pauses, and pronounced detours in sentiment. That she both does and does not 

abide by rules of proper use and placement, and that scholars have yet to uncover a 

definitive or consistent system for her pointing practices, supports the assertion that the 

“dash” is an imprecise (at best) and misleading (at worst) category through which to 

analyze her writing. This is not to say that Dickinson’s investment in her marking 

practices indicates a desire for non-sense, chaos, or disorder or that radical forms of 

expression must defy conventional punctuation use. Rather, it is to leave some room for 

their untamed nature—wild in the realm of possibility and fecund in the realm of 

interpretation. 

Importantly, this does not mean that these marks lack meaning. But, it also does 

not mean that their meaning is fully discernible within available grammatico-

epistemological frameworks. Dickinson’s points resist the normalizing machinery of 

print and ideologies of proper place(ment). They break the mirror of semiotic 

representation because, as Howe argues, in Dickinson’s orthography, one “will see what 

gets lost in any typeface. In typography’s mirror of production, words reflect only the 

shadow of their inception…. Shapes and letters pun on and play with each other. 

Messages are delivered by marks” (quoted in Smith 62). The words through which 

Dickinson describes Higginson’s summation of her—“spasmodic” and 

                                                
43 It is also instructive to see how punctuation conventions have changed from the time 
of his writing as indicated by his use of commas and semi-colons. 
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“uncontrolled”—reveal the threat threaded through her wayward defiance of propriety, 

the threat of communicating a linguistic and epistemological perspective that deviates 

from grammatical norms which insist on maintaining social order.  

What this conclusion offers is the startling idea that the quest to define a 

Dickinsonian poetics founders at the inherent asystematicity of her marking practices. 

This realization not only calls for a new practice of reading, but it also offers an opening 

into a more dynamic and radical reading of her work. If the manuscripts are considered 

“visual productions,” as Susan Howe suggests, the limit of the poem both is and is not 

the border of the page since, “In the precinct of poetry, a word, the space around a 

word, each letter, every mark silence or sound, volatizes an inner law of form; moves on 

a rigorous line” (Birthmark 145). The border of a page may impose constraints on the 

length of a line, but when multiple poems are bound together within a fascicle, the 

reading of a poem might productively be expanded to consider its relationality to other 

poems in the fascicle as well as the larger fabric of literary codes. For instance, Howe 

says of her own poetry, “I always think of my work in terms of separate poems in one 

long poem—that each page (usually it’s a page) can stand alone and together…” 

(quoted in Dwelling 82). Taking a cue from this proposition, one might review the ways 

in which the materials on which Dickinson wrote engender poetical or grammatical 

constraints in place of poetic or generic rules.44 Another approach would examine in a 

broader context how her marks—both alphabetical and pointing—divide the space of 

the page and what this might suggest about uncertain, threatening, or aggressive 

                                                
44 For an example of this approach to reading see Alexandra Socarides’s essay, 
“Rethinking the Fascicles: Dickinson’s Writing, Copying, and Binding Practices.” 
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divisions in other spatial, geographical, or political locales. Finally, a method of reading 

that can follow the (literally, figuratively, and spatially) twists and turns of her poetry is 

necessary in order to explore the many semantic and perspectival dimensions generated 

by the radical reorientation of the reader to the page (see, for example, the manuscript 

version of “That sacred Closet when you sweep – ” in Figure 6). A mode of reading that 

recognizes the challenge posed by defying conventional line breaks would also enable a 

reappraisal of Emily Dickinson’s legacy for American poetry beginning, perhaps, with 

William Carlos Williams and extending to Kathy Acker and beyond.45 

Denman quotes from one of Dickinson’s letters to Samuel Bowles where she 

says, “The old words are numb—and there a’nt any new ones” (L 252) and argues that 

in the place of new words Dickinson “sought to define words through dislocating marks 

of punctuation” (26). Like Cixous’s desire for newold words or Benjamin’s thieving 

quotation marks, Emily Dickinson’s poetry reveals the constant movement, disruption, 

and redirection of language. She exposes the unending font of meanings that flow from 

within, between, and under linguistic and punctuating material organized in surprising 

or unfamiliar ways. Contrary to fleeing from the world, from history, or from “external” 

in how one perceives, experiences, and lives in the world. And behind these enigmatic 

markings is not a privileged recluse who simply sees worldly events as mirrors for her 

own tortured soul, but rather an unusual, refracted, and indistinct view of a fraught 

historical moment poetically rendered. The dash is emblematic of a pursuit for new 

perspectives because it stretches out, forging new connections, severing old 

                                                
45 Jay Ladin’s essay “Breaking the Line: Emily Dickinson and William Carlos 
Williams” explores this idea. I have argued for recognition of a genealogical 
relationship between Emily Dickinson and Kathy Acker in other essays. 
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connections, bridging the old and new. But the impression that endures when 

approaching Emily Dickinson’s writing is not a dash; rather, it is without a doubt a 

question mark—to affirm the consistent questioning of political, social, historical, and, 

therefore, grammatical and punctual order.  
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Figure 6: "That sacred closet" 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Interlude 
 

Emily elle: Between Emily L and Emily D 
 

Marguerite Duras’s work is often described as one of the early examples of the 

revolution that occurs in autobiography, where the genre betrays its mimetic tendencies 

and ventures into self-reflexive and overtly fictional zones. One could point to the early 

publication of Un barrage contre le Pacifique in 1950 (translated as The Sea Wall in 

1967) to support this claim. But in fact, it is only in the last ten years or so of her life 

(beginning, perhaps, with L’Amant in 1984) that this fixation takes hold. It is in fact 

L’Amant (The Lover) that Leslie Hill mentions when she describes Duras’s work as a 

“radically innovative experimental” autobiography. Prior to her explicit fictionalizing of 

her life, her work is characterized more by the repetition of characters across various 

stories.1 Within this matrix of recycling characters across texts and media (novels and 

film), and her turn toward experimental autobiography, her book Emily L. (1987) can be 

seen as a transitional text in which self-reflection and literary production are mediated 

through an allegory about the creation, circulation, and consumption of a woman writer. 

When it was published, the French reading public did not recognize the 

reference and primary impulse of Emily L.2 Duras revealed the source that all the 

reviewers had overlooked: 

                                                
1 Often cited in this regard is her India cycle, which includes Le ravissement de Lol V. 
Stein (1964), Le vice-consul (1965), L’amour (1971), La femme du Gange (1973), India 
Song (1974), and Son nom de Venise dans Calcutta désert (1976).  
2 Vicki Mistacco makes this observation in her essay “Plus ça change...: The Critical 
Reception of Emily L.” It is also worth noting that while there is a little criticism in 
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Oui, Emily L. n’est pas Emily Dickinson, mais elle aurait pu écrire ce 

poème d’Emily Dickinson. C’est un poeme qui m’a beaucoup frappée 

lorsque je l’ai découvert il y a quelques années. Peut-être Emily L. est-

elle la jeune femme que je cherchais sans le savoir, celle qui aurait été 

susceptible d’écrire ce poème transcendental, dans l’innocence la plus 

grande. 

Emily L. opens with the arrival of a French couple (ostensibly Marguerite Duras and 

Yann Andrea) at a French sea side resort. They are identified only as “I” and “you.” As 

they sit in the café, their conversation turns from a commentary on the tourists in the 

square outside to speculation about the English couple sitting on the other side of the 

room: the Captain and his wife. It is clear that the English couple function as a mirror 

through which the French couple can analyze their own tortured relationship at a safe 

discursive distance. Accordingly, they begin to make up a story about the Captain and 

his wife. Through the telling of the English couple’s story, what emerges is an allegory 

of the woman writer.  

The Captain, so the story goes, met the woman who became his wife when her 

father hired him to care for his boat. Her parents forbade them from marrying because 

of his lower social class status. But because they knew their daughter would leave with 

him if he were fired, the parents retained him as a servant; they also increased his pay 

and gave him the apartment over the boathouse where he lived with their daughter. The 

Captain maintained a friendly relationship with the parents. The father enjoyed the 

                                                                                                                                          
Durasian scholarship on the Dickinson inspiration, I have found not a single mention in 
Dickinson scholarship of Duras’s poetic homage to her.  
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Captain’s visits because it was the only way he obtained information about his daughter 

who refused to visit her parents.  

The English woman, like the French woman relating her story, enjoys writing. 

The Captain, however, hated her writing because he could not understand it. Most 

disturbing to him was that he could find no evidence of their love in them:  

She told the Captain that she put all her passion for him into her 

poems, and at the same time all the despair of every living 

creature.  

But the Captain thought she didn’t put what she said she put into 

her poems. He didn’t know what she really put into them. That 

was the Captain’s position as regards his wife’s poems. (55) 

Desperate in his non-understanding, the Captain decides one day to show the poetry to 

the woman’s father (unbeknownst to her). Although the father also does not understand 

the poems, he is nonetheless moved by them and secretly publishes them. Eventually, 

the English woman stops writing. It is unclear precisely why, but it is possible to take a 

cue from a comment from the French woman to her partner: “what prevents me writing 

is you” (39). 

Devastated after a miscarriage, the English woman writes one last poem as she 

is recovering. The captain finds the poem, unfinished, among her things. He is stunned 

because he thought “her youthful whims and fancies were over” and “felt as if he’d 

been stabbed by the truth” (59). He burns the poem and then feigns ignorance as his 

wife searches for it. Eventually she gives up looking for it. She never writes again.  
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This missing poem is the heart of the story. Its pulse quickens again years later 

when the woman learns about her published book of poems. By this time (ten years 

later) her parents had died and she and the Captain had finally married. They spend 

most of their time at sea. The new caretaker, whom the father hired just before he died, 

secrets a press copy of her book in the boathouse where he now lives. Although he also 

doesn’t understand the poems, he finds them “very impressive and beautiful” (80). One 

day the new caretaker shows her the book of poems. She is confused by it. She then 

asks him whether the collection includes a certain poem, “one about winter afternoons” 

(81). He says no. She has forgotten most of the poem, but she remembers its basic 

theme, which she tries to reconstruct for him: it was something about “The rays of the 

sun, in winter” which “wounded like heavenly swords, piercing the heart… but without 

leaving any scar, any trace, except… except… I forget, and yet it was the most 

important thing of all. Except… But…” and then she remembers the crucial line: “But 

internal difference where the meanings are” (82).3 The poem is almost an exact 

reiteration of Emily Dickinson’s poem “There’s a certain Slant of light.”4  

                                                
3 Ellipses in original. 
4 The whole poem (Johnson’s number 258) is as follows: 
 

There’s a certain Slant of light, 
Winter Afternoons —  
That oppresses, like the Heft 
Of Cathedral Tunes —  
 
Heavenly Hurt, it gives us —  
We can find no scar, 
But internal difference, 
Where the Meanings, are —  
 
None may teach it — Any  
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On one level Emily L. dramatizes the way that Woman circulates in a masculine 

symbolic sans any volition on her part. Her parents, above all her father (clearly a figure 

equivalent to le nom de la père, the Law that structures the Lacanian Symbolic), refuse 

to sanction her marriage to the man who will become her husband because he is of a 

lower social class. So as long as he is alive she will bear the name of her father and 

remain as/on his property. She follows the law.5 In refusing to sanction her marriage on 

the basis that the groundskeeper is not equivalent to her value, the father keeps her 

within his exclusive social-sexual symbolic economy. In fact, he heightens the intensity 

of her circulation—as well as her value—when he has her poems published. The scope 

of their distribution in the literary market expands her erotic appeal and introduces her 

                                                                                                                                          
’Tis the Seal Despair —  
An imperial affliction 
Sent us of the Air —  
 
When it comes, the Landscape listens —  
Shadows — hold their breath —  
When it goes, ’tis like the Distance 
On the look of Death —  

 
5 Focusing on how “Emily L.” circulates in the narrative economy leads me to disagree 
with Raylene Ramsay’s too-easy conclusion that “Emily L.’s rebellion against parental 
and societal norms in her uncompromising physical passion… are traits of Duras’s 
earlier fictional characters” (168). Although Emily L. bears a strong affinity with other 
Durasian characters, the English woman is depicted as frail, deferential to her husband, 
and possibly on the verge of death. The countenance of the English couple, according to 
the French couple in the café is one of resignation, as though they remained committed 
to the idea of loving, as though their love died long ago and they now existed merely in 
its shadows. She does not, as Ramsay suggests, rebel against the norms. The extra 
pension the father pays the Captain so he is able to support the woman (ostensibly at the 
standard of living to which she is accustomed) ensures that she remains in their systems 
of value. Moreover, the fact that the monetary transaction occurs between her father and 
her (future) husband reveals the extent to which she is also treated as a commodity to be 
exchanged. (I am thinking here, of course, of Gayle Rubin’s essay “The Traffic in 
Women.”)  
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to new markets. The new caretaker who reads her poems and falls in love with her 

shows how the published book of poems metonymically displaces her position in the 

symbolic-sexual economy to a linguistic-textual position in the market. It is striking to 

observe the ignorance of the participants in the erotic economy in which she circulates: 

none of them understand her poems. Attempting to master the anxiety at the root of 

their desire for her, each seeks to possess her in his own way.6 The father keeps her 

through the name, the husband possesses her through marriage, and the new gardener 

marks her by giving her the only name by which we know her: Emily L.  

When he does marry her, the Captain ostensibly removes her from sexual-

symbolic circulation as well as from her family home. Once they are married their 

seafaring keeps them away from her family home and metaphorically adrift of any other 

social ties. His drive to possess her is exemplified by his reaction to her poems. After 

the first set of poems, the ones in which she had poured all of her passion for him, he is 

suspicious. He feels betrayed: 

The Captain suffered. Suffered tortures. As if she’d betrayed him, as if 

she’d led another life at the same time as the one he thought she’d been 

living in the apartment over the boathouse. A life that was secret, hidden, 

incomprehensible, perhaps even shameful, and more painful to him than 

if she’d been unfaithful with her body. The body that was the one thing 

                                                
6 This anxiety of desire could also be related to the fear that saturates the beginning of 
the novel (the first line is, “It began with the fear”), which is also constitutive of the 
anxiety the French woman feels when she sees the Korean tourists disembarking from a 
boat outside the café.  
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in the world for which, before the poems, he’d probably have killed her 

if she’d given it to another man. (55) 

His inability to grasp the meaning of the poems means to him that he is unable to grasp 

her—he doesn’t know who she really is, and, consequently, he cannot fully possess her. 

When he finds the final, incomplete poem, the one about the rays of sun in winter: “He 

feels as if he’d been stabbed by the truth. As if he’d taken her for someone else and 

been living with a stranger. There was nothing in the poem about the dead child or 

about him. No mention of their life together, their love, their happiness.” The poem, to 

him, was “exposed like a crime”; he experiences it as a dispossession (59.). 

In fact, after she is released from her maiden (that is, her father’s) name into her 

husband’s grip on her body and poetic production, she is again renamed by the gardener 

who falls in love with her. Through his love he brands her with the name Emily L. The 

name is contagious; once it is spoken it becomes her: across the island everybody learns 

of the gardener’s passion for the woman called Emily L. When she learns that he has 

given her this name she “repeat[s] it softly to herself, and seem[s] to approve of it: 

‘Emily L. … yes.’” (97). And these names are also part of the tale spun by the French 

couple. This accretion of names—daughter, wife, Emily L., even “Winter Afternoons” 

(the would-be title of the lost poem)—have the effect of effacing her more than 

engendering a greater understanding of her. She is erased as her poem is erased. 

However, at the same time that she is erased, her presence is recorded and preserved 

within these various nominal positions.  

The only understanding of the English woman that can emerge is conjoined with 

these names. But the symbolic positions that she occupies within these various circuits 
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also function as a kind of screen memory—what can be known about her is caught 

between the knowledge about her that is repressed and the defenses manufactured these 

repressions. These names construct her and her story; the image and knowledge of her 

that is produced (in effect, all we know about her) is a product of what the men do not 

know. That is, their lack of understanding of her poems motivates their desire to attain 

knowledge mastery over her. The belief that there is another truer object behind these 

screens motivates the desire for linguistic, interpretive, and sexual mastery over her. Is 

it possible to ascertain anything beyond these appropriations of her? Are there any 

marks, remnants, or other bits and pieces that could radiate any knowledge of her that is 

not overdetermined by the inscriptions of the father/publisher, husband, or lover? Even 

if it is impossible to recover the whole poem or a complete image of her life, there 

might still be some marks, perhaps within the internal differences, through which we 

can distill another version of this life and work.  

The motif of the missing poem in Emily L, the mystery surrounding the woman 

who wrote it, and the men who do not understand the poem—these themes and 

conditions recall the reception and publishing history of Emily Dickinson’s poetry. 

Duras’s parable is instructive in considering the way in which the person “Emily 

Dickinson” has been produced through the critical reception and analysis of her poetry 

and speculations about her life. Similarly, from what we know of Emily Dickinson’s 

life and work, we can glean the dramatic effects of how the production and circulation 

of Emily L’s poems perform the elision of the woman writer. 

The missing poem in Emily L. is, in fact, missing in multiple ways. The husband 

has destroyed the poem, Emily L forgets the poem and almost lets herself be convinced 
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by the gardener that she has imagined the whole thing. (Even as she is talking to him, 

the narrator tells us, she forgets, is forgetting.) The poem is also missing from the novel 

Emily L.; the only evidence is some half-remembered fragments. The poem’s material 

existence within the narrative is limited to the short terrain between the French and 

English phrases the woman recalls as she is talking to the gardener [« Sauf celle d’une 

différence interne au cœur des significations » and “But internal difference, Where the 

Meanings are” (114).] Indeed, in a sense, the poem does not exist at all, since the 

internal story is made up by the French (Duras-Andrea) couple—it is part game and part 

process for them to work through questions and problems that plague their relationship. 

Yet it is equally true that the poem does exist—as part of the Emily D. corpus if not also 

within Emily L’s.  

The conditions under which the Emily L.’s poems were published or destroyed 

gesture toward the standards of literary economies that value work according to how 

recognizable the forms, rhythms, and so-called mastery of the language are. Senseless 

or incomprehensible writing, or writing that does not conform to established literary and 

grammatical principles, is not permitted entry into official literary circulation, is granted 

entry only after substantial revision, or is permitted a circumscribed circulation as 

unknowable or unintelligible. Emily Dickinson has become the prototype for how these 

systems of evaluation may put women, or other writers who do not abide by the 

established conventions, at a disadvantage. In this sense, Emily L. and Emily D. are 

reminders of the ellipses in literary traditions—revealing the clash between authority 

and authorship, their presence (or absence) also questions the place of nonstandard 
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writing conventions, especially when used by unknown women writers outside of 

established literary environments.  

The form and function of the poem in Emily L. stages the vanishing point of the 

woman writer through the mechanism of quotation. First, the French woman is the 

ventriloquist for Emily L.’s story. Then, the first words of the poem that is destroyed are 

put into the mouth of the husband. His summary of the poem is seamlessly intertwined 

with his observations on its formal qualities: “It was an unfinished poem that stopped in 

the middle. But the beginning was there in its final form, written out more firmly than 

the rest. The middle of the poem, with its variants, took up half the page. It was full of 

cross-outs…” (60). Despite his stringing of the pieces together into a narrative form, it 

is clear even from his mutilation of it that the poem is a skewed quotation of Emily 

Dickinson’s poem: “In the unaltered parts she said the wounds inflicted on us by these 

swords of the sun were dealt by heaven. They left no visible trace, no scar either on our 

flesh or in our thoughts. They neither wounded nor consoled. […] The wounds did not 

herald or confirm anything that could be taught. What they did was produce a new 

perception, an inner difference at the heart of meaning” (61).7 In this way Duras quotes 

                                                
7 In The Erotics of Passage, James Williams analyzes the subtle variations between 
Dickinson’s poem and the poem in Emily L. He also astutely comments on the chiasmus 
(the “(mis)translation between the English and French is already in the title, 
Emily/eLle”) as one that formalizes “the intersection of reflections of the English and 
French couple caught in the mirror of the café (and the play of projections which thus 
ensues), … it also emphasises the novel’s graphic play of apparitions which synthesize 
the elements of Emily L./Emily Dickinson’s mystical and masochistic self-sacrifice into 
a textual space of programmable, erotic penetration” (79). Williams’s astute analysis 
begins to go astray at the moment he claims to see a mystical and masochistic self-
sacrifice. Where I see a complex network of intertextual relationships between two 
women writers who have a penchant for unconventional forms and unusual punctuating 
practices, Williams sees the design of a erotic plunge. Raylene Ramsay makes a similar 
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Dickinson but also displaces Dickinson from the scene. Emily L.’s poem is 

apprehended through information that is partial, uncertain, and motivated by ulterior 

interests. It is also a story that comes into being through multiple voices: part of it is 

told by the husband and part by the gardener, but all of it is available to the French 

woman. The story serves allegorically to rehearse the ways in which women poets may 

be barred from the symbolic for not abiding by the ordering principle that ensure the 

self-same reproduction of literary standards and conventions. In contrast, through the 

relay of echoes between the many forms of quotation throughout the novel, what is 

affirmed is the value of the “internal difference” in the production of new perception, 

which is relayed to the reader only by another woman writer, the French woman 

(Duras?).8  

What I take from Emily L. that informs my reading of Marguerite Duras and 

Clarice Lispector is the following. Emily L. allegorizes the vanishing point of the 

woman writer, that is, of “woman” and “writer.”9 These points of vanishing (or 

                                                                                                                                          
remark when she says that the “eroticization of the self-deprecation that characterizes 
the ‘feminine’ writer (Emily Dickinson, Emily L., Duras) by her apparently timeless 
masochism and her identification with the world in its fear and pain, is problematical” 
(186).  
8 Williams makes a similar observation: “the novel affirms not ‘difference between’ (a 
mark of the symbolic) but rather a feminine space of ‘internal difference’ […] 
Dickinson is retained and re-retained, in an erotic fort-da, before being eventually 
inverted as a metadiscursive ‘apparition’ serving to illustrate the narrator’s own 
compositional skills” (80). Again, I half agree. I do not think Duras is interested in 
establishing some kind of erotic or textual mastery over Dickinson; rather, if there is a 
fort-da, it is a game played by those who seek critical, authoritative, and interpretive 
power over literary production and distribution, which is premised on a fear of the 
impotence associated with not understanding. 
9 As Grabher et. al. note, “Both of Dickinson’s major biographers, Richard Sewall and 
Cynthia Griffin Wolff, build upon [Jay] Leyda’s example of coming to know this 
intensely private poet by gathering information about the many very public figures in 
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vanquishing as they sometimes seem to be) simultaneously initiate processes that 

recreate “woman” and “writer” along lines more palatable to social, typographic, and 

moral norms and trigger mechanisms that confine marks of difference (and different 

marks) to the hidden spaces between—between the lines of history, embodied in the 

ellipses of tradition, visible only as marks that are usually left unread or are routinely 

misread. Susan Howe famously depicts the editorial treatment of Dickinson’s poems as 

a process of taming the wilderness and links it to similar domesticating tendencies 

(especially of loquacious women) in the budding American nation. My own approach to 

the constellation of texts, discourses, and concerns is one that directs attention to the 

historical and political symbolic systems that intertwine with creative punctuating 

practices. In the course of examining each of these in turn, I am interested in how these 

marks—historically described as different, excessive, erratic, wayward or otherwise 

unfit for literary or linguistic consumption—might point to other directions for literary 

interpretation and thought.  

                                                                                                                                          
her world even while acknowledging that available information about the woman 
herself makes a less enthralling story than the rumor-enhanced narratives biographers 
attempt to refute…” (29).  
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Chapter 2 

Cinematic Punctuation as Desire for Destruction: 
Between Marguerite Duras and Détruire dit-elle 

 

There is no element in which language resembles music more than in the 
punctuation marks. 

—Theodor Adorno  
 

The question of what happens in a Marguerite Duras text—whether cinematic, 

theatrical, or novelistic—is a familiar, if not original, question. But, whereas the event 

that inspires this question in Clarice Lispector’s The Passion According to G.H. falls 

out of linguistic representation or how the event of Antietam may be stitched beneath 

the quotation marks in Emily Dickinson’s “The name – of it – is ‘Autumn –,” Duras’s 

narratives often feature non-linear narratives that swirl around an event or object that is 

either absent (e.g., the photograph that was never taken in The Lover; the poem in Emily 

L.) or unnamed (e.g., Destroy She Said). In Duras the question of eventfulness (“what 

happened”) often serves to direct one’s focus onto dynamics of desire and death, the 

intricacies of silence, sound, and image, or the mechanics of memory, forgetting, and 

history.  

The minimalism of plot in Duras’s stories, which is often reducible to one event 

or situation, not only refers the reader or viewer’s attention to more abstract concerns, it 

also suggests that the meaning of the piece is not discursively represented in the 

narrative itself. If an event is not fully manifest in the narrative, or cannot be adequately 

attended to by addressing the question, “what happened?” it becomes necessary to 
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approach the text from another direction. In contradistinction to a hermeneutics of 

fullness and referential certainty, I propose to consider the residues of events, situations, 

and historical contingencies that, while not represented, are still palpable in textual and 

cinematic marks.  

With Duras’s films, it becomes possible to see so many of the offshoots that 

emerge from the root punctum: the contrapuntal sounds and sound-image relationships; 

in the punctuating of the image by sound; the inscriptions by the pointed instrument of 

the camera-pen;1 the punctures of history and the unpunctuality of memories; the 

disruption or discontinuation of speech, dialogue, and music; the transgression of 

boundaries; and the interruption and disorganization of grammar. Using the punctum as 

a figure to approach Duras’s films provides a lens to examine—from within, through, 

and beyond each cinematic text—the penetrating conjunctions of historical-political 

events, memory and forgetting, and cinematic form. In this chapter I will examine how 

the spatial, temporal, and material elements of the punctum conjoin in certain moments; 

at the same time, I am interested in how the ontological ambiguity of events and their 

                                                
1 The term “camera-pen” was first developed by Alexandre Astruc. In his 1948 essay, 
“The Birth of a New Avant-Garde: La Camera-Stylo,” he attempts to link cinema to 
other art forms, namely painting and the novel, emphasizing its link to language. In an 
auteurist vein, he lands upon the camera-stylo (camera-pen) as a metaphor for how “the 
cinema will gradually break free from the tyranny of what is visual, from the image for 
its own sake, from the immediate and concrete demands of the narrative, to become a 
means of writing just as flexible and subtle as written language.” My use of the term is 
influence by Gilles Deleuze’s use of it in Cinema 2: The Time Image (173). Geneviève 
Sellier uses similar expressions such as “cinematic orthography” and “cinematic 
writing.” She also quotes Samuel Lachize who says of Godard (whose work is, in this 
manner, similar to Duras’s): “He writes his film with the camera lens, just as others 
write with a pen” (54). For both Deleuze and Sellier the expression is meant to link 
cinema to established artistic forms, namely literature, but it also serves to identify 
scriptural aspects of film that are often shrouded by studies limited to its visual 
elements. 
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indeterminate meanings are registered in both narrative structure and the formal 

configurations of the sound and image tracks of her films.  

The figure of the punctum and its manifestations in punctuating actions is an 

effective way to approach this set of issues, because they direct attention to seemingly 

minor details. Attending to the legibility and intelligibility of these details encourages a 

reappraisal of the historical, aesthetic, and political contingencies out of which her work 

materializes. Although her texts are not about a certain event (as understood within 

conventions of narrative or linguistic representation), they are shot through with 

historical and political points. While the focus in this chapter is on specific films, I hope 

also to tell a partial tale about how these cinematic experiments issue from and embody 

changing cultural relations in historical and aesthetic conditions. Specifically, I would 

argue that they evince a change in relationships between writer and work, word and 

image, text and cinema. Or, more precisely, they indicate an emerging tension between 

image and text. While written systems of punctuation are comprised of multiple 

histories, each mark virtually has its own history. It is not possible to construct or trace 

a history of cinematic punctuation in the same way it is possible to examine how 

Duras’s films have contributed to the development of such a system. This situation is 

expressed in a variety of writers of the time: Roland Barthes, Guy Debord and the 

Situationists, Alain Robbe-Grillet, the Tel Quel writers, and others. The nouveau roman, 

nouvelle vague, and new theories also emerged in an attempt to intervene in the new 

social relations engendered by the enduring aftershocks of WWII, the redrawing of 

national and geopolitical lines, the emerging dominance of the image as a medium that 
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absorbs and represents these concerns, as well as the intensification of the use of the 

image to mediate the subject’s relation to all kinds of events and experiences.  

Duras does not exactly set out to build new social relations in her films; rather, 

she tarries within the ruins of what some would call the failure of such attempts 

(whether this is understood as the “failure” of May ’68, the “failure” of the working 

class to realize its revolutionary potential, or the “failure” of art to reflect and change 

reality). The figure of the punctum will not aid in deciphering the residue, restoring the 

ruins, or reconstituting a historical understanding, but it will provide a different angle of 

vision into how such events are remembered, forgotten, historicized, and memorialized. 

In developing this strategy of reading, I hope to sketch the contours of the gaps or holes 

rent open by punctuating marks as a means to intensify the space of possibility for the 

construction of alternate social relations. 

* 

 There are many challenges attendant to analyzing Duras’s work. For one, she 

was prolific. Her first book (Les Impudents) was published in 1943, and her last (C’est 

Tout) in 1995. She has 73 book credits, directed at least 19 films, and wrote about 60 

more. She also penned essays, worked as a journalist, and conducted interviews. She 

wrote about some of the most tragic events of the twentieth century and used material 

from her own long life in ambiguous and often conflicting ways. She routinely blurs or 

obliterates generic distinctions and confounds those in pursuit of stable biographical 

facts.  

 Duras spoke articulately and insightfully about her films, which are often, as 

William van Wert has said, “both boring and fascinating.” Her work appeals to a wide 
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variety of theorists—from psychoanalytic, cinematic, philosophical, and feminist 

persuasions—who demonstrate surprisingly similar interests in terms of themes or 

issues that are overwhelmingly focused on the sexual politics or linguistic tricks of her 

work. But there is also an infelicitous commonality among these theorists: their 

negligible discussion of her politics or the politics of her work, especially its 

ambiguous, contradictory, and militant dimensions. Moreover, when politics is 

discussed it is striking to observe the degree to which this commentary overly relies on 

interviews with Duras to interpret her films, especially to clarify their political 

investments or inspirations. Duras’s radical political commitments motivated her 

literary and cinematic production, but in uneven and complex ways. In addition, these 

analyses are usually restricted to the sexual politics or linguistic tricks of her work and 

neglect the more nuanced and more militant dimensions. But neither Duras’s own 

account of the political tint of her films, nor the shading provided by biographical 

details adequately reveal their interweaving of history, politics, and artistic production. 

The relationship of Duras’s work to feminist appropriations of it is especially 

notable given her avowed ambivalence toward, if not outright rejection of, feminism. 

There are various layers to be considered with regard to Duras’s position vis-à-vis 

feminism, which roughly falls into three categories: the writer’s self-identification; the 

critic or theorist’s interpretation of the work and biographical information; and the 

concepts of the text itself. The difficulty lies in the fact that these various layers do not 

always align. First, Duras would call herself a communist before she would call herself 

a feminist. She once declared in an interview, “je ne suis pas du tout féministe.” This 

comment could be tempered by her explicit support of certain feminist causes, but she 
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never put feminism in the foreground of her politics. Duras is not necessarily unique in 

this respect. Feminists have rescued or appropriated the work of non-self-identified 

women, and it is not this method of criticism in and of itself that I take issue with. But I 

do think it is important to differentiate between the work and the writer, especially 

when the writer explicitly articulates a politics that diverges from the (feminist or other) 

politics of the critic or theorists. It is especially important to keep this in mind so as not 

to circumscribe the writer into ill-fitting subject positions. Marilyn Schuster, for 

example, says, “To propose a feminist reading […] is not to suggest that Duras is a 

feminist writer.” She says Duras “resists efforts to reduce her writing to an argument in 

service of any politics” (xi). This comment is true to the extent that Duras avoids realist 

conventions (which have historically been the recognized form of politically engaged 

literature), but it is also misleading in that it neglects the ways that her work is 

nonetheless informed by politics and oriented toward a specific political vision. 

Schuster continues: “…while she exposes the workings of an ideology of gender, 

power, and desire in which woman is ‘other’ to man, she is also complicit with it. […] 

Just as she is complicit with an ideology of gender in which woman is ‘other,’ she 

participates in what Edward Said has defined as ‘Orientalism’” (xii). Schuster’s 

reasoning exposes precisely those limits of feminist containment that worried Duras. 

That is, if politics don’t appear in the content (that is, are not represented as part of the 

plot or narrative), then the narrative is complicit with structures of domination. More 

specifically, for feminism, if an “authentic” or “empowering” image of woman isn’t 

present, it is of dubious value for feminism. Most important, the logical conclusion of 

these positions is that if feminist politics are not discernibly present, then no politics are. 
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Jane Winston provides a nice counterpoint to critics such as Schuster. Winston 

articulates a more nuanced feminist approach to Duras’s work that evaluates it in its 

own historical moment and on its own terms. Through an excellent analysis of the 

conservative political climate of 1950s France into which Duras’s work first emerged, 

Winston examines how “critics worked to de-orientalize and de-politicize Duras, 

constructing her as unproblematically French and her work as unambiguously literary” 

(351). As she says earlier, the designation of “literary” was for many critics in the 50s in 

contradistinction to “political.” She cites, for example, a reviewer from Yale French 

Studies who says, “[Duras’s] novels do not deal with the hypothetical future of 

humanity; they deal with the personal, individual experience of women…their very 

personal hopes or despair. To write anything else would mean writing science fiction or 

trying to imitate men” (352). Winston’s method comes closest to how I approach 

Duras’s work: by considering the concepts that the text itself produces, that is, by 

attending to the minor political punctuations, it is possible to account for the political 

engagement while respecting the non-representational qualities of the composition.  

The space I carve out in Durasian scholarship builds on much of this previous 

work. Through the lens of punctuation I dissect the intricacies of Duras’s politics as 

they relate to traces of memory, forgetting, and residues of history within the changing 

conditions of writer and work, image and text, film and viewer. I analyze several 

instants of cinematic punctuation using Détruire dit-elle as the primary reference point, 

but I also consider other work by Duras and the variegated ways she used what I am 

calling cinematic punctuation to interrupt and redirect cinematic and social grammar.  
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The Duras Effect: from the prick of the punctum to the sound of punctuation  

If I don’t remember the text the way it has suddenly appeared on the 
page, the written voice, I begin over again. […] You see, I’m not trying 
at all to develop the meaning of the text when I read it, no, not at all, 
nothing of the sort; what I’m looking for is the original state of this text, 
the way one tries to remember a distant event, not experienced by which 
one has “heard about.” The meaning will come later, it doesn’t need me. 
[…] This slowness, this lack of discipline in punctuating the text is as if I 
were undressing the words, one after another and I discover what was 
underneath, the isolated, unrecognizable word, stripped of any kinship, 
of any identity, abandoned. Sometimes it’s the space for words to come 
that is being suggested. Sometimes nothing, barely a space, a form, but 
open, ready for the taking. 

—Marguerite Duras 
 

Duras’s cinematic practices embody a deep affinity with her writing; they also 

reveal a homology between the status of writing and cinematic production at this time. 

In literature, particularly with the nouveau roman, writers were actively creating a new 

position for the reader through a mode of narration and writing that displaced the 

author. In Barthes’s view, the death of the author provided the means for the emergence 

of the reader. This historical-aesthetic situation is echoed in Duras’s cinematic 

techniques through the dislocation of main characters, removal of coherent plot lines, 

and a penchant for showing empty spaces rather than characters. That is, just as the 

nouveaux romanciers exemplified the altered cultural position of the author and forged 

a new position for the reader, Duras sought to craft a cinema for a new spectator-

viewer.  

One of the most defining features of Marguerite Duras’s films is the dislocating 

of sound and image. Most scholars see this as the great accomplishment of India Song 

(1975), especially when considered in conjunction with Son nom de Venise de Calcutta 

désert (1976), which used the exact same soundtrack and a completely different image 
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track. But experimentation with sound-image relations is evident even in her first film, 

Détruire, dit-elle (1969). By penetrating the (visual) image, sound disrupts its smooth 

meaning-making function. In other words, whereas punctuation in writing is seen and 

not heard, punctuation in film is heard and may not always be seen. Punctuation 

disappears as a scriptural image and reemerges as a sound image.  

Although it is underdeveloped as a cinematic concept, it is not uncommon to 

find passing references to punctuation in film theory, especially theory that is 

influenced by semiotics. At one point in The Imaginary Signifier, Christian Metz says 

that a cinematic punctuation system is one of the “standard conventions of editing,” but 

he does not elaborate its qualities.2 In addition, his examples often seem to concern a 

cinematic grammar rather than punctuation. This comes through most strongly in one of 

his examples of how condensation and displacement exist in every figure of cinematic 

expression:  

To take a single example, whose very banality ensures that its status is 

neither exceptional nor uncharacteristic, the superimposition and the lap-

dissolve—though ‘redeemed’ in the punctuation codes, which weaken 

what is strange and disquieting in them—rest on mental paths where a 

certain primary-order unbinding is maintained. The superimposition 

characteristically effects a sort of equivalence between two distinct 

objects: a partial equivalence, simply discursive and metaphorical (a 

“bringing together,” which the enunciation produces) as long as the 

                                                
2 Metz says, for example, “A cinematic code, well, it’s things like the so-called 
punctuation system, or the standard conventions of editing, or the way you organize the 
movements in and out of frame, etc.” (171).  
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spectator, in a process smacking of rationalization, secondarises it at the 

same moment that he reads it (that he binds it). (125-126) 

Here Metz proposes a provocative linking of punctuation to psychical operations 

through filmic editing. In this case, punctuation in the form of superimposition exerts a 

calming effect because it indicates the rationalizing (binding) procedures of the 

secondary process. (For Freud, the displacements of the primary process are governed 

by memory or mnemic traces.) The linguistic organization of the secondary process, 

that is, its grammar, ensures that the displacements occur according to an established 

order, which diminishes the effect imbued by the primary process. Thus, according to 

Metz’s explanation, the psychical structure of the viewer enables him or her to read and 

make sense of cinematic operations and, in a manner shockingly similar to written 

punctuation, is claimed by grammar (specifically, the grammar or organization of 

psychic life): it tames (calms) what otherwise would be a “strange and disquieting” 

experience of time.  

Metz also compares cinematic punctuation to the way that the veiling-unveiling 

procedures of certain flashback sequences depend upon and create desire and 

expectation. Through an analogy to the disavowal that accompanies the birth of the 

fetish, he says, “[t]hese veiling-unveiling procedures can also be compared with certain 

cinematic ‘punctuations,’ especially slow ones strongly marked by a concern for control 

and expectation (slow fade-ins and fade-outs, irises, ‘drawn out’ lap-dissolves…)” (78). 

What is notable here is that Metz understands cinematic punctuation to be in the service 
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of “control and expectation”; that is, it is in charge of the assignment of order and the 

generation of meaning as one would expect from written systems of punctuation.3 

In contrast to Metz, who argues that the temporal dimension of the lap-dissolve 

executes a calming effect not to mark but to smooth over the transition from one time to 

another, Deleuze will show how punctuation can be used creatively to reveal precisely 

the void that, according to Metz’s account, must be covered over. Deleuze refers to this 

as the “dissociative force” of cinema as it introduces “a ‘figure of nothingness,’ a ‘hole 

in appearances’” (167). Deleuze thereby reveals how punctuating operations in the 

service of smoothing out potentially jarring temporal shifts can also provoke 

discontinuity and rupture. Deleuze notes how cinematic punctuation does not structure; 

it acts. He hints at such possibilities when he observes that the “irrational cut” implies a 

“figure of sound,” which “may be an act of silence…” or “an act of music,” which is 

important in cinema’s “story-telling or founding aspect…” (249). It is the break with 

classical modes of cinematic storytelling (linear narrative, sound-image unity, logical 

cause-effect sequences, etc.) that is important here. In other words, these figures of 

sound—what I would call cinematic punctuation—bring into being a modified form of 

                                                
3 In his essay, “‘Trucage’ and the Film,” Metz says, “When a dissolve occurs between 
two sequences for the purpose of concomitantly emphasizing their separation and deep 
kinship—since this is, in short, the signified of that ‘punctuation’—it is already a mark 
of transition (but still an evocative mark). If that same dissolve, this time drawn out with 
more insistence, superimposes, for a fairly lengthy period of time, the face of the 
dreaming hero and the representation of the subject of his dream—then the rhetorical 
indicator, already perceptible as such, emerges only with difficulty from a trucage 
enterprise…” (666, emphasis in original). I would hesitate to refer to the operations of 
punctuation as signifying, but Metz’s emphasis on the evocation of punctuation as an 
action that has neither a clear referent nor a self-evident signified approaches a more 
coherent notion of how punctuation works in film.  
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storytelling, one that is inaugurated by disrupting a cinematic grammar carefully 

predicated on a homology with psychical processes.  

* 

Recall that what distinguishes cinematic punctuation is that it may be heard even 

when it is not seen; its existence is no longer confined to a scriptural image; it is now 

etched in sound. To elaborate, it is useful to revisit Barthes’s concept of the punctum.  

For Barthes, the distinguishing characteristic of the punctum is its subjective and 

affective quality that is experienced by the viewer who is pricked by something that can 

be identified but not named. This is important because, for Barthes, the punctum is not a 

property of the photograph (though the detail that pricks may be identifiable in the 

photo); rather, it is an affective response by the viewer that is not fully comprehensible. 

He says, “In order to perceive the punctum, no analysis would be of any use to me (but 

perhaps memory sometimes would, as we shall see)…” (42). Of course he also makes it 

clear that the photograph is not a representation of memory; it actually blocks memory, 

quickly becomes a counter-memory” (91). So, in part, the photograph is not a memory 

because of its tense; the temporality implied in memory differs from the indeterminate 

temporality of the photograph. What is striking here is the emergence of a counter-

memory. The photograph comes to mediate not a relationship to the event or person it 

depicts; rather, the photograph becomes the mechanism that triggers the (re)creation of 

memories: our memories are constructed through the image. More than simply 

mediating mnemic operations, the photograph reveals how the image is inscribed as 

memory. Importantly, Barthes does not claim that the photograph embodies a truer 

memory or a more authentic representation of “what happened.” Despite his avowed 
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faith in the authenticity of the photograph, Barthes shows that the photograph does not 

capture a moment, and it is for that reason not a memory; but it does claim a kind of 

“fugitive testimony.” Thus, in different ways, subjective memory and photographic 

memory are each fabricated; the image replaces both experience and event.  

Importantly, the testamentary power of the photograph is an effect of the 

punctum, the part that pricks. And this prick touches on something partially forgotten, 

partially remembered. This operation depends upon a touch of the real, but there is no 

representation of a “real” memory. The punctum thus reveals an unstable and uncertain 

construction of a forgetful memory. If all images create counter-memories, which is to 

say, if all images create images that stand in for and operate like subjective (or 

historical) events and experiences, then cinema can be understood as a participant in the 

construction of (experiences of) memory and history.  

Barthes does not explicitly explain what he means by counter-memory, but it is 

clear that his use of the concept differs from Michel Foucault’s. As Foucault explains in 

“Nietzsche, Genealogy, History,” counter-memory refuses an anthropological model in 

favor of transforming history into a different form of time (160). Put slightly differently, 

what is at stake with counter-memory is an opposition to history as a narrative of the 

past congealed into knowledge. For Foucault, counter-memory is crucial to the 

genealogical method, which counters dominant historical narratives. Building on this 

model of memory against memory (or counter-memory against history), one might say 

that Duras is employing the image against the image (or the image against the 

spectacle). And, to bring the punctum back into the frame, affective bonds seem to be 

one of the primary binding materials among these various expressions of the past. 
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* 

Several critics have noted that Duras’s work affects them in a manner strikingly 

similar to the way that Barthes describes the punctum in the photograph. Most 

memorable is the conversation between Hélène Cixous and Foucault in which Foucault 

begins by describing “a very strong impression” left on him by Duras’s work that leaves 

him with nothing concrete to say:  

I’ve been a little nervous about the idea of talking about Marguerite 

Duras since this morning. Whenever I’ve read her books or seen her 

films, they’ve always left—always leave—a very strong impression on 

me. However long it’s been since I’ve read her, the presence of 

Marguerite Duras’s work remains very intense—and yet, now that I 

come to talk about her I feel as if it’s all gone. It’s a kind of naked force 

that one just slides off, that slips through the fingers. The presence of this 

same shifting, slippery force, of this presence that at the same time runs 

away from you, is what keeps me from being able to talk about her, and 

no doubt also so attached to her. (157) 

Cixous responds by describing what she calls “a Duras effect.” She begins by talking 

about how Duras’s texts seem to drain away: “Maybe that’s what her text is for—so as 

to draw away, so as not to be retained, like her characters who are forever draining 

away out of themselves. If I ‘retain’ anything, it’s that impression” (157). The 

forgetfulness implied in this strange retention of an impression correlates with the way 

in which Barthes describes affect triggered by the punctum. In a passage that sounds 
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like it could come from Camera Lucida, Cixous discusses the “attachment” that Duras’s 

texts create for her:  

There are moments in these texts that touch the reader… You [the 

reader] become very attached, caught up, carried away. What had stayed 

with me, for example, about a book, was an image. The book was 

Moderato Cantabile, and the image that of the edge of a woman’s 

neckline. I projected the image of a breast—though I don’t know 

whether that was in the text—with a flower emerging from it. My whole 

gaze is transplanted there and you reach [atteins] the woman, and you 

are held there in her [retenu en elle] by that flower and that breast. And 

then it occurred to me that the whole book will end up having been 

written so as to end up as that image that you get so caught up in. (157-

158) 

Cixous’s response reveals the processes involved in affectively binding her—via her 

forgetful memory—to the “image” she recalls (or projects) from Moderato Cantabile. It 

bears the same indefinable, personal element that Barthes describes in the photograph: 

“What I can name cannot really prick me,” Barthes says (51). The vital difference 

between the two theorists is that Barthes insists on the reference (testimonial quality) of 

the photograph, which is, for him, its defining feature. What Cixous reveals is that it 

does not matter whether the detail (in this case the breast and the flower) are really 

there. In other words, what matters is the arresting of the gaze and the energetic residue. 

What really matters is the energetic response to the prick regardless of where it came 

from or even whether she can point to (i.e., identify) where it comes from. She 
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concludes on a note that generalizes the effect: “the whole book will end up having 

been written so as to end up as that image…” Cixous’s description of Duras’s text 

exposes the expanse of the punctum beyond Barthes’s confinement of it to the 

photograph. Moreover, in addition to providing an example of the operations of the 

punctum in a short story (that is, a medium other than photography), she also describes 

it cinematically—she projects the image of a breast. 

Foucault extends the temporal reach of these piercing insights by describing 

Duras’s work as an art of “memory without recollection [la mémoire sans souvenir]” 

(158). He says, “The whole discourse, with Blanchot as with Duras, is concerned with 

memory, but memory utterly purged of all recollection, such that it’s no more than a 

kind of fog constantly referencing memory. It’s memory about memory, with each 

memory effacing all recollection ad infinitum” (ibid.).4 Foucault’s memory without 

recollection points to one of the most insightful elements in Duras’s work: the failure of 

something to come to mind.5 Devoid of substance, memory loses its shape (though it 

never was a container). The non-return of the event or experience that had been 

“collected” before causes the collapse of memory. Memory, as Foucault says, becomes 

a memory without memory (la mémoire sans souvenir). Though Blanchot calls it 

forgetful memory, what both reveal is that forgetting is a process of memory draining 

                                                
4 Less generously, one critic commented on a similar quality in Duras’s “La Musica”: 
“‘La Musica’ is intellectually chic moviemaking of the sort that is quite entertaining 
while it is going on but practically ceases to exist, even as a memory, when it’s over” 
(Canby 99). In failing to understand the extraordinary feat this kind of cinematic 
experience implies, this critic nonetheless inadvertently shows the success of Duras’s 
cinema of destruction—a cinema with no remainder.  
5 Recollection is translated from the French souvenir. Souvenir comes from the Latin 
subvenire “come to mind,” from sub- “up” and venire “to come.” 
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away, which is to say that memory is a process forever caught within the drain of 

forgetting. All that remains is an uncertain mark, a stain on the image of memory.  

Destroy 

Détruire – Détruire: il a appartenu à un livre (est-ce un “livre”?, un 
“film”? l’intervalle des deux?) de nous donner ce mot comme inconnu, 
proposé par un tout autre langage dont il serait la promesse, langage 
qui n’a peut-être que ce seul mot à dire.6 

—Maurice Blanchot, “Destroy” 
 

Duras aims for absolute destruction. “My relationship with cinema is one of 

murder,” she declares (Green Eyes, 70-71). She sought to kill cinema by destroying its 

love of spectacle.7 In Society of the Spectacle, Guy Debord says, “The spectacle is not a 

collection of images; rather, it is a social relationship between people that is mediated 

by images” (12). The crucial difference between the use and value of images in the 

spectacle and in Duras’s cinematography is evident in the relation of each to time.8 Far 

from time-as-commodity, Duras’s films demand that the viewer experience the passing 

of time, and this duration of waiting is not productive (for capital). The viewer must 

take time to work through the image, which transforms his or her relation to the past, to 

                                                
6 Destroy: It was a book (is it a “book”? a “film”? the interval between the two?) that 
gave us this word as an unknown word, put forward by an altogether other language of 
which it would be the promise, a language that may have only this one word to say” 
(Blanchot, quoted in Duras by Duras 130).  
7 Madeline Borgomano makes a similar point when she says, in “Duras’s post-1968 
emphasis on filmmaking, the living speech and images of a film destroy themselves as 
they proceed” (127). The context is a discussion on films where May ’68 is the subject 
rather than the object of enunciation. That is, films (and literature) that do not represent 
the events of May as the content of the story but register their commitments on the level 
of formal innovation. 
8 Although Duras and Debord were engaged in political events and movements in 
France during the same period, I do not mean to suggest that they necessarily share a 
common vocabulary or vision. But, they are both responding to the same shift in social 
relations that can be characterized by Debord’s concept of the spectacle. 
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memory, and to historical markings. Deleuze quotes and expands upon Resnais who 

says, “something ought to happen ‘around the image, behind the image and even inside 

the image.’ This is what happens when the image becomes time-image. The world has 

become memory…” (125). In aiming for destruction Duras not only exposes the 

destruction inherent to love, desire, and despair. She also reveals how this destruction 

inheres in the destruction of a certain order of time that refuses containment to one tense 

(suddenly the past appears as a possible future). The specific transformative power of 

the time-image lies in its grammar; the purpose of destruction is to disturb the society of 

the spectacle and reconfigure the images that structure relations among sound, text, and 

memory. The power of punctuation in the time-image is to prick the viewer—it shoots 

beyond the frame, but is also fractured from within, severing the previous unity of 

sound and image, forcing an encounter with the disjunctive jump in time that classical 

cinema seeks to cover over (e.g., through the punctuation of the lap-dissolve), and 

provoking the discontinuity of (non-linear, unconventional) storytelling. 

Détruire dit-elle is exemplary of Duras’s use of the trope of destruction, not only 

because the film features it explicitly, but also because of the way it is embedded 

implicitly, subtly. Destruction is explicitly aimed at a specific mode of representation 

(that which inheres in literary mimesis as well as cinematic realism) and implicitly at 

the connection between the image and memory. Duras’s insistent destruction of 

mimesis and a referential regime of representation is bent toward a degree zero. As 

Jacques Rivette says, quoting Pierre Faye, “destruction as a capital moment of a change 

from one form to another” (Interview 111). Duras seems to concur with this notion of 

degree zero; she expands Faye’s thought approvingly but then distinguishes it from her 
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own: “Faye…wants to destroy knowledge, but from within knowledge. But I would like 

to destroy it in order to replace it with a void” (114). The holes, gaps, and marks of 

absence are evidence of the desire for destruction, as well as the destruction wrought by 

desire. Intensely personal stories (such as the relationship between Thor and Alissa) 

open into subjective and historical questions (such as the challenge to the student-

teacher relationship that was a central point of the May events). These themes are 

expanded again into questions of forgetting, recollecting, and creating expressed in the 

topic of Thor’s class on The History of the Future where all of his students sleep (I will 

elaborate on this below). The first film that Duras directed and produced entirely on her 

own, Détruire dit-elle (1969), can operate as a prototype for examining these 

operations. Though Duras’s distinct cinematic technique is already present in the 

screenplay she wrote for Hiroshima mon amour (1954), Détruire dit-elle embodies in 

nascent form the preoccupations Duras will work through for the rest of her life.  

* 

Produced in 1969, Détruire dit-elle registers shock waves from the events of 

May ’68 one year earlier. Consistent with Duras’s destruction of mimesis, Détruire dit-

elle does not represent a historical event or explicitly refer to any historical or political 

situation; yet it is clear that the film is inspired by a political desire for the absolute 

destruction of the social and political order. Although highly relevant, Durasian 

scholarship almost completely neglects to consider how Duras’s recent involvement in 

the student-worker events of May ’68 influenced her construction of this film. As one of 

the founders and principal members of le comité étudiants-écrivains (the Student-

Writers Committee), Duras was an active participant in the efforts to produce 
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anonymously and collectively written tracts to distribute daily during the May events. 

Using typewriters and mimeographs, participants in this group sought to undo the 

mainstream media’s misrepresentations of the students and workers. Duras documents 

her experience with this group in an essay titled, “20 May 1968: Description of the 

Birth of the Students-Writers Action Committee.”9 It is worth commenting that this 

essay also documents its rejection from the Student-Writers Committee for being “too 

personal.” This excision from the group’s textual production finds a parallel in the dual 

blindness of scholarship on this film: Durasian scholarship often neglects the film and 

almost never links it to her politics or participation in the events of May, and 

scholarship on films related to May ’68 at best mention this film in passing.10 Although 

Duras had written other films prior to this one, Détruire dit-elle was the first film that 

she wrote, directed, and produced. Released simultaneously as a film, a play, and a 

book,11 Détruire dit-elle’s overdetermined naissance bears the birthmarks of its 

historical, political, and artistic constitution. Although the film is not explicit about its 

                                                
9 It is dispiriting to note that much of the writing from this group that was dedicated to 
anonymous and collective production was subsequently published under Blanchot’s 
name in Écrits Politiques. Ironically, one of the pieces begins under the heading “Les 
caractères possibles…,” which reads: “Les caractères possibles de la publication: […] 
1. Les textes seront anonymes. L’anonymat n’est pas seulement destiné à lever le droit 
de possession de l’auteur sur ce qu’il écrit, même à l’impersonnaliser en le libérant de 
lui-même (son histoire, sa personne, le soupçon qui s’attache à sa particularité), mais à 
constituer une parole collective ou plurielle: un communisme d’écriture. Sadly, the 
spirit of the enterprise seems to have been violated, and copyrighted. 
10 Margaret Atack mentions Duras only once in passing in her book, May ’68 in French 
Fiction and Film. Robin Bates does not mention Duras at all in his essay, “Holes in the 
Sausage of History: May ’68 as Absent Center in Three European Films.” (The films he 
discusses include Alain Tanner’s Jonah who will be 25 in the year 2000 [1974], Jean 
Luc Godard’s Tout va bien [1972], and Tavernier’s Clockmaker [1973]). 
11 According to William Van Wert, Duras referred to Détruire dit-elle as a “multiple 
work of art” (22).   
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politics or historical inspirations, they are certainly there, which is how the film makes 

its finest point: rather than representing the events of May as the object of the film, the 

film makes them into the subject of enunciation. 

In her book, May 68 in French Fiction and Film, Margaret Atack notes, “[t]he 

notion of May as a disruptive force, completely opposed to the logics of rationality and 

order, is found in texts such as Détruire dit-elle, by Marguerite Duras” (163). However, 

she quickly continues that this is but one of the many versions (seemingly all of equal 

value) of what the events of May mean.12 Moreover, she neglects to consider the value 

of such a disruptive force. Part of the difficulty and appeal of Détruire is precisely its 

disordering tendencies; it proposes a different order not based on the logics of 

rationality. Rather, its prototype is speech—the privileged mode of communication 

during the May events (which I discuss in detail below). In this sense, its disordered 

“order” echoes the tracts rapidly typed, mimeographed, and distributed by the étudiants-

écrivains alongside the events of May ’68 as they happened. Commenting on the 

committees that produced these tracts, Kristin Ross points out that they “don’t 

correspond to official political history or to the narrative of state power whether seized 

or not. Nor do the official commemorations of May have much to say about their 

history, about the dominant role played by women, for example, in their day-to-day 

workings” (77-78). In other words, the past must conform to a certain discursive form in 

order for it to be intelligible to dominant historical narratives. When presented with 

                                                
12 Atack says, “It seems to me that it is difficult to say that May is ‘this’, or ‘that’, to 
read it in terms of one single definition, given the wide range of political and cultural 
strands brought together, converging and conflicting, the interplay of real and imaginary 
as events unfurl, and the ways in which ‘l’après-mai’ also defines the nature of May” 
(163-64). 
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disorder, dominant discourses either fail to register it, record it as illegitimate or 

nonsensical, or distort it so as to present it within their discursive matrix. What Duras 

attempts with Détruire dit-elle is to respond to such a disordering experience with a film 

that does not overlay a heavy interpretive frame or re-form, so it can be assimilated into 

established narrative or interpretive frames. Duras’s strategy is one that views the 

events from within; fragmented and without cohesion, the events can only be registered 

in uncertain mnemonic marks. But if one takes these marks as the point of departure, it 

becomes clear that they provide a different perspective, one that does not claim to be 

comprehensive but one that, through its fragmented partiality, can outline another story, 

a counter-memory.  

Providing a summary of Détruire dit-elle is virtually impossible, because, as one 

critic says, it “avoids most of the vulgar conventional ties to place and character.”13 But 

a brief sketch of the film would approximate something of the following: It takes place 

in the transitory space of a hotel for convalescents. It is surrounded by a park, which is 

surrounded by a forest. It becomes clear that the park is associated with tameness and 

the known, whereas the familiar motif of the forest opposes the park and conjures 

danger; it is aligned with the unknown and the feminine. There are four principal 

characters: Elisabeth Alione, the only one truly convalescing, probably from a 

miscarriage, but also from her extra-marital affair; Max Thor, a Professor of the History 

of the Future; Stein, about whom we know the least, but he and Thor are both 

“becoming writers”; and Alissa, Thor’s wife and former student who nonchalantly and 

(perhaps) unsurprisingly takes Stein as a lover. Although vague and uncertain, there is 

                                                
13 This was Roger Greenspun’s review for the New York Times. 
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something of a seduction of Elisabeth by Alissa, Thor, and Stein into their ensemble. 

What their ensemble is exactly is difficult to describe because it remains, importantly, 

undefined. Rather than providing a positive definition of the nature of their relationship, 

Duras expresses it as a repudiation of everything that has come before. This accretion of 

the status quo that must be purged is embodied in the figure of Elisabeth’s husband, 

Bernard Alione, the un-self-critical bourgeois man from the provinces who literalizes 

everything and can understand no meaning beyond the surface presentation of the other 

characters. He plays only a small part at the end of the film.  

Nothing exactly happens in the film from the point of view of conventional 

storytelling, which is interesting in its own right when considered in relation to the 

events of May. There is now a daunting body of scholarship on May ’68, and although 

it is not pertinent to review it all here, it is worth pointing out that the question at the 

very heart of the events (which often appears in quotation marks) is: “what 

happened?”14 Frequently the response to this question is, “nothing happened.” In her 

book May ’68 and its Afterlives, Kristin Ross skillfully displaces the question of “what 

happened?”—“revolution, failed or not”—in favor of the much more nuanced question: 

“why did something happen rather than nothing?” (73). Throughout her book Ross 

insists, “In May, everything happened politically” (15). In positing this construction at 

the outset, her objective is clearly to resist the reading of May as purely cultural: “For 

May ’68 itself was not an artistic moment” (15). Though compelling in terms of its 

refusal to admit “failure” on the grounds that the revolution was “merely cultural,” 

                                                
14 Sylvia Harvey, for example, begins her first chapter by pointing out that a “record of 
‘what happened,’ checked off according to place and date, actor and edict, does not 
begin to give us an historical understanding of this period” (3). 
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Ross’s absolute rejection of the “artistic” in favor of the “political” leads her to the 

conclusion that “in the realm of high-cultural production in France—especially 

literature—May has made little impact, either thematically or formally.” Without 

pausing to consider the kinds of “high-cultural production” she has in mind (and the 

specific species of literature she expects to find therein) she continues: “Within the 

novel form, as Patrick Combes has shown, very few significant attempts have been 

made to address the figurability of May’s politics” (14). Although elsewhere Ross 

observes the new forms of organization that emerged during and after the events of 

May, it is only in detective novels that she finds “a tangible effort to narrate the effects 

on contemporary society of what it means to have forgotten the recent past—the 

Algerian and ’68 ruptures and the politics and distinct political sociability manifest in 

these movements” (15). Surprisingly, Ross’s unequivocal confidence in the methods of 

classification that Patrick Combes uses to conclude that there was no literature that 

featured the events of May relies on precisely the kind of sociological categorization 

that she condemns. Earlier Ross makes her disdain of sociology clear: “The official 

version of May’s afterlife served the interests of sociologists in reinserting any rupture 

into a logic of the same, enforcing the identities of systems and groups that allow the 

reproduction of social structures…” (6). She continues:  

The event of 1968 was above all else a massive refusal on the part of 

thousands, even millions, of people to see in the social what we usually 

see: nothing more than the narrowest of sociological categories. Writing 

the history of that refusal, and the way it has been remembered and 

forgotten, seemed to me to involve finding a different form, a writing 
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that would reach, as the movement itself did, both above and below 

sociology. Above, that is, or toward a level of philosophical critique 

manifest in those writers and activities whose involvement with the 

politics of the ’68 years has fostered a continuous commitment to 

interrogating what it is that makes politics possible, to thinking historical 

action. (7)15 

Despite Ross’s observation of the need to find a new form that would be 

adequate to the changed conditions brought about by the events of May, she (like 

Combes) fails to consider that the language or form of representation itself may be a 

problem, that is, that representation or traditional forms themselves need to be radically 

reconfigured. Lynn Higgins takes up this problem in her book, New Novel, New Wave, 

New Politics, where she reveals another location where one might find the effects of 

May: in the historical and political engagements of films and novels of the nouvelle 

vague and the nouveau roman that have only been recognized for their formal 

innovations. Higgins’s discussion of Godard’s Tout va bien and Duras’s Nathalie 

Granger, for example, offers a materialist analysis of how objects take on altered 

significance. Her analysis, in fact, recalls Deleuze’s observations of Rossellini: what is 

altered in these films is “its grammar of discourse and its handling of objects” (247). 

Bringing Ross and Higgins together permits an elaboration of a historically 

grounded and politically informed analysis of cultural production in, as Ross says, “the 

                                                
15 Although Ross recognizes Duras’s participation in le comité étudiants-écrivains (one 
of the few references to this group in the scholarship on May ’68), Duras is not among 
the philosophers or “largely anonymous participants in the streets…” that Ross 
discusses in her study (7). 
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years of ’68.” Attending to the formal grammatical and punctuating aspects of Détruire 

dit-elle also enables an examination of how these formal experiments effectively 

articulate an innovative engagement between celluloid and its historical, political, and 

cultural constituents. This analysis will not answer the question “What happened?” 

(though this question may stay at the heart of inquiries about May or Duras’s texts), 

because to do so would assign a stable meaning to an event that is defined by rupture 

and instability. I hope that it will, however, sketch the contours of some of the gaps in 

the official accounts by considering the shifting relationships among reading and 

interpretation, history and memory, and cinematic (re)constructions of the image. In 

addition, I hope to show how Duras’s films (and texts) carve out a space that is marked 

by/as the insufficiency of any possible answer. In Détruire dit-elle, the historical and 

political factors that penetrate the film are introduced in the sound images that invoke 

untimeliness (the tennis balls), which create a historical sound-scape for linguistic 

punctums of utterances, and a reconfigured role for writing. The film ends with another 

meditation on sound, which evokes discontinuity, rupture, and promise. Through my 

reading, I refuse the temptation to find meaning that will fill in or cover the holes and 

gaps; rather, I endeavor to open these points further and imagine how what is lost might 

resound in a different time.  

* 

Détruire dit-elle begins by slowly panning over the sparse, empty grounds of a 

hotel. A long shot of a woman sleeping on a lounge chair briefly enters the frame but 

otherwise the grounds are empty, as are the tables, chairs and tennis courts. Birds are 
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chirping. A dialogue between two anonymous, unseen women begins, which is 

immediately overlaid with the sound of tennis balls.  

WOMAN 1: Ou est-t-on?  

WOMAN 2: Par exemple dans un hotel.  

WOMAN 1: Quel avait-il?  

WOMAN 2: On ne sais pas. Cela pas de l’importance.  

WOMAN 1: Quel temps?    

WOMAN 2: Il était froid.  

WOMAN 1: Un autre homme était là.  

WOMAN 2: Oui.16 

The opening sequence of the film discloses its most outstanding formal features: 

the disjuncture between sounds and images, unfixed gaze onto empty spaces, and the 

dialogue as voice-off that has an ambiguous relation to images. A series of scenes 

follows, none of which have any clear links to those that precede them. There are no 

markers of narrative temporality; it seems as though the order of the scenes is of little 

importance.  

The sound of the tennis balls thuds out in the fashion of a broken metronome. It 

unevenly marks time, which is not measured according to any standard unit—it is not 

                                                
16 WOMAN 1: Where are we? 
WOMAN 2: For example, in a hotel. 
WOMAN 1: What was it all about?  
WOMAN 2: No one knows. It’s not important. 
WOMAN 1: What is the temperature? 
WOMAN 2: It was cold. 
WOMAN 1: Another man was there. 
WOMAN 2: Yes.  
(All translations are mine unless otherwise indicated.) 
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Figure 7: Détruire dit-elle, opening scene 

 

clock time. Rather, it is the time of interruption, of breakdown. It is discontinuous, 

intermittent, irregular. The balls sound out a disorderly punctuation, one that disrupts 

and redirects the temporal syntax of the film and works against narrative coherence. 

They sound a different (unruly and discontinuous) time, because they gesture toward an 

event that is evoked but not visible.  

The sound of the tennis balls recurs periodically throughout the film.17 We never 

see the tennis balls. We either hear the balls or we see an empty court.18 The tennis 

                                                
17 William Van Wert notes that the tennis balls are “a form of punctuation,” but he does 
so only in passing; he never elaborates on the effects that such punctuation has on the 
film or whether they have extra-filmic relations (25). 
18 This visual-sonic disjuncture is reversed in the final scenes of Blow Up (1966), in 
which the mimes are playing tennis but there are no (visible) balls and no (audible) 
sounds. The camera and the mime spectators follow the invisible ball back and forth 
across the net as they watch the two mime players. When the invisible ball is hit out of 
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players are youth from the nearby town whom we never see. The main characters never 

play tennis, but they do occasionally comment on the balls, the game, or the court. In 

this way, the balls note the presence of an action that is not represented; they echo an 

action discontinuous with the present tense of the film; they sound out an action 

radically separated from the images on the screen and the other sounds in the film (like 

the voices). For example, here we hear tennis balls but we see the empty grounds and a 

sleeping woman (Elisabeth), neither of which has any direct relationship to the 

dialogue. The punctuating thud of the tennis balls thus suggests presence and absence: 

something absent from the visual field that is nonetheless present in the aural field; a 

visual absence, a temporal lag, and yet a perceptual presence; a sonic effect without a 

visually apparent cause. The void of the empty court is thus a plentiful absence whose 

“nothing” evokes a temporally ambiguous potentiality—are the balls that we hear an 

echo of an earlier game, or do they anticipate a game to come?  

The distracting sounds and the images of the empty courts also provocatively 

gesture toward the cruel game of desire played out in the film. Moreover, because the 

first point of reference is to tennis, a spectator sport, the viewer is drawn in as another 

spectator, an accomplice. From the beginning of the film, the link between dialogue and 

                                                                                                                                          
the tennis court one of the mime players gestures to Thomas Hemmings, the main 
character, to go get it. He runs out into the field and tosses their make-believe ball back 
to them. Still watching them from a distance, a minute later he hears the sound of tennis 
balls. This scene throws into doubt the testamentary quality of the photograph and 
displaces the question of its authenticity onto Thomas (a professional photographer); in 
other words, it undermines his claim to have caught a murder on film. It demonstrates, 
therefore, how the evidence that supports the Real of the photograph is constructed and 
overdetermined. The empty tennis courts in Détruire dit-elle, by contrast, suggest a time 
and memory—an echo of the past and a persistent forgetting—that is radically out of 
sync with the visible and apparent and is yet sensible and palpable. (Thanks to Kairina 
Kordela for reminding me of this scene in Blow Up.) 
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the tennis balls suggests a game of singles or doubles. In fact, a roguish, shifty quality 

saturates all interactions among the characters. It is also in step with the shifting quality 

of the characters; they are more or less interchangeable.19 Thor or Alissa, for example, 

are potential lovers for Elisabeth. And, as some have suggested, the possibility of Thor 

and Stein becoming lovers is at once raised and foreclosed.20 And, as the entire film is 

composed primarily of dialogue, it becomes clear that the film itself is the staging of a 

game in which the rules and consequences remain perpetually unclear. The game motif 

resounds with the “nonsense” game of cards that the four characters play; if there are 

any rules to this game (or if it is a game at all) only Elisabeth knows or cares. The game 

motif is repeated yet again in a game of croquet in which Thor urges Elisabeth to repeat 

her failed attempts at hitting the ball while Stein and Alissa lie in the background 

distracted by each other.21 The games are all empty of signification. Attention is drawn 

                                                
19 A lot more could be said about the interchangability of the characters. It is perhaps 
most pronounced at the end of the film, which intensifies the shifting quality of 
dialogue and multiplies it: Thor, Alissa, and Stein often repeat one another and they 
often speak in unison in response to questions posed by Elisabeth’s husband, Bernard 
Alione. Moreover, as if to emphasize the relative unimportance of who says what, the 
dialogue in the text is often the same but spoken by different characters at a different 
time and point in the narrative.  
20 James Williams cites Soller’s analysis of Détruire as “a failed film suspended 
between homosexual deduction and the analytic space.” See The Erotics of Passage: 
Pleasure, Politics, and Form in the Later Work of Marguerite Duras (100). Williams 
also argues that the men in Détruire “live their unarticulated desire through their female 
counterparts” and suggests a latent homosexuality (18). Julia Kristeva also argues that 
the two men are “bound by an inexpressible passion that one assumes is homosexual, 
and which precisely does not succeed in inscribing itself, except through the medium of 
the two women” (251). She also has an insightful analysis of the mirror scene with 
Alissa and Elisabeth wherein their reflection in the mirror simultaneously shows their 
interchangeability and their erotic and destructive unification into one image (251 – 
254). 
21 “Can you play croquet?” is the question the Queen of Hearts asks Alice in Alice in 
Wonderland. The game that Alice plays is not one that relies on her memory of the 
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to the fact that all the rules have changed. Knowing the rules will not help Elisabeth 

here. Rather, the challenge is at once one of recognition—does she realize the shift in 

the game, that nothing is as it seems?—as well as one of commitment—will she risk 

losing what she has known to adapt to the new set of conditions?  

 

 
Figure 8: The card game. The camera gradually closes in on Elisabeth, but for most of it she is the only 
character visible, positioned as the centerpiece among their hands (see center image). 

 
The real game, or at least the one with the highest stakes, is the one that Thor, 

Stein, and Alissa are playing with Elisabeth. Thor has been obsessed with her since he 

first came to the hotel. And the erotic tension between Alissa and Elisabeth (which 

reaches its highest pitch in the mirror scene) is matched only by the mysterious danger 

that Alissa seems to possess, which clearly frightens Elisabeth. In this sense, the object 

of the game has something to do with the fate of Elisabeth. Ostensibly her fate lies in 

her decision either to leave the hotel alone, with the strange trio of lovers, or with her 

husband. Like the empty tennis courts that are haunted by the sound of the balls and the 

games where all the rules have changed, the present moment of the film has been 

disconnected from a direct or determined relationship to the past. The repetitions in 

                                                                                                                                          
game because here, too, all the rules and tools of the game have changed. It is thus a 
question of her ability to reconfigure her relation to a set of objects and beings that, 
once familiar, are now suddenly foreign to her. Also, at the root of this game is the 
question of destruction: the Queen is ready to kill anyone who displeases her. (Thanks 
to Paula Rabinowitz for pointing me toward Alice and her game.) 
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sounds and dialogic rhythms also signal a memory about memory (as Foucault 

observed), that is, the capacity for a memory created from the break with or the 

forgetting of the past. Like G. H. in The Passion According to G. H. (see chapter three), 

who is situated on the precipice of forgetting the ossified forms of life that had molded 

her life into a quotation of the status quo, the characters in Détruire dit-elle are in the 

presence of an evacuated space (symbolized most prominently by the tennis courts) that 

has yet to be inscribed with meaning. 

The desire is for Elisabeth to abandon her life (and all its bourgeois pretensions); 

the destruction would be necessary for her to begin an as yet unknown future with Stein, 

Alissa, and Thor. The tennis balls punctuate the film with the sound of time out of joint 

with progressive or linear historical ordering. They bear a temporal quality comprised 

of temporal fragments that distort what is visible and what is perceptible. In this way 

punctuation embeds itself as interference with the continuity and unity of time and 

memory. Duras’s recycling of the tennis courts in later films, most notably India Song, 

evokes the same sense of loss and memorial presence-absence. The empty tennis court 

(and the red bicycle standing next to it) in India Song stands in for a vacated desire and 

its persistence—the impossible love that the French Vice-consul has for Anne-Marie 

Stretter, which leads to his madness and desperate shouts in the night. The same 

dialogic device is overlaid upon the images: in India Song the entire film consists of 

pre-recorded conversations that approximate the gossip one would overhear at a 

cocktail party. The voices speculate about the tragic love affairs among the constellation 

of characters—although their discourse does not coincide with their movements—but 

they also exchange pleasantries and cigarettes and other ideas unrelated to the visual 
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“action,” which enhances the temporal split between image and sound. Unlike Détruire 

dit-elle, none of the characters in the film speak; the sound track is absolutely separated 

from the image track.  

The story, in a certain sense, takes place in the music. This pseudo space of 

reverberation between the image and the sound in India Song’s structure assumes a 

contrapuntal form. As James S. Williams and Janet Sayers observe, “The [Beethoven’s 

fourteenth] Diabelli Variation, whose contrapuntal relationship with ‘India Song’ [the 

song “India Song” composed by Carlos d’Alessio for the film] lies at the heart of the 

film’s structure, itself develops complex layers of introversion, memory and desire due 

to its association with the death and absence of the main character (Anne-Marie 

Stretter), as well as with (the memory of) her life…” (24). That is, the two songs (the 

Beethoven and the Alessio) set up a point-contra-point structure for the play of memory 

and forgetting. The rhythms that seem to emanate from the empty tennis courts further 

dramatize the play between absence and presence (physical absence, aural presence) in 

this film. Far from merely punctuating the image, the reverberation of the tennis balls 

sound out multiple temporalities, a multiplicity that mimics and mocks the uncertain 

dictates of memory and forgetting. In the shooting script, Duras notes of India Song: “It 

was supposed to be a place of forgetting and of faltering memory, that is, a place with 

uneven lighting, sharp beams of light with shadowy holes, breaks. […] A place, entered 

through intermediaries—the women and the voices—through their memory and their 

forgetting. […] Others will enter and, in their turn, will look and speak, but without 

memory, without forgetting—the voices at the reception speak of a scene they alone 

see” (Duras by Duras 67). The contra-puntal form of music provides a flexible form 
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amenable to these flickering, ephemeral, memorial evocations. Though India Song was 

made five years after Détruire dit-elle, it carries within it the commitment to, or, rather, 

commemoration of, destruction. Duras’s notes on India Song document this realization: 

India Song is perhaps, yes, this: the bringing to ruin of any kind of 

reconstitution. If India Song is successful in any way, it can only be in 

that it documents a failed project. A result that fills me with hope. What 

can be called tragic here is not the tenor of the story it tells, nor the genre 

in which it falls…. It is in the way the story is told that can be called 

tragic, that is to say, in the bringing together and setting in relation of 

both the story’s destruction through death and forgetting and the love 

which it nevertheless continues to bring forth in abundance, even though 

it is destroyed. As if the only memory of this story was this love that 

flows from a bloodless body, a body riddled with holes.” (Duras by 

Duras 16, emphasis in original) 

Yvonne Guers-Villate observes that, in India Song, “[t]he voices’ dialogue is 

full of repetitions, of uncompleted sentences with dots that have a pronounced musical 

effect and sound like incantations” (373, n 9). The linking of ellipses to music is a 

radical provocation. As the defining feature of the function of the voices in the film, 

Guers-Villate’s observes the musicality emitted from the fits and starts of conversation; 

in other words, she suggests that music is internal to the dialogue by virtue of its 

association with punctuation. In addition to drawing music into language via 

punctuation, this suggestion also implies that it is through punctuation—namely the 

ellipsis—that sound and image are linked in the film as seen through the nature of 
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ellipses as pointing to omission, suspension, or tacitly understood absence. Whereas 

Christian Metz proposed that the ellipsis is equivalent to the cut, here Guers-Villate 

observes that ellipses (the “uncompleted sentences with dots that have a pronounced 

musical effect”) mark the holes and signal disjuncture within the conversation, and yet, 

it is only through these little points that the dialogue is connected to the images at all.  

Although not discussing music specifically, Deleuze also picks up on the 

“untimely” quality of the voice, which he notes, “confronts the visual entity….” What’s 

more, the voices, what Deleuze refers to as “the sound image [of] a pure but polyvocal 

speech-act” (257) that converge around a common visual point—the visual image. But 

the visual image is hallucinatory, presenting a scene from the past, “the dead layer that 

covers up an old burning stratum, the other dance in another place…the life beneath the 

ashes or behind the mirrors….” (256). All of these qualities, so refined in India Song, 

are also manifest in Détruire dit-elle. In both films the stories flicker between presence 

and absence, memory and forgetting as marked or sounded out in the wavering time of 

tennis balls and dialogues. Forever in contrapuntal form, the contradictions will never 

be resolved, yet they articulate an altered relation to space and time, presence and 

history.  

Performative Punctums  

Through the altered punctuality of the balls becomes visible an affinity with a 

different mode of cinematic punctuation that executes its force through the jarring effect 

of words. Expanding on the sonic dimension of cinematic punctuation, this might be 

called a linguistic punctum or a punctum of utterance. Although the word “Jew” is at the 

root of the linguist punctum in Détruire dit-elle and is often used with a pricking effect, 
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it could potentially (in other contexts) be used in a non-pricking manner. For example, 

when Stein first introduces himself to Thor he does so by linking his name to this 

identity: “Je m’appelle Stein. Je suis juif.”22 The specific pricking of the word comes 

about by virtue of its use in the compound form “German Jew.” In this instance the 

specific reference to a group, an identity, and a history narrows as it also grows more 

ambiguous. This is not to say that the word “Jew” alone is exempt from historicity or 

marking an identity, but to point out that the conjunction of the two words both expands 

and contracts the possible spectrum of possible meanings (e.g., does it include all 

German Jews? Is it implicitly limited to Jews in Nazi Germany? Does it evoke the 

historic tension of Jews in Germany?). This is evident near the end of the film when 

Bernard Alione is sitting around the table with Thor, Alissa, and Stein. Bernard Alione 

is trying to understand who they are and what their relationship is to one another; he 

finally asks, “Qui êtes vous?” Stein answers, “Nous somme juifs. Des juifs allemands.”23 

This answer clearly troubles Bernard Alione who quickly responds, “Ce n’est pas ce 

que… je…, la question n’est pas là.” To which Thor responds, “Elle devait être quand 

même celle-là.”24 Thor’s response does bring the issue to a point. But to understand this 

                                                
22 “My name is Stein. I am a Jew.” 
23 BERNARD ALIONE: “Who are you?” STEIN: “We are Jews. German Jews.” 
24 These would be roughly translated: BERNARD: “That’s not the que… I…, that isn’t 
the question…” THOR: “It really had to be [that one/question].” The English text 
version of the conversation provides a slightly different but perhaps more nuanced 
translation: BERNARD: That’s not what I… that’s not the point… THOR: “I think it 
must have been,” Max Thor says gently.  
Interesting, for my purposes, is that Bernard Alione tries to insist that the point of who 
they are does not lie in their identity; Thor’s response suggests that that is precisely the 
point. This directly pertains to my discussion about how the slogan is used for its 
pricking effects and how Bernard Alione feels the sting yet remains immune to its 
potential consequences. 
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point and its particular prickly feat, it is necessary to examine the phrase with an eye 

toward the historical context of the film.25 

Given that the film was produced in the aftermath of the May ’68 events, the use 

of the phrase “German Jews” must be understood as a form of citation of the May 

slogan “We are all German Jews.” Among the smaller demonstrations leading up to the 

May events was one in which Daniel Cohn-Bendit, a sociology student at the newly 

opened Nanterre University of Paris, demonstrated alongside other students demanding 

reform of the university.26 They were subsequently called to a disciplinary hearing at 

                                                
25 Judaism and the figure of the Jew (especially the German Jew) recurs across Duras’s 
oeuvre. The name Stein appears in many texts, including Le Ravissement de Lol V. 
Stein. In the Aurélia Steiner series, which includes six different works, she takes up the 
issue of German Jews in the Nazi concentration camps. In La Douleur (The War), she 
writes an account of waiting for her husband to return from the camps and then nursing 
him back to health (he had been arrested for his activities as part of the French 
Resistance in which Duras was also involved). La Douleur says that he was in Bergen 
Belsen, but other accounts note that he survived Buchenwald and Gandersheim, and 
then was found by François Mitterrand at Dachau. He also wrote one book, a memoir, 
called L'espece humaine.  
To treat fully the complex and perhaps troubling significance of the figure of the Jew in 
Duras’s writing is beyond the scope of this paper. In Marguerite Duras: Apocalyptic 
Desires, Leslie Hill argues that, especially after May ’68, Duras’s “relationship to 
politics…is often mediated by the figure of the Jew (relayed… by women, children, 
music, or writing itself) (132). She also notes, “The objection is sometimes made that 
the position adopted by both Duras and Blanchot essentialises Judaism in [a] rather 
dubious manner and to that extent proposes merely a mirror-image reversal of anti-
Semitism. Blanchot’s response to this… is to argue that any account of Judaism that 
reduces it to a purely historical phenomenon amounts in effect – if not in intent – to an 
attempt to empty Judaism of any cultural specificity and thus collude in its historical 
destruction” (175, n. 10). While I am not sure Blanchot’s response adequately responds 
to the critique, I am also not satisfied with Hill’s facile acceptance of what she describes 
as Duras’s tendency to mediate politics through the figure of the Jew. While this topic 
deserves greater attention, I am limiting my analysis here to the specific use, effect, and 
discourse surrounding the May ’68 slogan in the narrow but dense contexts invoked in 
the film. 
26 The students used the occasion of a university-sponsored ceremony celebrating a new 
swimming pool to voice their increasing discontent with university life. 
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the Sorbonne (on May 3, 1968) and thereafter treated as something of an informal 

leader. After traveling to Germany to give a talk, he was denied entry into France (he 

held dual citizenship). On the night of May 22, 4,000 students marched through the 

Latin Quarter shouting “We are all German Jews,” expressing their solidarity with 

Cohn-Bendit.27  

To examine all of the complexities bound up with this slogan—in terms of how 

it recognizes Jewish history or deracinates Jewish identity, how it covers over or 

highlights the literal and figurative place of the Jew in German and French relations, or 

how it crudely cites yet sidesteps the histories and debates about German Jewish 

identity—is beyond the scope of this paper. It is safe to say a substantial historical 

consideration of these questions is vacated the moment the slogan is used. Such is the 

nature of slogans. But slogans are useful to the degree that they function, as the 

etymology suggests, as a battle cry. In this sense, this particular slogan draws 

ambiguously from a latent, indiscernible history of German Jews even as it turns away 

from this history to point to Daniel Cohn-Bendit specifically. As a slogan, historical 

specificity passes swiftly and its apparent irreconcilable contradictions becomes the 

                                                
27 This version of the account is from Hans Kundnani’s Utopia or Auschwitz?: 
Germany's 1968 generation and the Holocaust. Accounts of these incidents vary 
slightly. (83). Some say, for example, that a government official referred to Cohn-
Bendit as “that German Jew.” Peter C. Herman argues in Historicizing Theory that the 
slogan “clearly jabbed at the psychic wound of French cooperation with the Final 
Solution, associated the contemporary scapegoating and exile of Cohn-Bendit with the 
xenophobia and racism of the collaborationist leaders who helped the Nazis identify and 
transport first Jewish refugees and recent immigrants, and then Jews of long-standing 
French nationality” (21). For a more personal (biographical) account see Wilber W. 
Caldwell’s 1968: Dreams of Revolution. 
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force of the slogan.28 This shape-shifting quality of the slogan is clearly part of its 

rhetorical force, the source of its power, and its prick.  

Duras seems to understand her use of the slogan as a shorthand for interrogating 

the social order (as the events of May undoubtedly did), but also for questioning of 

insider-outsider relations and identifying the revolutionaries as strangers to the State 

and society. In the trailer she stages a circumlocutory dialogue that addresses this 

question: 

“Is it a political film?” — “Yes, very much so.” — “Is it a film where 

politics are never spoken of?” — “That’s right. Never.” — “I’m 

completely at sea now… what do you mean by ‘capital destruction’?” — 

“The destruction of someone as a person.” — “As opposed to what?” — 

“To the unknown. That the communist world of tomorrow will be.” […] 

“Why a German Jew?” — “Please understand: we are all German Jews, 

we are all strangers. This is a slogan from the May revolution. We are all 

strangers to your State, to your society, to your shady deals.” (Interview 

109)29 

In other words, though not unproblematic, Duras clearly understands the piercing effect 

of the slogan. In fact, she links its pricking feature with the close-up in the film of 

Bernard Alione. She says, “…I realized after shooting, during the rough cut, that what 

was interesting was the impact…. It wasn’t the others saying “we’re German Jews,” it 

                                                
28 In this sense it also resonates with other May slogans, especially “We are all 
‘undesirables.’” 
29 I have reproduced the form of the dialogue (with its ellipses and dashes) as it appears 
in the interview in the English translation of Détruire dit-elle.  
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was Bernard Alione reacting to this. Or rather having it thrown at him” (Interview 131, 

emphasis added). Though it is thrown at Bernard Alione, he does not catch it. (See 

figure 9.) He feels the prick of the utterance but is immobilized by a cognitive paralysis. 

He cannot identify the desire behind the statement projected at him as one that yearns 

for his destruction. No cognitive accommodation is possible; he deflects the utterance 

and those within its embrace as pure madness: “Ah… je n’avais pas compris… vous êtes 

malades… Voilà…” It is the missed encounter that pricks him. He recognizes that in the 

company of Stein, Thor, and Alissa, he is beyond the syntax of familiar social 

structures, but he remains unable to adapt himself to these structural gaps that offer the 

possibility of a differently ordered life.  

“Impossible identification” is the term that Kristin Ross uses (borrowed from 

Jacques Rancière) to describe the slogan, “We are all German Jews.” Ross argues that 

the slogan opens a “disjuncture between the social being and the constitution of the 

political group” (108). Importantly, she notes, it has a de-naturalizing force: “by  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 9: Bernard Alione: “Ah…je n’avais pas compris…vous êtes malades…Voilà. 
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loosening the ties that bind the word to its sociological connotations, the word—be it 

German Jews or pègre—becomes available as a new political identity or subjectivity…. 

By embracing the improper name, the name now stands in for a group that is not 

sociologically identifiable….”30 The “impossible identification” that results constructs 

“political subjects acting in the gap or interval between two identities, neither of which 

can be assumed” (108). The dodging or even destructing of sociological categories was 

central to the student and worker demands—a twist on a Situationist aphorism, another 

slogan says, “When the last sociologist has been hung with the guts of the last 

bureaucrat, will we still have ‘problems’?” Forging a discursive political space founded 

on contradiction thus scrambles the sociological diagramming of the social—it breaks 

with the social grammar. Seized in the discourse of the film, the punctuating effect of 

the slogan “We are all German Jews” evokes the gap—temporal and symbolic—

between what has been (the social being) and what can be (political collectivity). Like a 

hole punch, it opens an uncertain space for the possible (re)articulation of social 

relations—a different social and political grammar. It posits and produces a linguistic 

opening beyond all pre-constituted discursive space, drawing its force through the 

                                                
30 The word pègre emerged as part of the increasingly hostile exchanges between de 
Gaulle and his supporters on the one hand and the students and workers on the other. 
For example, after de Gaulle said the demonstrators were creating a chienlit (disorder), 
a poster quickly materialized with an image of de Gaulle and the words “Le chienlit, 
c’est lui!” As Ross documents, “On May 25, Minister of the Interior Fouchet escalated 
the Gaullist rhetoric further, referring to “the daily more numerous pègre [riff-raff, 
scum, the underworld], that pègre that crawls up out of the lower depths of Paris and 
that is truly enraged, that hides behind the students and fights with murderous 
madness… I ask that Paris ‘vomit up’ the pègre that dishonors it.” The attacks 
continued to volley back and forth, including the release of a tract by the Action 
Committee of which Duras, Blanchot, and Dionys Mascolo were a part, where they say, 
“We who have participated in the actions attributed to a so-called pègre, we affirm that 
we are all rioters, we are all ‘la pègre’” (108). 
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collectivity of its utterance. And through this inaugurating gap, it forges an entry point 

for reconfigured social and erotic relations. The “we” thus seized as an impossible 

identification, as impossibility itself, echoes one of the most famous of the May ’68 

slogans: “Soyez réalistes, demandez l'impossible.”31  

On the one hand, the slogan, as a form of quotation, recalls Benjamin’s “Theses 

on the Philosophy of History” when he says, “To articulate the past historically does not 

mean to recognize it ‘the way it really was’ (Ranke). It means to seize hold of a memory 

as it flashes up at a moment of danger.” On the other hand, the specific syntax of the 

slogan bears the birthmarks of the singular events of May. It is for this reason that the 

slogan bears within it the seeds of torpor. That is, slogans beginning with “We are 

all…” have proliferated since the May ’68 events—we were all Americans after 9/11, 

we were all Armenians after Hrant Dinks’ murder,32 we were all Chileans after the 

earthquake in Chile,33 and then we were all Haitians after the earthquake there.34 At this 

point, we probably all are, or have been, every nationality; the real point here is that the 

punctum that shot out from the May ’68 slogan now has but a dulled point, and virtually 

no prick at all.35 

                                                
31 Be realistic. Demand the impossible. 
32 “Thousands of people have rallied in Istanbul to protest the murder of a prominent 
Turkish-Armenian journalist, Hrant Dink, outside his office. ‘We are all Armenians, we 
are all Hrant Dink,’ the crowd chanted.” This article was reported in the BBC News.  
33 “Today, as we sit here remembering our brothers and sisters, we are all Chileans, we 
are all Haitians,” quoted in The Post Online. 
34 “After 9/11, the French newspaper Le Monde declared: We Are All Americans. And 
after yesterday’s earthquake: Today, we are all Haitians,” says Nicholas Kristof writing 
for the New York Times. 
35 It is also, perhaps, the fate of the slogan to fail when deployed for radical citation in 
the mode that Benjamin suggests because, although it is ripped from context, it does not 
rend open a new potentiality in the present. In this way it also challenges Derrida’s 
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But within the context of Détruire dit-elle, the slogan still pricks, and all the 

more so in the way it is tethered to destruction.36 Blanchot picks up on this connection, 

but moves quickly and seamlessly from filmic references, to historical references, onto 

philosophical meditations before returning to the film. This is most evident in the 

following passage: 

Where do they come from? Who are they? Certainly beings like 

ourselves…. But, in fact, beings already radically destroyed (hence, the 

allusion to Judaism); yet, in such a way that far from leaving unhappy 

scars, this erosion, this devastation or infinite movement toward death, 

which lives in them as their only memory of themselves (in one, as the 

flash of lightening, which finally reveals an absence; in another, as a 

slow, unfinished progression of time; and, in the girl, through her 

youth… these things liberated them… for a non-possessive, unspecified, 

unlimited love, liberated them for all this and for the singular word that 

they each carry, having received it from the youngest, the young woman 

of the night, the one who, alone, can ‘say’ it with perfect truth: destroy, 

she said. (132) 

Blanchot’s comments share with Kristin Ross’s assessment the 

acknowledgement that the slogan (“the allusion to Judiasm”) lifts identity away from its 

particularities toward a formation of a different kind of collectivity (Ross says “group”; 

                                                                                                                                          
notion of citational grafting (which I discuss in chapter three) since the new context 
does not produce a new meaning.  
36 For an autobiographical account of how Détruire dit-elle emerges from Duras’s 
despair of ’68, including how the theme of destruction was added after the May events 
to a story already in progress, see Laure Adler’s Marguerite Duras: A Life (275-280). 
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Blanchot says “immobile points of singularity”). Like Ross, he points to an already 

wrought destruction that is still pulsating in the marks it has left behind, which signal 

the same kind of impossible necessity. Both theorists recognize in the slogan the 

dislocation of being which gives way to alternate formations of the political. And like 

Ross, Blanchot also notes the gap, the disjuncture, the tear that is opened in this 

deracinating gesture (of breaking the words out of history and identity) is coeval with a 

critical forgetting. Memory and forgetting are detached from any specificity—embodied 

or historical: “the word ‘destroy’ … shines but doesn’t enlighten…” (132). He 

continues: “And do not think that such a word, now that it has been pronounced for us, 

can belong to or be assimilated by us” because it is “apart from all possible 

signification” (132-133). As a mark that exists only as a residue of the process of 

forgetting working on memory—a memory without memory (recalling Foucault’s 

formulation)—it is unable to be incorporated into existing theaters of meaning. Rather, 

the barely discernible remnants hold open a space that does not signify. Thinking about 

the utterance as a figure of punctuation recognizes its interruptive force, but it also 

vacates the specificity of time and place in order to mark a break, a pause before the 

next iteration. Refusing the falsehood of memorial or metaphysical fullness, the 

utterance decomposes linguistic sedimentation and destructures the narrative, 

interpretive, or epistemological frames that seek to capture and neutralize it. Crucially, 

Blanchot observes that the destruction invoked in this utterance and the imperative to 

destroy threaded through the film reveal a new horizon of possibility as well as a 

moment of decision: to go toward the madness of the unknown or retreat into the 

familiar constraints of the already-known? 
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As “Jew” punctuates the film it shoots out across it and pricks the viewer. It 

emanates from past events not referenced in the film; thus, it cannot be fully 

accommodated within the grammar or content of the narrative. It does not assume a 

passive or subordinate structuring role (as conventional punctuation should). It does not, 

in fact, originate in or stay within the narrative structure. It is always uttered with a 

point, and it is intended to trip the interlocutor—whether within the film or beyond it. 

These punctums give expression to the latent strata of affect that underpin the film, 

which are rooted in the dynamics, events, and contingencies of May ’68. It finds a 

figural correlative in the forest, which constitutes the visual and epistemological horizon 

of the film. Alissa, the one most familiar with the forest, has lured Elisabeth as far as its 

border. Elisabeth, in contrast, is associated with the park: the realm of the safe, sleepy, 

and familiar. It is unclear whether Alissa has actually ventured into the forest, but her 

association with it is as undeniable as its evocation of an untamed wilderness. She is the 

one through whom transformation—in the true sense of the word: to pass across, 

through, or beyond one form to another—will or will not occur. Jacques Guicharnaud 

makes a similar observation when he says, “...there are still forests where women can 

find universal communication in the form of desire, passion, sublimated love, murder, 

or madness. There is one such forest in Détruire dit-elle, and if Elisabeth Alione refuses 

to go into it, it is precisely because she is afraid of coming face to face with her destiny” 

(115). Despite the incongruence between his vocabulary and mine, Guicharnaud 

identifies the intrinsic relation between the forest and the feminine. (How not to think of 

Susan Howe’s description of the editorial treatment of Emily Dickinson as one of 

“taming the wilderness”?) And to the extent that the feminine harbors desire, madness, 
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mystery, and death, Elisabeth embodies an immanent potentiality and a certain kind of 

failure. Elisabeth’s miscarriage intensifies this connection as it figures death as 

something that has passed through her. Death, for Elisabeth, is the cause of her malady 

(it is the reason for her stay in the hotel). For Alissa, by contrast, death constitutes the 

outer limit; she is a figure of the horizon of possibilities. Elisabeth is a figure of 

incompleteness, which is why she is crucial for the forming collectivity (nascent with 

Thor, Stein, and Alissa). As such, Elisabeth provokes the movement of the community, 

its désoeuvrement: its working through unworking. In The Unavowable Community, 

Blanchot discusses Duras’s La Maladie de la mort as the staging of an encounter with 

dying without having lived: “having never done anything but dying while living…” 

(37). To draw a parallel between La Maladie de la mort and Détruire dit-elle is to 

extrapolate the lessons of the couples that each narrative teaches us irrespective of their 

genders: in La Maladie de la mort the man who dies while living is paired with the 

woman who sleeps. She awakens the malady of death—his inability to love—because 

she decrees it; theirs is an impossible community. In Détruire dit-elle, Elisabeth Alione 

is the one for whom loving is impossible; she is the one suffering from the malady. As 

such, she is also the principle of incompleteness constitutive of an impossible or 

unavowable community.  

Writing  

“Destroy, the book Destroy,” Duras says, “is a fragmented book from the 

novelistic point of view. I don’t think there are any sentences left in it” (Interview 91). 

The form and coherence of the sentence ensure the transmission of meaning; the 

fragment truncates the sense of the sentence and breaks the semiotic contract. One 
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might say that punctuation comes too soon in the fragment—the mark appears before 

the sense of the sentence has arrived. Punctuation is supposed to exercise restraint; 

through its correct placement and mute presence, it should fade into a mere structuring 

device in order for words to sound out their meaning. Improper punctuation interrupts 

this operation because it becomes visible and inserts a counterfeit pause.  

If punctuation, in writing, operates according to the twin dictates of (near) 

invisibility and silence, in cinema, punctuation fades as a visual element to emerge as a 

sonic element. Its function is turned inside out to allow it to appear in sound.37 But like 

the fragment in writing, misplaced punctuation in film is also interruptive, disjunctive. 

This is evident in the way that sound punctures the image and leaves open the tear it has 

made. Because there is something of a system of cinematic punctuation (as Metz’s half-

hearted attempts to delineate make clear), there are ordering principles and a code of 

editing techniques that belong to classical cinema that link sounds and images in such a 

way as to transmit meaning in a logical, predictable way. Like the incomplete sense of 

the fragment, then, when sound and image do not go together, like subject and 

predicate, the tacit agreement to relay sense has been broken.  

Duras’s films are defined by the disjunctive relationship between sound and 

image. The specific effects of this disjunction will be examined in the final part of this 

chapter; here, I would like to look more closely at how writing in Détruire dit-elle 

operates both as a comment upon the uncertain position of the writer in relation to the 

cinema at this historical moment and, by extension, the status of the written word in the 

                                                
37 Or, according to Metz, punctuation is “visible” as a lap dissolve, for example, but its 
visibility names a function—it should, in classical cinema, smooth over transitions; that 
is, it should strive for invisibility.  
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face of the image (which is also to say, the status of the book in the society of the 

spectacle). 

* 

There are books in the film. They are opened and closed. No one reads them. 

The main book is Elisabeth’s book, which sits on the table next to her sleeping pills. 

Stein describes Elisabeth’s book as a nothing book: “Ce n’est rien… rien. Un roman 

pour le train. Rien.” Thor confirms the predictability of this: “C’était ce que j’avais 

imaginé. Rien.”38 Stein and Thor are both “becoming writers” but they both have 

trouble writing. Nevertheless, there are two letters in the film, both written by Thor. 

One is the letter Thor writes to Elisabeth after watching her during the first ten days of 

his stay. He narrates his letter to her, from memory, at the end of the film (gazing off 

into the distance as she watches him): “Il y avait dix jours que vous me regardiez. Il y 

avait en moi quelque chose qui vous fascinait et qui vous bouleversait… un intérêt… 

dont vous n’arriviez pas à connaître la nature.” As he recites it, he inverts the pronouns 

from the original letter he had written (which Stein had read earlier). The effect is that it 

sounds as if it were she who was fascinated by him whereas, in the first iteration of the 

letter, it is clear that it is he who is fascinated by her. This altering of the subject and 

object of the letter reconfigures the direction of desire; it literally rewrites the course of 

desire and the “watching function”39—now Elisabeth is looking at and desiring him. 

The effects of this alteration are ambiguous, but they do point to the impossibility of a 

precise articulation of desire (it never really reaches its object) and the vicissitudes of 

                                                
38 STEIN: “It’s nothing… nothing. A novel for the train. Nothing.” THOR: “That was 
what I had imagined. Nothing.” 
39 This is Narboni’s phrase (Interview 95). 
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desire in action (does Thor’s revision of the letter, in its projection of her desire for him, 

have the effect of articulating a narcissistic desire for himself, a circuit that Lacan 

would say is always implied in the operation of desire?). But this new syntax (or 

pronominal order) might also be understood as a renewed, redirected desire. Thor’s 

words, spoken from the unstable realms of memory, no longer align with his desire. In 

this moment Thor is a synecdoche for the group. He and Elisabeth are standing while 

everyone else remains seated at the table. In this sense he speaks Elisabeth’s fascination 

and desire for the group, a desire she is unable to articulate herself. A new desire is born 

from the recitation “by memory” that is divorced from memory. When he is done with 

his recitation, Elisabeth says simply, “oui.” This moment is important because it makes 

explicit the tenuous erotic reconfiguration of Elisabeth’s relationship to the trio. 

Elisabeth’s ambiguous, noncommittal response registers her indefinable fear, as well as 

the as yet unanswered question, Will she join them? That she finally refuses to stay 

indicates less the answering of this question than its continued openness, which is 

confirmed in the speculation by the trio about how things could have gone differently if 

they had had one more day with her and their deliberations about whether to follow her. 

Thor’s second letter is addressed to Alissa (his wife). But she cannot bring 

herself to read it. Instead, she asks Stein (who is at this point her lover) to read it to her. 

The letter is simple: “Alissa sait. Mais quoi?”40 After he reads it to her she takes the 

letter from him and slowly tears it up. As simple as it is extreme, in this scene Alissa 

gathers together the threads of violence, knowledge, and desire that stitch together 

everything that is at stake.  

                                                
40 Alissa knows. But what (does she know)? 
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    Figure 10: Destroying the letter (just before)  Figure 11: Destroying the letter (just after) 

 

Throughout the film the written word is repeatedly refused; any written 

language is incessantly redirected into speech. But it is not until this scene that the 

relationship between writing and knowledge comes into focus. The destruction of the 

letter after it has been read effectively cuts off the material support for the spoken word. 

The voice supersedes the (written) letter. But this is not a pure speech or a stable 

enunciation. As Stein ventriloquizes Thor in his reading of the letter, he multiplies and 

displaces the voice of the letter. Stein’s recitation drives a wedge between speech and 

writing first by dislocating the author of the text from its reader: The reader brings to 

life the dead letters of the author. But at the same time Stein assumes co-authority with 

Thor: by speaking the words he becomes de facto the author. There is no indication that 

Stein’s assumption of this position (author and lover) severs Thor’s erotic and symbolic 

position to Alissa. On the contrary, Thor’s relationship to Alissa can continue; desire 

here is not possessive. The letter, as written and spoken, conjoin Thor and Stein. 

Alissa’s tearing of the letter is not a severing of ties but rather a redirecting of the erotic 

connection to the question of knowledge. With the letter the confluence between writing 

and speaking materializes briefly; however, it immediately disintegrates into silence and 

an unspoken (unspeakable) knowledge. It indicates one state of knowledge (Alissa sait) 
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but instantly evacuates it by undermining its content (mais quoi?). Alissa’s tearing of 

the letter thus shows a destruction of knowledge, her knowledge of destruction, and the 

destruction brought about by her knowledge. The sexual undertones here—both in 

terms of Alissa’s possible knowledge of Thor’s desire for Elisabeth as well as the 

explicit acknowledgement here of Stein’s desire for her—further deepen the desiring 

and destructive impulses. Thor and Stein share a desire for Alissa, and Alissa shares 

Thor’s desire for Elisabeth; they all desire destruction, which is made explicit in their 

united desire for Elisabeth’s destruction.  

But the question lingers: what does Alissa know? Earlier in the film, upon first 

seeing Alissa and prior to meeting her officially, Stein comments on Alissa’s “madness” 

to Thor. He says, “Vous ne m’aviez pas dit qu’Alissa était folle.” Thor responds: “Je ne 

le savais pas.”41 Bearing this in mind, it becomes clear that the question of Alissa’s 

“madness” is really a question of what she knows. Thus, the moment Alissa tears up the 

letter emphasizes the question of what she knows and how (or whether) it can be 

communicated. That is, in what form can Alissa’s knowledge be expressed, or must it 

forever remain unspoken? The tearing of the letter is the most visibly successful 

destruction in the film, but the clearest and most threatening expression of destruction 

emanates from Alissa when she says, “détruire.” Her command to destroy is directed at 

no one in particular. Rather, the tearing of the letter decrees that destruction is directed 

at and executed on the letter, the printed word. It is the tearing or tearing away from The 

Letter, that is, The Word (as Christian Logos), which stands at the beginning of all 

creation and is perpetually reincarnated into constituted knowledge. This destruction 

                                                
41 STEIN: “You didn’t tell me that Alissa was mad.” THOR: “I didn’t know.” 
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should thus be read as a destruction that calls for a different form of creation: a creative 

destruction, a destructive creativity. The destruction is aimed not only at writing as 

such—novel writing, history writing—but also the knowledge of writing and the writing 

of knowledge.42 The question as to what Alissa knows is thus an epistemological one. 

But this is not the language of the mad, or even madness as a new language.43 Rather, 

the tearing of the paper reveals the violent rent in knowledge required to pose the very 

question of knowledge. What Alissa knows cannot be understood outside of the gap 

between what has been known (but is no longer relevant) and what she now knows or 

can know. This interrogation of knowledge bears a striking similarity to how May ’68 

can now only be viewed as a recording of the events’ forgetting.44 Max Thor extends 

this process of unworking of the entanglements of knowledge, language, memory, and 

history by way of his profession: Professor of the History of the Future. Everything 

about the status of reading and writing in the film indicate that there is another form of 

knowledge and inscription that is yet to come.45 Thor later confesses (in response to a 

                                                
42 Higgins mentions Détruire dit-elle only briefly, but her observation that “film itself, 
erasing itself as it proceeds, offers both a method and an emblem for the destruction of 
language” (137).  
43 Although I remain troubled by feminist attempts to redeem the language of the mad 
or the hysteric as uttering a feminine discourse, Cixous and Clément’s argument that the 
hysteric “does not write, does not produce, does nothing—nothing other than make 
things circulate without inscribing them” (The Newly Born Woman 37) seems fitting 
here if considered in relation to the notion of textual economies that Cixous later 
develops.  
44 Kristin Ross also makes this point (3). 
45 William Van Wert draws a similar conclusion: “…the ‘voices’ of the four people 
don’t usually say what they are really intending to say, because those voices are often 
interchangeable, because the voices are chanted in a recitative fashion with a precise 
and measured diction… they become the new reading and writing. They suggest the 
embryonic first formulations of a future dialogue…” (23). Jacques Guicharnaud 
proposes a similar reading. He says that Détruire dit-elle suggests “the transition to a 
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question by Bernard Alione about whether the future is very different) that “there’s 

nothing left, so I don’t say anything. The students go to sleep.” Alissa, the perpetual 

child (also one of his students), harbors a knowledge, but it has yet to awaken. This is 

also why Thor and Stein are “becoming writers”: the substance of the writing also has 

yet to stir. 

The relationship between writing and destruction is a theme Duras revisits 

throughout her oeuvre. In her film, Nathalie Granger (1972) there is another instance of 

tearing, in this case of an unread newspaper, unopened mail, and a disagreeable report 

card. Commenting on two events in the film, the ripping up of the newspaper and mail 

and the blotching of a writing lesson, Lynn Higgins says, “the written word is 

worthless, empty, because it is alienated production, dictated by the marketplace and 

not by the ideas or ideals it may have sought to embody. It is the act of destruction that 

is the most creative” (136).46 As documents that are official and authoritative as well as 

banal, quotidian, and predictable, the torn writings are a grown-up equivalent of the 

more childish writing that is destroyed at the beginning of the film (Nathalie’s slipshod 

writing lesson) milder than Nathalie’s violence, which causes her to be expelled from 

                                                                                                                                          
savage future completely different from our present. The combination of a new way of 
writing and a dialectic of destruction takes on a truly revolutionary quality. Max Thor, 
Alissa, and Stein positively and shamelessly plot their futures in a euphoria of love and 
communication, starting from the destruction of Elisabeth Alione. […] That ‘new 
society,’ in which one finally communicates, is brought about by an alliance of the 
characters based on the vicariousness, voyeurism, and exhibitionism that previously 
brought Lol V. Stein ‘back to life’ in the novel about her ‘rapture’” (118). Although not 
exactly wrong, Guicharnaud overstates the matter (in his reading of Lol V. Stein as 
much as Détruire dit-elle) by giving concreteness to situations that are in fact more 
ambiguous.  
46 She then goes on to link this to one of the May slogans (often attributed to Duras): 
“Sous les paves, la plage.” 
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school. Higgins reads Nathalie Granger as a post-’68 film, one that “enacts but does not 

recount the broader [political] issues it raises” (129, emphasis in original). Although it 

is unclear why Higgins connects Nathalie Granger to ’68 and not Détruire, her 

observation of the link between destruction and writing—that the film “is also about the 

social and material conditions under which discourse is produced”—articulates a 

continuation of the spirit of May and parallels my reading of how writing functions in 

Détruire dit-elle.47 The connection between the contingencies of discursive production 

and the semiotic economy of both films is one that, as Higgins also observes, “make[s] 

it possible to see how these objects reshape the individual’s relation to production and 

consumption, thereby transforming economic and semiotic exchange and moving 

toward new forms of subjectivity” (130).  

The refusal of writing in favor of speech recalls the importance of speech (la 

parole) in the events of May. As Barthes comments in his essay, “Writing the Event,” 

there was an important kinship between speech and knowledge during the events of 

May. One form of speech he mentions is radiophonic speech, which imposed “the 

notion that knowledge of present reality is no longer the business of print but of the 

spoken word” (149). Barthes concludes that writing was “a printed speech,” and in 

order for it to be effective it had to break “as much as possible… with the system of 

meaning which the event, if it seeks to be revolutionary, must call into question” (154). 

Higgins reads Barthes’s articulation of prise de la parole as one that:  

                                                
47 It also lends support to my thesis that (contra Kristin Ross) the events of May do 
register aesthetically—but in the form, not the content. 
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declares its independence both from written language and from 

puritanical rules requiring that before one speaks one must have 

something to say. It was thus also, more intricately, an autogestion of the 

signifier, liberated from the hegemony of the signified, seen as a 

mechanism of social control. The freely playing signifier was cast as 

hero in a drama of political resistance. Writers and filmmakers, like and 

among the demonstrators in the streets, made the point that speaking was 

not about making a point (126-127, emphasis in original). 

Blanchot echoes this revolt against making points, which one is tempted to call an anti-

punctuating impulse that spurred speaking: “Everybody had something to say, and, at 

times, to write (on the walls); what exactly, mattered little. Saying it was more 

important than what was said” (30). That so many of the slogans written on walls 

seemed to speak something logically impossible confirms that the existing system of 

meaning could not supply the structure for the new social-linguistic grammar. Kristin 

Ross also picks up on the preponderance of speech in the May events and links it 

directly to the way that the history and memory of May has (or has not) been written. 

Commenting on the “other memory” that Révoltes Logiques set out to write, Ross notes 

that this “other memory” can only be found “in the words, the speech, of particular men 

and women… Words themselves are part of the struggle—not the words of people 

speaking ‘for’ the masses, but simply people speaking at all” (129).48 Guided by the 

                                                
48 Les Révoltes Logiques was a history collective that, in part, emerged out of one of 
Jacques Rancière’s seminars at Vincennes. With a background more in philosophy than 
history, the group strove to “disrupt or interrogate the epistemological categories and 
representations that serve to ground historical discourse, particularly the discourse 
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break that revolt engenders, Révoltes Logiques sets out to write history in the words of 

speech (especially the worker’s speech) rather than the archive, the statistician, or the 

sociologist.  

One might object that the immediacy and urgency conveyed in the spoken word 

seems to be far removed from the laconic atmosphere and languid tempo of Détruire 

dit-elle. Nevertheless, the residue of these recent events leaves marks in the film in the 

form of modes of speech, use of slogans, and refusal (and destruction) of writing. 

Although the film seems to hesitate and is certainly more reflective and even a bit 

melancholic than one would expect from a film explicitly about the May events, the 

film succeeds in holding open the gap that May inaugurated.49 The torn letter is 

emblematic of the severed relationship between author and text (Barthes had written 

“Death of the Author” the year before May ’68), as well as the movement’s 

preoccupation with the ungrounding of knowledge accentuated throughout the film. 

That books (written and to be written) are talked about but never read (or written) 

further emphasizes the radical disjuncture between the inert written word and the 

vibrancy and promise of speech.  

But this gap is not only evident in the torn letter; it is also palpable in the 

structure of the film. In addition to the way that writing figures in the film, what Gilles 

Deleuze refers to as the “jamming” of written meaning often found in modern cinema, 

there is also a delinking of sound and image (326). Deleuze argues that in modern 

                                                                                                                                          
which, like that of social history, sets out to tell the story of the privileged ‘other’ of 
political modernity: the worker” (124). 
49 For a film that is on the opposite end of the spectrum (in terms of color, pace, and 
rhythm) see Pierre Clémenti’s La Révolution n’est qu’un début. Continuons le combat 
(1968).  
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cinema the visual image no longer reigns supreme, because it is no longer subordinate 

to the movements of the characters, to their actions. In the transition away from the 

movement image, which relies on “the chain or the association,” modern cinema 

develops the method of the “BETWEEN, ‘between two images,’ which does away with 

all cinema of the One. And it is the method of AND, ‘this and then that,’ which does 

away with all the cinema of Being=is” (180). The cinema of the BETWEEN and the 

AND: perhaps this is a cinema of the dash—in modern cinema, according to Deleuze, 

there is a disjuncture between sound and image, but there are also new linkages 

expressed through certain conjunctions such as BETWEEN and AND.  

Deleuze’s description of this new cinematic relation echoes my discussion above 

about how the story flickers between presence and absence, memory and forgetting, the 

present and the historical. He says:  

Between two actions, between two affections, between two perceptions, 

between two visual images, between two sound images, between the 

sound and the visual: make the indiscernible, that is the frontier, visible 

(Six fois deux). The whole undergoes a mutation, because it has ceased to 

be the One-Being, in order to become the constitutive “and” of things, 

the constitutive between-two of images. The whole image thus merges 

with what Blanchot calls the force of “dispersal of the Outside,” or “the 

vertigo of spacing”: that void. (180) 

Here Deleuze is articulating the crucial distinction between classical cinema and 

modern cinema: in this split between image and sound, sound is assigned new duties, 

one of which imposes an interstice with the visual framing” (180, emphasis in original). 
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(It is also worth noting that Deleuze seems only able to describe this phenomenon by 

altering the form of his own writing, that is, by using all caps for key words.) This 

radical tearing apart of sound and image is the birth of what Deleuze calls the sound 

image, one component of the new linkage between sound and image. As he says, “The 

sound image is born, in its very break, from its break with the visual image. There are 

no longer even two autonomous components of a single audio-visual image… but two 

‘heautonomous’ images, one visual and one sound, with a fault, an interstice, an 

irrational cut between them” (251).50  

Deleuze includes an extended analysis of Duras’s films to illustrate how sound 

is freed from the supporting role it briefly played alongside the visual image in order to 

become a figure and how the image is replaced by a point of view or the interstice 

between two framings. This interstice is also manifest in the empty spaces that dominate 

Duras’s films, which show the evacuation of the visual image and the power of seeing 

nothing. The viewer is here confronted with the ontological question of space, which is 

also the punctuating function of space, which organizes the way objects occupy space 

and how space organizes relationships among people and things (the same question is 

implied in the croquet game). Hiroshima mon amour (1959) shows how this kind of 

grammar of memory functions in the face of truth claims and the intelligibility of the 

past as indicated in the exchange between the man and woman at the beginning of the 

                                                
50 The “spacing” Deleuze refers to should also be understood as a form of punctuation. 
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film. As the opening image slowly changes from ambiguous ashes to water drops51 on 

the lovers’ bodies, the following dialogue begins: 

HE:  Tu n’as rien vu à Hiroshima. Rien.  
 
SHE: J’ai tout vu. Tout.52  
 
 
 
 

                
Figure 12: Hiroshima: opening scene (ashes)   Figure 13: Hiroshima: opening scene (water) 

 

His challenge to her capacity to see anything in Hiroshima points to his 

profound distrust of her ability to “see” the museum artifacts, denying that seeming 

equals knowing. He recognizes that the museum reconstructions of post-bomb artifacts 

fabricate a memory for her of events she cannot possibly know. His refusal of her 

capacity to see is at once a refusal of her capacity to formulate any kind of knowledge 

or understanding through seeing and an assertion of the impossibility of representing 

Hiroshima in any memorial way whatsoever.  
                                                
51 This visual structure also suggests the washing away of the history and images of the 
past (as symbolized by the ashes) with the promise of renewal (as symbolized by the 
water). Similarly, the present love affair covers over and (partially) erases her previous 
love affair. One might argue that the slogan, “We are all German Jews” is structurally 
similar in the way its use in May ’68 covers over history to deploy it strategically in the 
present. 
52 HE: You saw nothing in Hiroshima. Nothing. 
   SHE: I saw everything. Everything. 
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Despite being identified with “the arrival of ‘modern art’ in cinema,” the early 

reception of Hiroshima mon amour often disparaged the sparseness of the dialogue as a 

failed aesthetics.53 Moreover, several critics objected to the film, calling it “a 

fundamentally amoral work,” because of its parallel stories: “Hiroshima mon amour is 

recognizable morally by a complete confusion of values…. It remains shocking to judge 

the cosmic tragedy of Hiroshima against this pitiful event: the love affair between a 

French woman and a Japanese man.”54 What such views fail to register is the terrible 

possibility that an event on the scale of Hiroshima may only be approachable from the 

quotidian love affair of another (perhaps banal) forbidden act (of love or violence). The 

film suggests this in the way that the lovers, as they are walking through the city, 

occupy a small portion of the image; they are dominated and visually overwhelmed by 

large empty spaces: the city in ruins in the dead of night. Simone Dubreuilh, writing for 

Libération, offers one of the few astute dissenting assessments of the film: “It’s the 

most scandalous film, because it deliberately disagrees with the conventions of love and 

refuses to follow in the footsteps of Corneille. It is the most talked-about film because, 

precisely, it neglects the facts—patriotic or moral—in favor of the sole fact of love, mad 

love.”55 The break with the conventions of love is also a betrayal of gender expectations 

                                                
53 Geneviève Sellier argues that although “Duras and Resnais speak with one voice,” 
several critics made a decisive cut between the two. They separate Duras’s writing from 
Resnais’s directing, lauding his stylistic brilliance while decrying her pretensions or 
solemnity of tone (43). 
54 A review from La Croix, cited in Selliers (50-51). 
55 Cited in Selliers (51). Le Figaro littéraire featured a review by Claude Mauriac who 
wallows in ideas of gender difference but tries to be more congratulatory by saying, 
“Ours is not a feminine logic…. Thanks to Marguerite Duras, we have the first film 
testimony by a contemporary woman about love.” He goes on to observe, “the forms of 
forgetting are not the same from one gender to the other….” Inadvertently, Mauriac 
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in its bringing to the screen a “feminine perspective” (in Sellier’s words). Despite its 

dubious political value, it is also important to point out that the characters in the film are 

metonyms for their respective countries. And through an awful homology that begins 

with the “flash” of illicit love literally and visually beneath (the) ashes (of the bomb), 

the rest of the film is a slow unfolding of its aftermath—the illicit love telling a story in 

place of the ones that cannot be told (both her illicit love of a German soldier during the 

French occupation and the bombs dropped in Nagasaki and Hiroshima. And yet, there is 

something to be said about this slowing down, this meditative pace, its breakdown event 

(that is, the film within the film about the bomb that never comes to fruition). It was, 

perhaps, easy for critics to dismiss the film as a “failed aesthetic” by equating the 

“vulgar” or distasteful parts with the feminine component of the film (i.e., Duras’s 

screenplay; Resnais was praised for the formal innovations of the film) for it is much 

harder than confronting the breakdown of epistemological structures and the open 

spaces (gaps) left in their place. Although Resnais is largely credited with the formal 

innovations of the film, in Hiroshima mon amour, there are already present many 

elements that would soon become Duras’s signature features. The emptying of space 

that manifests throughout Hiroshima mon amour intensifies throughout her career. On 

the opposite end would be Cesarée (1978), which is comprised primarily of long shots 

and slow pans across open spaces peppered with the occasional statue. Duras seems 

almost to be responding to Deleuze’s call for a modern political cinema, which needs to 

“contribute to the invention of a people.” Just as realism (which whether Soviet realism 

                                                                                                                                          
identifies what seems to be the discomfort experienced by so many men (as suggested 
by his use of the pronoun “ours”): a feminine cinematic point of view. 
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or Lukács’s beloved realism) disposed of the “hero” or the “proletariat” as the central 

character, in the transition to the modernist novel, which focused on consciousness and 

experiences of time, so too did the transition from classical cinema to modern cinema 

involve a depersonalization. Deleuze says:  

This is the first big difference between classical and modern cinema. For 

in classical cinema, the people are there, even though they are oppressed, 

tricked, subject, even though they are blind or unconscious… But a great 

many factors were to compromise this belief: the rise of Hitler, which 

gave cinema its masses subjected; Stalinism, which replaced the 

unanimism of peoples with the tyrannical unity of a party; the break-up 

of the American people, who could no longer believe themselves to be 

either the melting-pot of peoples past or the seed of a people to come…. 

In short, if there were a modern political cinema, it would be on this 

basis: the people no longer exist, or not yet…the people are missing” 

(216, emphasis and second ellipsis in original).  

While it is evident that Hiroshima mon amour privileges a revolution in the image, it 

also makes ways for the concomitant revolution in sound: it suddenly becomes possible 

to see what the cinematic sound-image can do.  

The radical breaking and de-linking of sound and image finds its most 

pronounced expression in the recycling of the sound track from India Song to Son nom 

de Venise dans Calcutta désert (1976). This exemplary feat shows the absoluteness of 

the cut between sound and image and the ability of sound to point to radically different 

social and political situations. Whereas India Song shows the fissures between colonial 
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society and European presence, when the soundtrack is reused in Son nom de Venise 

dans Calcutta désert, it does not repeat the same sounds so much as it realizes the final 

stages of the political and memorial destruction and decay that began in India Song. 

Michelle Royer describes the film as “une esthétique de la décomposition.”56 

Completely devoid of human presence, Son nom de Venise shows the final remnants of 

memory spaces just prior to their absolute destruction and forgetting. Renate Günther 

makes a similar point: “Whereas for India Song Duras only used the exterior of the 

[Rothschild] palace, in Son nom de Venise she filmed its crumbling interior as well, 

suggesting in this way that the colonial splendour of India Song has disintegrated and 

that, like its filmic location, the French embassy at Calcutta is now an abandoned ruin” 

(39).57 The stripping away of people, objects, and places is indicative of the gradual 

disintegration of all consciousness and memory embedded in them. The interstice 

between sound and image structures the viewer’s look, but it is also where the full 

impact of emptiness is realized, as it establishes a kind of echo chamber in which 

sounds do not align with presence and in which time is discontinuous with what 

appears. Either the past does not eternally emit the same story or else the future being of 

the image has not yet become known.58  

                                                
56 Quoted in Günther (36). 
57 As Günther documents, the Rothschild’s family home “had been abandoned since the 
Second World War when, in 1942, it was requisitioned and used as the German army’s 
headquarters. Shortly after the filming of Son nom de Venise, its empty ruins were 
demolished (36). 
58 Le Camion (1977) is widely recognized as exercising the most radical cuts among 
sounds and images. In this film, Marguerite Duras and Gerard Depardieu read from a 
script about a possible film that would be about a truck (le camion). The shots vacillate 
between Duras and Depardieu and images of a truck crossing broad expanses of land. 
There are occasionally sounds from the street, but the primary focus is on Duras and 
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As for the Present: The Coming of Music and the Latency of the Punctum 

Arguably, the present is missing in most of Duras’s films. To the degree that it is 

there, the cinematic figure of the present bears traces and echoes from the past, but it is 

also positively oriented toward the future. In Détruire dit-elle this is indicated most 

forcefully in the music of the final scenes. Music crashes against the image and 

transforms it; it takes over even the privileged position accorded to speech. More than 

simply dissonant, the music is destructive. It is music set to destroy, coming to destroy, 

and in the process of destroying.  

The final scene of Détruire dit-elle shows Thor and Stein standing in the dining 

room. They are both framed by a window. Alissa is sitting at the table, hunched over, 

sleeping. Dreaming. Sleep has already established its importance in the film: Elisabeth 

sleeps the artificial sleep induced by sleeping pills; Max Thor’s students fall asleep in 

his classes; Thor himself, however, has difficulty sleeping, as does Stein. As Alissa 

sleeps Stein continues his obsessive questioning about her. 

STEIN: Quel âge a Alissa?  

THOR: Dix-huit ans?  

STEIN: Et lorsque vous l’avez connue?  

THOR: Dix-huit ans.59  

                                                                                                                                          
Depardieu reading and talking about a (possible) encounter between a truck driver and a 
hitchhiker. Whereas most of Duras’s films appear preoccupied with the past and the 
impossibility of representing memories, this film self-consciously imagines what might 
be possible in a cinematic rendering of this script.  
59 STEIN: How old is Alissa? 
THOR: 18 years old. 
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Figure 14: Détruire dit-elle final scene 

 

Thor and Alissa have been married for two years. The agelessness of Alissa may 

be understood as a temporal suspension. Or it could be that she is death. Her sleep is 

different from Elisabeth’s because she is dreaming, whereas Elisabeth’s sleep is an 

escape from thought. Alissa’s sleep is liminal, anticipatory. As she sleeps, Thor and 

Stein discuss what would have been possible (desire or death) had Elisabeth stayed. 

Would she have gone into the forest with Alissa? Elisabeth was too afraid to go into the 

forest, but they imagine after a few more days it would have been sufficient for her to 

go. As the final dialogue of the film demonstrates, the music harbors transformation 

within itself. Thor and Stein speculate on the sounds coming from the forest: 

THOR: Le sol a tremblé, oui.  

STEIN: Oui.  

THOR: Alissa, entend-t-elle?  

STEIN: Oui. Elle entend. 

                                                                                                                                          
STEIN: And when you met her? 
THOR: 18 years old. 
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THOR: Ça vient de la forêt?  

STEIN: Oui. De la forêt. Peut-être.  

THOR: C’est loin.  

STEIN: Elle vient quand même de la forêt. Quelle peine. Quelle énorme 

peine. Que c’est difficile.  

THOR: Elle doit traverser, traverser.  

STEIN: Oui. Tout.  

STEIN: Elle va y arriver, elle va traverser la forêt. Elle vient. Il lui faut 

fracasser les arbres, foudroyer les murs. Mais la voici. Il n’y a plus rien à 

craindre. La voici en effet.  

ALISSA: C’est la musique sur le nom de Stein.60 

The music moves in on the heels of the fleeing bourgeoisie (for which Elisabeth 

and her husband stand). Elisabeth has left with her husband; she is too afraid.61 Thor 

                                                
60 THOR: The ground trembled, yes. 
STEIN: Yes. 
THOR: Does Alissa hear? 
STEIN: Yes. She hears. 
THOR: It’s coming from the forest? 
STEIN: Yes. From the forest. Maybe. 
THOR: It is far away. 
STEIN: Yes but it’s still coming from the forest. What suffering. What grief. How 
difficult it is. 
THOR: It needs to come through (the forest), come across. 
STEIN: Yes. The whole way. 
STEIN: It is coming. It is coming through the forest. It is coming. It has to crash against 
the trees, bounce off the walls. But it is here. There is nothing to worry about any 
longer. It’s right here. 
ALISSA: It is music to the name of Stein. 
61 Guicharnaud argues that “[l]eaving the end open to darkness and silence no doubt 
implies that a new language must be invented, as well as a new way of writing.” The 
revolutionary project remains unfinished because, in his view, “Elisabeth Alione has 
still to be destroyed” (123). This conclusion is more persuasive than some of his others, 
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and Stein understand the music as coming from the forest. The degree to which the 

forest is a metonym for Alissa is the extent to which she is the figure of death and 

transformation. “Destruction will come through Alissa,” Stein says to Thor much earlier 

in the film. But Alissa does not hold the music. Instead, it comes to her and she, in turn, 

transfers it to Stein: “C’est la musique sur le nom de Stein.” Stein, the German word for 

stone, also has a destructive aspect that reverberates through other work by Duras. Stein 

is that stone that crushes love, as Lacan famously observes with regard to Le 

Ravissement de Lol V. Stein.62 In this sense, music does not serve a uniting function. On 

the contrary, it affects the ultimate dispersion among all sounds, voices, and images.  

As Deleuze argues, the dream in modern cinema is not an encounter with 

repression or the unconscious. Rather, it confronts thought as a “higher problem” (167). 

Although Thor is the first to identify it, Stein seems to be the one who can understand 

the music as revolution, as the revolutionary dream. But this is also part of a reversal. 

The trembling that Thor feels coming from the forest with the music forms the dialogic 

counterpart to the trembling that Stein feels at the beginning of the film (in the second 

scene) when he says (to no one in particular), “Je suis tremblant. Je suis toujours 

tremblant. Dans une incertitude tremblant.” There was no context for Stein’s utterance 

at the time it was uttered. But in a different time and place the trembling emerges again 

                                                                                                                                          
but he does not examine its implications. Though space precludes full elaboration here, 
Guicharnaud’s observation evokes the violence on which all social order is founded, but 
given the context here it, seems that the figures of death—Alissa but also Elisabeth 
(they are, after all, doubles)—together with the music signal that this new writing and 
being are already in the process of becoming. 
62 In “Homage to Marguerite Duras, on Le Ravissement de Lol V. Stein” Lacan notes: 
“Lol V. Stein: paper wings, V, scissors. Stein, stone, in love’s guessing game you lose 
yourself.” It is also in this essay where Lacan famously, and narcissistically, exclaims, 
“it turns out that Marguerite Duras knows, without me, what I teach” (124).  
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as a force that is no longer a personal or internal sensation. Instead, it is conjoined with 

Alissa’s dream and the uncertainty emanating from the forest.  

The forest, only ever visible on the border of the frame, figures as a visual and 

epistemological limit, which can only be known symbolically and sonically. Stein tells 

Bernard Alione that the forest is classified as a historical monument: It is an inert figure 

of the dead past. No one has ever seen it. The music that Stein attributes to the forest 

accompanies the awakening from the slumber of history. The trembling begins to 

overtake the lively fugue that supports these final moments. The trembling crashes 

against the music signaling the coming of a revolutionary earthquake. The sound is 

pixilated, deformed through so many points and counterpoints. Note against note, the 

lacerating punctum in this crashing, trembling music is the tool that inscribes a counter 

spatio-temporal political grammar.  

Duras said that the music in Détruire stood for revolution, and that she had “to 

murder it up to the very end” (Interview 107). She reports how she directed the sound 

engineer to ruin the music she had given him. The emphasis on speech, especially 

dialogue, throughout the film is here intensified by the dissonant music. It marks the 

same desire for immediacy and redirects the focus away from the image, which remains 

static. It corresponds with Duras’s reaching for “absolute zero,” which Duras describes 

as “man’s passage through a void: the fact is, he forgets everything” (Interview 110). 

But it is not necessary to rely on Duras’s words to understand the revolutionary quality 

of the music. Although contestable from the standpoint of later political and 

philosophical thought, the desire for the zero degree found much currency in the 

thought of the time. Witness, for example, Barthes’s Writing Degree Zero and his essay 
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“Writing the Event.” (Blanchot’s limit-experience might also be understood along these 

lines, too.) This desire for degree zero embodies a desire directly linked to the gap 

opened by the May events and what many perceived as the impending revolutionary 

change.  

The function of the contrapuntal music in Détruire dit-elle recalls the reference 

to the atonal in Clarice Lispector’s A Paixão Segundo G. H., where it is also formless 

and disordering. The passage through the void of which Duras speaks, which brings 

about absolute forgetting, resonates with G. H.’s experience. This encounter (or limit-

experience) forces an encounter with language that inspires a radical reconfiguration of 

it. It is not merely a solipsistic exercise; rather, it is the unfolding of an “inner 

experience” onto a collective, political dimension. (This is evident in the conjunction of 

Stein’s “untimely” trembling.) 

The music, a Bach fugue, is in contrapuntal form, which reiterates the form of 

the dialogue in a non-representational key. The punctum of utterance finds its 

correlative in the destroyed contrapuntal music, the music of discord and destruction. 

Bursting through as a pure speech-act radically disjointed from the (visual) image, 

sound becomes perceptible as an actant, as the cinematographic utterance or enunciation 

properly so called. Adorno suggests that “…if music is forced to preserve the image of 

its resemblance to language in punctuation marks, then language may give in to its 

resemblance to music by distrusting them” (92). Language’s distrust of punctuation 

recalls the aesthetic distrust of music on account of its disordering (affective) 

tendencies. To extend the image of resemblance between music and language—the 
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punctuation marks, or, the punctum63—to cinema is to become aware of the residue of 

forgetful memory in the new sound-image relationship. Duras thus shows how the 

camera-pen can inscribe new cinematic punctuations that recombine sensorial relations 

not dominated by sight or sound. She shows how the sound image harbors within it the 

forgotten sounds and sights of the politics of punctuation.   

                                                
63 The “point” in the punctum that engenders punctuation marks is also the point that 
becomes the note in musical notation. 
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Chapter 3 
 

Unquote:  
Breaking Out of the Quotation of Everyday Life  

in Clarice Lispector’s A Paixão Segundo G.H. 
 

 
Minha pergunta, se havia, não era: “que sou”, mas “entre quais eu sou”.1 

—G. H.  
 

With the concept of écriture feminine, Hélène Cixous describes a process of 

reading and writing that withdraws from a masculine symbolic economy. She is 

especially interested in what she calls “ways of spending,” which consist of giving 

without return or limit and is opposed to retention and mastery. As Cixous says, écriture 

feminine is associated with non-marketability: “the withdrawal of the exchange value” 

(156). She continues: “when I speak of libidinal economy, I speak of the way in which 

we manage our own existence…. I speak of all the movements of our different ways of 

having or of acquiring. When I qualify this libidinal economy by masculine or feminine, 

I do it with ten thousand precautions, because the words I use are deceptive…. A 

feminine economy does not refer to women, but perhaps to a trait that comes back to 

women more often….” (Reading 156). As Verena Andermatt Conley describes in her 

introduction to Reading with Clarice Lispector, “écriture feminine works especially in 

the play between the thematic and linguistic registers…[it] is not just organized 

topically but is also worked through language…. This kind of writing, with no exchange 

or market value, with no ‘useful purpose,’ can be called écriture feminine….” (xii). As 

                                                
1 My question, if I had one, wasn’t “what am I?” but rather “among whom am I?” 
(Notice that there are no question marks in the Portuguese.) 
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part of a process that refuses mastery, Cixous does not analyze texts through 

conventional modes of reading, which would subject them to a preexisting textual 

system. Rather, she lays various texts alongside one another and traces the inroads 

between and through them: for Cixous, this is how reading becomes writing.  

Speaking of Cixous, Conley says:  

Language, far from being an atemporal tool, is inextricably linked to 

history and society. Its structures define and constitute the subject. There 

are no absolute, immutable values beyond words or the grammar and 

syntax that order them. To change existing social structures, the 

linguistic clichés that purvey them and make them appear as transparent, 

immutable truths must be detected, re-marked, displaced…. First and 

foremost a writer, Cixous considers poetry—defined not in opposition to 

prose but as the subversion of coded, clichéd, ordinary language—

necessary to social transformation. (4-5) 

The ways that Cixous examines the role of history, language, grammar, value, and the 

circulation of meaning in textual economies, as summarized by Conley, share certain 

affinities with the method of reading I elaborate here. One goal that Cixous and I have 

in common pertains to developing an account of how certain texts inspire a new way of 

seeing, perceiving, and creating historical, social, and symbolic relations. Cixous’s 

method of reading proceeds in a manner akin to how she describes Clarice Lispector’s 

writing: by leaps and bounds. She sees this, for example, in a line from A Hora da 

Estrela (The Hour of the Star): “And—and not to forget that if the atom’s structure is 
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invisible, it is nonetheless real.”2 The double conjunction incised by a dash, Cixous 

argues, “alerts the reader to a text made of leaps and bounds” (158). The grammatical 

and punctuating breaks created by the dashes and repetitions exhibit one way that 

Cixous follows what she calls Clarice Lispector’s inscription of textual interruptions, 

which are her “meditations about the ‘self,’ that is, of marking limits, of linking self and 

other at all levels (xii).  

In considering how the textual economies of Lispector’s texts alter the syntax of 

social life by breaking away from hackneyed semiotic codes, Cixous often has occasion 

to remark upon Lispector’s unconventional use of grammar and punctuation. For 

example, speaking of A maça no escuro (Apple in the Dark), Cixous notes, “[t]o write 

such a text, we have to take complete liberty in relation to the police we have inside us 

that make us write grammatically, correctly, and which make us justify ourselves 

permanently…” (70). The break from regulatory regimes of grammar also manifests in 

rhetorical figures. Cixous cites A Paixão Segundo G. H. (The Passion According to 

G.H.) as a text where “The sentences are short. They are here one after the other, in a 

paratactical model, without coordination, without subordination…. Here we proceed by 

leaps, without coordination” (110). Lispector also mobilizes other rhetorical forms, such 

as the anacoluthon, to indicate a similar kind of disruption or lapse in the logical flow of 

a sentence. In commenting on “E para lá que eu vou” (“That's where I'm going”), 

                                                
2 Quoted in Cixous (this version is probably translated from the French translation of 
Lispector’s text). The Portuguese is: “E—e não esquecer que a estrutura do átomo não 
é vista mas sabe-se dela” (10). The English translation butchers the typography and 
removes a word (“e” [“and”]), a modification that, I argue, deforms the sense of the 
sentence because it smoothes out the hesitant tone, which renders it at once assertive, 
authoritative, and flat. The English version reads: “And we must never forget that if the 
atom’s structure is invisible, it is none the less real” (8).  
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Cixous says, “There is a displacement, from border to border, from relay to relay. But 

we do not enter because we stay at the edge of the circle. I read it as a jump, as an 

anacoluthon, or a break of classical construction” (74). Punctuation is also marshaled in 

support of these rhetorically sanctioned breaks. Cixous argues that “Clarice does not 

say: ‘I leap.’ She performs it in a moment when she literally cannot use words…. What 

comes about in terms of punctuation shows that it is a text of silence. To make a space 

for this silence is an infinite art and…is made through the art of typography, through 

paginal setting, through the space of paragraphs” (70). While one may not agree that 

this is a text of silence, Cixous’s point is that Lispector employs writing strategies that 

express the incompleteness of a story and moments of narrative paucity in which words 

would suggest a false sense of fullness or plentitude of meaning. Cixous explicitly notes 

the collusion of punctuation in these rhetorical or semantic breakaways: “The dash is 

the very figuration of the jump” (74). 

Cixous shrewdly identifies Lispector’s creative use of anacoluthons and 

paratactical structures, which reveal a certain disjuncture between grammatical rules 

and rhetorical forms in which the syntax of a sentence might be scrambled while 

nonetheless communicating a sensible meaning. However, Cixous’s explanation cannot 

account for all of Lispector’s syntactical constructions. Some of Lispector’s sentences 

cannot be coded; they do not fit into established rhetorical forms and, in terms of 

grammatical rules, could at best be called agrammatical, for example, when G. H. says, 

“Eu quero o que eu Te amo” (138).3 The precise meaning of this conjunction of words 

is ambiguous; they do not operate referentially and no theoretical figure helps to 

                                                
3 “I want what I love you” (131). 
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“translate” it into more ordinary language. Yet, it is a sensible evocation. The utterance 

requires the reader to enter into its network of possible meanings and look around its 

textual field for paths may lead nowhere, but also lead to previously unknown vistas.4 

John Cage makes a similar discovery in his experiments with language, sound, and 

meaning. As he says,  

What was interesting to me was making English less understandable. 

Because when it is understandable...well...people control one another, 

and poetry disappears, and...I was talking with my friend, Norman O. 

Brown and he said, syntax, which is what makes things understandable, 

is the army, is the arrangement of the army. So what we’re doing when 

we make language un-understandable is…demilitarizing it so that we can 

do our living. […] And, it is bewildering at first, but it’s extremely 

pleasurable as time goes on.  

G. H. echoes this sentiment: “Se minha vida se transformar em ela-mesma, o que hoje 

chamo de sensibilidade não existirá—será chamado de indiferença” (172).5 Or again, 

as Cixous says, “A new language? No. A virgin way of listening and making the always 

newold language speak” (Cixous Reader xxi). That is, through the reordering and 

remarking of language, a different sense of things emerges. 

In addition to unclassifiable syntactical creations, neither rhetorical figures nor 

grammatical rules can fully account for Lispector’s use of punctuation. And whereas 

                                                
4 As Conley discusses, Cixous opts for “literary inroads, or trails leading nowhere or 
rather, elsewhere… [which] effectively complicate Heidegger’s figure of the Holzwege 
that, in translation, are precisely ‘roads going nowhere’” (xii).  
5 “If my life is transformed into it-itself, what I now call sensibility will not exist—it 
will be called indifference” (The Passion According to G. H. 166). 
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agrammatical linkages may evoke something meaningful (if ambivalent), 

unconventional uses of punctuation shy away from even this minimal degree of 

signifying control. How, for example, should one understand the chapter titles in 

Lispector’s first novel, Perto do coração selvagem (Near to the Wild Heart) that are 

preceded and followed by ellipsis? (e.g., …O banho…). How should one read the first 

paragraph (if this is, in fact, a paragraph) of Uma aprendizagem ou O livro dos prazeres 

(An Apprenticeship or The Book of Pleasures), which begins and ends with a comma 

and contains only commas throughout, save for a few ambiguous words between 

quotation marks (e.g., “meu nome é eu”6)? Or, indeed, how should one understand the 

last mark of this book, which is a colon (the last phrase is “eu penso o seguinte:”7)?  

Cixous sees all of these grammatical, rhetorical, and punctual breaks as part of 

Lispector’s writing, which differentiates itself from “completely codified” narratives (as 

found in conventional novels). She calls this different kind of story a “story question 

mark”: “the text inscribes something of the impossible story, the very story in question” 

(161). Cixous says, “In Clarice there is a great variety of possible stories. In The 

Foreign Legion (a book of short stories and crônicas), she tells memories that have 

taken place and are forgotten. There is an extremely subtle play of temporality. This 

kind of a ‘story question mark’ supports the textual grounding that serves to bring back 

events that cannot be told” (162). The “story question mark” is not a story (as it is 

conventionally understood). Rather, the “story question mark,” according to Cixous, is a 

kind of support for a “textual grounding.” It is clear that Cixous wants to differentiate a 

                                                
6 “My name is I” or “My name is me” 
7 “I think the following:” 
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kind of writing that does not feature a traditional narrative or conventional 

representations of characters or narrative temporality from a story that can neatly 

accommodate events by ensuring that they conform to specific formal requirements 

(e.g., linear narratives, logical cause-effect structures, etc.). However, to posit a ground 

(the textual grounding) provides exactly the kind of too-stable foundation that Cixous 

otherwise would seem to oppose. Moreover, to conjoin the ground with the textual (the 

textual grounding) reifies a word that otherwise embodies a movement (text, from 

textum: to weave)—a movement Cixous finds so crucial to Lispector’s writing. Is such a 

ground necessary (or sufficient) to “bring back events that cannot be told”? I would 

argue that such a ground is antithetical to the process of bringing back untellable events. 

The equation, as Cixous sets it up, inadvertently provides the formula for recovering 

forgotten memories. The phrase “to bring back” is suggestive in its ambiguity but, 

significantly, does not (and cannot) prescribe the process whereby the textual grounding 

emerges. It is also important to consider what exactly is “brought back.” The tension in 

Cixous’s proposition lies between the untellable events that comprise the “story 

question mark” and events that are “brought back.” Rather, the story question mark 

shows the impossibility of recovery. But Cixous’s formulation is symptomatic of her 

deep faith in writing as a process that taps into language as the bounty of memory. As 

she avers elsewhere, “The miracle is that language has not been cut from its archaic 

roots—even if we do not remember, our language remembers, and what we say began 

to be said three thousand years ago. Inversely, language has incorporated in our own 

times, before even we know, the most recent elements, linguistic and semantic particles 
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blown by the present winds.”8 In what seems like a twist on Plato’s system—where the 

figure is Socrates, the method is learning (anamnesis), and writing is a threat because it 

artificially helps from the outside—Cixous privileges the figure of the dreamer, her 

method is écriture feminine, and this mode of writing resurrects memory, which 

language has never forgotten.9  

By conjoining “story” to “question mark” Cixous shows that the story as we 

know it has been vacated in Lispector’s writing. To understand more fully what is at 

stake, one might be tempted to translate Cixous’s descriptive term into a typographical 

form that performs its resistance to full presence, perhaps: st?ry Cixous avoids this kind 

of witty semiotic play. However, had she thought about the conditions and limits of 

translatability she might have reflected on what inspired her to put the whole term in 

quotation marks. Since, on the one hand, such use of quotation marks is so ubiquitous in 

scholarly writing that it seems to warrant as little mention as the attention it likely 

draws. But, if part of Cixous’s objective is to describe the operations whereby events 

that cannot be told are supported by (what she calls) the textual grounding that the story 

question mark provides, and since one can translate a punctuation mark into words but 

most words cannot be translated into punctuation marks, then it is not only worth asking 

what conditions the emergence of this textual grounding, but also whether the quotation 

marks play a part in this process. If the term were written “st?ry” one would certainly 

wonder whether the quotation marks were part of the equation. Although I do not 

propose to use either of these constructions (st?ry or “st?ry”), they do expose Cixous’s 

                                                
8 Hélène Cixous, “Preface” The Hélène Cixous Reader (xx). Hereafter referred to as CR. 
9 See, for example, “La – The (Feminine),” originally published in 1976. Republished in 
CR (59 – 67). 
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partial blind spot to her own use of punctuation. I say partial because elsewhere Cixous 

devotes significant attention to punctuation in Lispector’s work and her own. This blind 

spot, however, is not just Cixous’s. Rather, it is telling of the aporia between a focus on 

literal punctuation use and metaphorical references to or uses of it. By examining the 

intersection between literal and figurative use of punctuation, it is possible to glimpse 

the remnants of events that remain untold. In part, the interstice between literal and 

figurative punctuation recalls punctuation’s kinship with rhetoric. But it also reveals a 

kind of indelible stain, which marks the place of “something” that is neither fully 

recoverable (in memory, narrative, or history) nor fully lost. By elaborating on Cixous’s 

scattered remarks on punctuation alongside considerations of punctuation by other 

theorists, it is possible to account for the ways in which the remarkable punctuation in A 

Paixão Segundo G. H. points to events that cannot be brought into the full light of 

consciousness or recollection but nonetheless mark an untellable event.  

* 

One prominent feature of the story question mark is a preoccupation with 

beginnings; whether expressed as a kind of infinite regress in A Hora da Estrela, the 

unbreakable flow in Água Viva (Stream of Life), or the comma at the beginning of Uma 

Aprendizagem, the problem of storytelling is clear from the outset. In A Paixão Segundo 

G. H., rather than a beginning, the reader finds six dashes, which then plunge into the 

middle of a sentence. (The story will also end with six dashes.10) The first six dashes, 

                                                
10 The English edition excises both the six dashes at the beginning and the six at the 
end.  
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which cut into someone’s thoughts, signal an abrupt reminder that the beginning has 

already begun: 

— — — — — — estou procurando, estou procurando. Estou tentando 

entender. Tentando dar a alguém o que vivi e não sei a quem, mas não 

quero ficar com o que vivi. Não sei o que fazer do que vivi, tenho medo 

dessa desorganização profunda. Não confio no que me aconteceu. 

Aconteceu-me alguma coisa que eu, pelo fato de não a saber como viver, 

vivi uma outra? (11)11 

The reader is immediately implicated in a search, which is at once a search for 

understanding and a search for a mode through which an experience can be 

communicated. Thus, above all, this is a search for a story, or, more precisely, it is a 

search for a form through which a “profoundly disorganizing experience” can be 

shared.   

The discontinuous-continuity of the six dashes at the beginning and end also 

characterizes the transitions from one chapter to the next. Just as the last six dashes at 

the end direct the reader back to the first six dashes, each chapter begins with the 

concluding sentence of the previous one, a practice that again holds a tension between 

opposites: The break or end of one chapter is conjoined with the beginning or 

continuation of the next, thereby bridging the space between chapters while maintaining 

                                                
11 “I keep looking, looking. Trying to understand. Trying to give what I have gone 
through to someone else, and I don’t know who, but I don’t want to be alone with that 
experience. I don’t know what to do with it. I’m terrified of that profound 
disorganization. I’m not sure I even believe in what happened to me. Did something 
happen, and did I, because I didn’t know how to experience it, end up experiencing 
something else instead?” (3) 
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the openness of the gap. One might argue that the initial dashes set up this kind of 

bridge-break structure, which is then repeated linguistically as the connective-fractured 

tissue between chapters. The distinction between chapters is marked only by the spatial 

punctuation of half a page of blank space at the beginning of each new chapter. But 

even as the dashes or the spatial punctuation seem to draw a straight line into the 

specific story question mark of A Paixão Segundo G. H., the ways in which punctuation 

functions as a mark of what cannot be wholly recovered, remembered, and told cannot 

be elaborated within the terms set forth by Cixous. Events that cannot be told do not 

come back. That is, Cixous’s ambiguous description of the “textual grounding that 

serves to bring back events that cannot be told” stops short of recognizing its own 

powerful insight. If an event is untellable, yet something in the fabric of the text marks 

that something happened, how is this inscribed? As Cixous says of Blanchot, one way is 

to write such that the telling of what happened remains “protean” (162). Another way, I 

argue, is through creative use of punctuation. Clarice Lispector uses both strategies. 

This is important with regard to A Paixão for two reasons. First, in addition to 

the unconventional dashes, quotation marks are integral to understanding what is at 

stake for the eponymous character, G. H. She confesses to the reader “…quanto a mim 

mesma, sempre conservei uma aspa à esquerda e outra à direita de mim. De algum 

modo ‘como se não fosse eu’ era mais amplo do que se fosse—uma vida inexistente me 

possuía toda e me ocupava como uma invenção” (31).12 G. H. slowly realizes that her 

                                                
12 The English translation reads “…as for myself, I have always kept one quotation 
mark to my left and another to my right. In a certain sense, ‘as if it wasn’t me’ was 
wider than if it was—a nonexistent life completely possessed me, occupied me like an 
invention” (23). (I have written only part of the sentence; there are no ellipses in the 
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life wasn’t hers. In explaining this to the reader she relies heavily on words associated 

with images and art: drawing, tracing, music, photographic snapshots, portraits, 

mirrors—all aesthetic media that emphasize the attributes of a copy; they thus align her 

with the notion of derivation—she is a copy of something that is not her. The odd 

fragment in quotation marks—“como se não fosse eu”—gives some semblance of the 

trickiness of these portraits. As if it weren’t her. And yet it is. Or is it? This is the 

graphic rendering of G. H. in quotation marks. Importantly, this image of herself is an 

expression of her class position: “Pessoas de meu ambiente procuram morar na 

chamada ‘cobertura’. É bem mais que uma elegância. É um verdadeiro prazer: de lá 

domina-se uma cidade. […] Tudo aqui se refere na verdade a uma vida que se fosse 

real não me serviria. O que decalca ela, então? Real, eu não a entenderia, mas gosto 

da duplicata e a entendo” (30).13 Her life is merely a copy of something familiar to her 

and her kind—a quotation of the status quo. The disorganizing experience she lives 

through catapults her from these quotation marks. She compares the experience to 

losing a third leg—something she never needed but had enjoyed as a crutch—yet she 

still has to figure out how to ambulate in the world without this “irrelevant loss” (4). 

The ejection from the quotation marks leaves her without a frame in which to structure 

her experience to make it knowable, understandable, sharable.  

                                                                                                                                          
original.) Another translation for “como se não fosse eu,” which might be more in 
keeping with the expression of self-negation expressed here, would be “as if I were 
not.” Or, to capture something of the gap intrinsic to being that Lispector tries to 
approach, it might also be translated “as if I were not me.” 
13 “People in my circle try to live in the so-called penthouse. It’s more than elegant. It’s 
a real pleasure: you can command a city from up here. […] In fact, everything here 
refers to a life that, if it were real, would little serve me. What does it trace out, then? If 
it were real, I wouldn’t understand it, but I enjoy the copy and understand it” (22).  
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The second reason punctuation is so vital to A Paixão Segundo G. H. is that, as 

the disorienting opening paragraph makes clear, something has already happened; the 

concern now is to find a form adequate to the experience. Pre-existing structures would 

distort and falsify the experience; this is equally true of narrative and the word: “Pois 

como poderia eu dizer sem que a palavra mentisse por mim?” (179).14 She is in a tough 

spot: “Mas—volto com o indizível. O indizível só me poderá ser dado através do 

fracasso de minha linguagem. Só quando falha a construção, é que obtenho o que ela 

não conseguiu” (176).15 One might recall here Nietzsche’s comments on truth: “A 

mobile army of metaphors, metonyms, and anthropomorphisms—in short, a sum of 

human relations which have been enhanced, transposed, and embellished poetically and 

rhetorically, and which after long use seem firm, canonical, and obligatory to a people: 

truths are illusions about which one has forgotten that this is what they are; metaphors 

which are worn out and without sensuous power; coins which have lost their pictures 

and now matter only as metal, no longer as coins” (47). Like truth in Nietzsche’s view, 

G. H. comes to realize that her quotation marks circumscribed a congealed set of 

meanings that serve a certain normalizing function and constrained her ability to 

participate in “o grande esforço de construção que era viver” (12).16 It is for this reason 

that the prefabricated forms of storytelling can only tell G. H.’s story by capturing it 

within their strictures, which would contort her experience and cut it down to 

storytelling size. As a result, there is no plot, as it is conventionally understood, in A 

                                                
14 “For how will I be able to speak without the word lying for me?” (173). 
15 “But—I return with the unsayable. The unsayable can be given me only through the 
failure of my language. Only when the construct falters do I reach what it could not 
accomplish” (170). 
16 “The great construction project that living was” (4). 
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Paixão. The answer to the question “What happened?” is simple, unsatisfying, and 

beside the point. Because even before we know that G. H.’s transformative experience 

consists of her eating a little bit of cockroach ooze, it is clear that this tidbit is not the 

site of meaning. In order to understand how the scaffolding that comprises A Paixão 

uses punctuation as a way to mark the untellable, it is necessary to consider the 

philosophical, political, and historical conditions that shape this text. 

In what follows, I will first discuss some literary and theoretical reflections on 

quotation marks. Next, I will analyze some of Lispector’s earliest writing, which 

includes her journalism, crônicas, and children’s literature, in order to put into context 

her strategies for handling social and political issues. I will then situate Lispector within 

a condensed literary genealogy. Finally, I will use the insights from this extended 

introduction to return to A Paixão Segundo G. H. and conclude my argument about the 

residual effects of punctuation within the abode of the story question mark. 

* 

Walter Benjamin has a provocative argument about the strange and virile 

function of quotation marks. In his essay, “Schriften,” he says, “Quotations in my works 

are like robbers by the roadside who make an armed attack and relieve an idler of his 

convictions.” Quotations here find some sympathy with Nietzsche’s argument that 

history must be relevant for life.17 Benjamin explains the importance of these thieving 

quotation marks by saying that the power of quotation is “not the strength to preserve 

but to cleanse, to tear out of context, to destroy.”18 It is immediately apparent that 

                                                
17 See Nietzsche’s “On the Uses and Disadvantages of History for Life.” 
18 Cited in Hannah Arendt’s Introduction to Illuminations (38-9). 
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Benjamin’s quotations are not the same as G. H.’s. But what is this difference exactly? 

Benjamin’s privileged figure is the robber by the roadside—an active, alert, and 

strategic fellow. In contrast, G. H.’s existence between quotation marks exemplifies the 

colonizing effect of quotation—the congealed convictions that have never been pilfered, 

sorted, or cleansed. The quotation marks are imposed upon G. H.; they “occupy her like 

an invention.” In essence, the quotation marks frame how she has viewed herself and 

how she has been viewed by those in her social class. They provide an invisible and 

largely unconscious script for her to follow, which maintains the order of her life. She 

says,  

Essa imagem de mim entre aspas me satisfazia, e não apenas 

superficialmente. Eu era a imagem do que eu não era, e essa imagem do 

não-ser me cumulava toda: um dos modos mais fortes ser 

negativamente. Como eu não sabia o que era, então “não ser” era a 

minha maior aproximação da verdade: pelo menos eu tinha o lado 

avesso: eu pelo menos tinha o “não”, tinha o meu oposto. O meu bem eu 

não sabia qual era, então vivia com algum pré-fervor o que era o meu 

“mal.” (31-32)19 

Like a photographic negative, the image of non-self that occupied the position of self 

essentially consigns her (“authentic”) self outside of her (quoted) self. In other words, 

                                                
19 “The image of myself between quotation marks used to satisfy me, and not just 
superficially. I was the image of what I wasn’t, and that image of my nonbeing fulfilled 
me entirely: one of the strongest ways of being is to be negatively. Since I didn’t know 
what I was, ‘nonbeing’ was my closest approximation to truth: at least I controlled the 
flip side: I at least had the ‘non,’ I had my opposite. What was my good I didn’t then 
know; I experienced, with some pre-fervor, what was my ‘bad’” (23-24, translation 
modified).  
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the quotation marks functioned like a frame of the non-being, the non-self. Slowly and 

painfully G. H. comes to realize that the ease with which she existed as the image of 

what others wanted, and the degree to which she also believed in that image, was her 

“bad” (o meu “mal”). When she is expelled from the shelter of the quotation marks, she 

effectively opens the question of being.  

Although she embodies the danger of a non-critical use of (or a passive position 

of being used by) quotation marks (in Benjamin’s terms), the G. H. of yesterday finds 

some affinity with quotation marks as Edward Said describes them in his book 

Beginnings. Quotation marks, according to Said, are “a constant reminder that writing is 

a form of displacement.” He goes on to explain the violent seizure in which quotation 

marks participate: “For although quotation can take many forms, in every one the 

quoted passage symbolizes other writing as encroachment, as a disturbing force moving 

potentially to take over what is presently being written” (22). The image of seizure that 

Said associates with quotation marks is one that imagines writing as constantly 

threatened by the already-said, which challenges the authority and originality of all 

writing. This image of seizure resonates with the overdetermined inscription through 

which G. H. understood herself as citation. The crucial distinction between Benjamin 

and Said is the difference between quoting and being quoted. In Benjamin’s 

formulation, quoting denotes the strategic use of the past for the living present. In Said’s 

terms, a quoted passage indicates the encroachment of other writing that saps the power 

of the present inscription. Following Said, one might say that a quoted person (like G. 

H.) has been seized and overwritten by the dictates of someone (or something) else. The 

difference is a matter of use or context.  
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In contrast to Said, Benjamin provides a way to understand a strategic use of 

quotations. “Thought fragments,” Arendt tells us, are how Benjamin redirects thought 

through the use of quotations. She says, quoting Benjamin intermittently, that 

quotations “have the double task of interrupting the flow of the presentation with 

‘transcendent force’ (Schriften I, 142-3) and at the same time of concentrating within 

themselves that which is presented” (39). Interrupting and concentrating, this is the 

function of quotation. In her discussion of his use of quotation, Arendt links Benjamin’s 

thieving conception of quotation to his understanding of a changed relationship to 

authority and tradition in the modern period. She argues that Benjamin “had to discover 

new ways of dealing with the past,” which lead to his discovery that “the 

transmissibility of the past had been replaced by its citability and that in place of its 

authority there had arisen a strange power to settle down, piecemeal, in the present and 

to deprive it of ‘peace of mind,’ the mindless peace of complacency” (38). (G. H.’s life 

in quotation embodies this peaceful yet mindless complacency.) Following Benjamin’s 

style of quotation, Arendt continues: 

The discovery of the modern function of quotation, according to 

Benjamin…was born out of despair—not the despair of a past that 

refuses “to throw its light on the future” and lets the human mind 

“wander in darkness” as in Tocqueville, but out of the despair of the 

present and the desire to destroy it; hence their power is “not the strength 

to preserve but to cleanse, to tear out of context, to destroy” (Schriften II, 

192). Still, the discoverers and lovers of this destructive power originally 

were inspired by an entirely different intention, the intention to preserve; 
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and only because they did not let themselves be fooled by the 

professional “preservers” all around them did they finally discover that 

the destructive power of quotations was “the only one which still 

contains the hope that something from this period will survive—for no 

other reason than that it was torn out of it.” (39) 

In this context, G. H.’s comfort within the quotation marks is a measure of “the 

mindless peace of complacency.” Her struggle against them, by contrast, is clearly a 

revolt against the script of the already-said, the threat of mindless, enforced 

preservation. Contrary to blind preservation, the radical potential of quotation can only 

be inspired by destruction. Preservation accomplished through destruction makes 

possible the clearing of the despair of the present. When these seemingly antithetical 

qualities—preservation and destruction—join forces, they are united against 

homogenous empty time. As Benjamin says in Thesis VI of “Theses on the Philosophy 

of History,” “The danger affects both the content of the tradition and its receivers. The 

same threat hangs over both: that of becoming a tool of the ruling classes. In every era 

the attempt must be made anew to wrest tradition away from a conformism that is about 

to overpower it” (255). Quotation then must tear away those who would have it stagnate 

and settle into mindless sedimentation. Echoing the rebellion that Nietzsche advocates 

against the perfunctory preservation of monumental and antiquarian history, the fear of 

tradition falling into the hands of the ruling class is the fear that it would be used as a 

tool to dictate and justify blind conformity to rule assisted by an uncritical deference to 

the historical past. 
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Here Benjamin’s insights permit a different angle of vision into Said’s anguish 

over writing that is always a re-writing: quotation marks also indicate how inscription 

can extend into new domains and permit the elaboration or overturning of the already-

said. To say that all writing is a rewriting does not mean that there is nothing left to say, 

but it does implore us to reorder, reorganize, and reiterate the already-said in order to 

generate different meanings, perspectives, and ways of knowing. Cixous praises 

Lispector’s ability to do exactly this. Lispector, she says, “speak[s] though language has 

already said everything.”20 If everything has already been said, then it is imperative to 

find ways to disrupt its sedimentation and direct it toward other channels. Lispector’s 

technique accomplishes precisely this by embracing fragmentation, syntactical 

rebellion, and intrusive punctuation. 

One way to redirect language is through the change of context. Benjamin’s 

thoughts on the use of quotation can be usefully linked to Derrida’s comments on 

context. Following Derrida, quotation repeats or cites but in a different way than 

Benjamin understands. In “Signature Event Context,” Derrida points out, much like 

Said, that repetition is the very condition of writing. That is, it is only by virtue of its 

own citability that writing can mean across various contexts. He also notes, however, 

that its crossing into other contexts also transforms its signification: 

This is the possibility on which I wish to insist: the possibility of 

extraction and of citational grafting which belong to the structure of 

every mark, spoken or written, and which constitutes every mark as 

writing even before and outside every horizon of semiolinguistic 

                                                
20 See the Introduction to the English translation of Água Viva (Stream of Life). 
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communication; as writing, that is, as a possibility of functioning cut off, 

at a certain point, from its “original” meaning and from its belonging to a 

saturable and constraining context. Every sign, linguistic or 

nonlinguistic, spoken or written (in the current sense of this opposition), 

in a small or large unit, can be cited, put between quotation marks; in so 

doing it can break with every given context, engendering an infinity of 

new contexts in a manner which is absolutely illimitable. This does not 

imply that the mark is valid outside of a context, but on the contrary that 

there are only contexts without any center of absolute anchoring [ancre]. 

This citation, this duplication or duplicity, this iterability of the mark is 

neither an accident nor an anomaly, it is that (normal/abnormal) without 

which a mark could not even have a function called “normal.” What 

would a mark be that could not be cited? Or one whose origins would not 

get lost along the way? (Derrida 320, emphasis in original) 

Strangely, though, the question as to whether quotation marks themselves can be put 

into quotation is not directly considered. Are quotation marks always essentially empty, 

waiting to be filled? Do they signal quotation without signifying anything? In other 

words, can they in and of themselves generate new contexts (in the sense Derrida 

describes above), or are they merely servants of that function? Although they are not 

signs, punctuation marks nonetheless also depend on context, even as context depends 

upon them. Moreover, though they seem to reside in the province of form, punctuation 

also supports content without becoming content. Like Benjamin’s robber, Derrida’s less 

personable “citational grafting” also shows that every mark has a way out of any 
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context. In fact, Derrida goes much farther by suggesting that “there are only contexts” 

and that through quotation the meaning of any linguistic unit is displaced en route to a 

new semantic realm. By breaking from the meaning endowed by one context, quotation 

facilitates the mobility of a linguistic unit—encroachment into another context and the 

participation in another formation of meaning. In addition to echoing Benjamin’s 

comments on the thieving nature of quotation, Derrida adds the insight that what does 

not make sense in one context may only make sense in another. More specifically, 

though a sign may mean in one context, though it has neither referent nor signified (his 

example is taken from Husserl: “the green is or”), it realizes an entirely different 

signifying potential in another linguistic context (using the same example, when 

translated into French the phrase becomes: le vert est òu? “the green is where?” as in 

“where did the green go?” The same words expressed aurally in French generate yet 

another meaning: le verre est où? “the glass is where?”) (319).21 By showing that 

translation can provide new dimensions to words, or sounds, and their capacity for 

signification, Derrida also shows that translation itself is part of communication; thus, 

communication—or really all language—implies some form of translation. This feature 

is also made manifest in the Latin root, translatio, which means to transfer, carryover, 

and displace, suggesting the same kind of movement from one context to another that is 

implied in the operations of quotation. The movement across context that occurs with 

                                                
21 Here is where the question of whether slogans present unique problems for the fertile 
ground of new contexts. That is, as I discussed in the last chapter, does the original 
prick of the slogan “We are all German Jews” retain or renew its sharpness when taken 
up in new contexts (“We are all Americans,” “We are all Armenians,” etc.)? It seems 
that, contrary to renewing the quoted material, the recycled slogan decomposes into 
mere cliché—the dead opposite of the otherwise vivifying environment of new context.  
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quotation and translation also affects a mnemonic cut wherein the previous context and 

its associated meaning are not fully recoverable. The importance of this last point will 

be elaborated when G. H. reenters the discussion.  

The practice of citational grafting assumes a greater urgency when considered in 

the context of the political. For example, citational grafting can perform a subversive 

gesture under regimes of censorship. During the period of the military dictatorship in 

Brazil (1964 – 1985), the Jornal do Brasil remained one of the more outspoken 

newspapers. When the censors blocked the publication of a news item, Jornal do Brasil 

often took creative measures to mark its absence. Rather than swallowing the censor 

line, it registered its indigestion by leaving traces: it would replace the story with a 

recipe, a blatant lie, an outdated article, or simply a blank column. In this way, the 

newspaper used quotation creatively to alert readers to the censor’s action. The reader is 

left to contemplate the absence or note the trace of an unrecoverable story or event. The 

excision of an article from publication severs it from recorded public history, but the 

covering over of this discursive gap leaves a kind of stain that marks that “something 

happened.” Even if retrieving that something is impossible, there is a context that points 

to some of the conditions, coincidental events, and other contingencies that surround it.  

Taking a lesson from how to read censored material is also useful when 

considering Lispector’s writing techniques, as a journalist and ficcionista. It is well 

known that Lispector worked at many newspapers in Brazil under various names and in 

various capacities. However, perhaps because she is considered an “apolitical” writer, 

her work at these journals has remained largely unexamined; that is, even though she 

worked at these news outlets while Brazil was under a military dictatorship, because she 
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is imagined to be “apolitical,” the assumption is that there would be nothing of political 

note in her work. But, Lispector’s work at these newspapers is revealing of how a 

journalist might navigate repressive political (or commercial) dictates. This is especially 

true when one recalls that her journalistic time overlaps with political regimes that 

censored the press in various ways.   

Despite working in a sphere that is not known for valuing the creative use of 

language, Clarice Lispector used her experience as a journalist—during the Vargas 

regime at A Noite then at Jornal do Brasil (she would later work at other newspapers, 

including Diário da Noite, Correio da Manhã, and Manchete)—to refine her ability to 

use language in a precise, condensed way that ensured maximum impact. In other 

words, despite being confined to the undecorated word of news media, she found ways 

to use the language of information against itself. For example, while working at Correio 

da Manhã in 1959 under the pseudonym Helen Palmer she was assigned the column 

“correio feminino.” Because the column was sponsored by the American cosmetics 

company, Pond’s, she was directed to write “subliminal” messages into her columns 

encouraging readers to buy beauty products without mentioning any by name (a Dove 

product would often be advertised on the opposite page). This is an excerpt from one 

such column: 

A boa aparência é uma das coisas importantes para a mulher que 

trabalha. Por isso, não deve faltar em sua bolsa um estojo de pó 

compacto para retocar a “maquillage”. [...] Se o cuidado com a própria 

aparência é obrigatório em qualquer mulher, numa funcionaria zelosa 

ainda o é mais. Sua presença no escritório deve ser motivo de orgulho 
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para seu chefe e prazer para seus colegas. E uma aparência desleixada 

é desagradável para todos. Se você trabalha fora, minha amigo, não se 

esqueça de que tem de enfrentar, diariamente, a concorrência das 

colegas e a critica dos estranhos, e deve estar preparada para enfrentá-

las. Mesmo enquanto toma o seu banho diário, espalhe sobre todo o 

rosto um bom creme especial para pele seca, a fim de evitar que o uso 

constante de cosmético resseque e provoque pequenas rugas precoces 

em seu rosto comprometendo a sua beleza. Retire o creme com um lenço 

de papel antes de fazer o seu “make-up”.22 

This column (see figure one for a reproduction of the column) is instructive not only for 

its none-too-subtle directing of the reader toward new cosmetic commodities, but also 

for the anxieties it manifests about a new class of women joining the workforce and the 

hysterical fears of some that work outside the home would have a deleterious effect on 

their feminine beauty. For a perverse recitation of this script, one need only look to 

Macabéa, the poor, illiterate girl from the Northeast who is the unlikely star in 

Lispector’s A Hora da Estrela. In her misguided desire to be beautiful (a quality she is 

                                                
22 “One of the most important things for a working woman is her good appearance. For 
this reason her purse should never lack a [powder] compact to retouch her ‘makeup.’ 
[…] If care with one’s own appearance is the obligation of any woman, it is even more 
so for a hardworking civil servant. Her presence in the office should be cause for pride 
in her boss and pleasure for her colleagues. And a sloppy appearance is disagreeable to 
all. If you work outside the house, my friend, do not forget that you have to confront 
daily the competition of colleagues and the criticism of strangers, and should you be 
prepared for confronting them. Even while taking your daily bath, use a good face 
cream especially for dry skin. Finally, avoid frequent use of dry cosmetics and those 
that cause little premature wrinkles in your face, compromising your beauty. Reapply 
the cream with a tissue before putting on your ‘make-up’.” Helen Palmer [pseudonym 
for Clarice Lispector], “Correio feminino: Feira de Utilidades.” Reproduced in 
“Clarice jornalista: o ofício paralelo” (n. pag.). All translations mine.  
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painfully aware that she lacks), she emulates her voluptuous, tawdry co-worker Gloria 

(who just stole her boyfriend). Macabéa applies a gruesomely dark lipstick in the 

tarnished mirror of the workplace bathroom. But rather than achieving the desired 

glamour of Marilyn Monroe, “the thick lipstick looked like blood spurting from a nasty 

gash, as if someone had punched her on the mouth and broken her front teeth” (61-62). 

Gloria shrieks with laughter and asks Macabéa if it hurts being ugly. Gloria’s comment 

brutally marks the gulf that separates them economically (Gloria’s family is closer to 

middle class; Macabéa lives in the favelas in a small house with three other women); it 

also points to the distance between the Macabéas in the workforce and the class of 

workers about whom Lispector writes in the correio feminino column. In this sense, 

what is “ugly” is not so much Macabéa as the violent gash that this reveals between the 

rich and the poor. Almost twenty years separates Macabéa from Helen Palmer’s 

column, but the ironic referential quality of Macabea’s cosmetic ineptness in relation to 

the advice column obscenely reveals the artful artifice of make-up and the limits of the 

application of cosmetics to cover blemishes. As an illiterate woman working as a typist 

(a metonym for all the girls from the Northeast who move to Rio de Janeiro for work), 

Macabéa underscores the futile attempts of the poor who blindly copy the signs of 

beauty and success they do not understand and can never attain. In fact, among the 

advertisements that Macabéa collects, her most treasured one (in color!) is an 

advertisement for “…um creme para pele de mulheres que simplesmente não era ela.”23 

In imagining what she might do with luxuries such as face cream, she insists that she 

                                                
23 “…a face cream for women with complexions so very different from her own sallow 
skin” (Hour of the Star 38). 
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would never be so dumb as to squander it by putting it on her skin: “…o creme era tão 

apetitoso que se tivesse dinheiro para comprá-lo não seria boba. Que pele, que nada, 

ela o comeria, isso sim, às colheradas no pote mesmo” (38).24 In this light, as one who 

is not only framed as a trite quotation (a cliché of the nordestina), Macabéa is violently 

circumscribed by a language that simultaneously ridicules her and renders her invisible. 

The illiterate typist is consigned to mindless mimicry and reproduction of linguistic and 

economic systems that exclude her. She could, in fact, be the ugly stepsister of G. H., or 

perhaps she embodies the fate that G. H. avoided: “…tendo aos poucos, por meio de 

dinheiro razoavelmente bem investido, enriquecido o suficiente, isso impediu-me de 

usar essa minha vocação: não pertencesse eu por dinheiro e por cultura à classe a que 

pertenço, e teria normalmente tido o emprego de arrumadeira numa grande casa de 

ricos, onde há muito o que arrumar” (33).25 Instead, G. H. is a sculptor. Her talent for 

organizing is channeled into creating the best aesthetic form; she embodies (quotes 

perfectly) the social norms championed in Helen Palmer’s (alias Clarice Lispector’s) 

column. 

In addition to banal social columns, Lispector also ventured into the deeper 

waters of media politics. While working at Diário do Povo in 1941 she was assigned to 

report on the inauguration of a shelter for homeless women (a cidade das meninas). As  

                                                
24 “The cream looked so appetizing that, were she to find enough money to buy it, she 
wouldn’t be foolish. Never mind her skin! She would eat the cream, she would, in large 
spoonfuls straight from the jar” (Hour 38). 
25 “…since, through reasonably well-placed investments, I have gradually become 
pretty well-off, I’ve been kept from putting that calling into practice: if I hadn’t 
belonged to the class that I do by reason of both money and culture, I would normally 
have had a domestic’s job in some rich people’s great house, where there is a great deal 
to put in order” (The Passion According to G. H. 25). 
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Figure 15: Helen Palmer [Clarice Lispector], “Correio Feminino.”  
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an employee of the Agéncia Nacional (the propaganda and news outlet for the Vargas 

administration) she was expected to generate reports that cast the government in a 

favorable light. The additional challenge accompanying this assignment was that the 

idea for the shelter originated with the first lady, Darcy Vargas.26 But rather than report 

dry observations or glowing language of praise, Lispector uses imagery more likely to 

be found in fiction to evoke the atmosphere of the place from the point of view of the 

5,000 women expected to live there. Titled “Onde se ensinará a ser feliz” (“Where one 

will learn how to be happy”), the dour irony of the piece weighs heavily on the images 

in the “report” of the women who are expected to feel humble gratitude for the rigid 

routine and requirements the shelter imposes on them to make them into proper women. 

The last line of Lispector’s report reads, “As jovens mulheres saberão, então, que delas 

se espera o cumprimento do grave dever de ser feliz.”27   

Perhaps the most well known use of writing as displacement to signal to a 

context other than that which in it finds itself, is allegory. At least two of the children’s 

books that Lispector wrote weave a silent commentary into the text. For example, 

“Quase a verdade” (“Almost True,” 1978), is mediated by multiple narrators, including 

a dog, Ulisses (also the name of Lispector’s dog) who tells a story, which is frequently 

interrupted by birds, to Clarice who translates his barks and types out his story. The 

story Ulisses tells is one in which a fig tree dictator conspires with a witch to make 

night look like day so that all the chickens are tricked into laying eggs constantly, which 

the tree dictator then sells, keeping all of the profits. Two of the chickens, Odissea and 

                                                
26 Cited in “Clarice jornalista” (4). 
27 “The young women would know, then, that for them awaits the fulfillment of the 
serious duty of being happy” (LB 5). 
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Ovídio, figure out that they have been duped. They organize the other chickens to rebel, 

which they do by laying all of their eggs in the tree so that they immediately fall to the 

ground. The narrator anticipates the objection of the reader and asks, “É uma pena 

sacrificar tanto ovo?” and responds by saying, “É, mas às vezes a gente precisa fazer 

um sacrifício.”28 This grand sacrifice effectively breaks the spell and the chickens are 

liberated. They throw a party to celebrate during which they feast on jabuticabas (a kind 

of Brazilian grape). The fruit is unknown to them, and they don’t know what to do with 

its seeds, which are breaking their beaks: “engolir ou ñao engolir o caroço?”29 The 

chickens pose the question to Odissea and Ovidio who don’t know the answer. Ulisses 

also does not know the answer, but is relieved that at least Clarice can transcribe the 

question and thereby displaces the responsibility for answering it onto the reader: “Até 

logo, criança! Engole-se ou não se engole o caroço? Eis a questão.”30 Published during 

the height of the dictatorship, the question is also one that asks whether people will 

“swallow” (accept) the “pits” (corrupt politics) that are fed to them. The motif of 

ingestion, or eating that lacks nourishment, repeats across Lispector’s oeuvre. In “Quase 

a verdade,” the question of ingestion emphasizes the literal and metaphorical hunger 

that plagues Brazil: On the one hand, there is the literal hunger of the impoverished; on 

the other hand there is the metaphorical hunger of the bourgeoisie who gorge 

                                                
28 “Isn’t it a shame to sacrifice so many eggs?” “Yes, but sometimes people need a 
sacrifice.” (All translations of this text are mine.) 
29 “To swallow or not swallow the pit?” 
30 “Very soon, children! Swallow or don’t swallow the pit? That is the question.” Many 
scholars have analyzed Lispector’s frequent use of animals in her stories. For analyses 
of how her chicken characters operate as metaphors for various facets of women’s lives 
see Claire Williams’s The Encounter Between Opposites in the Works of Clarice 
Lispector, Martha Peixoto’s Passionate Fictions, Ranata Wasserman’s “Trabalho de 
Mulher,” and Earl Fitz’s Clarice Lispector. 
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themselves on the new commodities flooding the Brazilian market. Macabéa who 

satisfies her hunger by imagining food and eats mostly hot dogs, coca-cola, and the 

occasional coffee, embodies the literal hunger resulting from malnutrition or just plain 

lack. The metaphorical hunger for freedom is embodied in Joãozinho, the fat and happy 

hero of another children’s story, “O mistério do coelho pensante: Uma estória policial 

para crianças” (“The Mystery of the Thinking Rabbit: A Detective Story for Children,” 

written in 1959 and published in 1969).  

Originally written for her own children, O mistério do coelho pensante is about 

a rabbit who occasionally escapes from his cage. At first his escapes are motivated by a 

search for food. But, after his donos (owners) decide to keep his plate full in order to 

keep him in his cage, his escapes come to be motivated by the desire to look around: 

“Às vezes também joãozinho fugia só para ficar olhando as coisas, já que ninguém 

levava ele para passear. Nessa hora é que virava mesmo um coelho pensante.”31 The 

flights from his cage lead him to discover and think about new things: “Nas suas 

fugidas também descobriu que há coisas que é bom cheirar mas que não são de se 

comer.”32 Early on in the story the narrator discloses that it is through smell that 

Joãozinho comes up with ideas: he sniffs out the truth. Thus, his discovery that not all 

things that smell good are good to eat is also a discovery that not everything is as it 

appears to be. Lispector’s son, Paulo Gurgel Valente, echoes this sentiment. In 

commenting on this story he says, “A história conta — na verdade, não conta, mais 

                                                
31 “Sometimes Joãozinho would also escape just to look around at things, since no one 
was taking him for a walk. During these times he would become a thinking rabbit.” 
32 “In his escapes he would also discover that there are things that smell good but are 
not good to eat.” 
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convida o leitor ou ouvinte a desvendar o enredo—o segredo de um coelho de 

verdade….”33 His comment resonates with the conclusion of the story wherein the 

character, Clarice, says, “Se você quiser adivinhar o mistério, Paulinho, experimente 

você mesmo franzir o nariz para ver se dá certo.34  

The political importance of the story is also made clear in the preface where 

Lispector addresses the young readers, “Como a história foi escrita para exclusivo uso 

doméstico, deixei todas as entrelinhas para as explicações orais. Peco desculpas a pais 

e mães, tios e tias, e avós, pela contribuição forcada que serão obrigados a dar. Mas 

pelo posso garantir, por experiência própria, que a parte oral desta historia é o melhor 

dela.... Aliás, esse ‘mistério’ é mais uma conversa íntima do que uma história.”35 

Lispector’s claim that the story was merely for “domestic use” might gesture to the 

domestic scene of the home as well as the domestic of the nation. With regard to the 

contemporary historical context, such a comment would point to the increasingly 

tumultuous political climate of Brazil. In the years leading up to the writing of the story 

in 1959 and its subsequent publication in 1967, Brazil would have seen Vargas’s second 

presidency (commencing in 1951) and his suicide (1954), seven presidents and then the 

military coup of 1964, which unseated Goulart (elected in 1961), three more presidents 

ending with Artur da Costa e Silva (in 1967) and the beginning of the most oppressive 

                                                
33  “This story tells—in truth, it doesn’t tell, it invites the reader or listener to solve the 
intrigue—the secret of a real rabbit…” (LB 46). 
34 “If you want to guess at the real mystery, little Paulo, try to sniff it out with your own 
nose to see if it’s true.” (O mistério do coelho pensante) 
35 “Since the story was written exclusively for domestic use, I left out all the reading 
between the lines work [the interpretations] for the oral explanations. I ask forgiveness 
from the fathers and mothers, uncles and aunts, and grandparents for the forced 
contributions they will be obliged to give…. Besides, that ‘mystery’ is more an intimate 
conversation that a story.” (O mistério) 
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stage of the military dictatorship. The mystery that lies “between the lines” thus appears 

as a suggestion to look beyond the linha dura (hard line) of the current political 

regimes.36 Just as G. H. discovers the difficult freedom of the unquoted world, so the 

rabbit only discovers that he can think when he learns to escape his cage. The radical 

displacements of context, from text to home to nation, gives way to a transformed view 

of the political strata of the story. This is the process by which the mystery is given 

voice; the silence of political repression gives way to its second life: critique. 

In both of these children stories one can see the motif of the home that becomes 

a prison—in Quase a Verdade the dictator emerges full grown (the fig tree) right in the 

neighbor’s backyard, and in “O mistério do coelho pensante” the home and the cage are 

one and the same. In addition, the metaphor of ingestion appears in both stories. 

Importantly, food in these various stories is not eaten: The doctor is baffled at 

Macabéa’s inadvertant and constant dieting; the chickens squander their eggs (which 

stand in for food, commodites and profit, and chick-children); and a sated Joãozinho 

still gets cravings for freedom. With G. H. the cockroach is obviously not food, but 

there is also another turn of the screw: The food motif is transmuted through the 

cockroach, which is a sacreligious substitution for the eucharist, and is definitely not 

kosher. To swallow or not to swallow: Ingestion becomes a matter of critical 

transformation. 

* 

                                                
36 Earl Fitz also notes that the “domestic use” of which Lispector speaks likely points to 
the contemporary Brazilian political climate rather than merely the individual or private 
home (125).  
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One might also consider how other literary genres utilize strategies like those of 

quotation marks or similar citational practices. Allegory, for instance, typically uses 

language as a kind of two-way mirror wherein only a privileged view will grant access 

to the whole scene. Allegory is often deployed in this way as a cover that permits the 

relatively safe examination of a politically contentious moment through devices of 

artifice. Theater has its own repertoire of devices able to communicate a message 

subversively to its audience. Speaking of theater groups that employed Brechtian 

techniques of gestus, Brazilian writer Roberto Schwarz comments, “necessarily oblique 

language has the value of its own cunning, which is a political value. Its lack of fit is 

simply a sensible way of replying to the reality of police repression” (149). This 

insertion of a contemporary reference to political figures or events forges a direct and 

timely connection to audiences even as it jars them out of a passive spectator position. 

The insertion of politically-charged shards of contemporary events tears the fabric of 

the theatrical story and suggests there may be homologous “holes” in other (historical) 

stories. Importantly, Brechtian gestus does not try to fill the hole; rather, the interjected 

quotation interleaves a space for unscripted and creative participation—by the actors 

and by the audience. Schwarz notes that the “the importance of public genres, of 

theatre, advertisements, popular music, cinema and journalism… transformed this 

climate [just after the 1964 coup] into something like a demonstration or a party” (146).  

Augusto Boal, before being kidnapped by the Brazilian military regime, 

tortured, and then exiled to Argentina (in 1971), was the theater director of the Teatro 

de Arena in São Paulo. Even before he went on to develop fully his philosophy of a 

Theater of the Oppressed (inspired by a combination of Brechtian techniques and Paulo 
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Freire’s pedagogy of the oppressed), Boal was involved in creating revolutionary 

theatrical productions. With strong alliances to students and popular music of the time 

(under the influence of tropicalismo) Boal’s style of theater was less faithful to 

established theatrical conventions and leaned instead toward improvisation and political 

provocation. Because of its flexibility, which enabled it to mix old forms or stock 

characters with current events, the theater in the 1960s was able to establish a cultural 

common ground so that “[i]f in the middle of the disgusting tirade of a villain there 

suddenly poked out phrases from the latest presidential speech, the delight brought the 

house down” (Schwartz 147, emphasis added). As a form of interruption, this 

adaptation of Brechtian technique shows how gestus is an art of quotation that harnesses 

the power of the punctum—this technique inserts politics into every crevice and is 

designed to prick the audiences, unseating them from passive theater experiences. As 

Benjamin observes, speaking of Brecht, “Every spectator is enabled to become a 

participant” (152). As a near inversion of the strategy used by Jornal do Brasil—where 

the creative block inserted in place of the censored material displaces the “real” of the 

story—the quotations that “poke out” in these theatrical productions show the “real” 

penetrating the imaginative scene of the show. In this way, the theater “unleashed 

exciting, imaginary battles against inequality, the dictatorship and the United States. 

They established the conviction that what is poetic and alive, today, is the struggle 

against capitalism and imperialism” (146). Schwarz is quick to point out the ambivalent 

nature of such exchanges, which “sold indulgences of political emotion to the middle 

class” (145). But even as the efficacy of these theatrical techniques of quotation may 

have clear limitations, such creative responses to political repression nevertheless 
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demonstrate important alliances between aesthetical and political resistance that are 

especially important in expressing what cannot be explicitly stated in another form. 

Similarly, one could also approach A Paixão Segundo G. H., and Lispector’s 

work more generally, by focusing on the references—implicit quotations—to other 

literary work, overt and implied. The most obvious allusion in A Paixão Segundo G. H. 

is to Franz Kafka’s “The Metamorphosis.” But the title also invokes The Passion of the 

Christ. Similarly, many scholars have commented on the title of Lispector’s first book, 

Perto da coração selvagem (Near to the Wild Heart), which is a line taken from James 

Joyce’s A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man. Although Lispector claims not to have 

read Joyce (actually, she claims she found him boring), and reports that her friend Lúcio 

Cardoso recommended the title to her,37 the reference serves as a reminder that 

language and literature cite compulsively.  

Critics also observe other unmarked quotations in Lispector’s work. For 

example, some scholars suggest that the scene with the fortuneteller toward the end of A 

Hora da Estrela was inspired by Joaquim Maria Machado de Assis’s short story, “A 

Cartomante” (“The Fortuneteller”).38 Machado de Assis, one of Brazil’s most renowned 

                                                
37 See Giovanni Pontiero’s Afterword to the English translation of Near to the Wild 
Heart. 
38 See Maria José Someriate Barbosa’s Clarice Lispector: Mutações Faiscantes (104). 
Also, the “Folha de Rosto” of Cadernos de Literatura Brasileira: Clarice Lispector 
states: “No mais brasileiro de seus trabalhos, que comporta, como todas as obras-
primas, uma variada gama de interpretações, Clarice Lispector estabelece um diálogo 
com ninguém menos de que o maior dos autores nacionais: Machado de Assis. É algo 
machadiano o desfecho da novela, em que a ficcionista, inicialmente motivada por sua 
própria experiência com a quiromancia, entrega a vida de sua personagem—ela 
morrerá—nas mãos de uma cartomante...” (LB 7). [In the most Brazilian of her work, 
which bears, like all masterpieces, a wide range of interpretations, Clarice Lispector 
establishes a dialogue with no one less than the greatest of [Brazilian] national authors: 
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writers, should not only be credited with generating some of the most innovative fiction 

in Brazil, but also with forging the way that Brazilian literature harnesses the creative 

vigor of punctuation. He employed his own art of quotation in “A Cartomante,” which 

begins with an unacknowledged citation of Shakespeare’s Hamlet: “Hamlet observa a 

Horácio que há mais coisas no céu e na terra do que sonha a nossa filosofia.”39 But he 

also, much more radically, penned one of the most brilliant dialogues in which the 

emotive force of punctuation bursts through, shattering any allegiance to its stoic 

structuring rank. It is also possible that the discontinuous-continuity of the chapters in A 

Paixão take inspiration from Chapter 55 of Machado de Assis’s Memórias Póstumas de 

Brás Cubas, which takes its title from the final line of the preceding chapter: “O velho 

Diálogo de Adão e Eva” (“The Old Dialogue of Adam and Eve”). As the title suggests, 

the “dialogue” is highly erotic in nature. Its exceptionality, however, comes from how 

the eroticism is conveyed wordlessly—the ardor is pointed to solely through 

punctuation.40  

Brás Cubas . . . . . ? 

Virgília . . . . . . 

Brás Cubas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Virgília . . . . . . ! 

Brás Cubas . . . . . . . 

                                                                                                                                          
Machado de Assis. In the rather machadian outcome of the novella [The Hour of the 
Star], in which the novelist, initially motivated by her own experience with a 
fortuneteller, delivers the life of her character—she will die—into the hands of a 
fortuneteller…”] 
39 “Hamlet observed to Horacio that there are more things in heaven and earth than are 
dreamed in our philosophy” (“A Cartomante”). 
40 One cannot help but see this as a precursor to the popular “emoticons” of today. 
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Virgília . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Brás Cubas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Virgília . . . . . . . 

Brás Cubas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ! . . . . . . . . ! . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ! 

Virgília . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ? 

Brás Cubas . . . . . . . ! 

Virgília . . . . . . . ! 

If there is a case to be made for the trans-linguistic force of punctuation, it should 

certainly start here. 

Because of the prominent place he holds in Brazilian literary history, it is worth 

mentioning a few details about Machado de Assis and his technological milieu. Writing 

at the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth century, his style has 

notoriously challenged generic categories, but it is generally agreed that his way of 

writing was opposed to the realism of the day. He worked at several newspapers and 

worked as a typesetter for “the most important Brazilian publisher of the nineteenth 

century” (Hallewell 91).41 Since printing presses were prohibited in Brazil while it was 

under colonial rule, (a few presses from the Jesuits and Dutch remained in various 

places throughout the country, but they were rapidly falling into disrepair), it was not 

until 1808 when the Portuguese monarchy fled to Brazil that printing was legalized. 

This partially explains why the creation of a significant printing industry in Brazil was 

                                                
41 Machado de Assis was an apprentice at the Typographia nacional and, according to 
Hallewell, drew on this knowledge to oversee the printing of the serial version of his 
Quincas Borba in A estação (113). 
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slow to emerge. One study notes that on the eve of Independence (1822) Brazil had only 

seven “establishments” (bookshops or printing presses) compared to, for example, the 

480 bookshops and 850 printing presses in Paris in the same period (Hallewell 36). 

During the 1940s and 1950s there were still only about 30 establishments throughout 

the entire country. The printing press was thus a novelty throughout the nineteenth 

century; only the educated elite read, which also meant that printing houses were often 

meeting places for intellectuals.  

If one considers the possibility that Emily Dickinson’s avoidance of print might 

be partially attributed to the concern that her distinct marking practices would be 

destroyed with typeset, Machado de Assis is an interesting counter-example as one 

whose proximity to the printing industry facilitated his creative “mis-use” of 

punctuation and typeface, which is certainly bound up with his anti-mimetic prose. 

Although critics have commented upon Lispector’s singular style and her revolutionary 

use of the Portuguese language,42 she deserves recognition within a genealogy of 

writers that can trace a jagged yet kindred line back to Machado de Assis. And just as 

Machado de Assis’s experiments with typographic layout coincide with the uneven 

emergence of standardization for grammar and punctuation in print culture, Lispector’s 

manuscripts register profound social, political, and technological shifts influenced by 

her working conditions. 

With this in mind, Lispector’s work as a translator of books from English into 

Portuguese deserves attention. Among the writers she translated is Edgar Allen Poe. 

                                                
42 Carlos Mendes de Sousa, for example, says, “Clarice Lispector é a primeira mais 
radical afirmação de um não-lugar na literatura brasileira” (LB 140). [“Clarice 
Lispector is the most radical affirmation of a no-place in Brazilian literature.”] 
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And while she may not have translated this particular text by Poe, his comments on 

punctuation, on the dash specifically, finds an undeniable affinity with her use of it. The 

accepted understanding of the dash is that it indicates an interruption or a break (one 

stronger than those marked by commas, periods, or parentheses) or it may, like a colon, 

introduce a series or a list; more rarely, dashes can mark a quotation (these are called 

quotation dashes). Among novelists, the dash was a favored mark for Lawrence Sterne 

when he wrote Tristam Shandy, and I discussed in chapter one how Emily Dickinson 

pulled on the varied expressive qualities of the dash for her poetry. But to my 

knowledge, no one has expressed a more strongly worded opinion about the dash than 

Poe: 

… let me observe that the printer may always ascertain when the dash of 

the MS. is properly and when improperly employed, by bearing in mind 

that this point represents a second thought—an emendation. In using it 

just above I have exemplified its use. The words “an emendation” are, 

speaking with reference to grammatical construction, put in apposition 

with the words “a second thought.” […] The dash gives the reader a 

choice between two, or among three or more expressions, one of which 

may be more forcible than another, but all of which help out the idea. 

[…] This force it has—and this force no other point can have; since all 

other points have well-understood uses quite different from this. 

Therefore, the dash cannot be dispensed with.43 

                                                
43 From “Marginalia.” 
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While Poe’s comments are forcefully expressed, they do endorse a relatively 

unadventurous use of the dash (his fervor seems more directed to the intervention of 

editors or printer more than an expression of veneration for the dash per se). But one of 

the liveliest features of the dash that he mentions, its polysemantic potential (“the dash 

gives the reader a choice between two, or among three or more expressions… but all of 

which help out the idea”) holds true for both Emily Dickinson and Clarice Lispector. 

Interestingly, the dash, like quotation marks, are relatively new additions to the 

punctuation system—arriving as late as the eighteenth century. Most punctuation 

systems that derive from Latin relied primarily on a system of points (which would 

become commas, periods, colons, etc.) until around the twelfth century. The dash 

deviates from these pointing systems and, strangely, receives the least amount of 

attention by Parkes in his study. He notes that it was called a planus and was used when 

“the sense is complete” in contrast to the virgula standing upright (/), which was used to 

indicate that the sense is incomplete (45).44 Parkes does not mention the dash again until 

he discusses “the mimetic ambitions of the novelist and the exploitation of the 

pragmatics of the written medium” (92). He first credits Samuel Richardson (“a master 

printer as well as a novelist”) with introducing the dash and “a series of points to 

indicate those hesitations and sudden changes in the direction of thought associated with 

spoken discourse” (93). He then notes Jane Austen’s use of quotation marks to indicate 

indirect speech, which would “foster the illusion of ‘sentimental realism’” (93). 

Although relatively new, by the early twentieth century, Parkes argues, writers could 

                                                
44 Parkes notes that Buoncompagno (1165-1240), in contrast to most theorists of his 
time, preferred to use only these two marks of punctuation. 
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rely on readers’ familiarity with the conventions and expectations of punctuation 

enough to break the conventions, which point to a writer’s experimentation as much as 

it points to their reliance on the reader’s knowledge of the rules they are breaking. He 

cites Dorothy Richardson’s Interim (1919) and Virginia Woolf’s Mrs. Dalloway (1925) 

as examples, both of which aim to “create the illusion of a continuous ‘stream of 

consciousness’” (94). In the passages he cites from both novels, it is clear that the dash 

and quotation marks are the two marks most frequently used in these experiments. It is, 

perhaps, their desire to relay “a rather self-conscious message about the consciousness 

of self.” But, and here is where the limitations of Parkes’s literary analyses reveal their 

insufficiency, he does not, as he does so carefully in other sections of the book, discuss 

the historical context in which these changes are occurring (nor does he seem to think it 

noteworthy that, in contrast to most of his examples through his study, those that he 

uses to discuss the most modern innovations are drawn from writing by women). In 

view of this history, what I find interesting is that quotation marks and the dash are two 

of the “youngest” punctuation marks and have been two of the most popular in creative 

experiments with punctuation. It is also notable that, in Portuguese, as in French, both 

marks can be used to signal quoted speech. In A Paixão Segundo G. H., Lispector uses 

dashes and quotation marks to indicate speech; she also uses quotation marks to offset 

certain words for emphasis and she uses multiple dashes in a manner that may very well 

be unprecedented. What is most confusing in A Paixão is that the way dashes and 

quotation marks are used interchangeably make it difficult at times to distinguish G. 

H.’s internal dialogue from her (direct) address to the reader, which occurs frequently 

and is sometimes not marked by any punctuation at all. Compare, for example, the 
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following two instances: in the last line of one chapter, which is the first line of the 

subsequent chapter, it is written (without any punctuation marks except the colon), “Dá-

me a tua mão:” (98).45 Two paragraphs later it is written, “—Sei, é ruim segurar minha 

mão” (98).46 The lack of consistency in which marks (or whether any marks) will be 

used to denote quotation or the narrator’s intrusion or the difference between thought 

and speech demonstrates how the two marks work together and in tension with one 

another to convey (or show the failure to convey) an inexpressible experience. 

* 

Breaking In, or Out 

The dashes that cut into A Paixão Segundo G. H. violently initiate the reader’s 

entry into the text in much the same way G. H.’s entry into the maid’s room violently 

expunges her from her quotation mark sanctuary. A few hours after the maid quits, G. 

H. ventures into her room, which had doubled as a storage closet, with the happy 

expectation of having to clean it. Instead, she finds that the maid has left the room 

impeccably clean; she had also taken the liberty of making the room her own.47 G. H. 

feels that the room repels her; it also disconcerts her to realize that the room contradicts 

                                                
45 “Give me your hand:” (90, no quotation marks in the original or the translation). 
46 “I know, it’s awful to hold my hand” (90, no quotation marks in the original or the 
translation). 
47 Although some of what follows includes a discussion of G. H.’s relationship to her 
maid, a lot more could be said about her, especially as she is the only person named in 
the text. Some critics believe that her name refers to Janaína, another name for the 
Yoruba goddess of the sea, Iemanjá. For a brief analysis of this connection in relation to 
race see Renata Ruth Mautner Wasserman’s book, Central at the Margins (183). In a 
different parlance, one might say that the maid is an absent cause immanent in its 
effects because she is both the catalyst for the experience G. H. undergoes and because 
it is through the maid’s marks (the mural, the arrangement of the room, and her qualities 
as a worker and former employee) that G. H. encounters a foreign, expansive 
articulation of the world.  
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the sterile order of the rest of her house, which is likewise a quotation of herself: “A 

espirituosa elegância de minha casa vem de que tudo aqui está entre aspas. Por 

honestidade com uma verdadeira autoria, eu cito o mundo… (31).48 She ruminates on 

the contrariness of the maid’s room: “O quarto era o oposto do que eu criara em minha 

casa, o oposto da suave beleza que resultara de meu talento de arrumar, de meu talento 

de viver, o oposto de minha ironia serena, de minha doce e isenta ironia: era uma 

violentação das minhas aspas, das aspas que faziam de mim uma citação de mim (42).49  

G. H. suddenly discovers in the silent, contrary order of the room a mural etched 

on the wall by the maid in lucid anger. G. H. reports that her “mal-estar era de algum 

modo divertido” as it never occurred to her that “na mudez de Janair, pudesse ter 

havido uma censura à [sua] vida, que devia ter sido chamada pelo seu silêncio de ‘uma 

vida de homens’” (40).50 G. H. nervously surveys the nearly life-size figures, “o 

contorno a carvão de um homem nu, de uma mulher nua, e de um cão que era mais nu 

do que um cão…. eram os contornos de uma nudez vazia” (39).51 She realizes that “O 

desenho não era um ornamento: era uma escrita” and she quickly understands it as the 

maid’s summary citation of her life, “como mensagem bruta,” that soundly contradicts 

                                                
48 “My home’s witty elegance comes from the fact that everything here is in quotation 
marks. To be honest about true authorship, I cite the world” (23). 
49 “The room was the opposite of what I had created in my home, the opposite of the 
gentle beauty that came from my talent for arrangement… it was a violation of my 
quotation marks, the quotation marks that made me a reference to myself” (34). The 
violence of the violation comes through forcefully in the choice of the word 
“violentação” over “violação.” Violentação, which may signify ravishment or even 
rape, also visually appears as a mash-up of violenta (violence) and ação (action).  
50 “…discomfort was somehow amusing… in Janair’s silence there might have been a 
criticism of [her] life-style, which her silence must have labeled ‘a man’s life’” (32). 
51 “a charcoal outline of a nude man, a nude woman, and a dog more nude than dogs 
really are…. they were the shapes of empty nudity” (31). 
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her apartment’s citation of herself (40).52 Catching sight of herself through the maid’s 

gaze presents her with an image of herself she had never considered. Since the maid had 

been nearly invisible to her (she had nearly forgotten her name and face within the few 

hours since she had left), the idea that the maid had developed such a hatred for her 

came as an indigestible shock.  

G. H. had been self-referential—self-centered and redundant; but once G. H. 

enters the room the maid appears as a strange doubling and distortion of her. The maid’s 

amateurish mural acts as a counterpoint explicitly challenging G. H.’s profession as a 

sculptor. And the duplicating of artistic practice reminds the reader of G. H.’s 

rumination that she would have been a maid had she not benefitted from her well-placed 

investments. But their use of different media—one two-dimensional, the other three-

dimensional—also points to the asymmetry of their socio-economic positions. They are 

thus doubles in a sense, but not mirrors of one another. Sculpting and drawing are two 

of the many references to aesthetic form throughout the text that extend the motif of 

chaos and form. For instance, G. H. ponders the unoriginality of her photographs and 

realizes that every photograph of her shows the same image, which is one that fixes her 

in the gaze of others of her same social class: “Era o que os outros sempre me haviam 

visto ser, e assim eu me conhecia” (23-24).53 But the unoriginality of the ontological 

and representational dimensions of her life is becoming painfully clear. She muses, 

                                                
52 “The drawing was not a decoration, it was writing…. a crude message” (32).  
53 “I was what others had always seen me as, and that was the way I knew myself” (15-
16).  
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“...todos os retratos de pessoas são um retrato de Mona Lisa” (27).54 The reference to 

what might rightly be considered the most famous painting of the most iconic and (it is 

often said) most enigmatic woman in the world suggests more than a simple redundancy 

or reproduction of portraiture. It asserts the derivative quality of all photographs 

(implicitly disparaging it as an art form). It also suggests that this idealized feminine 

image obscures any other representation of G. H. while simultaneously negating her 

femininity to the point that she imagines Janair sees her life “as a man’s life.” That her 

financial and domestic independence would read as masculine echoes the social 

concerns Lispector treated in her social columns of the 1950s about work and the 

maintenance of femininity. But, rather than confirm these fears, the commonplaceness 

of mass-reproduced Mona Lisas implies yet another articulation of her life as citation, 

specifically one that makes her into a mute image of blind conformity to aesthetic and 

gender ideals. When she confesses that she has always kept one quotation mark to her 

left and another to her right, she also recognizes that she was literally a product: “…uma 

vida inexistente me possuía toda e me ocupava como uma invenção” (31).55 She was, 

like her apartment building, a mass-produced object: “O bojo de meu edifício era como 

uma usina. A miniatura de grandeza de um panorama de gargantas e canyons: ali 

fumando, como se estivesse no pico de uma montanha, eu olhava a vista, provavelmente 

com o mesmo olhar inexpressivo de minhas fotografias” (35).56 The apartment turned 

                                                
54 “…all portraits of people are a portrait of the Mona Lisa” (19). Translation modified 
to emphasize the repetition of the word “retrato” and the awkward construction of the 
sentence.  
55 “…a nonexistent life completely possessed me, occupied me like an invention” (23). 
56 “My building’s mass was like a factory’s. The miniature of a vast landscape of 
passages and canyons: smoking there, as though on a mountaintop, I looked out over the 
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out ready-made images, and she was a ready-made image herself: “Até agora achar-me 

era já ter uma idéia de pessoa e nela me engastar…” (12).57  

The prison motif that links the quotation marks, the apartment-factory, and the 

photographs also figures in the nature and function of the name. G. H.’s many 

meditations on the name suggests her questioning of the naming function of all words. 

She is especially concerned with how the arbitrary-turned-conventional word form 

obscures the thing itself: “Mas é a mim que caberá impedir-me de dar nome à coisa. O 

nome é um acrescimo, e impede o contato com a coisa. O nome da coisa é um intervalo 

para a coisa. A vontade do acrescimo é grande—porque a coisa nua é tão tediosa” 

(139-140).58 She realizes that what she had called “me” was an accretion to herself: “ 

‘eu’ era um acrescimo de mim” (173).59 She is, in fact, reducible to a set of initials: 

“…eu havia me transformado na pessoa que tem o meu nome. E acabei sendo o meu 

nome. É suficiente ver no couro de minhas valises as iniciais G. H., e eis-me” (25).60 

Since the communiqué that is this text consists of G. H.’s attempt to relay her 

experience, it is worth reflecting on the significance of these initials. Specifically, the 

                                                                                                                                          
view, probably with the same inexpressive gaze that could be seen in the photographs of 
me…. What I was seeing in the monstrous, machine insides that was the inside area of 
my building, what I was seeing were things that had been made…” (27-28). 
57 “Up to now, finding myself was having a ready-made person-idea and mounting 
myself inside it…” (4). 
58 “But it is I who should keep myself from giving the thing a name. A name is an 
accretion, and it inhibits contact with the thing. The name of the thing is an interval for 
the thing. The will to accretion is great…because bare things are so tedious” (133, 
translation modified). The English translation replaces the dash in the Portuguese with 
an ellipsis.  
59  “…‘me’ was an accretion to myself” (167). 
60 “…I had transformed myself little by little into the person who bears my name. And I 
ended up being my name. All you need to do is see the initials G. H. in the leather of 
my luggage to know that that’s me” (17). 
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suggestion that the initials G. H. may be an abbreviation for gênero humano 

(humankind) is revealing of the fact that G. H. is more of a figure than a character.61  

The action of naming is also featured prominently in Emily Dickinson’s poems, 

and the truncated or abbreviated name appears often enough in Marguerite Duras’s 

work (e.g., Emily L., Le Ravissment de Lol V. Stein) that it is worth considering the kind 

of commentary on the name that this might suggest.62 In all of these cases the name is 

intimately tied to questions of identity, often an identity specifically marked as 

feminine. In addition to this facet of the name, Cixous recalls Mallarmé’s comments on 

the act of naming, which, he says, “deprives the referent of the poetic qualities that 

reside in it prior to its designation or placement in a social body or in a scheme of 

history.63 Adorno further illuminates the specific relationship of the name to 

punctuation when he says, “The less punctuation marks, taken in isolation, convey 

meaning or expression and the more they constitute the opposite pole in language to 

names, the more each of them acquires a definitive physiognomic status of its own, an 

expression of its own, which cannot be separated from its syntactic function but is by no 

                                                
61 Several scholars have made this argument. Claire Williams proposes this reading in 
her essay, “The Passion According to G. H. by Clarice Lispector.” She also cites Michel 
Peterson who suggests that G. H. is the “figuration de genre humain (gênero humano) 
dans sa totalité anonyme.” And she mentions José Américo Motto Pessanha’s proposal 
that G. H. stands for “Gente Heróica” (heroic race/people), which is less compelling 
given the avowedly anti-heroic quality of the text in terms of its story and its explicit 
engagement with the idea of the anti-hero (256). 
62 The name, in fact, deserves a lot more elaboration that can be examined in the scope 
of this project. Naming is vitally important in Détruire dit-elle (“Je m’appelle Stein. Je 
suis juif”), which I examine in the chapter two. And it has a complicated significance in 
Emily Dickinson’s work as evidenced by the poem “The Name – of it – is ‘Autumn,’” 
which I examine in chapter one. There are numerous other examples: “I died for 
Beauty”; “‘Arcturus’ is his other name”; “I am alive – I guess”; “I got so I could take 
his name”; “I’m nobody! Who are you?” (to name but a handful). 
63 Quoted in the Introduction to Reading with Lispector (ix). 
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means exhausted by it” (91). In this view punctuation is a quality with its own mode of 

expression, which resists the sedimentation imposed by words in general and the name 

most violently.64 Initials, then, placed side by side the capture by the name and the 

polysemic power of punctuation. Thus, G. H. is like an equation that expands and 

contracts between the letters and punctuation marks, naming and un-naming at once. 

This extends to the realization that G. H.’s plight is a metonym for the condition of 

being human. This line of thought would also see G. H.’s metaphysical journey as a 

reenactment of the fall, a reading that finds support throughout the story: “Caindo 

séculos dentro de uma lama—era lama, e nem sequer lama já seca mas lama ainda 

úmida e ainda viva, era uma lama onde se remexiam com lentidão insuportável as 

raízes de minha identidade” (57).65 The crucial difference in this reenactment of the fall 

is evident in its lateral direction, which shifts the center of gravity—a radically 

blasphemous gesture. 

The first time G. H. mentions the name it is to say that “É proibido dizer o nome 

da vida. E eu quase o disse” (16).66 To say the name of life would be to touch life itself, 

and such unmediated access must remain solely in the province of the divine. But this is 

precisely what G. H. does. In appropriating the story of The Passion of the Christ (one 

possible titular reference), G. H. pluralizes Christ’s passion, and makes it accessible and 

                                                
64 Gertrude Stein expresses the same sentiment with regard to nouns in her “Poetry and 
Grammar.” 
65 “…I shrinking centuries and centuries deep in mud—it was mud, and not even dried 
mud but mud still wet, still alive, it was an ooze in which the roots of my identity were 
twisting about with intolerable slowness” (49). 
66 “Saying name of life is forbidden. And I almost said it” (7). 
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constitutive of everyone: “A condição humana é a paixão de Cristo” (175).67 According 

to the Oxford English Dictionary, the word passion entered common usage through 

reference to The Passion of Christ. Descending from Latin, the word passus stems from 

pati or patior, which originally referred to “what happened” to Jesus, specifically 

connoting the physical suffering and pain that he experienced during the last days of his 

life. The definition has since expanded to include “any strong, controlling, or 

overpowering emotion, as desire, hate, fear, etc.”; a near equivalent to affection. But as 

G. H.’s passion shows, it retains its taste of the sublime, the inexpressible and 

inexplicable. The name crystallizes the singularity of the name as an identity, but G. H. 

appropriates the name of humanity and the power to name in order to give re-birth to 

humanity, thereby destroying the name and its accretions.  

As G. H. authorizes herself to name (and create meaning) she discovers the 

radical interrelatedness of the human and the divine: “Eu estava comendo a mim 

mesma, que também sou matéria viva do sabath” (129-130).68 G. H. finds that life is 

immanent to the divine-real: “Eu que pensara que a maior prova de transmutação de 

mim em mim mesma seria botar na boca a massa branca da barata. E que assim me 

aproximaria do… divino? Do que é real? O divino para mim é o real” (167).69 But it is 

not only out of the mouth (speaking the name of life) that the blasphemous act is 

incarnated; it is also through the mouth that the profane is ingested. The two are united 

in the cockroach: “Essa coisa cujo nome desconheço, era essa coisa que, olhando a 

                                                
67 “The human condition is Christ’s passion” (169). 
68 “I was consuming myself, for I too am living matter of the Sabbath” (122-123). 
69 “I who had thought that the best proof of my internal metamorphosis would be to put 
the cockroach’s white mass into my mouth. And that in that way I would approach… 
the divine? the real? For me the divine is the real” (161, ellipsis in original and English). 
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barata, eu já estava conseguindo chamar sem nome. Era-me nojento o contato com 

essa coisa sem qualidades nem atributos, era repugnante a coisa viva que não tem 

nome, nem gosto, nem cheiro” (86).70  

* 

With the term “story question mark” Hélène Cixous describes the process by 

which a literary text aims to relay an experience or event that cannot be narrated. In 

contrast to conventional stories that tell “what has already happened,” the story question 

mark never actually says “what happened.” A Paixão Segundo G. H. occasions an 

opportunity to reflect upon the inadequacy of words in the face of communicating (a 

singular) experience. The search for an adequate form is dramatized in the opening of 

the story, in the punctuation (the six dashes) and the words (“estou procurando, estou 

procurando. Estou tentando entender. Tentando dar a alguém o que vivi”). This mode 

of beginning stages the problematic of all beginnings: how can one begin to express an 

experience that not only evades all epistemological and hermeneutical frameworks but 

also demands that everything be created anew? One way this problem is worked 

through in A Paixão Segundo G. H. is visible in the confrontation between the dashes 

and the quotation marks. 

When G. H. finally turns her gaze from the mural she focuses on the wardrobe 

as the point where her intense cleaning and reclaiming of the space will begin; but then 

she comes face to face with the cockroach. Another intrusion into her sterile life, the 

                                                
70 “The thing whose name I know not was what, as I sat there looking at the cockroach, 
I was now becoming able to call without a name. Contact with that thing with no 
qualities and no attributes was repugnant to me, the living thing without name or taste 
or smell was disgusting” (78). 
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cockroach conjures her “arcaico horror por baratas,” which is at least partially 

connected to “a lembrança de [sua] pobreza em criança, com percevejos, goteiras, 

baratas e ratos, era de como um [seu] passado pré-histórico…” (47-48).71 In her dread 

she attempts to smash it in the door of the wardrobe: 

Sem nenhum pudor, comovida com minha entrega ao que é o 

mal, sem nenhum pudor, comovida, grata, pela primeira vez eu 

estava sendo a desconhecida que eu era — só que desconhecer-

me não me impediria mais, a verdade já me ultrapassara: 

levantei a mão como para um juramento, e num só golpe fechei a 

porta sobre o corpo meio emergido da barata — — — — — — — 

— — — — — — — — 72  

But, instead of dying, the cockroach remains half in and half out of the wardrobe. From 

this point on, the story consists of G. H. meditating on the cockroach split in half by the 

wardrobe door and the white ooze that it begins to emit.  

I have argued that the six dashes at the beginning of the story figure as a kind of 

cutting into the story—a figuration of interruption in place of a (traditional) beginning. 

But that function does not seem to describe how they appear in this passage. Similar to 

the beginning, the dashes may transcribe the way that the crack in the cockroach’s back 

                                                
71 “…primeval horror of cockroaches…. the recollection of [her] childhood poverty, 
with bedbugs, leaky roofs, cockroaches, and rats [which] was like [her] prehistoric 
past…” (39-40). 
72 “Without any reticence at all, moved by my delivery over to what is wicked, without 
any reticence, moved, happy, I was for the first time being the unknown figure that I 
was… but, not knowing myself would no longer be an obstacle for me, the truth had 
just gone beyond the limits of myself: I raised my hand as though to take an oath, and in 
one move I slammed the door on the cockroach’s half-protruding body…” (45, ellipses 
in the English translation replace all the dashes in the Portuguese).  
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comes to figure as an entry point: “A entrada para este quarto só tinha uma passagem, 

e estreita: pela barata” (59).73 But a few uncertainties remain: is the number of dashes 

(fifteen) significant, or does the significance lie in the fact that the dashes go to the end 

of the line? Put another way, are the dashes cosmetic, figural, or performative? It is 

difficult to justify these dashes as rhetorical because they do not suggest any established 

rhetorical form, and they do not seem to evoke a figural meaning—these dashes do not 

seem to conform to any of these available descriptions or guidelines for how to pause or 

break. To the extent that dashes conventionally indicate a linkage and a break, their use 

here might propose an ambiguous kind of pause. Or, more precisely, they may signal an 

indefinite break in time and space. As a graphic rendering of a division they correspond 

to the split in the cockroach’s back, which, G. H. quickly realizes, echoes a split in 

herself: “Já então eu talvez soubesse que não me referia ao que eu fizera à barata mas 

sim a: que fizera eu do mim?” (53).74 The dashes here thus perform multiple 

functions—they sketch the contours of the opening in the cockroach’s, they convey the 

tear through G. H.’s consciousness, sound out the attempt at another kind of 

communication altogether, they are measured out like heartbeats, they make the reader 

traverse a broken path to the next paragraph. 

When she is still meditating on how to begin the untellable tale, G. H. says,  

Mas como me reviver? Se não tenho uma palavra natural a dizer. Terei 

que fazer a palavra como se fosse criar o que me aconteceu? Vou criar o 

                                                
73 “This room had only one way in, and it was a narrow one: through the cockroach” 
(52). 
74 “Could I have known right then that I wasn’t referring to what I had done to the 
cockroach but instead to… what I had done to myself?” (45-46). 
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que me aconteceu....Terei que criar sobre a vida....Criar não é 

imaginação... Entender é uma criação, meu único modo. Precisarei com 

esforço traduzir sinais de telégrafo—traduzir o desconhecido para uma 

língua que desconheço, e sem sequer entender para que valem os 

sinais....Até criar a verdade do que me aconteceu. Ah, será mais um 

grafismo que uma escrita.... Os sinais de telégrafo. O mundo eriçado de 

antenas, e eu captando o sinal. Só poderei fazer a transcrição fonética. 

(21-22).75  

In view of this passage, the dashes might be understood as part of the experience that 

cannot be translated; they are signals that, at best, can be translated into new sounds. 

They thus appear as a graphic rendering of the signals, the trace of an experience that 

remains embodied, the memory of a forgotten experience.  

Although this partial explanation seems the most compelling, it is also possible 

that the dashes render a crude graphic of the cockroach ooze that begins to seep out of 

the cockroach’s back. As will become evident, the passage through the cockroach is 

also the passage into the cockroach: “A passagem estreita fora pela barata difícil, e eu 

me havia esgueirado com nojo através daquele corpo de cascas e lama. E terminara, 

                                                
75 “But how can I relive it? If I don’t have a normal word to say. Shall I have to make 
words as though I were creating what happened to me? I am going to create what 
happened to me.… I shall have to create upon life.… Creation isn’t imagination… 
Understanding is a creation, it’s my only way. I shall have to painstakingly translate 
telegraph signals—translate the unknown into a language that I don’t know, and not 
even understand what the signals amount to.… And I’ll create the truth of what 
happened to me. Oh, it will be more a graphism than a writing... The telegraph signals. 
The world bristling with antennas, and here am I receiving the signal. I’ll be able to do 
only a phonetic transcription” (13-14). (Note the repetition of “more a graphism than a 
writing,” which is how G. H. describes the mural.) 
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também eu toda imunda, por desembocar através dela para o meu passado que era o 

meu contínuo presente e o meu future contínuo—e que hoje e sempre está na parede, e 

minhas quinze milhões de filhas, desde então até eu, também lá estavam” (65).76 In this 

sense, the cockroach is the room—and they merge with G. H. into a timeless, space-

less, immeasurable substance. G. H. comes to believe that the white ooze of the 

cockroach is a new kind of Eucharist, which promises a re-birth unlike any other. 

The union and sacrifice traditionally represented by the Eucharist is replaced by 

the impurity of the cockroach ooze, which likewise triggers a kind of 

transubstantiation.77 The substitution of the cockroach for the Eucharist manifests the 

point of intersection between the The Passion of the Christ subtext and Franz Kafka’s 

“The Metamorphosis.” As I argued above, G. H.’s absorption of the Passion of the 

Christ story pluralizes the singularity of Christ’s Passion and makes it constitutive of 

humankind. Kafka’s story contributes to the theme of transformation, but further 

emphasizes the secular (or blasphemous) key. Like Gregor, G. H. also flees from a 

                                                
76 “The narrow passage had been the daunting cockroach, and I had slipped with disgust 
through that body of scales and ooze. And I had ended up, all impure myself, 
embarking, through it, upon my past, which was my continuous present and my 
continuous future—and which, today and ever, is on the wall, and my fifteen million 
daughters, from that time down to myself, were also there” (57). 
77 For a detailed reading of the interaction between mystical and sacramental traditions 
in this story see Kenneth Krabbenhoft “From Mysticism to Sacrament in A Paixão 
Segundo G. H.” Krabbenhoft argues that the mystical tradition and the sacramental 
tradition are the two “most pervasively influential subtexts” in A Paixão; for him, what 
is significant, is that they run counter to one another. The two traditions are inarguably 
subtexts, and his analysis of them is nuanced and persuasive. Nevertheless, except for a 
passing reference to its “secular key,” Krabbenhoft fails to appreciate the profoundly 
un-Christian spirit of this text. Nelson Vieira offers an interesting counterpoint to 
Krabbenhoft in his essay, which explores themes of Jewish mysticism. See “Clarice 
Lispector: A Jewish Impulse and a Prophecy of Difference.” Krabbenhoft also 
mentions, in passing, that there are strains of Sufism in A Paixão, but he does not 
consider these influences in his analysis. 
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mundane life dictated by the dead time of routine, habit, and expectation. They are both 

confined to rooms, and through the figure of the cockroach they both undergo a 

fantastical transformation that is relayed to the reader via thoughts, feelings, sensations, 

and perceptions. One way in which G. H. diverges from “The Metamorphosis” is 

through its narrative structure, especially its temporality. While both stories present the 

effects of an event that is not explicitly represented or explained, “The Metamorphosis” 

unfolds in a relatively conventional expansion of narrative time, whereas G. H. breaks 

out of predictable narrative time and defies linear temporality.78 However, the real 

difference is that G. H. eats the cockroach rather than becomes one, which suggests a 

different process and significance. For one, it recalls the original transgressive act of 

eating: Eve’s eating of the apple. Like Eve, G. H. gains knowledge of her self through 

this act.79 But the self-knowledge she gains is figured through a radical loss of self. 

Metamorphosis is found through the undelimited expanse of the cockroach. The 

cockroach is described as timeless: “Era uma barata tão velha como salamandras e 

quimeras e grifos e leviatãs. Ela era antiga como uma lenda.”80 It is without form: “Era 

                                                
78 We know that it is around ten in the morning and that she lost her human constitution 
for “hours and hours.” The more common and, in truth, more accurate temporal marker 
is “yesterday” (ontem), which clearly refers to everything that came before what is 
happening now. Yesterday is the absolute yesterday of the old constructs and everything 
from which she is breaking away. 
79 To the extent that this text could be characterized as a quest for self-knowledge, it 
finds company among other stories by Lispector: An Apprenticeship and Near to the 
Wild Heart are the two most obvious examples. Christina Ferreira Pinto proposes an 
extended analysis of Near to the Wild Heart as an example of a Brazilian, feminine 
bildungsroman in her O Bildungsroman feminino: quarto exemplos brasileiros. 
80 “It was a cockroach as old as salamanders, and chimeras, and griffins, and leviathans. 
It was as ancient as a legend” (47). 
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uma cara sem contorno” (55).81 G. H. finds that she is unable to differentiate herself 

from the cockroach: “Não compreendo o que vi. E nem mesmo sei se vi, já que meus 

olhos terminaram não se diferenciando da coisa vista” (15).82 The potential for G. H. to 

emerge from this atemporal-utopic nexus comes to depend upon how she handles this 

undelimited expanse. She recognizes what is at stake: “Uma forma contorna o caos, 

uma forma dá construção à substância amorfa—a visão de uma carne infinita é a visão 

dos loucos, mas se eu cortar a carne em pedaças e distribuí-los pelos dias e pelas 

fomes—então ela não sera mais a perdição e a loucura: sera de novo a vida 

humanizada” (14).83 But the question as to whether (or what kind of) human 

consciousness can accommodate this undelimited expanse remains.  

The reader is aware from fairly early in the story that the eating of the cockroach 

is the crucial event. It is the event that happens before the story begins, but it is also the 

event that the story is moving toward. There are several moments that foreshadow her 

deed. For example, she says, “É que a redenção devia ser na própia coisa. E a 

redenção na própria coisa seria eu botar na boca a massa branco da barata (163-

164).84 G. H. believes that eating the cockroach mass is “the anti-sin,” but she also 

doubts her ability to perform the required task:  

                                                
81 “It was a shapeless face” (47). 
82 “I don’t understand what I saw. I don’t even know if I saw it, since my eyes ended up 
not being separate from what I saw” (7). 
83 “A form gives contours to chaos, gives a construct to amorphous substance…the 
vision of an infinite flesh is a madman’s vision, but if I cut that flesh into pieces and 
spread those pieces over days and famines…then it will no loner be perdition and 
madness: it will be humanized life again” (6). 
84 “For redemption must be in the thing itself. And redemption in the thing itself would 
be my putting into my own mouth the white paste from the cockroach” (157). 
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Só haveria um modo de poder: se eu desse a mim mesma um comando 

hipnótico, e então como que eu me adormeceria e agiria 

sonambulicamente—e quando abrisse os olhos do sono, já teria “feito”, 

e seria como um pesadelo de qual se acorda livre porque foi dormindo 

que se viveu o pior. Mas eu sabia que não era assim que eu deveria 

fazer. Sabia que teria que comer a massa da barata, mas eu toda comer, 

e também o meu próprio medo comê-la. Só assim teria o que de repente 

me pareceu que seria o antipecado: comer a massa da barata é o 

antipecado, pecado seria a minha pureza fácil (164).85 

G. H.’s desire is for her unconscious self to simply take over and do the act 

without her knowing or actually experiencing it. But she also knows that this 

ambivalent desire is inspired by her fear because the experience extracts from 

her nothing less than life itself: “O antipecado. Mas a que preço. Ao preço de 

atravessar uma sensação de morte.”86 She continues in her timorous approach: 

“Levantei-me e avancei de um passo, com a determinação não de uma suicida 

                                                
85 There was only one way I could: if I gave myself a hypnotic command, and then I 
could in effect go to sleep and act as though I were in a sleepwalking trance—and when 
I opened my eyes from that sleep the thing would be “done,” and it would be like a bad 
dream you wake up feeling free from because you were dreaming that your life was so 
much worse. But I knew that I couldn’t do it that way. I knew that I would really have 
to eat the cockroach mass, and all of me eat it, even my very fear eat it. Only then 
would I have what suddenly seemed to me to be the anti-sin: to eat the cockroach mass 
is the anti-sin, sin that would kill myself (157). [The final phrase might also be 
translated: “sin would be my easy purity.”] 
86 “The anti-sin. But at what a price. At the price of my going through the sensation of 
death” (157).  
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mas de uma assassina de mim mesma” (164).87 But in approaching the 

cockroach G. H. is repelled: 

Então avancei.  

Minha alegria e minha vergonha foi ao acordar do desmaio. Não, não 

fora desmaio. Fora mais uma vertigem, pois que eu continuava de pé, 

apoiando a mão no guarda-roupa. Uma vertigem que me fizera perder 

conta dos momentos e do tempo. Mas eu sabia, antes mesmo de pensar, 

que, enquanto me ausentara na vertigem, “alguma coisa se tinha feito.” 

(165-66)88 

“Something had happened”: her conscious self quotes the experience of her semi-

conscious self. A cruder translation of the Portuguese, “alguma coisa se tinha feito” 

might be, “something had been done,” or even (given the ambiguity of the reflexive 

verb), “something had been done to it.” This more unwieldy rendering has the benefit of 

emphasizing the depersonalized nature of the event and stresses the active nature of the 

event in relation to her passive or even unconscious submission.  

While one might be tempted to describe this experience as traumatic, because it 

is not consciously registered, the limits of that concept become immediately apparent 

upon closer examination. The fragments of self that remain after eating the cockroach 

ooze express a truth of being, a seizure of being to be embraced; it is disorganizing, not 

                                                
87 “I arose and took a step forward, with the determination not of someone who is bent 
on suicide but of killing my self” (158, emphasis added; translation modified).  
88 “Then I stepped forward. My happiness and my shame came when I awoke from my 
faint. No, it hadn’t been a faint. It had been more like a dizzy spell, for I was still on my 
feet, my hand propped against the wardrobe. A dizzy spell that had made me lose track 
of the moments, of time. But I knew, even before thinking, that, while I had been gone 
in the dizzy spell, ‘something had happened’” (159).  
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disabling. Like trauma, there is no memory properly speaking; but, unlike trauma, the 

formation of memory is absolutely rejected because the dictates of memory would 

subject the event to the ordering principles of her prior construct. On the edge of 

consciousness, this experience immediately slides toward the abyss of forgetting. The 

fear, contrary to trauma, is that memory will capture the experience and shroud it in the 

language of logic and order. As she indicates from the beginning, any attempt to find a 

place for this experience in memory will inevitably subject it to the syntax and 

interpretive rules of a distorting grammatical and ideological order. To root it in 

memory would return G. H. to her prior organization, that is, it would reinstate the old 

quotation marks. The quotation marks threaten to capture and codify the meaning of her 

experience, but their failure to do so is indicated in the ambiguous word “something.” 

The event has severed the relationship between language and self: “O que vi não é 

organizável. Mas se eu realmente quiser, agora mesmo, ainda poderei traduzir o que eu 

soube em termos mais nossos, em termos humanos, e ainda poderei deixar 

desapercebidas as horas de ontem. Se eu ainda quiser poderei, dentro de nossa 

linguagem, me perguntar de outro modo o que me aconteceu” (68, emphasis added).89 

Whereas the linguistic demands of trauma are entrenched in a desire for narrative and 

linguistic representation, G. H.’s experience is one in which language and 

representation reveal their powers of distortion. Consequently, she can only describe 

what she has experienced by pointing to words that seem to oppose the knowledge and 

                                                
89 “What I have seen is unorganizable. But if I really want to, right now, I can still 
translate it into terms that would be more like ours, into human terms, and I can still put 
aside those hours of yesterday. If I still want to, I can ask myself in another way, a way 
that is within our language, what happened to me” (60, emphasis added). 
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memory embedded in language as she has known it: “O que ainda poderia me salvar 

seria uma entrega à nova ignorância, isso seria possível. Pois ao mesmo tempo que luto 

por saber, minha nova ignorância, que é o esquecimento, tornou-se sagrada.... Embora 

pela primeira vez eu sinta que meu esquecimento esteja enfim ao nível do mundo” 

(16).90 Words like “forgetting” and “ignorance” become sacred because they mark her 

separation from the prison of meaning figured in the quotation marks. 

“Alguma coisa se tinha feito”: at first glance these quotation marks seem to 

cancel out the earlier ones and thereby interrupt the script of her daily life. But these 

quotation marks also tenuously stitch G. H.’s untellable experience to human language. 

The words in the new quotation marks translate the experience into human terms—they 

use language from her previous self and previous life to point to the event. The image of 

herself in quotation marks is displaced, but she is still in the process of recreating the 

experience in a new mode of communication. Importantly, the substitution of 

“something had happened” for the earlier articulation “as though it wasn’t me,” is not a 

substitution of equivalents. The now-visible quotation marks generate a critical distance 

to the material they cite, whereas the old ones masqueraded as her real self. Rather than 

her identity hanging in the balance, she cites the action that has transformed her—she is 

not captured by the quotation marks. The event delivers her over to the limitless 

                                                
90 “What could still save me would be for me to deliver myself over to that new 
ignorance; that would be possible. For all the while that I am struggling to know, my 
new ignorance, which is forgetting, has become sacred…. Although for the first time I 
feel that my forgetting is, in the last analysis, of a piece with the world” (8). 
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potential, which is the chaos of formlessness: “Mas é que também não sei que forma 

dar ao que me aconteceu. E sem dar uma forma, nada me existe” (14).91 

The dashes that cut into and initiate the story, as well as the dashes that end the 

story and return the reader to the introductory marks, carve into the textual space in 

order to enter into a practice of meaning-making in process. As G. H. continues telling 

her story, she becomes less concerned with using preexisting patterns of 

communication. She draws on other modes: telegraph signals from which she can only 

do a phonetic transcription, a sleepwalker’s language, the atonal, or the “radiating 

center of a neutral love in radio waves.” She refuses oppositions, such as that between 

having a unified sense of her body and the infinite expanse offered through sensation or 

affect: “A grandeza infernal da vida: pois nem meu corpo me delimita, a misericórdia 

não vem fazer com que o corpo me delimite. No inferno, o corpo não me delimita, e a 

isso chamo de alma? Viver a vida que não é mais a de meu corpo—a isto eu chamo de 

alma impessoal?” (122).92 And she becomes less and less concerned with transmitting a 

coherent meaning within preordained rules of grammatical order:  

A coisa para mim terá que se reduzir a ser apenas aquilo que rodeia o 

intocável da coisa? Meu Deus, dá-me o que fizeste. Ou já deste? e sou eu 

que não posso dar o passo que me dará o que já fizeste? O que fizeste 

sou eu? e não consigo dar o passo para mim, mim que és Coisa e Tu. 

                                                
91 “But I also don’t know what form to give to what happened to me. And for me 
nothing exists unless I give it a form” (6). 
92 “The Hellish immensity of life: for even my body doesn’t delimit me, compassion 
doesn’t allow my body to delimit me. In Hell, my body doesn’t delimit me, should I call 
that ‘soul’? To live a life that is no longer the life of my body… should I call that 
impersonal ‘soul’?” (115). 
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Dá-me o que és em mim. Dá-me o que és nos outros, Tu és o ele, eu sei, 

eu sei porque quando toco eu vejo o ele. Mas o ele, o homem, cuida do 

que lhe deste e envolve-se num invólucro feito especialmente para eu 

tocar e ver. E eu quero mais do que o invólucro que também amo. Eu 

quero o que eu Te amo. (138).93 

One of the recurring motifs in Lispector’s work is the attempt to break through 

language to get to the thing itself. But rather than trying to transcend language or attain 

a prelinguistic state, Lispector is motivated by the desire to break through the accretions 

that form the sedimentation in language. As G. H. says, “A deseroização de mim mesma 

está minando subterraneamente o meu edifício, cumprindo-se à minha revelia como 

uma vocação ignorada. Até que me seja enfim revelado que a vida em mim não tem o 

meu nome. E eu também não tenho nome, e este é o meu nome” (175).94 The tilling of 

language to get beneath the edifice is a project that appears in spatial and temporal 

terms, or through a complex interpenetration of the two. The past, for example, is 

frequently mapped onto ancient cities. G. H. muses on the language that will be 

revealed to her in Constantinople, envisions the unmapped favelas through which she 

                                                
93 “For me, will the thing have to be reduced to being just what surrounds the thing’s 
untouchability? My God, give me what you have done. Or have you already given it to 
me? and am I the one who cannot take the step that will give me what you have done? 
Am I what you have done? and I can’t take the step toward myself, me whom You are, 
Thing and Yourself. Give me what you are in me. Give me what you are in the others, 
You are the he, I know, I know because when I touch, I see the he. But the he, man, 
takes care of what you have given him and wraps himself in a husk made especially for 
me to touch and see. And I want more than the shell that I also love. I want what I love 
You” (131). 
94 “The deheroization of myself is undermining the ground beneath my edifice, doing so 
despite me like an unknown calling. Until it is finally revealed to me that life in me does 
not bear my name” (169). 
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sees the ruins of Athens or beyond which she sees Asia Minor. Using metaphors of 

archeology, G. H. wonders whether she has “desencavado talvez o futuro” or is 

“vivendo a pré-história de um futuro” (106-107).95 The crossing of future and historical 

time gestures toward the popular notion of Brazil as o país do futuro (the country of the 

future). In addition, the many references to money and trade throughout the text evoke 

contemporary debates over economic policies, namely, whether or to what degree 

Brazil should open its markets to foreign investors. G. H. says at one point, “eu via um 

vaivém de sombras e pessoas, como dos primeiros mercadores assírios. Estes lutavam 

pela posse da Ásia Menor” (105).96 She continues by connecting these references to a 

specifically Brazilian context: “Pois eu estava procurando o tesouro de minha cidade. 

Uma cidade de ouro e pedra, o Rio de Janeiro, cujos habitantes ao sol era seiscentos 

mil mendigos. O tesouro da cidade poderia estar numa das brecas do cascalho. Mas 

qual delas? Aquela cidade estava precisando de um trabalho de cartografia” (107).97 

The process of excavating meaning intertwines historical time with story time. As 

Cixous argues, rather than telling a story in conventional narrative time Lispector writes 

in a way that “produces a kind of event that is being progressively transformed” (162). 

The essence of this endeavor is distilled in the effort “to write the now.” The difficulty 

of this, as Cixous also notes, is that “language only wants to say one thing at once” 

(163). In view of this kind of linguistic or narrative resistance, Lispector’s style of 

                                                
95 “…excavated the future… living the prehistory of the future” (98-99). 
96 “…I saw the activity of shadows and people, like the comings and goings of the first 
Assyrian merchants. They were fighting for control of Asia Minor” (98). 
97 “For I was looking for my city’s treasure. A city of gold and stone. Rio de Janeiro, 
whose inhabitants in the sun were six hundred thousand beggars. The city’s treasure 
might be in one of the breaches in the rubble. But which one? That city was in need of a 
mapmaker” (99). 
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writing shows how meaning can be generated through the disruption of syntactical and 

punctuation rules. To demonstrate the interrelationship of self and time, for example, G. 

H. muses, “Mas o instante, o instante este—a atualidade—isso não é imaginável, entre 

a atualidade e eu não há intervalo: é agora, em mim” (78).98 The “now” is one figure of 

the in-between—the point between the past and the future—in order to write the now, 

Lispector takes recourse to several figures of in between-ness, of interstices. Put 

differently, the interstice figures temporally and spatially to indicate the place from 

which meaningful change will come. For example, in the quote above, the treasure of 

the city will come from what is already there, the “breaches in the rubble.”  

In terms of punctuation, quotation marks and dashes are the most powerful 

markers of how meaning emerges from the fraught yet creative tension of the interstice, 

or the in between throughout G. H. The quotation marks dramatize what is at stake in 

how her life is framed: is she destined to be merely a citation of the world or a fragment 

of meaning constituted in advance, or is she able to punctuate and order her life 

meaningfully in a way that does not merely reflect or capitulate to normalizing codes? 

The dashes likewise illuminate the continuity and discontinuity that characterizes lived 

experience and historical time. The metamorphosis that G. H. undergoes begins with 

her eviction from quotation marks and approaches completion with her emergence from 

a cockroach-like husk: “Enfim, enfim quebrara-se realmente o meu invólucro, e sem 

limite eu era. Por não ser, eu era. Até o fim daquilo que eu não era, eu era. O que não 

sou eu, eu sou. Tudo estará em mim, se eu não for; pois ‘eu’ é apenas um dos espasmos 

                                                
98 “But the instant, the very instant—the right now—that is unimaginable, between the 
right now and the I there is no space: it is just now, inside me” (70). 
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instantâneos do mundo” (178).99 As G. H.’s analogue to the cockroach’s shell, the husk 

recalls the novel’s epigraph by Bernard Berenson: “A complete life may be one ending 

in so full identification with the nonself that there is no self to die.” G. H.’s 

metamorphosis is realized as her self (eu) sheds its accretions; she is absolutely 

depersonalized and has become one with the neutral vibrations of the world: “E porque 

me despersonalizo a ponto de não ter o meu nome, respondo cada vez que alguém 

disser: eu” (175).100 

G. H. realizes the absolute immanence of all things. Far from a flight from the 

world or a transcending of language, G. H. finds escapes from the imprisoning in-

between of the quotation marks, which insist that she mold herself into an image of 

blind conformity, and discovers that in the immanence of the human and the divine, the 

creative interstice is the radical interdependence of all things: 

O mundo independia de mim—esta era a confiança a que eu tinha 

chegado: o mundo independia de mim, e não estou entendendo o que eu 

estou dizendo, nunca! nunca mais compreenderei o que eu disser.  Pois 

como poderia eu dizer sem que a palavra mentisse por mim? como 

poderei dizer senão timidamente assim: a vida se me é.  A vida se me é, e 

eu não entendo o que digo. E então adoro.  — — — — — — (179)101 

                                                
99 “Finally, finally, my husk had really broken, and I was, without limit. By not being, I 
was. To the edge of what I wasn’t, I was. What I am not, I am. Everything will be 
within me, if I am not; for “I” is merely one of the world’s instantaneous spasms” (172). 
100 “And I also have no name, and that is my name. And because I depersonalize to the 
point of not having a name, I shall answer every time someone says: me” (169). 
101 “The world interdepended with me—that was the confidence I had reached: the 
world interdepended with me, and I am not understanding what I say, never! Never 
again shall I understand what I say. For how will I be able to speak without the word 
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Even beyond the complex and atypical syntax, these last lines are complicated by the 

awkward use of the word independia. The English translation succumbs to the easier 

interpretation, that is, what one would expect this to mean: “The world interdepended 

with me.” But the Portuguese independia means the opposite: to be free of dependence, 

to be independent of something. Thus, the translation falsely suggests an 

interdependence G.H. feels with the world rather than a radical independence. A more 

literal translation might be “the world became independent of me”—here the meaning is 

far less clear.  

One possibility is that the world she is independent of here is the same world she 

used to cite. The jubilation of being independent of the world, then, reiterates her 

freedom from the quotation marks. This is further supported by the repetition of four 

words (E então eu adoro), which appear near the beginning of the final chapter and in 

its last paragraph:  

Chego à altura de poder cair, escolho, estremeço e desisto, e, finalmente 

me votando à minha queda, despessoal, sem voz própria, finalmente sem 

mim—eis que tudo o que não tenho é que é meu. Desisto e quanto menos 

sou mais vivo, quanto mais perco o meu nome mais me chamam, minha 

única missão secreta é a minha condição, desisto e quanto mais ignoro a 

                                                                                                                                          
lying for me? how will I be able to speak except timidly, like this: life is itself for me. 
Life is itself for me, and I don’t understand what I am saying. And, therefore, I 
adore…” (173).  
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senha mais cumpro o segredo, quanto menos sei mais a doçura do 

abismo é o meu destino. E então eu adoro.102  

This passage brings together the radical depersonalization with the loss of the name and 

the loss of knowledge, which is required for her to reach adoration. It is useful to recall 

that the word adore comes from Latin and was first used as a reference to divine 

worship. Its use in the context of this passage and as an intransitive verb suggests a 

radical departure from the expected devotion to a transcendent divinity. Her freedom 

from the world is apiece with the freedom from a human world alienated from a divine 

world. Rather than cut into the infinite flesh, she and the cockroach become one 

immeasurable substance. Her adoration is for the uncertainty of the abyss. Free of the 

repressive organizing principles of the old memory-knowledge systems, G. H. creates 

and is created by her experience to the degree she is undone by it. If she uses the same 

words as “before,” she must use them in a new way: “a vida se me é” (life is itself for 

me). Here is a newold senseless sense (to use Cixous’s term). The syntax is beginning 

to unwind itself from the old constructs: “Eu quero o que eu Te amo.” (“I want what I 

love you”). The dashes strike out ahead of her suggesting both the neutral nothingness 

that coincides with her experience as well as the necessity of beginning again without 

the world, or with a new one. 

 

                                                
102 “I reach the height from which I can fall, I choose, I tremble, and I desist, and 
finally, devoting myself to my fall, depersonalized, without a voice of my own, in the 
last analysis without myself—behold that everything I don’t have is mine. I desist and 
the less I am, the more alive, the more I lose my name, the more I am called, my only 
secret mission is my condition, I desist and the more I am ignorant of the password the 
more I carry out the secret, the less I know the more the sweetness of the abyss is my 
destiny. And then I adore” (171). 
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Conclusion 
 
 
There is in understanding a blind spot: which is reminiscent of the 
structure of the eye. In understanding, as in the eye, one can only reveal 
it with difficulty. But whereas the blind spot of the eye is inconsequential, 
the nature of understanding demands that the blind spot within it be 
more meaningful than understanding itself.    
       —George Bataille  
 
 
…what is decisive is not the progression from one cognition to the next, 
but the leap or crack inherent in any cognition itself. This is the 
inconspicuous mark of authenticity which distinguishes it from every 
kind of standard product that has been produced according to a scheme.
       —Walter Benjamin 

 
 

 

In a well-known poem, Emily Dickinson advises, “Tell all the Truth but tell it 

slant –.” To read such slanted truths as they manifest in punctuation marks has been the 

ambition of this dissertation. In the introduction I noted that the strategy of reading I 

develop is situated in relation to blind spots in two fields of study, one pertaining to 

comparative modes of literary analysis, the other pertaining to how the political is 

formulated in feminist literary criticism. Resisting the recuperative gesture, which 

would try to retrieve the untold (blind spots) for the already known, I have instead 

speculated on the pointing gesture of these marks to assess their social correlatives. That 

is, I have tried to trace out the minor tones of contemporaneous historical situations as 

they resonate within the punctuation of the films, poetry, and literature that I examine. 

Thus, I have sought to discern how the punctum-like effect of creatively used 

punctuation refracts another view of history—a view that resonates with what Foucault 

calls counter-memories or what Blanchot calls the limit-experience. In arguing that 
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creative uses of punctuation embed a perspective that is obscured in conventional 

modes of reading and dominant historical narratives, I treat punctuation as a meeting 

place for the literary or cinematic on the one hand and historical conditions on the other. 

The outcome is a theory of how to read aesthetic forms and historical conditions against 

and through one another. As I approached these slanted truths I tried also to remain 

cognizant of the advice that Dickinson gives later in the same poem when she says, 

“Success in Circuit lies.” With these words I believe that Dickinson suggests that it is 

through the circumlocutions—or within the wayward markings—that certain truths 

emerge. This is, for Dickinson, crucial, because, as she concludes, “The Truth must 

dazzle gradually / Or every man be blind –.” 

This project was initially conceived around my interest in the constitutive role of 

forgetting in theories of community advanced in Jean-Luc Nancy’s The Inoperative 

Community and Maurice Blanchot’s The Unavowable Community. As the project 

developed I realized that what I was analyzing as remnants of the forgotten were in fact 

residues of a different kind of memory. As a result of this insight, I began to consider 

the peculiar methodological difficulties that arise when one attempts to trace the absent-

present quality of the forgotten, the quasi-absent nature of memorial residues. This 

trajectory of my thinking is evident in my selection of writers and texts, which I was 

initially drawn to because of how they treat memory and forgetting. In a certain sense, 

the fact that they have atypical punctuation in common was the crucial pivot that led to 

a more sustained consideration of the relationship between experimental uses of 

punctuation and creative explorations of memory. The crucial turn came when I began 

to consider how the “read-but-unread” quality of punctuation registers a kind of 
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forgetting; this became a productive starting point for evaluating overlooked 

relationships between texts and historical-political contexts.  

As I adjusted my focus on the textual weavings of memory and forgetting, I 

returned to Benjamin’s suspicion that “Proust did not describe a life as it actually was, 

but a life as it was remembered by the one who had lived it (202).” Benjamin suggests 

that this remembering “is not what he [Proust] experiences, but [rather] the weaving of 

his memory, the Penelope work of recollections. Or should one call it, rather, a 

Penelope work of forgetting” (ibid). The provocative question that Benjamin poses after 

drawing these speculations together is one that guided my reformulation of how 

memory and forgetting come together in textual formations: “Is not the involuntary 

recollection, Proust’s mémoire involontaire, much closer to forgetting than what is 

usually called memory?” (ibid). If what Benjamin suggests about Proust can be 

generalized to other writers, especially those that write on or about memory and 

experience, then a strange reversal occurs where what appears as linguistic content 

should be understood as the material remnants of forgetting. And in this formulation, 

would it not make sense for memory to seek refuge in punctuation marks? This 

formulation obviously carries a certain debt to Adorno and his provocative statement 

that history leaves its residue in punctuation marks. But this conceptualization of 

memory and forgetting also has its philosophical counterpart in Foucault’s discussion of 

how counter-memory entails “a transformation of history into a totally different form of 

time” (160). At issue for Foucault is the development of a genealogical model that 

opposes dominant models of history. In this scheme, counter-memory is that which 

disrupts the primary modalities of history—the parodic, the dissociative, and the 
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sacrificial—because it valorizes multiplicity, it resists synthesis into a stable identity, 

and it sacrifices the subject of knowledge, especially that which anchors 

anthropomorphic historical constructions. For me, counter-memory is a concept through 

which I formulated my thinking of punctuation as a form of memory that actively 

disrupts the textual fabric in which it is located, or a memorial mark that points to the 

minor chords of the historical chorus of which it is a part.  

In re-conceptualizing how memory and forgetting are stitched into the text 

through a correlative relationship between words and punctuation marks, I also turned 

to Roland Barthes’s formulation of the punctum to explicate the shooting, piercing 

effect that such uses of punctuation have on the viewer or reader. As a result, I began to 

understand how punctuation can operate as a trace, not merely marking the forgotten, 

but also marking the presence of something absent, or perhaps something that is present 

yet unintelligible, something akin to a watermark that remains after the tides of memory 

or history seem to recede. In this sense, the punctum and, by extension, punctuation 

opens the space of the text onto another domain, which is not only one that encloses 

another perspective, but also one that engenders new blinds spots (puncta caecum) by 

privileging another, less common, point of view. 

Following the piercing points of the punctum, it became clear that one of the 

most consistent effects of non-standard uses of punctuation is the disturbance it can 

generate in semiotic and epistemological operations. That is, punctuation can disrupt the 

production of meaning, it can reconfigure our relationship to the past (both historical 

and memorial), and it can create new meanings in and through the text. The trace, as 

Derrida discusses, embodies many of these features, and as I bring this project to a close 
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I remain committed to the trace as one overarching explanatory mode through which to 

explain some of the effects of creative uses of punctuation. However, the trace is less 

helpful in apprehending the ways in which the graphic quality of punctuation is 

intertwined with its disruption and production of meaning. Expanding the field of 

associative meanings, the graphic, non-signifying quality of punctuation reminds the 

reader that its meaning-making functions cannot be subsumed into the semiotic 

operations of language. At the same time, I would hesitate to limit the graphic aspects 

of punctuation to an imitative dimension (e.g., the dash in A Paixão Segundo G. H. 

mimicking the crack in the cockroach’s back). At a minimum, my study has 

demonstrated that punctuation alters the semantic field by opening a space of 

ambiguity, extending the associative dimension of a text to a broader range of historical 

and political implications. Nonetheless, the question of the relationship between 

punctuation and mimesis deserves greater attention as it provokes a whole new series of 

questions: how can one approach the non-signifying aspect of punctuation? The graphic 

dimension of punctuation can be mobilized to expand the imaginative realm of a text, 

but if one must “translate” it, as it were, what kind of equivalence is implied between 

punctuation and language? Or, if punctuation has an affective component, what kind of 

non-resemblance inhibits punctuation from appearing mimetic?   

As I round off this study, other questions have also emerged, some of which 

would complicate the analyses put forth above, others which would expand this project 

in new directions. Among these, the question of translation is especially provocative. 

While it would seem that because punctuation does not signify in the manner of 

language, and because there is only minor variance in its use among Romance and 
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Germanic languages, it should be translated exactly as it appears in the original. What I 

found, however, is that this is rarely the case. The pervasiveness of “mistranslating” 

punctuation supports my contention that punctuation has a much more complex role in 

the production of meaning than is usually acknowledged. It also suggests that 

punctuation has certain historically or culturally contingent attributes that resist 

translation. From this insight, more questions arise as to the relationship between 

punctuation marks across different languages. What is the culturally-specific aspect of 

punctuation? The aesthetic history Adorno associates—ironically or not—with 

punctuation marks is limited to German aesthetic traditions, but do punctuation marks 

share any translingual common ground? Or if, as I have suggested, they inspire the 

translator’s interference, what motivates the translation of one mark into another? What 

rules govern the translingual economy of punctuation? 

The questions pertaining to translation would be an especially fruitful extension 

of my research on Clarice Lispector, especially as she has been circulated through the 

work of Hélène Cixous. Many of the critiques leveled against Cixous’s reading (some 

say “use”) of Lispector revolve around Cixous’s “misquotations,” “blurred quotations,” 

“simulated quotations,” and “paraphrases” of Lispector’s texts. What is especially 

interesting to me about these accusations is not the degree to which they establish the 

“proof” of Cixous’s transgressions, but rather the way in which they inadvertently 

apprehend the “transgression” that Cixous wishes to propagate.1 That is, Cixous’s 

                                                
1 Rosemary Arrojo attends to these question in her essay, “Cixous, Lispector, and 
Fidelity.” At the heart of Arrojo’s argument seems to be a tension between her use of 
the term “fidelity,” which is primarily lodged in the register of translation studies (and, 
perhaps, suggests some kind of fidelity to a vague notion of “women”), and Cixous’s 
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blurring of textual lines means, as her critic Rosemary Arrojo says, “Cixous and 

Lispector are not merely a reader and an author but a pair, or a couple…” (150). 

Although Arrojo is suspicious of the differential positions that Cixous and Lispector 

occupy in global cultural, intellectual, and financial economies, it is the supposed fixity 

of these boundaries, and how notions of text, language, and authorship collude with 

them, that Cixous aims to trouble and displace. It is also possible to find support for 

Cixous’s endeavor within a certain strain of translation theory that advocates a traversal 

of the translation by the foreignness of the original.2 In other words, the blurring of the 

lines between original and translation is not necessarily a betrayal of the original but 

rather an act that recognizes the foreignness of all languages and acknowledges that 

there is always something that remains incommunicable despite the translation.  

Related to the question of linguistic translation is the question of how to 

translate the concept of punctuation to other media. In the introduction I argued that, 

contrary to Barthes’s insistence, the effects of the punctum that he describes cannot be 

confined to photography. I also countered his claim that the subjective and affective 

dimension of the punctum negates the possibility of analysis (which he relegates to the 

studium). I would stand by these positions, but it also seems necessary to examine the 

media-specific aspects of the punctum. For example, my goal in analyzing Duras’s films 

was to propose an understanding of cinematic punctuation that exceeds its restriction to 

                                                                                                                                          
use of the term in a more philosophical register and is concerned with remaining faithful 
to (the function of) what she sees as Lispector’s privileged articulation of the feminine 
in opposition to traditional, hegemonic, and masculine philosophic and poetic 
discourses. 
2 This view is often associated with the theory of translator put forth by Benjamin in 
“Task of the Translator.”  
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editing techniques, as in semiotic film theory. Drawing on Gilles Deleuze’s discussion 

of the importance of the interstice and his concept of the sound-image, I examined how 

sound punctuates and works against the image. The punctum here operates through a 

linguistic puncture, and I suggested that punctuation in film might tend toward the 

aural, whereas in written systems punctuation is presumed to be visible and silent. 

However, like the literary texts I examined, cinematic punctuation also points to 

historical and political shards that pierce the text. While I did not focus on how editing 

techniques functioned as a form of cinematic punctuation, the metaphorical use of 

punctuation to explain the operations of cinematic editing techniques seems to suggest 

that there are medium-specific ways that punctuation might operate. This is also 

increasingly evident in other media. Jennifer Brody’s book Punctuation: Art, Politics, 

and Play examines punctuation across several kind of media, including art, 

performance, dance, and film. She does not, however, address the question of whether 

punctuation substantially changes or what might stabilize its commonality across 

various media. Her neglect of this question seems to imply that something about 

punctuation remains the same across media, but also that, paradoxically, punctuation is 

highly context-specific.  

A point where Brody and I agree is that, more than marking off grammatical 

units, creative uses of punctuation are radically dependent upon yet also modify their 

context. Accordingly, one of my objectives was to explore how this specifically pertains 

to historical and political contexts. This dimension of the project deserves expansion 

and, perhaps, clarification. An expanded understanding of deixis may aid in this 

endeavor because of the emphasis I have placed on the pointing nature of punctuation 
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marks. However, it is necessary to remain mindful that this pointing nature can be 

deceiving, because the event or situation indicated in the pointing may be absent, silent, 

or otherwise beyond immediate visual or cognitive apprehension. If, as I have 

suggested, punctuation marks are a kind of residue or outline, then how one goes about 

extrapolating and describing this remainder requires a diligent attentiveness to how we 

formulate words around these fissures. As Lispector advises, “Since one feels obliged to 

write, let it be without obscuring the space between the lines with words” (The Foreign 

Legion 114). This suggests that the white space of the page is not in fact blank but is 

rather saturated with invisible, nonlinguistic material—the stuff of its material historical 

context. Since the “in-between” cannot be represented in any conventional linguistic 

form—it is not a sign; it is, perhaps, an anti-sign—one must be sure to leave the 

disruptive force of the space or the mark and resist incorporating it into other 

epistemological systems. 

It has become a commonplace to say that the gaps and fissures in postmodern 

literature and experimental film invite the reader or viewer to participate in the 

construction of meaning. This is, in part, an argument I also make with regard to 

punctuation: creative uses of punctuation entail a reorganization of the space of the page 

and establish new relations among words, marks, blanks, and silences; this reorganized 

textual topography, I also argue, corresponds to shifts in the grammar of social and 

political life. The relationship between punctuation marks and the social also points to 

the partiality of any perspective and any memorial or historical narrative. In thinking 

about these intricate and complex relationships and the truths they tell aslant, I have 

tried above all to consider how conventions of reading, seeing, and meaning-making 
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become fatigued, stale, and outmoded. In this sense, I have sought not only to revitalize 

the language that constitutes our lived experiences, but also to draw attention to the 

ways in which the untellable of experience imprints or disrupts—in a word, 

punctuates—congealed representations of experience and knowledge. This is how 

creative punctuation can generate new modes of sense-making that challenge regulatory 

semiotic regimes.  

Insisting on the political importance of looking at these overlooked marks 

resonates with several other projects. Benjamin’s Arcades Project, for example, is often 

described as an attempt to rescue the forgotten by salvaging the refuse of culture and 

history. The fragmented perspectives that inhere in transient historical objects is 

precisely where Benjamin locates a certain, slanted truth of nineteenth century industrial 

capitalism capable of disturbing and recasting progressive historical narratives. My 

project, in fact, bears more of Benjamin’s influence that I initially realized. In addition 

to its constellation-like arrangement, Benjamin’s theory of quotation has come to the 

fore as I consider the broader implications of this project and the other areas of inquiry 

that could be pursued.  

As Benjamin has shown, the ability of quotation to radically alter context—and 

the chiasmic, correlating capacity of context to alter quotation—is the locus of 

quotation’s revolutionary character. This is especially true of unauthorized quotation, as 

in plagiarism, parroting classical texts, and digital piracy. Using quotation as the 

guiding principle, the continuation of the research initiated here would more directly 

engage questions of authorship, literary authority, and the production of meaning. 

Deriving as it does from “one who originates or gives existence to something, a 
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begetter, beginner, father…,” as Edward Said recalls, the modern concept of authorship 

is entrenched in the rhetoric of paternity and gendered notions of property. 

Unauthorized quotation undermines the rhetoric of paternity that undergirds the notion 

of the author in general and the masculine symbolic economy of literary authority in 

particular. As contemporary authorial practices, like digital piracy, post-colonial 

citation, and poetic reassemblages show, unauthorized quotation recycles language, 

often in ways that exceed and disrupt its original meaning. These varied practices bring 

into sharp relief the way that unauthorized quotation threatens traditional and legal 

notions of authorship. In addition, integrating a theorization of authorship more 

explicitly into my analysis would sharpen the feminist stakes of the project while also 

showing how radical quotation practices disrupt established modes of knowing that are 

indebted to notions of male creation and property rights. I initiated this analysis with my 

engagement of Cixous’s method of reading, which she refers to as “reading with” and 

includes her way of translating and quoting, but these insights could be productively 

extended to other practices that disrupt and displace the economy of authorship. 

Among the other projects that bear a strong affinity with the major 

preoccupations of the dissertation, Marjorie Perloff’s recent book, Unoriginal Genius, 

occupies an important place. Perloff takes Benjamin’s Arcade Project as the conceptual 

point of departure for analyzing contemporary poetry that is composed through a 

derivation or modification—a citation in one form or another—of an existing text. 

Through a wild assortment of examples, including movements such as Brazilian 

Concretism and Oulipo and contemporary poets such as Susan Howe, Yoko Tawada, 

and Caroline Bergvall, Perloff examines how quotation not only generates new 
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meanings, but also how creative uses of quotation oppose the cluster of concepts 

embedded in the Romantic notion of the author: originality, genius, literary and 

propriety. Perloff’s analysis of poetic practices that employ quotation is less an 

extension of her earlier and more explicit examination of quotation undertaken in her 

book, Quotation Marks, than it is a deeper probing of politics as manifest in a range of 

contemporary poetic practices, especially those that take up questions of translation, the 

internet, and other concerns that she identifies as central to a twenty-first century 

poetics. With these practices in mind, she boldly claims, “…citationality, with its 

dialectic of removal and graft, disjunction and conjunction, its interpenetration of origin 

and destruction, is central to twenty-first-century poetics” (17, emphasis in original). 

For Perloff, these poetic compositions are radically different from the modernist 

projects of Eliot and Pound, who also recycled other people’s words. Perloff argues, 

“[i]ndeed, récriture, as Antoine Compagnon calls it, is the logical form of ‘writing’ in 

an age of literally mobile or transferable text—text that can be readily moved from one 

digital site to another or from print to screen, that can be appropriated, transformed, or 

hidden by all sorts of means and for all sorts of purposes” (ibid.). What is exciting about 

Perloff’s work is that it recognizes an intrinsic link between the form and process of 

poetic composition and its historical-technological conditions. This insight reinforces 

the argument I have advanced, and it has contributed to my thinking about how to 

conceptualize the specific literary and political effects of quotation.  

While Perloff’s work explicitly shares many of the theoretical concerns I have 

examined, my project also shares conceptual ground with a range of other artistic and 

literary projects that deploy quotation to produce new meanings, including methods of 
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appropriation (from Marcel Duchamp to Sherrie Levine), the mash-ups of William S. 

Burroughs and Kathy Acker, and re-writes like The Wide Sargasso Sea, to name but a 

few. Here I would like to discuss one example that bears some especially strong 

resonances to the theoretical texture of the dissertation: erasure poetry, which names a 

tradition of poems constructed by erasing portions of an existing text. (Tom Phillips’s A 

Humument, an erasure of a Victorian novel titled A Human Document, and Ronald 

Johnson’s Radi Os, a long poem created out of Milton’s Paradise Lost, are the most 

commonly cited examples of erasure poetry.) Like the poems that Perloff analyzes and 

like the literary and artistic projects cited above, erasure poetry challenges claims to 

originality and authorial ownership. In addition, by using quotation as a key part of the 

compositional process, erasure poetry creates an effect akin to what I have described as 

the trace of the forgotten that manifests in punctuation marks. The affiliation I see 

between the theory of reading I have developed and erasure poetry can be illustrated by 

looking briefly at Janet Holmes’s recent collection, The Ms of M Y Kin.  

In 2003, as the US went to war with Iraq, Janet Holmes turned to poems that 

Emily Dickinson wrote during 1861-1862 “to share both her [Dickinson’s] language 

and her tone in poems that reflect a substantially different war than the one that raged 

during her lifetime.”3 There are two things that I find especially remarkable about 

Holmes’s project in terms of the stakes and insights of my own work. First, Holmes 

describes her process as one in which she “whites out” certain words, or, as she also 

                                                
3 Quoted from the press release for the book. Holmes’s rules were as follows: to use at 
least one word from every poem; to use the words in order; to retain the placement of 
the words on the page, which must also reflect the omitted words; and let various 
speakers emerge as the language dictated. 
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says, she colored the erased words white. This “white out” effects an erasure, 

paradoxically, by applying a covering; that is, the coloring over of the words with white 

ink is what engenders their “erasure.” Erasure here is not something taken away, but is 

rather something added. At the same time, this addition does take away some of the 

original poetic material, rendering it invisible through the white-out. This process thus 

preserves the original but hides it behind what appears to be a blank space. Of course, in 

this instance, one can return to the original poem (Holmes uses the Franklin numbering 

system to identify which Dickinson poems she uses), but this “return” to the original 

does not effectuate a recuperation of the fullness of Dickinson’s poem. On the contrary, 

one can no longer look at the original without feeling the haunting presence of 

Holmes’s alterations. The implications of this are, as I have also shown, that the blank 

spaces—punctuation as marking and punctuation as spacing—affect the content and the 

context of meaning. 

This last point is related to the second way that Holmes’s project resonates with 

my own: the erasures alter how we conceive of the original work and its context. That 

is, in addition to transforming the manifest content of Dickinson’s poems, Holmes’s 

appropriation assumes that the poet wrote about the Civil War. As I discuss at length in 

Chapter One, it has only been since the 1980s that Dickinson scholarship has begun to 

alter the view of Dickinson as resolutely apolitical, and popular opinion retains the view 

of Dickinson as a poet of the interior, of one who writes about internal conflict. It is 

therefore surprising to read reviews of The Ms of M Y Kin that facilely characterize 

Dickinson as a war poet. Mike McDonough, for example, says,  
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It turns out Emily Dickinson is the best correspondent reporting today 

from Iraq and Afghanistan. It seems she became an expert on 

asymmetrical warfare when she started sewing those little poetic IEDs 

and storing them in her trunk. Since she had only her life to give, she 

found that it was more effective to stockpile homemade bombs made out 

of paper, ink and thread. […] By focusing on material dated from 1861-

1862, Janet Holmes’s skilful erasures place our most accomplished 

literary terrorist right at the onset of the Civil War (America’s greatest 

oxymoron) while also holding up a mirror to Cheney & Bush’s “War on 

Terror.”4  

Some might see this as a victory because it substantiates Dickinson’s war credentials. 

However, I am more interested in how Holmes’s re-punctuating of Dickinson’s 

poems—by replacing words with spaces—demonstrates what I discuss above in terms 

of the power of the unrecuperated-yet-present absence. The spaces that Holmes creates 

indicate what she has erased from Dickinson’s poem, but while these spaces indicate 

something “lost,” this absence is the generative signifying source. In this way, the gaps 

created through the white outs necessitate a leap from one mark to another: they forge a 

bridge from one historical-political-poetic context to another.  

                                                
4 Coldfront Magazine. Susan Schultz goes a step further, characterizing Dickinson as an 
embed: “Emily Dickinson’s poems come to us so nearly pre-erased that their further 
erasure by Holmes dramatically frees instances of prophecy, voices from 1861–62 
rediscovered in contemporary political discourse. It seems that the best of the embeds in 
Iraq was Emily Dickinson; read her reports from the (af)front here” (Shearsman 
promotional). 
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Speaking more generally, erasure poems assume various forms and abide by a 

range of compositional constraints, but the process of composition almost invariably 

results in a poem that emphasizes its formal features, especially in terms of its relation 

to the space of the page. Moreover, the literal reconfiguring of the page engendered by 

the imposition of spacing (or blocks of color) over certain words intensifies the graphic 

quality of the text, changing the rhythm of the words, modifying the relationship 

between the words and the spaces, and sometimes defacing the aesthetics of the page 

with the crooked lines that only partially overlay the original text. It is in these ways 

that erasure poetry embodies many of the qualities of creative punctuation: it 

experiments with and alters the space, sound, rhythm, meaning, context, and visual 

components of the text. In focusing on the common investment of erasure poetry and 

punctuation, I mean to stress the ways that erasure poems generate new meanings from 

old contexts through a quotation-motivated process of erasure and the use of space as 

punctuation. The production of new meanings that results from this process is akin to 

what I have described as the trace of the forgotten that manifests in punctuation marks.5 

That which is erased (or covered over) is therefore not necessarily the absent or 

absented.  

Keeping this in mind, the theory of reading I have developed attempts to assess 

the contours of such absences within their socio-historic fields, while also refraining 

from filling them with presence. In other words, while reading the overlooked and 

ignored I have also tried to keep in mind Bataille’s comment that the blind spot in the 

                                                
5 Incidentally, in creating erasure poems, the poet often disregards punctuation, either 
using space as the sole punctuation mark or punctuating the poem only with breath and 
emphasis when he or she reads it aloud. 
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mind will “be more meaningful than understanding itself” (Inner Experience 110). The 

implications of Bataille’s understanding of the blind spot is that it is, as he says, a spot 

in which knowledge loses itself. But it is also, as I understand it, a repository of 

meaning and sense that can never be fully integrated into what is known. It will, 

however, always condition what is available to vision and cognition. Keeping this 

tension and this play in mind requires a thoughtful circularity. As I said at the outset, I 

have tried to head Dickinson’s advice: “Success in Circuit lies.” Bataille (working 

through and against Hegel) puts forth a similar claim:  

Action introduces the known (the manufactured); then understanding, 

which is linked to it, relates the non-manufactured, unknown elements, 

one after the other, to the known. But desire, poetry, laughter, 

unceasingly cause life to slip in the opposite direction, moving from the 

known to the unknown. Existence in the end discloses the blind spot of 

understanding and right away becomes completely absorbed in it. It 

could not be otherwise unless a possibility for rest were to present itself 

at a certain point. But nothing of the kind takes place: what alone 

remains is circular agitation—which does not exhaust itself in ecstasy 

and begins again from it. (111) 

The resistance of the blind spot to integration ensures that understanding and knowledge 

is never total and will never be complete; it also ensures that there is an ever-available 

fount from which knowledge issues forth. And this incessant circularity renews 

knowledge and meaning production. Given the status of punctuation in literary and film 

studies, it is not a stretch to link the blind spot (punctum caecum) to punctuation (as it 
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shoots out from the punctum), especially as I have analyzed the relationship between 

punctuation, knowledge production, and time. This theory thus affirms and participates 

in the generation of new meanings initiated by these spots, which are also engendered 

through the marks of creative punctuation, and allows them to retain their opacity. So, 

although I have illuminated some of the darker corners of the texts I have analyzed, 

there are still several points whose meaning is yet to be determined… 
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